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In de niet-relativistische quantummechanische verstrooiingstheorie

geldt voor de radiale verstrooiingsgolffunctie u^(k,r) de bekende

uitdrukking

u^(k,r) = cz(k) sin(kr - %7r£ + 6£(k)) + o(l), r •*•<»,

mits de (lokale) potentiaal aan bepaalde voorwaarden voldoet.

De in dit verband, met betrekking tot het asymptotische gedrag

van de potentiaal, door

W. Franz, Quantentheorie (Springer, Berlin, 1970), p. 168,

genoemde voorwaarde is niet voldoende; anderzijds zijn de

voorwaarden genoemd door

G. Baym, Lectures on Quantum Mechanics (Benjamin, New

York, 1969), pp. 198, 204,

L.D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz, Quantum Mechanics, Non-

Relativistic Theory (Pergamon Press,London,1958), p.115,

H.M. Nussenzveig, Causality and Dispersion Relations

(Academie Press, New York, 1972), pp. 195, 200, 253,

L.I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1968),

Third Edition, p. 118,

en

A.G. Sitenko, Lectures in Scattering Theory (Pergamon Press,

Oxford, 1971), p. 54,

weliswaar voldoende maar niet nodig, terwijl verder de voorwaarden

genoemd door

A.O. Barut (Ed.), Scattering Theory (Gordon and Breach, New

York, 1969) , p. 4,

D.R. Bates (Ed.), Quantum Theory (Academic Press, New York,

1961), p. 164,

D.I. Blochinzew, Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik (Deutscher

Verlag der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1957), p. 155,
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D.I. Blokhintsev, Quantum Mechanics (Reidel, Dordrecht, 1964),

pp. 147, 148,

D. Bohm, Quantum Theory (Prentice-Hall, New York, 1951),

pp. 559, 560,

F. Calogero, Variable Phase Approach to Potential Scattering

(Academic Press, New York, 1967), p. 3,

F. Constantinescu and E. Magyari, Problems in Quantum Mechanics

(Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1971), p. 265,

S. Fliigge (Ed.), Encyclopedia of Physics (Springer, Berlin, 1957),

Vol. 35, pp. 118, 119,

S. Flügge und H. Marschall, Rechenmethoden der Quantentheorie

(Springer, Berlin, 1952, 1965), pp. 118, 119,

N. Fröman and P.O. Fröman, JWKB Approximation (North - Holland,

Amsterdam, 1965), pp. 125, 126,

S. Gasiorowicz, Quantum Physics (Wiley, New York, 1974), p. 179,

K. Gottfried, Quantum Mechanics (Benjamin, New York, 1966),

Vol. 1, p. 126,

C.C. Grosjean, Formal Theory of Scattering Phenomena (Institut

Interuniversitaire des Sciences Nucléaires, Bruxelles,

1960), pp. 11, 105,

A. Messiah, Quantum Mechanics (North - Holland, Amsterdam,

1969) , Vol. 1, p. 371,

A. Messiah, Mëcanique Quantique (Dunod, Paris, 1959), Tome l,p. 315,

P.M. Morse and H. Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical Physics

(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953), Part II, p. 1682,

N.F. Mott and H.S.W. Massey, The Theory of Atomic Collisions

(Clarendon. Press, Oxford, 1965), p. 23,

J.L. Powell and B. Crasemann, Quantum Mechanics (Addison -

Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, 1965), p. 248,

L.S. Rodberg and R.M. Thaler, Introduction to the Quantum Theory

of Scaf-Bering (Academic Press, New York, 1967), p. 63,

P. Roman, Advanced Quantum Theory (Addison - Wesley, Reading,

Massachusetts, 1965), p. 161,

D.S„ Saxon, Elementary Quantum Mechanics (Holdon - Day,

San Francisco, 1968), p. 352,

L.I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw - Hill, New York, 1949),

First Edition, p. 104,

P. Stehle, Quantum Mechanics (Holden - Day, San Francisco,

1966), p. 193,



en

J.R. Taylor, Scattering Theory: The Quantum Theory on Non-

Relativistic Collisions (Wiley, New York, 1972), p. 260,

N. Tralli and F.R. Pomilla, Atomic Theory (McGraw - Hill,

New York, 1969), p. 308,

Ta-You Wu and T. Ohmura, Quantum Theory of Scattering

(Prentice - Hall, London, 1962), p. 2,

M. Kolsrud, J. Phys. All (1978) 1271-1294, p. 1272,

noch nodig noch voldoende zijn; de schijnbare voorwaarde, tenslotte,

die in dit verband wordt genoemd door

M.L. Goldberger and K.M. Watson, Collision Theory

(Wiley, New York, 1964), pp. 247, 251,

en door

C.J. Joachain, Quantum Collision Theory (North - Holland,

Amsterdam, 1975), pp. 67, 68,

heeft geen betekenis.

J.D. Dollard and C.N. Friedman, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) Ill (1978) 251-266.

In het tijdonafhankelijke Schrodingerprobleem met een lokale

potentiaal V, waarvoor r2V(r) continu is in de oorsprong, is

scheiding van variabelen zowel in parabolische coördinaten als

in bolcoördinaten, respectievelijk zowel in parabolische coördinaten

als in conische coördinaten mogelijk,dan en slechts dan als V,

afgezien van een triviale constante, de Coulomb potentiaal is.

P.M. Morse and H. Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical Physics

(McGraw - Hill, New York, 1953);

L.P. Eisenhart, Phys. Rev. 74 (1948) 87 - 89.



De tijdonafhankelijke Schrödingervergelijking met een lokale

potentiaal V, waarvoor r2V(r) continu is in de oorsprong, is

zowel in conische coördinaten als in cilindercoördinaten,

respectievelijk zowel in conische coördinaten als in Cartesische

coördinaten, respectievelijk zowel in bolcoördinaten als in

Cartesische coördinaten, respectievelijk zowel in bolcoördinaten

als in bepaalde andere rechthoekige kromlijnige coördinaten

separeerbaar, dan en slechts dan als V, afgezien van een triviale

constante, de isotrope harmonische oscillator potentiaal is.

P.M. Morse and H. Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical

Physics (McGraw - Hill, New York, 1953);

L.P. Eisenhart, Phys. Rev. 74 (1948) 87 - 89.

De uitspraak „Observabelen corresponderend met niet-verwisselbare

operatoren kunnen niet tegelijkertijd scherp gemeten worden" is

incorrect.

i

D. Bohm, Quantum Theory (Prentice - Hall, New York, 1951),

p. 206;

F. Constantinescu and E. Magyari, Problems in Quantum

Mechanics (Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1971), p. 76;

S. Gasiorowicz, Quantum Physics (Wiley, New York, 1974),

p. 119;

E. Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics (Wiley, New York, 1970),

p. 158.
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De eenvoudige en voor veel mathematisch-fysisch werk nuttige formule

ƒ dx =

(1= 0,1,2,•••), overigens een bijzonder geval van

T{p) T(<+X+a-p) ƒ tX"1(l-t)a~1F(p-K,X+a-p;a;l-t) F ([a] ;[b] ;zt) dt
0 2 l P 4 f M

= r(K)r(A)r(a) +2F + 2 ( U ] ,K,X;[b]q, p,K+X+a-p;z) ,

ontbreekt ten onrechte in een aantal gangbare mathematisch-fysische

handboeken op de voor de hand liggende plaatsen.

B.v.: Bateman Manuscript, edited by A. Erdélyi, Higher Transcendental

Functions (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953), Vols.l and 2;

Id.,Tables of Integral Transforms (1954), Vols. 1 and 2;

I.S. Gradshteyn and I.M. Ryzhik, Table of Integrals, Series,

and Products (Academic Press, New York, 1965).

i In de mathematisch-fysische literatuur treft men tenminste vier

soorten inconsistentie aan met betrekking tot de geassocieerde

Legendre functies Pm.
Af

D.M.Brink and G.R.Satchler, Angular Momentum(Clarendon,Oxford,1971);

W.Magnus, F.Oberhettinger, and R.P.Soni, Formulas and Theorems

for the Special Functions of Mathematical Physics

(Springer, New York, 1966);

R.G.Newton, Scattering Theory of Waves and Particles

(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1966);

M.E.Rose, Elementary Theory of Angular Momentum (Wiley, New

York, 1963);

S.Saxon, Elementary Quantum Mechanics (Holden-Day, San

Francisco, 1968);

L.I.Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1968);

E.T.Whittaker and G.N.Watson, A Course of Modern Analysis

(Cambridge University Press, London, 1950).

I



De omwentelingsconchoidoide, die men verkrijgt door die bepaalde

conchoïde van Nicomedes, welke gekenmerkt is door het feit dat

haar pool tevens keerpunt is, te roteren om haar as van symmetrie,

speelt een opmerkelijke rol in de klassieke verstrooiing van

geladen deeltjes.

Nicomedes, ca. 240 a 210 v. Chr.;

M. Cantor, Vorlesungen über Geschichte der Mathematik

(Teubner, Stuttgart, 1965), Erster Band, S. 350 - 352;

M. Kline, Mathematical Thought from Ancient to Modern

Times (Oxford University Press, New York, 1972),

pp. 117, 118;

B.L. van der Waerden, Science Awakening (Noordhoff, Leyden,

1975), Vol. 1, Fourth Edition, pp. 82, 235, 236.

Het verdient aanbeveling naast twee, in het bijzonder in wiskunde

en natuurwetenschappen van belang zijnde, begrippen orde in de

betekenis van een antireflexieve asymmetrische transitieve

relatie respectievelijk een reflexieve symmetrische niet-

transitieve relatie, drie begrippen orde in de betekenis van

een reflexieve symmetrische transitieve relatie respectievelijk

een reflexieve niet-symmetrische transitieve relatie

respectievelijk een antireflexieve asymmetrische transitieve

relatie, welke eveneens een belangrijke rol spelen in wiskunde

en natuurwetenschappen, te onderscheiden.

Van Dale, Groot Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal, onder

redactie van C. Kruyskamp (Nijhoff, 's-Gravenhage,

1976), Deel II, artikel orde, sub 6 en 13;

G. James and R.C. James, Mathematics Dictionary (Van

Nostrand, Princeton, New Jersey, 1960) .



1 r.r
Het gezegde „ De uitzonderingen bevestigen de regel" is een

uitzondering op de regel dat een uitspraak op het eerste horen

begrijpelijk is, welke uitzondering deze regel niet bevestigt.

Van Dale, Groot Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal, onder

redactie van C. Kruyskamp (Nijhoff, 's-Gravenhage,

1976), Deel II, p. 2015.

Het is opmerkelijk dat een bepaald effect van versnelling en

zwaartekracht, beschreven in „Autour de la Lune", fiveneens

optreedt in „Tom Poes en de Nieuwe IJstijd", terwijl het

ontbreekt in moderne experimenten.

M.Toonder, Torn Poes en de Nieuwe IJstijd (Nationale

Rotterdamse Courant,1947; 7,8 en 10 november), nrs.204-206;

J.Verne, Autour de la Lune (Hetzel, Paris, 1866), Chap. VIII.

Het eerste proefschrift dateert van de late prehistorie.

,, 29 i
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In this thesis we present an analytic study of the Coulomb interaction in nonrelativ-
istic quantum mechanics and some related topics. We investigate in a number of
self-contained articles various interesting and important properties of the Coulomb
potential. Some of these properties are shared by other potentials which also play a
role in quantum mechanics. For such related interactions a comparative study is
made of the similarities and differences.

The thesis consists of three parts. In part A we work in the momentum
representation whereas in part B the coordinate or position representation will be
mainly used. In part C both representations play a role and some connective
formulas for special cases are developed.

The great physical importance of the Coulomb interaction follows from the
observation that it acts between any pair of charged particles. Since moreover
Coulomb's law. describing the force as a function of the relative distance, has the
same mathematical form as Newton's law of gravitation, it is obvious that this so-
called inverse-distance-squared law of force has received a great deal of attention.

As is well known, the problem of just two particles interacting according to the
inverse-distance potential can be solved completely in an analytic way. In this
specific situation one can even apply algebraic methods, which are more elegant.
This is due to an extra symmetry which plays an important role in the pure two-
particle Coulomb problem, in addition to the ordinary spherical symmetry. By
introducing appropriate new variables one finds that the pure Coulomb problem
has an intrinsic O4 symmetry, i.e., that it is invariant under orthogonal rotations in
some four-dimensional space. This symmetry results in the existence of the
invariant vector of Lenz in classical mechanics, which is defined in connection with
the classical conic section orbits. In quantum mechanics the O4 symmetry
generates the additional degeneracy of the energy levels, e.g., in the hydrogen
atom. Furthermore, the energy spectrum can be derived in an elegant way by using
certain properties of the o4 algebra.

On the other hand, even the seemingly simple problem of only three particles
with such pure inverse-distance potentials between the pairs is of a considerable
complexity. In classical mechanics this problem can be successfully attacked in
some specific situations by using numerical techniques. However, in nonrelativistic
quantum mechanics it constitutes an as yet unsolved problem.

We shall restrict ourselves almost exclusively to a system of at most three spinless
particles of which only two are charged. Let us first confine the discussion to just
two particles with a Coulomb-like potential. By this we mean that for large distance
the potential is approximately the Coulomb one whereas it.may be different for
short distance. For example one may think of two protons, if the influence of the
spins is neglected. In this case the O4 symmetry is broken. It is convenient then to
split off the pure Coulomb part for which the O4 symmetry can again be used.
Moreover, this pure Coulomb part is especially important in connection with
certain singularities which will be discussed below.

-I
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Such a Coulomb-like potential has a long range, which means that it diminishes
rather slowly for increasing distance. This long range has caused a great deal of
trouble in quantum mechanical scattering theory. In fact, virtually all difficulties
that are encountered in the theory of Coulomb-like potential scattering can be
traced back to this long range. Short-range potentials, e.g., with exponentially
decreasing asymptotic behavior, are much easier to deal with.

As a matter of fact, the standard quantum mechanical scattering theory which
may be found in many textbooks is valid only for short-range potentials. In
particular, the scattering amplitude for such a potential is easily obtained from the
asymptotic behavior of the scattering wave function in configuration space.
However, for a long-range potential this asymptotic behavior of the wave function
is more complicated, so that the standard prescription for obtaining the scattering
amplitude has to be modified. In the case of a simple two-particle scattering
process the necessary modifications are well known. But when a third particle is
involved the exact calculations become rather complicated, even if this third
particle is subject to short-range forces only.

In the theory of many-particle reactions the transition operator or matrix,
usually denoted by T, occupies an important position. The two-particle T operator
can be defined as the solution of an operator equation, viz. the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation. Since in a two-particle reaction the two-particle energy is
conserved, one needs in this case only the on-shell restriction of the T matrix. This
means that the two momentum variables are equal to their values on the energy-
shell. This so-called on-shell T matrix is proportional to the scattering amplitude.
However, in a reaction involving three particles there is no energy conservation in
any of the two-particle subsystems. Indeed, the third particle can. and will in
general, carry away energy and momentum. Therefore the complete two-particle T
matrix is needed here, without restrictions. In the jargon of quantum mechanical
scattering theory it is said that in this case the off-shell part of the two-particle
interaction cones into play.

In this thesis we pay attention especially to the off-shell T matrices for Coulomb
plus short-range potentials. Such T matrices have branch-point singularities in
their half-shell and on-sheil points. We study these singularities and we indicate
how the physical amplitude has to be obtained from the T matrix for such a
Coulomb-like potential. To this end we introduce in the first article. A!, so-called
Coulombian asymptotic states. These give an exact mathematical prescription for
obtaining the scattering amplitude. We also derive the connection with the'anoma-
lous' asymptotic behavior of the time-dependent Coulomb scattering states, as
obtained by Dollard.

We obtain closed analytic expressions for the partial-wave Coulomb T matrix
for £ = 0 (in A2) and for 8 =1 (in A5). Further we introduce in paper A2 the so-
called rational separable potentials. Such potentials are nonlocal and have a short
range. They are represented by finite-rank operators with form factors which are
rationa! functions of the momenta. For a potential which is the sum of the
Coulomb potential and such a rational separable potential the general structure of
the off-shell T matrix has been obtained. For some specific cases, in particular for
the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential, we give simple closed formulas.

In low-energy scattering theory the scattering length and the effective range play

•
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an important role. They provide a convenient way of parametrizing the low-energy
scattering data. These two parameters are closely connected with the first two
coefficients of the Taylor series expansion in powers of the energy of the effective
range function. For a potential which decreases exponentially at large distance this
effective range function is an analytic function of the energy in a certain
neighborhood of the origin. When the potential decreases more slowly, e.g., like
some power of the distance, the definition of the effective range function has to be
modified in order to again obtain an analytic function of the energy. We study this
modified effective range function in particular for Coulomb plus rational separable
potentials and we derive many interesting closed formulas, e.g., for the modified
scattering length and effective range, see the papers A3 and A5.

The necessity of the above modification in the definition of the effective range
function is closely connected with the long range of the potential. For a Coulomb
plus short-range potential this can be understood from the following considera-
tions. First we note that there exists a simple relation between the effective range
function and the T matrix. Further it is well known that for any potential the T
operator has simple poles at the bound-state energies. The central point is then,
that a Coulomb-like potential with an attractive tail gives rise to an infinite number
of bound-state energies, which accumulate at the origin in the complex energy
plane. This implies that the T matrix corresponding to a Coulomb-like potential
has a limit-point of poles in the zero-energy point. This is also true when the tail is
repulsive. In this case the poles are situated on the unphysical sheet of the complex
energy Riemann surface. So we can say that the T operator for any potential with a
Coulomb tail has an essential singularity in the origin which is not isolated. In the
definition of the effective range function one has to take care of just this singularity
at zero energy.

As has just been discussed, any potential with an attractive Coulomb tail gives
rise to an infinite number of bound states. We study the bound-state energies in
particular for the symmetric shifted Coulomb potential (paper Bl), and for the
Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential (paper A4). A well-known peculiarity of any
rank-one separable potential, such as the Yamaguchi one, is that it admits of at
most one bound state. We prove that also the repulsive Coulomb potential plus any
rank-one separable potential gives rise to at most one bound state. In the specific
Yamaguchi case we derive the strength of the Yamaguchi potential for which this
bound state just appears, i.e.. for which the bound-state energy is zero (paper A4).

The infinity of the number of bound states is not confined to potentials with a
Coulomb tail. It is well known that any potential with an attractive r~° asymptotic
behavior, where a < 2, has infinitely many bound states. The r~2 behavior is here the
borderline case. More precisely, when V(r) = cr~* for large r, the number of bound
states is finite when c > -% and infinite when c < -'/4 (in cer*ain units). We prove
that for c = - /4 the number of bound states is finite (B2). Furthermore we derive in
paper B2 many explicit expressions for the binding energies, and we make interesting
comparisons with the case of the symmetric shifted Coulomb potential, studied in the
article BI. In particular a curious odd-even staggering phenomenon appears in these
two cases, which is discussed in Bl and B2.

In the article A6 we study the exact solution of the integral equations for
reactions of three particles of which only two are charged. In these equations the
two-particle off-shell Coulomb T matrix plays an important role. One has to deal



here with two different types of problems which are both, of course, generated by
the long Coulomb range.

In the first place one has the non-existence of the half-shell and on-shell T
matrix, which is related to the different asymptotic behavior of the wave function.
This problem can be disposed of by first taking a screened Coulomb potential, e.g.,
a Yukawa-type potential. The calculations are performed with this screened
potential, and afterwards the screening is gradually 'turned off. In this process a
well-known renormalization procedure has to be carried out. An alternative to this
'spatial screening' is presented by the Coulombian asymptotic states discussed
before (Al). In this case one lets the energy variable approach the real-positive
energy axis from above. Here a different but equivalent renormalization procedure
is applied. In analogy to the former case this may be called 'energy-screening'.

The second problem in the solution of the three-particle equations concerns the
essential singularity of the Coulomb T matrix at zero energy, discussed before.
This singularity is unavoidable when the total three-par»icle energy is positive or
approximately zero, i.e., above or near the break-up threshold. In order to make
really exact calculations possible, we derive a number of formulas by means of
which this essential singularity is split off in such a way that it is numerically
manageable, see paper A6.

There exists a certain 'solution' <AS of the three-dimensional Schrödinger equation
with the pure Coulornbpotential. which hasa pleasant asymptotic behavior. Namely,
for large distance it is proportional to the Coulomb scat'° ring amplitude times a
Couiomb-modified outgoing spherical wave. We often call ^ s an'irregular solution'.
However, it is in fact a solution of the Schrödinger equation with an inhomogeneous
term which contains a Dirac delta function. In the articles B3 and B4 we derive
analytic expressions for the partial-wave projections of ^s for all C = 0, 1.2.... We
prove that these partial-wave projected functions do not satisfy the partial-wave
Schrödinger equation, but instead an /«homogeneous type of Schrödinger equation.

Further we consider in paper B4 similar three-dimensional 'irregular solutions'
of the Schrödinger equation with different local potentials, notably Coulomb-like
and short-range potentials. We investigate whether any such solution might
have an asymptotic behavior, similar to that of the irregular solution for the
pure Coulomb potential. It seems, however, that the pure Coulomb potential
constitutes a remarkable exception in this respect.

In part C we pay attention to the connection between quantum mechanical
quantities in the coordinate representation and in the momentum representation,
respectively. By definition this connection consists of Fourier and Hankel trans-
forms. On the one hand, one is more accustomed to the probability interpretation
in the coordinate representation. On the other hand, certain quantities have a
simpler form when expressed in the momentum representation. Therefore it is
useful to have expressions available in each of the two representations.

It turns out that in the Coulomb case the momentum representation is more
suitable for the derivation of analytic expressions for certain quantities. This is
explained by recalling the underlying O4 symmetry that we discussed before.
Indeed, a closed form for the three-dimensional off-shell Coulomb T matrix for
negative energy can be derived in an elegant way by using the four-dimensional
hyperspherical functions, if one works in the momentum representation.
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We make some attempts to obtain a closed expression, in terms of hypergeomet-
ric functions, of the partial-wave Coulomb T matrix for all £ = 0, 1 , . . . . Such an
expression for arbitrary 8 is rather complicated, as may be guessed from the
expressions for 8 = 0 and for # = i that we give in A2 and in A5, respectively.
Therefore we first consider some closely related, less complicated, functions
notably the off-shell Jost functions which have been introduced by Fuda. Indeed,
the half-shell T matrix corresponding to a short-range potential is easily obtained
from this off-shell Jost function.

In the articles Cl and C2 we derive a large variety of equivalent analytic
expressions for the Coulomb off-shell Jost functions for all E, which are useful for
various purposes. Moreover we prove that the off-shell Jost functions for a
Coulomb plus local short-range central potential have, for all 8, exactly the same
on-shell singularity as the 8 = 0 Coulomb off-shell Jost function, cf. paper C4.

In C3 we study off-shell scattering quantities for local Coulomb-like central
potentials. Here a link is made between the coordinate representation and the
momentum representation of certain quantities. We derive many interesting
expressions, especially for the Jost functions, the off-shell Jost functions, the Jost
states, and the off-shell Jost states, for all partial waves. For the pure Coulomb
case we obtain explicit analytic expressions for the Jost state and for the off-shell
Jost state in the momentum representation, for C = 0 only.

In the final article, C4, we investigate the £ - 0 off-shell Jost function for
Coulomb, Hulthén, and Eckart-type potentials. The Hulthén potential may be
considered as a screened Coulomb potential and the Eckart-type potentials as
screened r~2 potentials. We derive in C4 a number of interesting limiting relations.
When the screening is gradually 'turned off, one has to 'renormalize' in order to
ensure the existence of the limits of certain scattering quantities. On the other
hand, one also has to use a certain renormalization factor when the on-shell
quantities are to be obtained from the corresponding off-shell quantities. We
derive the appropriate renormalization factors for both these cases.
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This dissertation consists of an analytic study of the Coulomb interaction in
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and some related topics. We investigate in a
number of self-contained articles various interesting and important properties of
the Coulomb potential. Some of these properties are shared by other potentials
which also play a role in quantum mechanics. For such related interactions a
comparative study is made.

The great physical importance of the Coulomb interaction follows from the
observation that it acts between any pair of charged particles. Since moreover
Coulomb's law, describing the force as a function of the distance between two
particles, has the same mathematical form as Newton's law of gravitation, it is not
surprising that this law has received a great deal of attention.

Apart from being important in physics the Coulomb potential is also mathemat-
ically of great interest. This is mainly due to the following two characteristic
properties. In the first place, the Coulomb Hamiltonian shows in addition to the
usual spherical symmetry an extra symmetry, which is closely connected with the
invariant vector of Lenz in the classical conic section orbits. The main axis of such
a conic section orbit is fixed in space. In the second place, the Coulomb potential
and more generally any Coulomb-like potential has a long range. This means that
such a potential diminishes rather slowly for increasing distance. The long range
generates singularities in certain quantities which play an important role in
quantum mechanical scattering theory, notably in the off-shell transition matrix.
This so-called T matrix has a branch-point singularity in the half-shell and on-shell
points, which requires the application of a certain renormalization procedure.
Furthermore, the Coulomb T matrix has an essential singularity in the zero-
energy point. This singularity is connected with the infinite number of bound-state
poles which accumulate at the origin of the complex energy plane.

In this thesis we pay attention in particular to the off-shell transition matrix for
Coulomb plus short-range potentials. Here the short-range potentials are taken to
be local as well as nonlocal, separable. We develop analytic expressions involving
hypergeometric functions for many quantities. Especially for the case of rational
separable potentials we are able to derive relatively simple expressions for the T
matrix and for the effective range function.

The principal difficulties in the description of proton-deuteron scattering and
break-up reactions, due to the Coulomb interaction, are studied by working out a
simple model. These problems concern the two-particle renormalization procedure
and the essential singularity at zero energy discussed before.
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We study the bound states for the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential, for the
symmetric shifted Coulomb potential, and for local potentials with an inverse-
distance-squared asymptotic behavior.

Further we investigate so-called irregular solutions of the three-dimensional and
radial Schrödinger equations. These are closely connected with the Jost solutions.
We study for the Coulomb, Hulthén and Eckart potentials the Jost solutions, off-
shell Jost solutions, Jost functions, and off-shell Jost functions.

A large variety of simple analytic expressions is obtained for the Coulomb off-
shell Jost functions for all values of the angular momentum quantum number.
Further we give for some Coulomb Jost states analytic expressions involving
hypergeometric functions.

We develop for Coulomb plus short-range potentials a large number of
interesting relations between various quantities that play an important role in off-
shell scattering theory.
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Deze dissertatie bestaat uit een analytische studie van de Coulomb wisselwerking
in de niet-relativistische quantummechanica en een aantal hiermee samenhangende
onderwerpen. In een aantal onafhankelijke artikelen onderzoeken we diverse
belangwekkende en belangrijke eigenschappen van de Coulomb potentiaal. Som-
mige van deze eigenschappen heeft de Coulomb potentiaal gemeen met andere
potentialen die eveneens een rol spelen in de quantummechanica. Voor dergelijke
verwante potentialen wordt een vergelijkende studie verricht.

De grote fysische betekenis van de Coulomb wisselwerking volgt uit de consta-
tering dat zij werkt tussen elk paar geladen deeltjes. Bovendien heeft de wet van
Coulomb, die de kracht als functie van de afstand tussen twee deeltjes beschrijft,
dezelfde wiskundige vorm als de zwaartekrachtwet van Newton. Het is dan ook niet
verwonderlijk dat aan deze wet veel aandacht is besteed.

De Coulomb potentiaal is niet alleen belangrijk in de natuurkunde, maar ook
wiskundig gezien zeer interessant. Dit is voornamelijk te danken aan de volgende
twee karakteristieke eigenschappen. Ten eerste vertoont de Coulomb Hamiltoni-
aan behalve de gewone bolsymmetrie een extra symmetrie, die in verband staat met
de invariante vector van Lenz in de klassieke kegelsnede-banen. De hoofdas van
zo'n kegelsnede-baan ligt vast in de ruimte. Ten tweede heeft de Coulomb
potentiaal en meer algemeen elke Coulomb plus korte-dracht potentiaal een lange
dracht. Dit betekent dat zo'n potentiaal tamelijk langzaam afneemt voor toene-
mende afstand. De lange dracht veroorzaakt singulariteiten in bepaalde groothe-
den die een belangrijke rol spelen in de quantummechanische verstrooiingstheorie,
met name in de off-shell overgangsmatrix. Deze zogenaamde T matrix heeft een
vertakkingspunt-singulariteit in de half-shell en on-shell punten, hetgeen toepas-
sing van een bepaalde renormalisatieproceduie vereist. Verder heeft de Coulomb T
matrix in het energienulpunt een essentiële singulariteit, die in direct verband staat
met het oneindig groot aantal gebonden toestanden. De hiermee corresponderende
polen verdichten zich in de oorsprong van het complexe energievlak.

In dit proefschrift besteden we vooral aandacht aan de off-shell overgangsma-
trix voor Coulomb plus korte-dracht potentialen. Hierbij worden zowel lokale als
niet-lokale, separeerbare, potentialen beschouwd. We ontwikkelen voor diverse
grootheden analytische uitdrukkingen waarin hypergeometrische functies voorko-
men. In het bijzonder voor het geval van rationale separeerbare potentialen zijn we
in staat relatief eenvoudige uitdrukkingen af te leiden voor de T matrix en voor de
effectieve dracht functie.

De voornaamste moeilijkheden in de beschrijving van proton-deuteron verstrooi-
ings- en break-up reacties, veroorzaakt door de Coulomb wisselwerking, worden
bestudeerd aan de hand van een eenvoudig model. Het gaat hierbij in feite om de
bovengenoemde twee-deeltjes renormalisatieprocedure en de essentiële singulari-
teit in het energienulpunt.
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We bestuderen de gebonden toestanden voor de Coulomb plus Yamaguchi
potentiaal, voor de symmetrische verschoven Coulomb potentiaal, en voor lokale
potentialen die asymptotisch omgekeerd evenredig zijn met het kwadrpfit van de
afstand.

Verder worden de zogenaamde irreguliere oplossingen van de driedimensionale
en radiale Schrödingervergelijkingen onderzocht. Deze staan in nauw verband met
de Jost oplossingen. Voor de Coulomb, Hulthén en Eckart potentialen bestuderen
we de Jost oplossingen, off-shell Jost oplossingen, Jost functies en off-shell Jost
functies.

We leiden een groot aantal eenvoudige analytische uitdrukkingen af vo'or de
Coulomb off-shell Jost functies voor alle waarden van het impulsmomentnuan-
tumgetal. Verder geven we voor enkele Coulomb Jost toestanden analytische
uitdrukkingen waarin hypergeometrische functies voorkomen.

Voor Coulomb plus korte-dracht potentialen ontwikkelen we een groot aantal
interessante relaties tussen diverse grootheden die een belangrijke rol spelen in de
off-shell verstrooiingstheorie.
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KPATKOE COflEHCAHHE
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COCTOHT H3

KyjIOHOBCKOrO B3aHMOfleflCTBHH B
HepejIHTHBHCTCKOH KBaHTOBOH MexaHHKe H HeKOTOpfalX
CBiï3aHHHX C 3THM TeM. B HeCKOJIbKHX caMOCTOHTeJIBHblX

MBI HccJieflyeM pasjiHUHbie BaacHbie H
HHTepec CBoMcTBa KyjioHOBCKoro

. HeKOTopbie CBoMcTBa, xapaKTepHbie
xyjio-HOBCKoro noTeHijHajia, npHcynpi TaKsce

nrpaiomHM Bascnyio pojib B
TaKHX pO^CTBeHHHX B3aHMO,a,eKCTBHH

CpaBHHTejIBHOe HCCJieflOBaHHe.

BblBOfl O ÖOJIbCIOM (|)M3HMeCKOM 3Ha^8HMM KyjIOHOBCKOTO
MO3CHO Cfle j iaTb H3 HaÖJHO^eHHfl, UTO

B3aHMOfleHCTBHe ^eMcTBHTej iBHo Rjia JIIOÖOH napb i
3apHateHHbix ttacTHu;. IIocKOJibKy 3aK0H KyjioHct,

CHJiy KaK $yHKti;Hio paccTOHHHH Meswy ABJMK

HMeeT TO ace ca.Moe MaTeMaTH^ecKoe
, MTO H 3aK0H THTOTeHHH HblOTOHa, TO COBCeM

K 3T0My 3aKOHy noBbimeHHoro
HHTepeca .

KyjiOHOBCKHÖ noTeHü;Haji He TOJIBKO HMeeT 6oJibraoe
3HatteHHe B $H3HKe, HO H upe3BbmaHH0 HHTepecen c

T O ^ K H 3peHHH, rjiaBHHM o6pa3OM,
xapaKTepHHM CBoMcTBaM. Bo-nepBbix ,

OÖbmHOH C$epH^eCKOH CHMMeTpHH KyjIOHOBCKHe
raMHJILTOHHaHbl OÖHapyWHBaiOT flOnOJIHHTejIBHyiO CHMMeTpHiO,
KOTopa/i TecHO cB^3aHa c HHBapnaHTHHM BeKTopoM JIeHn;a
B KJiaccH^ecKHx opÖHTax KOHH^ecKoro ceneHHH. FjiaBHan
o c b TaKOH opSHTbi KOHH^iecKoro cetieHHH 3aKpenJieHa B
npocTpaHCTBe. Bo-BTopbix, KyjioHOBCKHH H Boo6qe JIIOÖOH

xapaKTepoM. 3 T O 3Ha^HT, M-VO RJLX
paccTOHHHa TaKofi noTeHn;Haji

flOBOJIBHO Me^JieHHO. ^ajIbHOflefiCTBHe BH3HBaeT
B onpe^ejieHHbix Bejin^HHax, KOTopbie

cymecTBeHHy» pojib B
TeopHH pacceHHHfl, ocoöeHHO, B cjiy^iae
i i epexo .ua , jiexan;eH BHe noBepxHOCTH s H e p r n n . 3Ta T . H .
T-MaTpHi^a HMeeT CHHryjiapHOCTB TOMKH BeTBJieHHH B
nojiynoBepxHOCTHOH H HanoBepxHOCTHOH TO^tKax,
TpeÖyeT npHKeHeHHK onpe^e j i eHHoro MeTo^a
nepeHopMHpoBKH. KpoMe T O T O , KyjioHOBCKan T-

B TOHKe HyjieBofi GHeprnn BaacHyro
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B nptfMoM CBH3H C öecKOHevHHM
CBH3aHHHX COCTOHHHH, COOTBeTCTByiOmHe nOJIIOCa KOTOpblX

B HCXO#HOH TcmKe KOMiuieKCHOH IIJIOCKOCTH

0co6oe BHHMaHKe B
MaTpHn;e n e p e x o # a , JiexameM BHe noBepxHOCTH

KyjiOHOBCKoro njiroc KopoTKOfleMcTByiomero
paccMaTpHBaiOTCH KaK jioKajibHbie, TaK H

cenapaÖejibHbie noTeHii;Hajibi. MH BHBO^HM

BbipaxeHHH, B KOTopbix
(^JKKHHÜ RJIR MHOTHX BeJIH^HH.

OcoöeHHO B cjiy^ae cenapaöejiBHHX noTeHD;HajioB MOSCHO
BHBeCTH flOBOJIbHO IipOCTbie BbipaxeHHH flJIfl T-MaTpHItbl H
flJIH $yHKÎ HH 3(|)$eKTHBHOH

OcHOBHbie Tpy^HOCTH B OnHCaHHH paCCeHHHfl npOTOHOB
KyjIOHOBCKHM

B3aHMOfleËCTBHeM, Hcc/ieflyroTCH nyTeM paspaSoTKH npocTOH
Mo^ejiH. CyTB flejia (JaKTHtiecKH 3aKji.KmaeTCH B MeToj;e
nepeHopMHpoBKH ^.syx U&CTHV, H B8MHOV

npn

CBH3aHHbre COCTOUHHH RJISI

njiioc HMaryniHHCKoro noTeHunajioB, RJIH
CMemeHHoro KyjiOHOBCKoro noTeHrtnajia H
noTeHu;HajiOE c acHMnTOTHKoft, oöpaTHO nponopn;HOHajibHOM
KBa,a;paTy

MH HCCJie^yeM T . H . npperyjinpHbie pemeHHa
TpexMepHbix H paflnajiBHbix ypaBHeHHH IIIpëflHHrepa. OHH
BnjiOTHyio npHÖJiHacaioTCJï K pemeHHSM ^JKOCTa. RJIH
KyjiOHOBCKoro, xyjiTeHCKOro H BKapTOBCKoro noTeHu;HajioB
MH HCCJie^yeM penieHHH ,5acocTa, pemeHHH JJacocTa B

3a noBepxHOCTb 3HeprHH, $yHKu;HH JacocTa H
B cjiy^ae BHXOfla 3a noBepxHOCTb

HaMH nojiy^eHO Qojibinoe ^HCJIO npocTKX
flJIH KyjIOHOBCKHX BHenOBepXHOCTHhIX
Bcex 3Ha^eHHÜ KBaHTOBoro

MOMeHTa. fljIH HeKOTOpblX KyJIOHOBCKHX COCTOHHHH Mbl
TaK»ce anajiHTHvecKHe BbipasceHHH,

,r

•

pa3pa6aTHBaeM RJIH KyjiOHOBCKoro TIJIIOC

noTeHu;HajioB Sojibraoe
HHTepeCHblX COOTHOineHHH MeSCfly pa3JIH ÎH;-.IMH
KOToptie nrpaioT BajKHyio pojib B Teopnn paccenHHH BHe
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Kunt gij de banden der Pleiaden binden,
of de boeien van de Orion slaken?

Doet gij de tekens van de Dierenriem te rechter tijd opgaan,
en bestuurt gij de Beer met zijn jongen?

Kent gij de inzettingen des hemels,
bepaalt gij zijn heerschappij over de aarde?

Kunt gij de bliksemen uitzenden, zodat zij heengaan
en tot u zeggen: Hier zijn wij?
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In this thesis we present an analytic study of the Coulomb interaction in nonrelativ-
istic quantum mechanics and some related topics. We investigate in a number of
self-contained articles various interesting and important properties of the Coulomb
potential. Some of these properties are shared by other potentials which also play a
role in quantum mechanics. For such related interactions a comparative study is
made of the similarities and differences.

The thesis consists of three parts. In part A we work in the momentum
representation whereas in part B the coordinate or position representation will be
mainly used. In part C both representations play a role and some connective
formulas for special cases are developed.

The great physical importance of the Coulomb interaction follows from the
observation that it acts between any pair of charged particles. Since moreover
Coulomb's law, describing the force as a function of the relative distance, has the
same mathematical form as Newton's law of gravitation, it is obvious that this so-
called inverse-distance-squared law of force has received a great deal of attention.

As is well known, the problem of just two particles interacting according to the
inverse-distance potential can be solved completely in an analytic way. In this
specific situation one can even apply algebraic methods, which are more elegant.
This is due to an extra symmetry which plays an important role in the pure two-
particle Coulomb problem, in addition to the ordinary spherical symmetry. By
introducing appropriate new variables one finds that the pure Coulomb problem
has an intrinsic O4 symmetry, i.e., that it is invariant under orthogonal rotations in
some four-dimensional space. This symmetry results in the existence of the
invariant vector of Lenz in classical mechanics, which is defined in connection with
the classical conic section orbits. In quantum mechanics the O4 symmetry
generates the additional degeneracy of the energy levels, e.g., in the hydrogen
atom. Furthermore, the energy spectrum can be derived in an elegant way by using
certain properties of the o4 algebra.

On the other hand, even the seemingly simple problem of only three particles
with such pure inverse-distance potentials between the pairs is of a considerable
complexity. In classical mechanics this problem can be successfully attacked in
some specific situations by using numerical techniques. However, in nonrelativistic
quantum mechanics it constitutes an as yet unsolved problem.

We shall restrict ourselves almost exclusively to a system of at most three spinless
particles of which only two are charged. Let us first confine the discussion to just
two particles with a Coulomb-like potential. By this we mean that for large distance
the potential is approximately the Coulomb one whereas ii.may be different for
short distance. For example one may think of two protons, if the influence of the
spins is neglected. In this case the O4 symmetry is broken. It is convenient then to
split off the pure Coulomb part for which the O4 symmetry can again be used.
Moreover, this pure Coulomb part is especially important in connection with
certain singularities which will be discussed below.
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Such a Coulomb-like potential has a long range, which means that it diminishes
rather slowly for increasing distance. This long range has caused a great deal of
trouble in quantum mechanical scattering theory. In fact, virtually all difficulties
that are encountered in the theory of Coulomb-like potential scattering can be
traced back to this long range. Short-range potentials, e.g., with exponentially
decreasing asymptotic behavior, are much easier to deal with.

As a matter of fact, the standard quantum mechanical scattering theory which
may be found in many textbooks is valid only for short-range potentials. In
particular, the scattering amplitude for such a potential is easily obtained from the
asymptotic behavior of the scattering wave function in configuration space.
However, for a long-range potential this asymptotic behavior of the wave function
is more complicated, so that the standard prescription for obtaining the scattering
amplitude has to be modified. In the case of a simple two-particle scattering
process the necessary modifications are well known. But when a third particle is
involved the exact calculations become rather complicated, even if this third
particle is subject to short-range forces only.

I.i the theory of many-particle reactions the transition operator or matrix,
usually denoted by T, occupies an important position. The two-particle T operator
can be defined as the solution of an operator equation, viz. the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation. Since in a two-particle reaction the two-particle energy is
conserved, one needs in this case only the on-shell restriction of the T matrix. This
means that the two momentum variables are equal to their values on the energy-
shell. This so-called on-shell T matrix is proportional to the scattering amplitude.
However, in a reaction involving three particles there is no energy conservation in
any of the two-particle subsystems. Indeed, the third particle can, and will in
general, carry away energy and momentum. Therefore the complete two-particle T
matrix is needed here, without restrictions. In the jargon of quantum mechanical
scattering theory it is said that in this case the off-shell part of the two-particle
interaction comes into play.

In this thesis we pay attention especially to the off-shell T matrices for Coulomb
plus short-range potentials. Such T matrices have branch-point singularities in
their half-shell and on-shell points. We study these singularities and we indicate
how the physical amplitude has to be obtained from the T matrix for such a
Coulomb-like potential. To this end we introduce in the first article, Al, so-called
Coulombian asymptotic states. These give an exact mathematical prescription for
obtaining the scattering amplitude. We also derive the connection with the'anoma-
lous' asymptotic behavior of the time-dependent Coulomb scattering states, as
obtained by Dollard.

We obtain closed analytic expressions for the partial-wave Coulomb T matrix
for C =0 (in A2) and for B =1 (in A5). Further we introduce in paper A2 the so-
called rational separable potentials. Such potentials are nonlocal and have a short
range. They are represented by finite-rank operators with form factors which are
rational functions of the momenta. For a potential which is the sum of the
Coulomb potential and such a rational separable potential the general structure of
the off-shell T matrix has been obtained. For some specific cases, in particular for
the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential, we give simple closed formulas.

In low-energy scattering theory the scattering length and the effective range play
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an important role. They provide a convenient way of parametrizing the low-energy
scattering data. These two parameters are closely connected with the first two
coefficients of the Taylor series expansion in powers of the energy of the effective
range function. For a potential which decreases exponentially at large distance this
effective range function is an analytic function of the energy in a certain
neighborhood of the origin. When the potential decreases more slowly, e.g., like
some power of the distance, the definition of the effective range function has to be
modified in order to again obtain an analytic function of the energy. We study this
modified effective range function in particular for Coulomb plus rational separable
potentials and we derive many interesting closed formulas, e.g., for the modified
scattering length and effective range, see the papers A3 and A5.

The necessity of the above modification in the definition of the effective range
function is closely connected with the long range of the potential. For a Coulomb
plus short-range potential this can be understood from the following considera-
tions. First we note that there exists a simple relation between the effective range
function and the T matrix. Further it is well known that for any potential the T
operator has simple poles at the bound-state energies. The central point is then,
that a Coulomb-like potential with an attractive tail gives rise to an infinite number
of bound-state energies, which accumulate at the origin in the complex energy
plane. This implies that the T matrix corresponding to a Coulomb-like potential
has a limit-point of poles in the zero-energy point. This is also true when the tail is
repulsive. In this case the poles are situated on the unphysical sheet of the complex
energy Riemann surface. So we can say that the T operator for any potential with a
Coulomb tail has an essential singularity in the origin which is not isolated. In the
definition of the effective range function one has to take care of just this singularity
at zero energy.

As has just been discussed, -ny potential with an attractive Coulomb tail gives
rise to an infinite number of bound states. We study the bound-state energies in
particular for the symmetric shifted Coulomb potential (paper Bl), and for the
Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential (paper A4). A well-known peculiarity of any
rank-one separable potential, such as the Yamaguchi one, is that it admits of at
most one bound state. We prove that also the repulsive Coulomb potential plus any
rank-one separable potential gives rise to at most one bound state. In the specific
Yamaguchi case we derive the strength of the Yamaguchi potential for which this
bound state just appears, i.e., for which the bound-state energy is zero (paper A4).

The infinity of the number of bound states is not confined to potentials with a
Coulomb tail. It is well known that any potential with an attractive r"a asymptotic
behavior, where a < 2, has infinitely many bound states. The r-2 behavior is here the
borderline case. More precisely, when V(r) = cr"2 for large r, the number of bound
states is finite when c > -'/4 and infinite when c < -'/«(in certain units). We prove
that for c = -'/4 the number of bound states is finite (B2). Furthermore we derive in
paper B2 many explicit expressions for the binding energies, and we make interesting
comparisons with the case of the symmetric shifted Coulomb potential, studied in the
article B1. In particular a curious odd-even staggering phenomenon appears in these
two cases, which is discussed in Bl and B2.

In the article A6 we study the exact solution of the integral equations for
reactions of three particles of which only two are charged. In these equations the
two-particle off-shell Coulomb T matrix plays an important role. One has to deal
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here with two different types of problems which are both, of course, generated by
the long Coulomb range.

In the first place one has the non-existence of the half-shell and on-shell T
matrix, which is related to the different asymptotic behavior of the wave function.
This problem can be disposed of by first taking a screened Coulomb potential, e.g.,
a Yukawa-type potential. The calculations are performed with this screened
potential, and afterwards the screening is gradually 'turned off. In this process a
well-known renormalization procedure has to be carried out. An alternative to this
'spatial screening' is presented by the Coulombian asymptotic states discussed
before (Al). In this case one lets the energy variable approach the real-positive
energy axis from above. Here a different but equivalent renormalization procedure
is applied. In analogy to the former case this may be called 'energy-screening'.

The second problem in the solution of the three-particle equations concerns the
essential singularity of the Coulomb T matrix at zero energy, discussed before
This singularity is unavoidable when the total three-particle energy is positive or
approximately zero, i.e., above or near the break-up threshold. In order to make
really exact calculations possible, we derive a number of formulas by means of
which this essential singularity is split off in such a way that it is numerically
manageable, see paper A6.

There exists a certain 'solution' ^s of the three-dimensional Schrödinger equation
with the pure Coulomb potential, which has a pleasant asymptotic behavior. Namely,
for large distance it is proportional to the Coulomb scattering amplitude times a
Coulomb-modified outgoing spherical wave. We often call ^s an 'irregularsolution'.
However, it is in fact a solution of the Schrödinger equation with an inhomogeneous
term which contains a Dirac delta function. In the articles B3 and B4 we derive
analytic expressions for the partial-wave projections of ^s for all 8 = 0, 1,2,... We
prove that these partial-wave projected functions do not satisfy the partial-wave
Schrödinger equation, but instead an ^homogeneous type of Schrödingerequation.

Further we consider in paper B4 similar three-dimensional 'irregular solutions'
of the Schrödinger equation with different local potentials, notably Coulomb-like
and short-range potentials. We investigate whether any such solution might
have an asymptotic behavior, similar to that of the irregular solution for the
pure Coulomb potential. It seems, however, that the pure Coulomb potential
constitutes a remarkable exception in this respect.

In part C we pay attention to the connection between quantum mechanical
quantities in the coordinate representation and in the momentum representation,
respectively. By definition this connection consists of Fourier and Hankel trans-
forms. On the one hand, one is more accustomed to the probability interpretation
in the coordinate representation. On the other hand, certain quantities have a
simpler form when expressed in the momentum representation. Therefore it is
useful to have expressions available in each of the two representations.

It turns out that in the Coulomb case the momentum representation is more
suitable for the derivation of analytic expressions for certain quantities. This is
explained by recalling the underlying O4 symmetry that we discussed before.
Indeed, a closed form for the three-dimensional off-shell Coulomb T matrix for
negative energy can be derived in an elegant way by using the four-dimensional
hyperspherical functions, if one works in the momentum representation.

12



We make some attempts to obtain a closed expression, in terms of hypergeomet-
ric functions, of the partial-wave Coulomb T matrix for all e = 0, 1 , . . . . Such an
expression for arbitrary $ is rather complicated, as may be guessed from the
expressions for £ = 0 and for % = 1 that we give in A2 and in A5, respectively.
Therefore we first consider some closely related, less complicated, functions
notably the off-shell Jost functions which have been introduced by Fuda. Indeed,
the half-shell T matrix corresponding to a short-range potential is easily obtained
from this off-shell Jost function.

In the articles Cl and C2 we derive a large variety of equivalent analytic
expressions for the Coulomb off-shell Jost functions for all i, which are useful for
various purposes. Moreover we prove that the off-shell Jost functions for a
Coulomb plus local short-range central potential have, for all 8, exactly the same
on-shell singularity as the 2 = 0 Coulomb off-shell Jost function, cf. paper C4.

In C3 we study off-shell scaitering quantities for local Coulomb-like central
potentials. Here a link is made between the coordinate representation and the
momentum representation of certain quantities. We derive many interesting
expressions, especially for the Jost functions, the off-shell Jost functions, the Jost
states, and the off-shell Jost states, for all partial waves. For the pure Coulomb
case we obtain explicit analytic expressions for the Jost state and for the off-shell
Jost state in the momentum representation, for C = 0 only.

In the final article, C4, we investigate the 8 = 0 off-shell Jost function for
Coulomb, Hulthén, and Eckart-type potentials. The Hulthén potential may be
considered as a screened Coulomb potential and the Eckart-type potentials as
screened r"J potentials. We derive in C4 a number of interesting limiting relations.
When the screening is gradually 'i.urned off, one has to 'renormalize' in order to
ensure the existence of the limits of certain scattering quantities. On the other
hand, one also has to use a certain renormalization factor when the on-shell
quantities are to be obtained from the corresponding off-shell quantities. We
derive the appropriate renormalization factors for both these cases.

f'
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Couiombian asymptotic states
H. van Haeringen

\aluurkund\g Laboratorium der Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam. The Netherlands
(Received 1 December 1975)

We define and s(udy Couiombian asymptotic stales, denoted by (kcc>, which are useful and important
for stationary Couiombian scattering theory. Using these asymptotic states, we are able to derive from the
off-shell T matrix the physical on-she!I T matrix for Coulomb plus short-range potentials. This function is
proportional to the physical scattering amplitude. A generalized Lippmann-Schwmger equation and
related equations are derived Many other applications of the asymptotic stales exist We show the precise
connfc-Mion of k » ) with the time-dependent Coulomb scattering theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

The (nonrelativistic two-body) stationary scattering
theory for short-range potentials [loosely speaking:
V(r) =0b"a), a ,. 1, >•- «] is well founded. If the po-
tential is Coulomb-like, there appear difficulties that
stem from the long range (in fact, infinite range) of
the potential. Two main problems can be discerned:
(i) the scattering amplitude is singular in the forward
direction, such that it is not an integrable function
there; (ii) the scattering states do not approach free
states asymptotically ( i .e . , when r — °°) and, related
to this fact, the T matrix in momentum representation
has no half-shell and/or on-shell limit.

To solve problem (i), Herbst1 and Taylor2 indepen-
dently introduced certain distributions (somewhat dif-
ferent from each other) which are suitable to handle the
divergencies occurring in the forward direction.

In the present paper we define and study so-called
Couiombian asymptotic states, in momentum represen-
tation denoted by (pik00), which are suitable to solve
problem (ii). They can be thought of as generalized dis-
tributions. The phrase "asymptotic state" is an ab-
breviation of "asymptotically Cnulomb-modified im-
proper free state." To be precise, in this paper we
consider the pure Coulomb potential only. In a forth-
coming paper, many applications of ik">) will be re-
ported, also to Coulomb plus short-range potential
scattering formulas.

We note that the closed formula for (p!k°°) [see Eqs.
(3) and (4)1 is not essentially new. Nutt3 introduced
those asymptotic states for the first time, although he
defined them inaccurately. To our knowledge, the
states have not been used or even mentioned after-
wards, up until now. Presumably because an accurate
definition and a clear interpretation of these asymptotic
states were missing, their importance and usefulness
have not been recognized.

In Sec. II we give the exact definition of the asymp-
totic states and of the class of "test functions" on which
they are defined. In Sec. Ill we derive a generalized
Lippmann-Schwinger equation and related equations.
We introduce the so-called physical half-shell and on-
shell T matrices and we show that the Coulomb scat-
tering amplitude is - 2T2 times the physical on-shell
Coulomb T matrix. In standard scattering theory this
relation is well known (the adjective "physical" is then
superfluous).

In Sec. IV we investigate the relation between the
asymptotic states (p»k^/ and certain formulas playing
a basic role in the time-dependent Coulomb scattering
theory. The connection we find there, yieldb a clear in-
dication for the interpretation of the asymptotic states.
Finally, Sec. V contains the summary and discussion.

II. DEFINITION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC STATES

Already in 1951, Guth and Mullin1 published an ex-
pression for 'p k-r/c, the Coulomb scattering wave
function in momentum representation at energy k2 0.
We are going to show now that from that expression
{plk°"> can easily be obtained.

As usual we take ft ~ Zm - 1 (m is the reduced mass)
and denote the Coulomb potential by Vc(>-) = 2fty/>-. In
Sec. IV it will appear preferable to use the t-indepen-
dent strength parameter s= - Iry. Throughout this paper
we shall be concerned mostly with pure Coulo ,b formu-
las. With a few exceptions, the subscript C will be sup-
pressed. We adopt the following normalization:

(k'+ k r - 5 f t ' - k ) ,

which differs from the one in Refs. 3 and 4. According
to Guth and Mullin' one has, with the usual convention
f+ 0,

<p|K,'k + ;

(i)

The differentiation with respect to r yields two terms.
One of these is

(p |k.) s exp(- r,y '2) r (2 +,» ^ (3)

where the left-hand side is defined by the right-hand
side. We introduce the notation

<p !k"/ = l im<p'k , \ (4)

This is the "plus" state (.pik^-t- . The + sign will
mostly be suppressed. The "minus" state is defined
by

( p , k f - i ,p;k. ' . (i)

\ p ; k > - - - l i n i ' . p ' k , - , . (5)

r
'i

\
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Note that this definition is in analogy to the complete
physical scattering state Ik- >, for which we have

We call Ik, ±) and Ik00±) "Coulombian asymptotic
states." The limit t • 0 in Eqs. (1)—(6) should be care-
fully defined. We give a precise definition of the asymp-
totic states in the following theorem. The object he ap-
pearing in the theorem plays the role of the Coulomb T
matrix, as will be shown later on.

Theorem. Let fe= Ikl > 0 and

with / e 8 . OR3) and/(p) continuous at p = k. Further let
(ft, Ik,) mean

(8)

where (pik,) has been defined in Eq. ( 3). Then

lim (ft, Ik,) =/(k)[(2è)-" exp(- iry/2) r ( l - t » K

Proof. The proof is essentially a generalization of
Simon's "fi-function computation," see Ref. 5:
UmelOe(*2+£2)-1-ir6(*). Using Eqs. (3) and (7) and
writing/(p) =/(p) -/(k) +/0t), we see that the proof
of Eq. (8) is complete once we have proved the follov-
ing two equations:

(i) lim e fdp[f(p) -ƒ&)](ƒ> - k - ie)"

" [ / > ' - ' _

(9)Up-k\<
n

(ii) l im exp(-7rr/2)r(2 ƒ dp(p-k- it)i

rfl-»»
(10)

(i) The integral in Eq. (9) exists when e > 0 and it is
absolutely dominated by

Replace the integration variable p by q = p - k and define
the function g(') by

(11)

Here q denotes the unit vector in the direction of q,
and the domain of integration is the unit sphere. Then
g(°) is measurable and essentially bounded, so ge 8 . .
Furthermore, #(0) = 0 and g(q) is continuous at q = 0.
It is now sufficient to prove

(12)

Take?— z=q/e, then Eq. (12) becomes

lim f **fte)f
«o Jo (z! + l)2 = 0.

The integrand in this integral converges pointwise to
zero and is essentially bounded by IIg II. z!/(z2 +1)2,
which is integrable, so the integral has zero limit.
This proves Eq. (9).

(ii) The integration over the angles in Eq. (10) is
easily performed. We have to prove then

(13)
The integral here exists when « > 0. If one excludes any
neighborhood of p = k, the integral exists also when
e = 0. Consequently, the interval of integration (0, °°)
may be replaced by an arbitrary neighborhood of the
point p = k. This in turn implies that one may in Eq. (13)
replace p/k by 1, (p + k + ie)" by (2k)lr, and neglect
the term containing llp + k)1 +êJ"1-". Finally, one can
simplify the integrand by dropping the factor
(p _ ft _ jr£)"•(/,_ k - it)-'r = 1. All this means that it
remains to be proved:

lim
«.0

ƒ

(14)

The indefinite integral of the integrand in Eq. (14)
is easily found, yielding for the left-hand side,

J_ (/> - k - U)'r *"" _ J_ L exp(?n
, lim ~ 2y (p-k + it)'r ,=a ~~ 2y \ ~exp(- l

Utilizing the well-known equality

T(l + iy) T(1 - ty) = n;/sinhiry,

we find that Eq. (14) is valid, so Eq. (19) has been
proved. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Reviewing the above theorem and its proof, we find
that the domain of integration 1R3, implicitly understood
in Eq. (8), can be replaced by any neighborhood /V(k)
of the point p=k . In other words: The asymptotic state
<p|i.<»> has support {k}. We deduce from this that the
class of "test functions" ft, can be erdarged by relaxing
the restrictions. It is sufficient to require only:

/(p) continuous at p = k a n d / s ?«, in seme
neighborhood A/Qt), ,15>

(ft, | k,} well defined for all c: e0 -> e > 0, some e0 > 0.

Let the symbol OH mean: in the sense of "generalized
distributions" with the above defined "test functions"
(he Ip) = (p -k-if)"f(p). Then we have, in a formal
compact notation, the extended theorem:

<p|k«> = 6(p-k)limUp -k- U)'r(2k)-ir

x exp(- ny/2) T(l - '»]" 'F ^ V (16)

III. SOME STATIONARY SCATTERING FORMULAS

In Sees. IH A—HIC we shall derive the following
three formulas:

|k+)=|k»)+Gor |k+>, (17)

|k+)=|k<»>+Gor|k«>, (18)

(19)

Because of the well-known operator equality CS)T = GV,
Eq. (18) implies

\
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GV)|k«). (20)

k4

s

dr

t! I

The operators G, Go, and r are supposed to have
argument (ft + te)2, € + 0, and / c is the Coulomb scatter-
ing amplitude,

fc(x) = - ^ exp(2io0) (21)

Note that Eqs. (17)—(20) reduce to well-known equa-
tions of standard short-range potential scattering theory
if one replaces lk°°> by the free state Ik). Then Eq.
(17) is known as the Lippmann-Schwinger equation and
Eq. (19) expresses that the on-shell T matrix is
proportional to the amplitude. We call (plrlk°°) the
physical half-shell T matrix and <k'°°- l r !k«) the
physical on-shell T matrix (k' = k).

A. Proof of Eq. (17)

In order to derive Eq. (17), we perform the differen-
tiation with respect to e in Eqs. (1) and (2). This gives,
at once,

xexp(- Try/2) T(l + iy)
fty

(22)

The second term on the right-hand side is just
<plG0Klk + ), as can be seen by inspection. Equation
(17) is the formal expression of Eq. (22).

B. Proof of Eq. (18)

Secondly, we have to derive Eq, (18). To this end,
we prove tliat Tlk«')= r lk + ), i .e . ,

>, P*k, (23)

where the right-hand side is given by Eq. (1) and limel0

is understood. Recalling the theorem, it is clear that
we need the behavior of the off-shell Coulomb T matrix
<pl T((k + it)2) Ip') at p' =ft. For this purpose we consid-
er Eqs. (13)—(18) of Ref. 6. The limit/)'— ft means in
those equations: x — - 1, y — 0. Furthermore, l + / ( y ) /
* - ( - y ) " T ( l + i y ) r ( l - j y ) and y - (/,2 - fc*)(/,'2 - ft*)/
(4ft2^2). Assuming p# p', we derive from Eqs. (16) and
(18) of Ref. 6,

f(p,p';k), (24)

where the function ƒ has pleasant properties. Besides
on p, p', and k it depends on p and p', but these vari-
ables, being unimportant for the discussion, have been
suppressed. The variable k is here supposed to be com-
plex, with Reft > 0, Imft > 0. We iet ft approach the posi-
tive real axis from above. Then ƒ becomes a function
of the real positive variables p, p', and ft, and this
function is continuous at p = k and/or at p' = ft.
Moreover,

ƒ (p, k;k) =/(ft, p';k) s/(ft, ft;ft) s 1, (25)

and this equation is valid for all p, p', provided only

that p*p' . With the above formulas we can derive the
physical half-shell limit and, in Sec m e , the physical
on-shell limit of the Coulomb T matrix.

Since we wish to apply the theorem to Eq. (24), it is
natural to replace ft by k + ie. with ft real positive. Now
let p be fixed with p * ft, and consider the expression
between braces in Eq. (24). From the equality

[p1 - (ft + ie)2][(fe + Hf - /

we see that

- exp ( - ;ry) ft-21 V - (ft + *)2]"[/>'2 - (ft + ft)

(26)

(27)

when p' — k, f • 0. Here y may be taken real although it
depends on ft + ie, strictly speaking. We denote now
p - k by q, which is consistent with the notation
q = p - p ' of Ref. 6 since p' — k. Application of the
theorem, in particular Eq. (16), to Eqs. (24) and (27)
yields

<p|r[k«) = Hmfcyïï-;

xexp(- Try/2) T(\ + iy) q'™" [ p* -(ft + jf)2]".

(28)

This expression may be identified with (pi Vlk + ) be-
cause of p*£ and the proof of Eq. (18) is complete.

We like to point out that Eq. (27) does not hold, in
general. The left-hand side of Eq. (27) has its origin
in the expression (- y)" in Eq. (18) of Ref. 6. Because
of the logarithmic cut, running along the negative real
axis, (- y)fr cannot be replaced by exp(- Try) y", nor by
exp(iry) y". In fact, y can become real negative, where-
as y cannot become real positive, if q > 0 and Imft # 0.
This can be seen as follows. Owing to y = (x + l)/(* - 1),
we have x = (y + l)/(v - 1) and the assumption 0 «y * 1
implies - °° « x « - 1, s o ^ s l . With the help of Eq.
(26), where now either e> 0 or e< 0, this leads indeed
to a contradiction.

In this context it is interesting to note the related
fact that (p' I T(ft2) Ip) is a meromorphic function in the
complex ft plane, cut along the real ft axis, and with
an arbitrary neighborhood of the origin excluded. See
Ref. 6, Eqs. (16)-(18) and also (24), where T.fft2) has
been expressed in terms of Legendre's second function
Q ; . The branch cut ofQ, there is just avoided when
Imft* 0 and />'*/>, as can be shown with the help of
Eq. (26).

C. Proof of Eq. (19)

In order to derive Eq. (19), we can apply the theorem
at once to Eq. (28). Taking the epsilons in Eqs. (3) and
(28) equal, we get

However, we arrived at this equation in two successive
steps. First the physical half-shell limit has been de-

h
l-x

'êr
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termined and afterwards the physical on-shell limit.
The direct physical on-shell limit is

lim <kt' - |T{{k + ft)2) |ke) = ' ^ È ^ , fe' = fceIR*. (29)
6*0 ATI

We like to prove this equation in a direct way. Note
that the theorem cannot be applied now. However, the
following proof of Eq. (29) is very much like the proof
of the theorem.

Insert Eqs. (3) and (24) into the expression

lim ƒ ƒ dpdp'<ke'- |p')<p'|r(fe + *)2)|p>

x<p|lO, k' = k<slR\ (30)

The asymptotic states have support {k'} and {k}, respec-
tively, so we may replace g2 by 2&2(1 -k°k ' ) and the
function/in Eq. (24) by one, according to Eq. (25). The
integrations ƒ rfp and ƒ dp' are now easily evaluated.
Consider further

and compare this with Eq. 26). Then it turns out that
Eq. (30) can be expressed _JS

(31)

with

(32)

Changing variables according to p-k=ez, p'-k = tz',
we get

••-£/: dzdz' •

(33)

The order of integration is unimportant. Now we have
(z,*'eIR)

ln(z + i) = 5 ln(z2 +1) + i arccotz

and

H(z - i)[i - *') J = | ln[(z2 + l)(z'2 +1)]

+ jarctaiu + i arctanz',

where the inverse trigonometric functions are deter-
mined by their principal values

- \t < arctanz < £ir, 0 < arccotz < jr.

Using these equations we get

L = r* ƒ_" £ dzdz' (z* + 1)-V2 +1)'1

xexp[r(arccotz - arctanz + arccotj' - arctanz')].

This double integral is evaluated by standard means,
yielding

L = (2jry)-2(exp(- Jry/2) - exp(3iry/2))2

= (irv;-2 exp(nr) sintfiry = exp(ny) | r ( l + iy) | "4. (34)

Insertion of Eq. (34) into Eq. (31) proves Eq. (29),
Of which Eq. (19) is the formal expression.

In Sec. IV a different but closely related procedure
to obtain the physical en-shell T matrix will be given,
see Eq. (51).

Remark. As we said in Sec. I, the asymptotic states
defined in the theorem are essentially the asymptotic
states introduced by Nutt, see Eq. (15) of Ref. 3. How-
ever, Nutt's definition of these states and of the limits
e • 0 is less careful than ours. Also his "minus" state
differs from our state I k " - ) . Probably because of
these facts, he finds a different result for the Coulomb
scattering amplitude. It contains in particular a factor
(2ft/É2)"2", having no limit when e • 0.

IV. CONNECTION WITH TIME-DEPENDENT
COULOMB SCATTERING

In the time-dependent scattering theory a basic role
is played by Miller's wave operators fi±, defined by

S.=s-lim fi(fl,

n(t) s exploit) exp(-

(35)

(36)

where H is the Hamiltonian H = Ho + V. The strong
limits in Eq. (35) exist when V has short range, but
they do not exist when V is the Coulomb potential. Ac-
cording to Dollard,' the following modification has to
be made. Define

ac(t) s exploit}exp(- Wof) exp[- iA(t)\, <Z1)

where H is now the Coulomb Hamiltonian, and the
"anomalous" operator A(t) is defined by

\), t*0. (38)

sgn(/) denotes the sign of the time t and s is the poten-
tial strength, V(r) = -2s/r. In Sec. II we chose the
notation V(r) = 2ky/r, but use of the constant s is here
preferable. Because A(t) is a function of Ho, Eq. (37)
is equivalent to

n c (t) = exp(£W) exp[(- iHtf) - iA(t)\.

Dollard7 proved that the strong limits of nc(?) exist,

Sif = s-limSlcU), (39)

and that Of can be correctly interpreted as the Coulomb
wave operators.8 For example, the improper stationary
Coulomb scattering states may be written formally as

|k±> = Rf|k>. (40)

It is customary to introduce e'-dependent wave opera-
tors n ^ by means of the Bochner integrals (e. g.,
Prugoveflci,9 pp. 436 and 456),

nt>1 s * £' ƒ„*" dt exp(± ('t) a(t), e' > 0. (41)

[Here we use e' in order to avoid confusion. Indeed
the operators Co, C, and T turn out to have argument
ft2 + te'. For example, Eqs. (36) and (41) yield
formally

- %

f

Ï
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k). (41')

However, in the preceding sections we preferred to take
the argument (ft +• z'e)2. To first order in e we have
e' = 2fte. ] For a short-range potential one has (e. g.,
Ref. 9, p. 437)

n i = s-limn,,1. (42)
i'lO

In the case of the Coulomb potential, Eq. (42) has to
be modified also. From the paper by Zorbas10 (see,
p. 122: Lemma) it follows that it should be replaced by

Of = s- l imO r t i l ; i . (43)

Here ne.t are the Miller wave operators for the
Coulomb potential, defined by Eqs. (36) and (41J, and
we have introduced the operators Ap± which are defined
by"

At.t s T e' Jo*° dt exp(± t'l) exp[£A(/)], e' > 0. (44)

Upon substitution of Eq. (38) tor A (I), these integrals
become essentially gamma-function integrals. Zorbas
obtained the following explicit expressions [Ref. 10,
Eq. (13), in different notation and with opposite sign
convention, cf. Ref. 8],

A,.t = r ( i ± /sffo-
|'2X4ffoA')ll*/'»1/2- (45)

After this survey of the necessary formulas, we are
now. in a position to make the final step, and to show
explicitly the connection with our asymptotic states.
The operators At.t, being functions of ff0, are diagonal
in momentum representation. From Eq. (45) we get
(recall e'-2*f)

> = 6(p-k)[(2fe/e)-"r(l - J

and

(46)

Here we have turned back to the Sommerfeld parameter
'.' = - s/k, and the + subscript has been suppressed.
Note that Eq. (47) can also be obtained from the equality
A\,=At._, which is a consequence of the definition of
At.± [Eq. (44)] and of the equalities [cf. Eq. (38)],

AHt)=A(t) = sgn(t)A(\t\). (48)

Now let ht be a "test function" as defined in Eq. (7),

Then Eq. (46) at once yields

ft. I A"l. |k> =/(k)[(2k)-ir exp(- 177/2)T(l - iv)YK (49)

Comparison of Eq. (49) \» ith Eq. (8) gives

ftjAjlJk) = lim<fcE|ke>, (50)

which we denote formally by [cf. Eq. (16)]

M S l i m | k , > = limAjJJk), Qh<. (50')

Furthermore, from Eqs. (46), (47), and (24), (25)
we obtain

(51)

which should be compared with Eqs. (19) and (29). In
the three final equations we have the desired connection
of the Coulombian asymptotic states with the time-
dependent Coulomb scattering formulas in explicit form.

Eventually two remarks are in order.

(i) The "plus" stationary scattering state lk + ) is
connected with the limit / — — °°; the "minus" state
Ik-) with / — + ""'. So if we want to interpret the asymp-
totic states lk°°±) in analogy to lk±), it follows from
Eq. (47) that we should have

which agrees with the definition of (p|k°°-), see Eqs.
(4)-(6).

(ii) It is important to realize that Ik,) and-djj, Ik) are
objects, stemming from quite different starting points.
Their equality in the sense/), [see Eq. (50') 1 is very
satisfactory, for this shows the way how to interpret*
lk£) in the time-dependent picture.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In Sec. II we defined asymptotic states :k°°±)

slim,,0 lk,±). According to the theorem proved there,
these states can be considered as "generalized dis-
tributions" defined on a certain class of {-dependent
"test functions," see Eq. (16). We showed that the
Coulomb T matrix in momentum representation belongs
to this class of "test functions." This is an important
resuit since it solves the half-shell and on-shell prob-
lems of the Coulomb T matrix. In Sec. Ill we derived
some stationary scattering formulas in which the
asymptotic states are applied, see Eqs. (17)—(20). In
Sec. IV the connection of our asymptotic states with
Dollaril's7 time-dependent formulation and Zorbas's10

time-independent formulation of Coulomb scattering
has been investigated. The main result is here ex-
pressed in Eqs. (50) and (51). The approach of this
paper differs from the ordinary "screening" approach.
With a screened Coulomb potential one gets the ordinary
Lippmana-Schwinger equation in place of Eq. (17).

From the time-dependent theory (Sec. IV) it follows
that the actual scattering of a particle (occurring at
/=0, say) should be considered with respect to its be-
havior at t — ± <*>. The movement of the particle (i. e.,
the time evolution of the scattering state in Hilbert
space) is, at large times, not governed by the usual
operator exp(- iHrf), but instead by exp[- iHot - iA(f)],
see Etollard.7 The time dependence is translated into
the €'- dependence with the help of Eqs. (41) and (44).
In this way Zorbas10 obtained "anomalous" operators
which we denote by Ae,±. In the time-independent pic-
ture, the improper free state Ik) has to be replaced
b v Aïli "*)• O n e c a n therefore (small e meaning large
times) interpret

- 27fJ<k'|ylj;!_ T{(k + h?)A& |k),

with ft' = fe as the amplitude for the probability, to begin
with the distorted free state Al\t Ik) and to find, after
the scattering has taken place, the distorted free state
denoted by (W \A\"^.. In the same way we interpret
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with k' = k as "e physical amplitude for an initial dis-
torted free state Ik,) and a final distorted free state
(kj-1. Translating back to the time-dependent picture,
we get the correct description of the physical scatter-
ing process.

In conclusion we can say that the approaches with our
asymptotic states Ik,±) on the one hand, and with the
operators A$,a which follow from the paper by Zorbas
on the other hand, are equivalent in the sense of Eqs.
(50) and (51).

The ideas concerning a "renormalization procedure,"
as the application of Eq. (16), or something like it, has
been called sometimes, have been living in the litera-
ture since a long time. A list containing all relevant
papers by other authors on this subject would become
rather extensive.

The present paper clarifies some obscure points, it
shows precisely how the asymptotic states can be ap-
plied, and, in particular from the connection with the
time-dependent theory, it makes clear why just the
"renormalization procedure" of Eq. (16) should be
applied. In general, our asymptotic states restore the
analogy of the stationary two-body Coulomb-like
potential scattering formulae with the standard scatter-
ing formulae. This will be worked out in a subsequent
paper, where we shall also have occasion to discuss the
approaches by other authors.

From the theorem and Eqs. (16)—(20) it can be seen
that lk°°) is particularly suited to the two-body Coulomb
T operator at energy ft2 > 0. Furthermore, we can show

by means of explicit formulas that exactly the same
asymptotic states can be applied to the total T operator
when a short-range potential is added to the Coulomb
potential. Because the two-body T operator is the basic
object in W-body stationary scattering theory, we hope
that the approach of this paper can be extended to multi-
particle stationary scattering theory involving charged
particles.
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Analytic T matrices for Coulomb plus rational separable
potentials
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The 1=0 partial wave projected Coulomb off-shell Tmatrix To „ in momentum representation is obtained in
closed form. Problems existing in the literature concerning the half- and on-shell behavior of 7, and 1',, are
discussed and clarified by means of explicit formulas. The remaining derivations in this paper are based on
T,, „. We consider the class of A'-term separable potentials where the form factors are rational functions of
p: (in momentum representation). We prove thai the / = 0 T matrix corresponding to the Coulomb potential
plus any such so-called rational separable potential has a very simple form, namely, it can be written in terms
of rational functions and the (simple) hypergeometnc function with parameters (1, iy. 1 - ty). where y is the
well-known Coulomb parameter. Explicit analytic formulas are derived for a number of simple members of
the class, the Yamaguchl potential being one of Ihem. In this particular case the expressions of Zachar> and
of Bajzer are reproduced who used a method based on the Oj symmetry

1. INTRODUCTION

The nonrelativistic few-body problem is considerably
simplified by the use of nonlocal separable potentials in
place of local potentials. This simplification is justified
by the observation that short-range local potentials can
be approximated by finite-rank separable potentials in
a mathematically well-defined sense. In view of the
importance of charged particles in few-body systems,
the interest in studying potentials consisting of the sum
of a short-range finite-rank potential and the Coulomb
potential is not surprising. l~' Because of the long-range
difficulties involved, often a screened Coulomb potential
is proposed with a very large screening parameter.1-8""
For the pure Coulomb problem, wave functions and
Green's functions in coordinate representation are known
in closed form.12"15 Several equivalent16 momentum
representation expressions (in three-dimensional space,
p<F R3) are known for the Green's function and for the
off-shell T matrix.16"22 For the Coulomb plus Yama-
guchi23 potential the off-shell T matrix in momentum
representation is known in closed form5'6 for 1 = 0. This
latter is derived using the O4 group-theoretic approach
first discussed at some length by Fock.24

As is well known, in conventional (short-range) po-
tential scattering theory the physical scattering amplitude
can be obtained by taking the on-shell limit of the off-
shell T matrix. This is no longer true when the potential
has a long range such as the Coulomb potential; in fact,
the on-shell limit is not defined in this case. Because
this trouble just comes from the behavior of the poten-
tial at large distance, the same fact holds when an ar-
bitrary short-range potential is added to the Coulomb
potential. Nevertheless, it is generally expected that
one also can extract, in such a r ituation, all relevant
physical information from the o f-shell T matrix.
Therefore, it seems to be very mie resting to have
explicit formulas for off-shell T matrices which de-
scribe the Coulomb interaction plus a rather general
short-range interaction exactly. Once we have gotten
the correct relation between the off-shell T matrices
and the physical amplitudes, we could obtain information
about the short-range interaction by comparing the

numerical values resulting from the theory and the ex-
periment respectively. We have been able to establish
such a relation, and to give a satisfactory justification
for it. This will be reported in detail in a subsequent
paper."

In the present paper we obtain the / = 0 partial wave
projected off-shell Coulomb T matrix in momentum re-
presentation Te ,=0 analytically, starting from a known
expression for the complete Tc in three-dimensional
p space (unless stated otherwise we work in momentum
representation). Two equivalent explicit formulas for
Tc ,-a are given at the end of Sec. 3. Concerning the
haif- and on-shell behavior of Tc and of Tc ,, some
confusion has grown in the literature. As we said above,
the difficulties arise exclusively from the long range of
the Coulomb potential and remain unaltered when an
arbitrary short-range potential is added. These diffi-
culties are discussed in detail in Sec. 4 and clarified
with the help of explicit formulas derived in Sec. 3,

In section 5 we give the general formulas to obtain the
T matrix corresponding to an arbitrary A'-term separable
potential plus the Coulomb potential. In Sees. 6 and 7
we derive analytic expressions for a number of off-shell
T matrices corresponding to Coulomb plus A'-term
separable potentials (for / = 0 only), starting from one
of the explicit expressions for Tc ,s0 derived in Sec. 3.
In particular, for the case of Coulomb plus the (one-
term separable) Yamaguchl potential we find complete
agreement with the formula of Zachary5 and of Bajzer.e

It should be noted, howevr»1" that we apply only special
function theory. Nowhere in this paper do we use the
O4 group-theoretic approach of Zachary and Bajzer.

In Sec. 8 we define the very large class of rational
separable potentials. We reveal the general structure
of the explicit formulas for the off-shell T matrices
corresponding to any such potential plus the Coulomb
potential. It appears that the hypergeometric function
2^i(l, iy; 1 + ty; •), where y is the well-known Coulomb
parameter,12 is the only nonrational function involved.
Moreover, the method to obtain any such T matrix in

,1-

i
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exact closed form follows immediately from the der iva- CC(E) = G„(£) •* ü„(E) Tr(E)C„[E),
tions given in Sees. 6—8.

Below we mention some useful expressions for /'.
Finally, in Sec. 9 the results and implications are sum- define the Coulomb potential

marized and discussed. ,, , . „, .

(10)

We

(H)

2. NOTATION

Dirac notation is used throughout. Our normalization
is determined by the use of delta functions as basis states
in momentum representation,

3>|k\ = e(p-ls); (1)

in the /th partial wave space

<J>'kl' = fr-=5(/>-fr). (2)

This implies the following basis states in rooidinate re-
presentation

,)• W =(2/7r)l'2(';,(ftr).

Here the variable li stands for the square root of the
energy,

E *- k2.

Functions of h will be defined in the upper-half of the
complex A—plane, i .e . ,

Imfe>0.

(31

(4)

(5)

(6)

Generalized functions (distributions) like (1) and (2) may
be defined as limits of functions of /.• where the appro-
priate limit

Im£- 0 (7)

is taken, cf., e .g. , Ref. 12. The partial wave projec-
tion of a rotationally invariant operator A is defined by

(8)

(9)

) {x'\A\x),

where v stands for r or />, This implies

In Eq. (9) the infinite sum converges generally not
pointwise, but only in the sense of distributions12-26-27;
compare Sec. 4.

3. THE PARTIAL WAVE PROJECTED COULOMB
7-OPERATORr ,

In this section an integral representation for Tr , is
derived from one of the known expressions for the
complete Tc. At the end of the section Tc ,=0 is expli-
citly obtained; the derivations of Sees, 6—8 are based
on this expression for TCtts0-

Our starting point is the complete Coulomb T matrix
Tc. There are several equivalent16 expressions known
for this function.10"21 In particular, Schwinger's19 deri-
vation, based on the O4 symmetry exhibited by the
Coulomb potential, is elegant. Chen and Chen10 give a
fairly complete survey of the work done on two-body
Coulomb amplitudes. In place of Tc the resolvent Gc is
given by many authors, but in momentum representation
the explicit expressions for Oc and 7"c are related in a
trivial way because one has

Here the notation of Messiah1 J is followed. Units are
such that li 2DI .- 1 where in is the reduced mass. It is
important to note that the parameter 7 is energy-de-
pendent, for (recall h Ir, InU-'-O)

In - r ea l const. (12)

Defining

q p ' - p . ,, q ,

we get from (11)

P' ' , -P - ^ .

Define further

, - 1 - (/,--/,-)(/,-•-/,-') i ,V .

1 -•(* ) 1) (> - l ) ,

then Tr can be expressed as

(13)

• A (14)

The first term of the rhs is just the potential term; see
Eq. (13). Using the integral representation3"

^-,(1, n \ l + h ; v) -- n i\ii r-l(l-i\-Yl (15)

of this h, f, (hypergeometric function) we get from (14)

with

). (17)n. 0. 0 ,

It is clear that /(v)/.\ is invariant for the transformation
v— - v. Thus the sign of the real part of v may be
chosen freely. Choose then

Re v < 0,

this implies

Using well-known properties of the h.f.28 [cf., Eq,
(32)] and writing it in its infinite series representation,
we get the result

/(v) = l-(-v)"T(l + fv)r(l-r>)+2>2£ -^—-. (18)
,=1 »" + 7 •

We can rewrite Eq. (14) in a different form,

' ' I T (12M - -£i- 4I'"'2 f 'll <ly fl9>

0

This expression is more convenient for the derivation of
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i

ï'c_,. According to (8), multiplying Eq. (19) by the
Legendre polynomial P,(p'-p) and integrating over the
angles yields Te ,. Now we have the well-known rela-
tion between P, and the Legendre function of the second
kind y,:

(20)

Equation (20) immediately yields the partial wave pro-
jected potential matrix elements from Eq. (13):

Applying Eqs. (8) and (20) to Eq. (19) gives, after
interchanging the order of integration (this is per-
mitted, compare Sec. 4B),

with

i 4ft2 ' ) •
(23)

Difficulties may occur in the integrals of the form
ƒ (II /"• • • in the neighborhood of / = 0 These are dis-
cussed in Sec. 4B, In effect we may assume that the
exponent ;'y contains a small positive real part. We
simplify Eq. (22) by means of integration by parts. The
integrated term just cancels the first term in the rlis of
Eq. (22); thus we get

(24)

Whether this formula is useful for a derivation of Tc ,
in closed form remains to be seen In this paper we
use only Tc 1>0 for further derivations. This function
follows rattier easily from Eq. (24). Because of the
simple relation

^ya(z)=(l-z2Yi, (25)

the integral in Eq. (24) can (in case / = 0) be written in
terms of h.f. ' s . Rearranging and collecting terms
yields the final result

(26)

ir; ir;

with

(/>-*)/(/> (28)

. (29)

A different expression for D is convenient if one wishes
to study its half-shell behavior, i .e . , />' — ft thus «'—0.
This expression reads

D s r (1+ ty)r(l - iy)\(-«'«)" - (-«'/«)"]

+ 2i r
l(l, ir\ 1 + /V; n'rt)-2>\(l, -rv;l-/>; «'«)

/'i) + A U , -n-;l-jy;«'/„). (30)

Equation (30) can be obtained from Eq. (27) as follows.
Utilizing the relation29.30

(3D

we derive

(32)

It is well known that ?t\ has a branch point at infinity.29

In Eq. (27) it is then clear that two of the fou.- h f. 's
have to be transformed, this is done with the help of Eq.
(32), and Eq. (30) is obtained at once. In Eq. (30), the
singular behavior of I) in the neighborhood of n' = 0 is
written out in its most transparent form,

Finally, it should be noted that the off-shell / = 0 T
matrix for the Hulthên potential is known in closed
form,al Because the Hulthén potential can be seen as
a screened Coulomb potential, one could in principle
obtain Tc l=0 from the analytic formula of Bahethi and
Fuda, by letting the screening parameter go to infinity
This formula contains hypergeometric functions 4F3 and
3F2, however, so it seems that our (more direct) ap-
proach is easier.

4. HALF- AND ON SHELL BEHAVIOR OF THE
COULOMB riWATRICES

In this section we discuss the half-shell behavior />'
— k and the on-shell behavior />' — k, f>~ k of the com-
plete Tc and of all partial wave projected 7^ ,, i .e . , we
consider

Ö5jf,(l, ir; l+iy; a'a)-2t\(l, /y; 1+iy; a/a') (27) and

1 = 0,1,-

for />'- h and for />'—£, />— k. Obviously, k has to be
(almost) real, for />' and /> are real by definition.
Therefore, we take, in this section only, ft exactly real
(and positive) and we replace k by k + ;V with < > 0 (recall
Eq. (6)J, whenever it is important to distinguish between
k and k + U.

A. The functions Tc and Tc ,

We first concentrate on Eq. (19) where the complete
Tc is given. The integral in the rhs exists on the condi-
tion that

! •

«
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- 1 . (33)

I

This restriction can be removed by replacing the in-
tegral along the real axis with a contour integral19- *°

r _i_r
Jo " '" "* e2"-\)r " " < •

(34)

The contour C begins at / = 1 + i6 where the phase of /
is zero, moves to the origin, circles it once and con-
tinues to /= 1 -is with 6 • 0. Equation (19) and (34)
together give the most general expression for Tc.

3a

Now we take p' equal to * in Eq, (19). Then x2 becomes
equal to one, and we see that the resulting integral in
the rhs of Eq. (19)

fldtt'r-1 (35)
" 0

is divergent, because iy is imaginary. In this case (34)
is of no help. The half-shell limit of Tc simply is not
defined. In Eqs. (16), (1?) this fact becomes manifest;
[>'— k implies y — 0 (or y — •*>) and it is well known that
the h.f. has a branch point at infinity. In Eq, (18) the
singularity is made explicit:

limy'' (36)

is not defined. Te , contains the same singularity.
Taking p' = ft in Eqs. (22), (23) we get a divergent in-
tegral like (35). In the case / = 0 we also have the more
explicit formula Eq. (30); the limit f>' — k here again
becomes a limit like (36).

Everything we have said about p' — k applies a fortiori
to the on-shell limit p' - k, p-~ k.

Finally, we remark that for />'—/>* fe there appear
singularities, too. From Eq, (21) it follows that Vc ,
has a logarithmic singularity, and in Eqs. (26), (27) it
can be seen that the same holds for Tc< l=0, because this
h.f. has a logarithmic singularity for the argument be-
coming equal to one. 28~30 Concerning these singularities
we found a discrepancy in the literature (see Ref. 17 of
Ref. 33 and compare Ref. 34). This discrepancy seems
to have been caused mainly by the mistake of Nutt.22

See the discussion following (47). These singularities
are less interesting so we will not discuss them further
in this paper.

B. The distributions Tc and Tc,

In Sec. 4A we considered Tc and Tc , as ordinary func-
tions. Now we want to discuss a different approach:
We consider r . and Tc , as distributions (also called
generalized functions).' Distributions are often tacitly
applied by physicists. Such applications are not re-
stricted to the well-known Dirac delta function/distribu-
tion. For example, the Coulomb potential in momen-
tum representation can only be obtained with the help of
distributions. Straightforward derivation of Eq. (13)
from Eq. (11) goes wrong because the Fourier trans-
form of Vc(r) yields a divergent integral. As is (im-
plicitly or explicitly) done in all textbooks, one mul-
tiplies by e'" and takes the limit f to after the integration
has been carried out; this procedure easily yields Eq.
(13)for(p'|Vc|p>.

Because there are several types of distributions

(see Refs. 26, 27 and references quoted there), we
ought to specify the particular one we are going to apply.
The distribution appropriate to our purpose is in fact
the same as studied by Herbst.35 According to Herbst the
pure Coulomb i> matrix, usually written

(37)

is undefined as it stands because it is not an integrable
function. Furthermore, any extension is unique only up
to a distribution with support at fi' = k. Herbst proves
that there is at most one unitary extension (in the sense
of distributions) of (37) to all k' and k. This extension
is just given by the substitution

i'-kp-'-". (38)

This means that Sc is a distribution, defined by

mo

where (k' !ƒ> is a continuously differentiate and square
integrable function. The so-called test functions /'be-
longing to this type of distribution are dense in L2(R').

Analogous to Herbst we define the substitution

(...)!'• » l im ( • • • ) * " . (40)

Wfe apply (40) in every situation where <> appears in the
exponent. It is important to note that this has nothing
to do with the fact that iy itself contains a small real
part when k contains a small imaginary part according
to (12). Remark that there should be, in this respect,
no distinction between a repulsive force and an attractive
force. Indeed, there is no distinction because (40) is
not essentially modified when y is replaced by -y. The
limits € • 0 (t occurring in k + (e) and TJ*O are taken in-
dependently, the latter after the former. There is an
important difference between (38) and (40) as we use it
for Tc and Tc ,. In (38) the singularity is worse than a
pole while thé singularities in Tc and Tc , are much
weaker than poles; in effect they are quite harmless.
Therefore, the corresponding test functions are cer-
tainly dense in the Hilbert space of square integrable
functions.

Applying (40) to Eqs. (16), (18) [or to Eq. (19)] we
see that the half- and on-shell Tc are exactly zero.
From Eq. (30) it is seen that the same fact holds for
1 c, 1=0' This is so because

(41)

Obviously, the second and the third limit may be inter-
changed. Finally, in Eq. (23) z becomes equal to
(p2+p'*)/(2pp') when p'~ k or when p'— k, />— k, and
in Eq. (22) the Legendre function Qt then becomes a
constant with respect to the integration variable /, the
integral becomes elementary, and the half- and on-shell
Tc , are exactly zero for all I.

In all other (nonsingular) points convention (40) makes
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no difference whatsoever. In conclusion we may say
that Tc and Tc , are only altered in the on- and half-
shell points, where they were not defined before, and
in these points they become exactly zero.

Convention (40) is of considerable value because it
simplifies the evaluation of our integrals, while we still
know what we are doing. Interchanging the order of
integrations, as for example has been done to derive
Eq. (22), is now justified with the help of (40). Because
all occurring integrals are absolutely convergent, the
theorems of Fubini and Tonelli may be applied36 and
thus the correct evaluation is easily performed.

C. The operators Tc and Tc,

In this section we consider Tc and 7"c , as operators
(defined in the corresponding Hilbert spaces of square
integrable functions). They may be defined in terms of
the resolvents

GB{E)e{E-H0Y
l, (42)

G„(£)M£-tfo-V,.>-\ (43)
These defini-where H„ is the kinetic energy operator,

tions are

CC=GB + Go Tfi0, Gc , = Gn,, + Go,, ?'e, fio, „ W>
where the energy-dependence has been suppressed.
Alternatively, they can be defined by the Lippmann —
Schwinger (L— S) equations

Tc(E)=Vc+VcG0(E)Tc(E), (45a)

2"ci(£)= "c.i + Vc,fio.,(E)Tc,,(E). (45b)
It is essential that E is not in the spectrum of the Hamil-
ton operators Ho and Ha + Vc, for in that case that re-
solvents are not defined. For £ not real positive, the
kernels of the L—S equations are of Hilbert—Schmidt
class if the potential satisfies certain conditions.13 This I

guarantees that the L—S equations have unique solutions
for these potentials. Even for the Coulomb potential, the
kernel Vc ,C0 ,(£) is of Hilbert—Schmidt class (provided
E is not positive), and therefore the solution Tc ,(E) of
equation (45b) is unique.

Writing the operators in momentum representation
gives the matrix elements (p'l 7"e(£)lp> and './>'] Tcl(E)\p,,
They can be considered as functions of the monenta and
of the energy. If the potential has short range (in a
certain well defined sense), it is known that these
functions are meromorphic in the complex £-plane, cut
along the positive real axis. Besides bound-state poles
(cf. Ref. 32) other poles can occur. The cut 0<£< <*•
is called the unitarity cut. The limits at the upper and
lower rim of the unitarity cut exist if the potential has
short range. As we have seen, the limits ft— /J and
*— j>' [cf., Eq. (5)| of the Coulomb T matrices do not
exist These additional singularities, characteristic for
the Coulomb potential (and probably for other long-range
potentials), are of the type (p-k)*, (t>'-k)'\ These
singularities are clearly integrable. So if we consider
Te\ f), where I ƒ ' is a Hubert space vector,

',P'\Tc(k
2)lf)= f r/p <P'|rc(*=);p> ,p'/>, (46)

R3

we Ret no trouble at all in this integral because (p!/),
being square integrable, is locally integrable.30 The
value of (p' | 7"c(fc

2)Ip > at /)=£ is here unimportant.

Strictly speaking, the half- and on-shell points make
sense only for the matrix elements, not for the opera-
tors. So we may say equally well that the half- and on-
shell values of Tc and of 7"̂  ,, considered as operators,
are irrelevant

D. Summary and discussion

We can summarize the discussion of Sees. 4A—4C as
follows. When T and T , are considered as

\-y

' functions J (not defined \

I distributions^ their half- and on-shell values are \exactly zero'-,

[operators ) (irrelevant ) (47)

In this connection it is useful to remark that in the
literature considerable confusion has arisen about the
half- and on-shell Coulomb T matrices. West37 finds
exactly zero for the on-shell Tc. He adds a physical
interpretation: (p' I Tc\ p > may be interpreted as the
probability to scatter a free state denoted by Ip) into
the free state (p'l . This probability should indeed be
zero because in practice one never has a free state
when the pure Coulomb force acts. This is due to its
long range. Nutt22 obtained zero, too, but his derivation
is wrong as was shown, e.g., by Nuttall and Stagat.38

Shastry and Rajagopal,33 following Nutt, also found zero
for the on-shell partial wave projected Tc ,. Most
authors obtain the branch-point singularities (of T only;
to our knowledge Tc , is not known in explicit form).
The result (47) applies as well when an arbitrary short-
range separable potential is added to the Coulomb po-

tential. The proof of this statement follows easily from
Eqs. (48)—(58) given in the next section, We conjecture
that (47) will hold also for the Coulomb potential plus an
arbitrary (suitably defined) short-range potential. This
can be expected because in the Fourier transform a
neighborhood of the point />= k is related to a neighbor-
hood of the point r=°° (in coordinate representation).
Furthermore, only the tail of the potential is important
for the behavior of all relevant functions at large dis-
tances. Explicit examples of such T matrices corre-
sponding to Coulomb-like potentials are given in the
following sections.

We may understand (47) as the formal solution of the
T matrix problems. However, concerning the physical
interpretation more has to be said. This will be done in
a forthcoming paper,25 Compare also the work of Tay-
lor39-40 and of Marquez.41
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5. THE TOTAL T OPERATOR

Let the potential V be the sum of two potentials Vc ana
Va which are not specified for the time being,

V=V+V.. (48)

vs=-T,\gl)\l(gl\ (52)

In Eq. (52) the projection operator projecting onto the
fth partial wave space and the corresponding subscripts
I are suppressed. The same is done in the rest of this
section. The x, are real numbers in order that Vs be
Hermitian. Time reversal invariance requires that
ip\g,) and {r\gt) are real functions of p and r, re-
spectively. It is well known that the T operator Ts cor-
responding to the separable potential Vs is separable
itself and may be written

Ts(E) = -± \gl)Tu{E){gj\ (53)

Here the NxN matrix T is defined via its inverse:

U-l(E))(l s (A"1),, + {g, | G,(£) |g,), (54)

where A is a diagonal matrix with elements \t5u. Now
T3(E) is the unique solution of the equation

Ts(E)=Vs + Vfi0(E)T,(E), (55)

Also Eq. (51) has a unique solution. The uniqueness
follows almost trivially from the fact that Vs is of finite
rank. Because of the resemblance of Eq. (51) to Eq.
(55), we can write dom: the solution of Eq. (51) at once:
All we iiavc to do is replace Go by Gc in Eqs. (53), (54).
Thus in terms of the Coulamb-modified (energy-depen-
dent) form factors l^(£)> defined by

TJE)=~ (57)

with

In the Gell-Mann—Goldberger two-potential formalism42

it follows that the corresponding total T operator can be
written6-T

T=TC+TCS, (49)

where Tc is the T operator corresponding to Vc [ef., Eqs,
(44), (45)] and Ta is given by

res(£) = [l+rc(£)Go(£)]/„(£)ll + Go(£)rc(£)], (50)

where the operator ICS{E) satisfies the equation

The resolvents Go and Cc have been introduced already
in Eqs. (42), (43). The orbital angular momentum pro-
jections of the operators occurring in Eqs. (48)—(51)
satisfy these same equations.

Now we specify the operators Vc and Vt. Let Vc be
the Coulomb potential [given by Eq. (11) or (13)] and let
Va be an operator of finite rank A7 (also called an A'-
term separable potential), which works only in a sub-
space corresponding to one particular value of the orbital
angular momentum I,

(T°(E));) S (A-% + (g,\ Oc(E)\gl). (58)

Equation (44) and definition (56) imply the useful identity

(59)

It is clear from Eqs. (49), (56)-(58) that the total T
matrix has been obtained in closed form, once we have
derived explicit expressions for (p\g\i and for (jf,IG'cl
gt). This is what we are going to do in the next sections,
for some simple form factors ijj() in / = 0 partial wave
space,

6. THE COULOMB MODIFIED FORM FACTORS (pip)

From now on we consider only the case / = 0 and we
suppress the subscript / throughout. The form factors
{pig) are supposed to be rational functions of />2, The
simplest rational function that is physically acceptable
as form factor is the Yamaguchi23 one

(60)

Differentiation with respect to the parameter (3 yields
(apart from a trivial factor)

(61)

|^(£)>Ml+rc(£)G0(£))k,>,

we obtain our final result for Ta [cf,, Eq.

In coordinate representation one has

<.r\gl>) = e-éy/r, (62)

{r\glie)=e-0r/{20). (63)

We obtain the Coulomb-modified form factor

(p | gl(k2)) = {p\ (1+rc(fe
2)G0(fe

2)) | £„) (64)

in closed form with the help of Eqs. (26), (27), and
(15). The result is a double integral of the type

-where as before a = (p-k)/(p±k), «' = (/>' -k)/(p' + k),
[Eqs. (28), (29)]. The four terms of the integrand in
Eq. (65) ara taken two by two; the integrand then appears
to be a function of (/>')*. Interchanging the order of the
integrations (this is permitted according to Sec. 4B),
one easily performs the integration {dp'. The remain-
ing integral [dl is again an h. f.. The actual derivation
is given at the end of this section. In advance we give
here the final result

) -F <

where

«g) In addition, we introduced here the notation
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which we shall use from now on in this paper. Equation
(66) can be converted into [e.g. with the help of Eq.
(85)]

Ba)

(69)

In Eq. (69) a result of Zachary5 and of Bajzer6 is re-
produced. [Note the misprint in Eq. (49) of Ref. 6; the
argument (Ba)'1 of the h.f. mentioned there should be
Bfa (in our notation)] The h.f. 's occurring in Eq. (69)
differ from the h.f. in (68) with regard to their third
parameter. More generally, we meet in this game
several different h.f. 's which all have one common
property, i .e . , they are of the type

; z).. = \, 2,
(70)

All these functions can be expressed in any one repre-
sentative of the class (70) plus rational functions of z.
This can be proven with the help of their integral re-
presentations.28 We chose already ^ ( 1 , iy; 1+ir; z)
as a simple and ccavenient representative [see (68)].
This has the additional advantage that it facilitates the
comparison of different expressions for the same ob-
ject, such as in Eqs. (66) and (69). Therefore, F ( r will
be our standard hypergeometric function throughout this
paper.

The derivative of the standard h.f. F,, can also be
written in terms of F j r and rational functions. The
following equality is easily established:

Utilizing (71) we obtain from (66) by differentiation with
respect to (3 (cf. (61)]

( 7 2 )

The rest of this section is devoted to the derivation of
Eq. (66). The reader who is not interested in the details
of the proof can immediately go on to Sec. 7. We cal-
culate the integral in the rhs of the following equation:

(P\ = -V27? fdp'pf
(73)

Substitute for (p\ Tc\p') Eqs. (26), (27), utilize the in-
tegral representation of the h.f. Eq. (15), and inter-
change the order of the two integrations, then one ob-
tains

Jo
dP't>'

/ 1 1 \
* \l-Ia{p'-k)/{p'+k) \-la(l>'+k)/(p--k)j
+ (idem, with p p thus a- I/a). (74)

The integral Idp' in Eq. (74) can be simplified utilizing
the variable x defined by

(75)

where Imx > 0 holds because lm k> 0 This integral
then appears to be an elementary one; we get

V...in(74)=(^/"(-F

-ikln in/2

From (75) we have

(76)

(77)

so that the factors (1 -In) occurring in the integral jdl •
drop out, and this integral appears to be again an h.f.
yF"! according to

(78)

This h.f. is reduced to the standard F i r by means of

X j i ^ l , l + jy; 2+iy, z).
(79)

Performing all this in Eq. (74), we get the final result

(80)

; Ba)-l/a i>;2+ir; B/a)]

(71) = _

Equation (81) proves Eq. (66).

7. THE IN-PRODUCTS (g\Gc Iff)

In this section we obtain analytic expressions for the
in-products ig,ICctg]) occurring in the Tcs -formula,
cf. Eqs. (57), (58). The operators Vs and 7"cs are fixed
once we have fi xed the JV form factors I gt), i = 1, . . , , N
(plus xt and the energy, of course). We suppose that
these form factors are of the type (60) and/or (61);
their parameters (3 are possibly different. Because
"cross products" igt\Gc\gt) with i*j occur, we have to
calculate three different expressions, namely,
(tfJGJfts), <#<,<,!GJ^fl). and (gaa\Gc\gBe) where o anc
/3 are independent parameters. From these three, all
possible combinations can be made. Obviously this is
sufficient to obtain Ta in closed form [in combination
with Eqs. (66) and (72)].

The derivation of (#„1 Gcl#6) is given at the end of
this section, It has to be noted that one could start with
Eq. v.;>6), because from Eq. (59) one has the identity

(82)

I

obtain
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with

(84)

Taking a =/3 in Eq. (83) we reproduce the result of
Zachary.5 Utilizing the relation

— - ^ ( 1 , iy; 2 + iy\ z) = l {\-l/z)Fir{z), (85)

Eq. (83) can be converted into an equation where FIY is
the only nonelementary function,

(86)

So this derivation runs along the same lines as the deri-
vation of Eq. (66) in Sec. 6. The integration Idp gives
in analogy to Eq. (76) a factor (a - iy) that can be written

a - iy = (a -,k)(l-lAB)/{l-lB)

The factors {\-lB) cancel and one obtains

(94)

With the help of Eqs. (78), (79), and (82), Eqs. (83) and
(86) follow easily from Eq. (95).

8. r MATRIX FOR COULOMB PLUS ARBITRARY
/ = 0 RATIONAL SEPARABLE POTENTIAL

We call a potential of the form

y\ i-

Differentiation of Eq. (86) with respect to a, p and
utilizing Eq. (71) yields the final results

q + fry fe(a + fe>) ,• , , m
2+fe¥(.32+fe2)"1 '

(87)

and

0,3(0

(88)

Now we give the proof of Eq, (83), or alternatively of
Eq. (86). According to Eq. (81), we may write

) = ƒ "
0

Define the variable y,

vs''' T^JB'

( 8 9 )

(90)

interchange the order of the two integrations (cf. Sec.
4B) and recall from Eq. (28) that

(91)

k2), (92)

then one arrives at the following formula which shows a
strong resemblance to Eq. (76):

(93)... r' a f r

where the form factors !#,) in momentum representa-
tion, \/<;.!,',>,

1. are real rational functions of p2,

2. are zero at infinity, (96)

3. and have no poles on the positive axis 0 • p2 •-. --.,

a rnlionnl separable polmilltil. Any such form factor
can be written (for some :• = 1, 2, • • • )

(97)

where P is some (real) polynomial of degree smaller
than v. Its realness follows from the fact that the form
factor is real. The denominator of the rhs of definition
(97) is real, too, but the ,3's may be complex. They can
and will always be chosen such that they satisfy

Rei3„>0, M = 1 v. (98)

These parameters |3O need not all be different. The
notation in definition (97) is such that the symbol [,3}
stands for (j3, , . . . , /3V). In (61) we had the particular
case i' = 2, we took j3i = (32 = ,3 and the polynomial Pwas
taken constant there. Our potential is built up from .V
form factors ,'#,}, i = l,..., X. Each form factor has
the form (97), but possibly with a different set of 0's,
e.g. ,

for each ; = A'.

This more complete notation is cumbersome and would
not clarify our formulas so we will not use it. We sup-
press the index / when the deal with the general form
factors '' ).

Recalling the discussion following (65), it becomes
clear that we need in effect integrals of the type

(99)

Quite a lot of such integrals are known in closed form. "••"
Moreover, the general structure can easily be fcunc'.
Li this way one can derive the desired formulas f̂ i the
(l>\ff)'s and for the (g\L,r\g)'s. This will be done at

'\

ji
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the end of this section. We give the final results here
in advance:

=«o(/>2) + t R„(j>2) l l
P

-F.r(Bja)]

(100)

and

l} =«„„+ £ t (101)

where as before a-(p-ft)/(/> + k), and in analogy to
Eq, (84) [cf. Eq. (120)]

£„ (£„

-ik), m = l , 2, . .

- i f t ) , n = l , 2 , . . . ,

(102)

(103)

ft, p2.
., ft,

Ro and Rn are rational functions of ft, y, ft., . .
Roo and Rm are rational functions of ft, y, ft,
ai,..., ov

The T matrix corresponding to a rational separable
potential plus the Coulomb potential is given by Eqs.
(49), (57), (58) and (100), (101). The important point is
that, apart from rational functions, only the h.f. Ftr
thows up in the final expressions for T. The arguments
occurring in Flr can easily be found. They are ex-

(and by ft and /> of course), as can be seen from the Eqs.
(26), (27), (97), (100)-(103), and (120).

The remaining part of this section is entirely devoted
to the derivation of Eqs. (100) and (101). The proof of
these equations is in fact a generalization of the proofs
given in Sees. 6 and 7, respectively.

We start with the integral

= 2, 3, 4, ••

where

Reft>0 for » = l, 2, . . . ,

The following result holds44

..... ft) n (ft

(104)

(105)

(106)

+ (idem, with p p thus a- I/a). (110)

As before the variable x is given by x/k = (\+tn)/{l-la),
where Imx>0 holds because of Imft>0. Application of
Eq. (106) gives for the integral !dp' in the rhs of Eq,
(110) the expression

4ft

(1 - la)Pu.,{-'X, -ik, ft,..., ft)
(ft- -».v). • • (ft - ix - ift)(ft + ft.) • • (ft.., + ft)

(111)
where the polynomial Pv,2 contains at most terms with
x°~l. It contains no terms with higher powers of x. In
analogy to Eq. (77) we have

ft, - !.r= (ft - ift)(l - tabV(\-ln). (112)

clusively defined by the poles of all form factors involved 2, . . .

Multiply numerator and denominator of expression (111)
by the factor [1-taY'. The polynomial P t.2 then becomes
a polynomial in the variables [la, ft, ft, . . . , ft), and
the numerator contains further a factor (1-laY. The
denominator becomes a product of the factors (1-taBJ
and of the factors (j3n - ik)*(fi„ + ft,) with m < n = 1,

In the rhs of Eq. (110) we see a factor (l-/o)2 in the
denominator, so this factor cancels. Equation (110)
then simplifies considerably; we get

{p)Tc(k*)G0(k
2))gle))

1
~ (ft - i •(ft-rft)2(ft.+ft,)---(ft.1 + ft)

_ 'P ".2(fa> k, ft- , , . . , ft,)

+ (idem, with />— -/> thus a~ I/a). (113)
For v = \ the polynomial P^2 is just 1, and Eq. (113)
reduces to Eq. (80), apart from a factor V2/ir .

The denominator of the integrand in Eq. (113) can be
written in partial fractions. Then we get a sum of v
terms as follows:

n ( l - /«£,)-'=Here Ps is a symmetric homogeneous polynomial in the
variables (ft,...,ft). Its degree is £(s-2)(s-3), but the '"' D, "" . , „
highest power of any one of the a's is s-3 if s>2, and for w h e r e t h e P" F e c e r t a m Polynomials of (/„, Blt.
s = 2 this power is zero. Explicitly we have for the first
three polynomials

N o w w e k n o w M

(U4)

^ = ft + ft, + ft, + ft,.

With the generalized Yamaguchi form factor

(107)

(108)

(109)

JT */<r" ï ^ 7 = ̂ TF ̂ l(1'
= o,

Furthermore, iteration of Eq. (79) yields

which is a special case of (97), we get in the same way
as in Sec. 6

recall from Eq. (68) the notation
F».irte) s2F i ( 1 , \ + ir; x +1 + iy\ z).

This implies that the integral

(115)

(116)

(68')
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5?

ri'-

'nB\ (117)
o n

can be written in terms of F.r((iBn) plus rational func-
tions, for X =0, 1, • • • . The same holds then if the
factor (irtV in the integrand of (117) is replaced by an
arbitrary polynomial of In, like we have from Eqs. (113),
(114). Applying all this to Eq. (113) we get the result

(118)

where r0 and the ;•„ are rational functions of (p2, k, y,
fli,..., /3U). They are functions of p2 (and not only of p)
because {p\TcGa\g) is even in p.

Now that we have evaluated this expression where the
form factor is given by Eq, (109), it is only one step
further to prove Eq. (118) for a form factor that is an
arbitrary rafional function of (r [see definition (97)].
Write any term p2x occurring in the polynomial in (97)
as

/>2» = y>2»-2(/>2 + i32-|32). (119)

The term containing the factor (/r + j3?) is then : ..'.uced
by dividing that factor out. Iteration of this procedure
reduces the exponent to zero, so any rational form
factor can be reduced to a sum of form factors of the
type given in Eq. (109). Therefore, Eq. (118) holds for
an arbitrary rational form factor, and Eq. (100) has
been proven.

The proof of Eq. (101) which we shall give now is not
essentially different in structure from the one just
given for Eq. (100). With the form factor

,) = n (ft' + a2)"1 , (120)

we have [cf. Eqs. (118) and (15)1

iyl"'1

_l J__\
l-/aBrr 1-lBjtr)

(121)

Here rm is a rational function of (*, y,a„, 0„) with
m = 1 , , . , , M; " = *- • • • > "' As in (90) define

(122)

in te rms of which Eq. (121) reads

r f ' d ;•»-• IB~
1=1 JQ ^ 1'

[" dpp2r.{fi-)
J (p2 - k2){p2 - V2)(p2 + at)- •(p2 + a2

1)'

(123)

Utilizing

(124)

and recalling the discussion following Eq, (110), one
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finds that all factors (l-'£„) cancel. The denominator
of the integrand in the integral till then contains only
factors (1-M „/>'„) and other factors that are constant
with respect to the variable of integration I. The pro-
duct of these factors can be written as a sum by means
of partial fractions just as in Eq. (114),

I!
1

1-lAJh
(125)

where the P'm are polynomials in (/#„, Alt..., A}. Thus
we get again integrals of the type (117). All these in-
tegrals are then transformed into ration.il functions of
(/.',>, a i , . . . , n,,, 3 \ , . . . , P,) and the h.f. 's r.^A^Hj
Then the same result is valid if one takes arbitrary
rational form facrors ,s>{ll instead of the form factors
of Eq. (120) Finally, for Gr the same holds as for
G„'1\U„ according to Eq, (10) Tliif completes the proof
of Eq. (101)

9. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We discussed and resolved the half- and on-shell
problems which occur in the 7' matrices (in complete
three-dimensional space and in the partial wave spaces
I = 0, 1, • •-, respectively) of any Coulomb-like potential
l'= l ' ^ \\ where I, is an arbitrary short-range sepa-
rable potential (Sec 4). In Sees. 5—7 we obtained
exact explicit formulas for off-shell T matrices corre-
sponding to several Coulomb-plus-rational-separable
potentials (for / = 0 only). To this end, we first derived
In Sec. 3 the pure Coulomb Tc I=o from a known expres-
sion for the complete Tc in three-dimensional space.
Equations (26), (27), and (30) give two equivalent ex-
plicit formulas for Tc (=0. Finally, in Sec. 8 we derived
a general formula for the off-shell T matrix correspond-
ing to any member of the very large class of potentials
consisting of the Coulomb potential plus an arbitrary
rational separable potential, as defined in (96). Apart
from rational functions, the final expressions (Eqs.
(100) and (101)] contain only the h.f, ^ ( 1 , i>; 1 + *>;•)
where y is the well-known Coulomb parameter.12

As for the physical relevance of the obtained formulas,
we like to discuss some important points.

In scattering experiments with charged particles one
often deals with the combination of the Coulomb interac-
tion plus some short-range interaction. For example,
nonrelativistic models for proton—proton scattering have
a short-range potential built in to account for the strong
interaction, the Coulomb potential taking care of the
charges. The strong interaction here is almost com-
pletely unknown at very short distance (< 1 fm), so one
looks for a phenomenological fit. The model potential
may then be (partly) local or nonlocal (e.g. separable);
often one takes the sum of a local potential (for the
longer distances) and a nonlocal separable potential
(for the short distances). Moreover, as we said already
in the introduction, any local short-range potential can
be approximated by an A-term separable potential in a
mathematically well-defined sense. This explains and
justifies our interest in a general kind of separable
potential.

Due to the long range of the Coulomb potential, diffi-
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culties occur in the theoretical description of the scatter-
ing. As we said before, the physical scattering ampli-
tude is (in conventional short-range potential scattering
theory) just the on-shell T matrix, apart from a simple
factor. This cannot be the case in long-range potential
scattering theory, because the on-shell limit is not
defined then, as is known (compare Sec. 4). We repeat
that this trouble is unaffected by any short-range poten-
tial; it is only the Coulomb potential that generates the
problems.

As a way out of these problems it has been proposed
to screen the Coulomb potential; eventually this screen-
ing is then removed by letting the screening radius go to
infinity. >.»-".« Since some time this approach can be
interpreted in a rather satisfactory way40-48 at least for
two-particle scattering. In practice, of course, one
always has screening at some very large distance. But
even then it could be questionable whether one is allowed
to apply conventional short-range scattering theory; the
range of the potential is (very) large, though not infinite.
This is a delicate question. Moreover, the screening
approach is hampered by the fact that the scattering
formulas (7" matrices and the like) are not known analyt-
ically in general, and they are much more difficult to
obtain. Screening can also be applied as long as it
appears useful in singular expressions (cf. Refs. 7, 47,
48). This is implicitly done in the application of the
on-shell Gell-Mann— Goldbergef12 two-potential formula
to Coulomb-like potentials (cf. Ref. 6). The long-
range troubles have often caused inaccuracies and
inconsistencies in the past. In Sec. 4 we mentioned a
few examples of such inconsistencies we found in the
literature. Here we give some more. The Coulomb
scattering state is often written (e. g. Refs. 17, 7)

\k±)c = (l+Gcik
2±h)Vc)\k), (126)

where Gc is the Coulomb Green's function. Although the
formula analogous to (126) for a short-range potential
is correct, (126) is at least inaccurate because the
limit of Gc(fc

2± if) for ( - 0 is not clearly defined. Re-
lated to this we have the equation (see, e.g., Refs. 1,
21, 49)

<P' | ï* c |p>=(p' |V c jp + ) (127)

This equation is known to be correct when V has short
range, but it is inaccurate, to say the least, when V is
the Coulomb potential because the half-shell limit of
Tc which is implicitly understood in Eq. (127) is not
defined. In fact, we claim that the Tc given by Eq. (127)
is nol the conventional Tc defined by the (off-shell-) Eq.
(10),

GC(E) = Go(£) + G0{E)Tc(E)Ga(E).

To summarize one has:

(i) Exact analytic formulas without application of
screening, but in such a situation no satisfactory physi-
cal interpretation is known.

(ii) A rather satisfactory interpretation when screen-
ing is applied, but in general no analytic formulas are
known then. There might be problems also in this case
because the range is (very) large though not infinite.

This whole problem can be attacked in a rigorous

manner to obtain a correct physical interpretation
without the application of screening. All formulations
then have to be set in an appropriate distribution-
theoretic framework. Our approach is in a certain
sense akin to the work of Herbst,35 Taylor,40 and Prugo-
vëcki and Zorbas.50 We shall discuss this problem in
a subsequent paper.25 In this connection we note that
Sec. 4 of the present paper solves only the formal dif-
ficulties as we found them in the literature. This is
just a first step in the process to obtain the complete
solution.

With the approach just mentioned we can in principle
derive the desired physical quantities from the T matrix
formulas obtained in the present paper, for example,
amplitudes and effective range parameters. In advance
we report here already that we found a means of obtain-
ing the scattering length act and the effective range rcs
in closed form for nil our potentials. For the simplest
one of our potentials, namely. Coulomb plus Yamaguchi,
these two parameters have been obtained (i) by Harring-
ton' in first order perturbation, (ii) by Ali and Rahman
and Husain51 purely numerically. It appears that the
first order approximation of our result agrees exactly
with the formulas derived by Harrington, The numerical
results of Ref. 51 also agree with our closed formulas.
More details about this subject will be reported.25
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Abstract: From the known expression for the off-shell /"-matrix corresponding to the potential
consisting of the sum of the Coulomb potential and the Yamaguchi potential, the physical
scattering amplitude can be derived in a satisfactory way. We derive simple exact closed
formulae for the scattering length ac, and the effective range rc> from this amplitude. These are
compared with approximate formulae derived by Harrington. Also a few numerical calcula-
tions are reported and compared with results obtained by Harrington and by Ali et al.

1. Introduction and notation

The theoretical description of few-body scattering is considerably simplified by the
use of separable potentials for the two-particle interactions. As is well known, the
two-body Lippmann-Schwinger equation can be solved by purely algebraic means
for such a potential. This yields the two-body transition operator T. In contradistinc-
tion to the situation in the two-body problem, the complete two-body T-operator is
needed for the solution of the W-body problem if N > 2. This means that the T-
matrix elements in momentum representation are required also off the energy shell,
in addition to the on-shell T-matrix elements.

Because the non-relati vistic potential model has no clear meaning for high energies,
the domain of application of the model is restricted to low energies. Often the effective-
range parameters are used to parametrize the scattering at low energies, and to
facilitate the comparison of experimental with theoretical values. The effective-range
parameters for pp (proton-proton), nn (neutron-neutron) and pn (proton-neutron)
scattering have been objects of special interest for a long time.

Experimentally, charged particles are preferred to neutral particles because they
are easier to handle. Theoretically, the Coulomb potential causes special problems in
scattering theory because of its long range. In two-particle reactions these problems
can be overcome. To derive the scattering amplitude for the Coulomb potential plus
a short-range potential, one may apply the on-shell Gell-Mann-Goldberger two-
potential formula. This has been proven recently by Zorbas'). The formula has been
used over a long period. Harrington 2) applied it in his study on the Coulomb plus
Yamaguchi potential.

The off-shell T-matrix for the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential was first derived
by Zachary 3) and then by Bajzer 4) making use of the OA symmetry of the Coulomb
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Hamiltonian. A different derivation, without using this O4 symmetry, has been given
by Van Haeringen and Van Wageningen 5). We recently derived the physical ampli-
tude from this off-shell 7*-matrixt. From this physical amplitude, the Coulomb-
modified scattering length ac, and effective range rcs for the Yamaguchi potential can
be derived. Harrington 2) has obtained formulae for a„ and rcs in the first-order
approximation. Ali et al. 8) obtained values for acs and rC5 purely numerically by
solving equations in co-ordinate representation.

In the present paper we obtain simple exact closed formulae for acs and rcs. The first-
order approximations of these formulae agree exactly with the Harrington 2) expres-
sions. The numerical values which follow from our formulae are in satisfactory agree-
ment with the results of Harrington 2) and of Ali et al. 8).

In a previous paper 5) we derived the general structure of exact analytic formulae
for the off-shell T-matrices corresponding to the Coulomb potential plus so-called
rational separable potentials. Applying the necessary adaptation on the energy shell,
the amplitudes can be obtained for all these potentials. The final expressions contain
only one non-elementary function, namely the hypergeometric function with param-
eters (I, iy; 1 +iy), where y is the well known Sommerfeld parameter 9). To obtain
the effective range parameters, only one difficulty has to be overcome. The problem
is to expand the hypergeometric function in a power series in the energy parameter.
We solve this problem in the present paper. Using this result, one can therefore derive
the effective-range parameters in closed form for the Coulomb potential plus an
arbitrary rational separable potential in a relatively simple manner.

In sect. 1 we give the general formalism that is needed in sect. 3 to derive the expan-
sion coefficients of the effective-range expansion. In sect. 3 we also report the numeri-
cal results and study the sensitivity of ac, and rcs with respect to variation of the
parameters of the Yamaguchi potential. In sect. 4 we summarize and discuss the
results.

We use the delta-function normalization, <p|fc> = S(p—k). The variable k stands
for the square root of the energy, E = k2, with lm k > 0. The (real positive) physical
energy is obtained by taking the appropriate limit, lm k J, 0, Re k > 0.

Unless stated otherwise, we work in momentum representation.

2. General formalism

This section contains the necessary formalism. After the definition of the Coulomb
potential we give a short enumeration of the relevant formulae, conventionally used
for scattering by Coulomb plus arbitrary short-range potentials. The main part of the
section is devoted to general scattering theory. In the final part we give explicit
formulae for the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential.

t We developed a physically justifiable adaptation 6) which can be applied to the off-shell
r-matrix to give the on-she!l amplitude. In the particular case of "two-potential scattering",
application of this adaptation immediately yields the on-shell two-potential formula 1>7).

<<;'•
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The Coulomb potential is given by

K.(r) =
2ky _ -2s

where y is the well known Sommerfeld parameter 9). Because

ky = — s = real constant,

357

0)

(2)

it follows that y is energy-dependent. For s > 0 we have attraction, for s < 0
repulsion. Choosing units such that ft = 2m = 1 where m is the reduced mass, we get

1*1 the Bohr radius. (3)

The scattering amplitude for the sum of the Coulomb potential Vc and a short-
range potential V% of any type (either local or non-local) may be written as

f(0) =ƒ=(<>) +/cs(0), (4)

where fe(6) is the well known Coulomb amplitude. The conventional partial wave
expansion offc,(0) is given by

fj® = - S
k i=o

(5)

where the <r, are the well known Coulomb phases and the 0° are called the Coulomb-
modified nuclear phase shifts. These are not the phases for Ks separately. Of course
fe,fca, at and d/\ are /^-dependent. We shall be concerned in the following mainly with
s-waves. The subscript / = 0 will be suppressed.

For the short-range potential Vs one can expand the function k cot <5S in a power
series in k2 as follows

1 • " - . . . . (6)

Here <5t is the phase shift, as is the scattering length and rs the effective range for Ks.
A modification of this formula is needed when the Coulomb potential is included. The
following expansion is then known to hold [see Hamilton et at.' °) and references
quoted therein],

-~±+ircsk
2-.... (7)

(8)

The function h(y) in this formula is denned by

h(y)= - C -

where C

n=i n(n2 + y2)

0.5772... is Euler's constant. Up to order y~* we have

• " ' " • " o o . (9)

h
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We shall see explicitly [eqs. (35)-(37) below and the discussion given there] that h{y)
is essential for the validity of the effective-range formula, eq. (7).

The main result of the present paper is a simple exact closed formula for aC5 and for
res, when the total potential consists of the sum of the Coulomb and the Yamaguchi
potential.

It is well known that the scattering amplitude/(0) for a short-range potential may
be obtained by taking the on-shell limit of the off-shell T-matrix. The latter is defined
by the operator equation

T(E) = V+ VG0(E)T(E), (10)

where G0(E) is the resolvent (£—7/0)~' of the kinetic-energy operator Ho. Now let
V be the sum of the Coulomb potential Vc and the Yamaguchi potential V, fin the
notation of ref. s)],

(11)

(12)

(13)

As Va is a one-term separable potential working in / = 0 partial wave space only, we
then have

T = TC+TCS, (14)

where Te is the well known pure Coulomb 7"-operator u ) and 7"cs is given in closed
form by s)

with
(16)

r(B
2). (17)

where the form factor g in momentum representation is given by

- 1 2ik

In these expressions Cc is the pure Coulomb resolvent, and

B = (fi+ik)/(p-tk).

The Coulomb-modified form factor g° is given by

where

The function
Fi7{z) = if;

(18)

(19)

rf

a i
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is simply connected with the incomplete beta function 12). It turns out that this
function Fiy is convenient for practical applications.

From Tc and Tc, we can derive the physical on-shell T-matrices which we denote by
tc and ta. Their relations with the phase shifts are

tjk) = \e2i',
nk

= -i- e2to(e2M° -1 ) = - - e2"ei6C sin Ö'.
k knk nk

(20)

(21)

Note that the term - 1 in eq. (20) is missing. This is one of the remarkable features
of the Coulomb potential. From eq. (21) we get at once

fccotdc= - - Re(e2i7rcs).
n

We can express /„, in term'; of eqs. (15)-(18). Eq. (22) is then written as

- ^ - it cot <5C = B2 W + *2)2Re T" '.
e2*'—1

Note that B2>y is real because

\B\ = 1 => B = e1* (/> real.

(22)

(23)

Eqs. (16) and (17) imply

2fi
+2klmFiy(B

2). (24)

Combining eqs. (7), (23) and (24), we see that we have to expand 2fe Im Fiy(B
2) in

a power series in k2. This will be done in the next section.

3. The exact closed formulae for the effective-range parameters and numerical results

The expansion of the function

kim 2F,(i. t 2

in a power series in k2 [or in a power series 'my'1, which is equivalent to this according
to eq. (2)J is tricky because k occurs in the argument of the hypergeometric function
as well as in its parameters. Because the argument is 1 for k = 0, we can profitably
use an expansion of Fly(z) in powers of (1 — z). Such an expansion is known [ref.I2),
p. 49] and reads in this case

2F,(1, if, l + iy; z) = iy | i!Ê"(l-zy[<l,(n+l)-t(n + iy)-ln(l-z)l (25)
n=o n!

where 4> is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function and (iy)„ is Pochhammer's

39
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symbol. As is well known, Fiy(z) has a branch point at z = 1 [ref. l 2)]. The function
ln(l - 2 ) shows this branch point in the r.h.s. of eq. (25). It is important to notice,
however, that the limit k -» 0 does not necessarily take us to a branch point of the
function 1Fi{\,iy;' +'Yl l(P+'k)KP~ik)]2), because two of the three parameters go to
±i 00 at the same time when the argument goes to 1. It indeed appears that a power
series expansion

(26)
iy ' J (iy)'

is possible. We ca!culp*e c0 and c2 by expanding all expressions occurring in the r.h.s.
of eq. (25) in powers of l/iy and collecting corresponding terms. To this end, the
following equalities are utilized l 2),

" 1
(27)m = l 111

n = 0 n! n=i nn\

-r(o,2) = c+inz+
(-Z)"

n=i nn\

(z) - In z - 1 - f
2z /.= i

|arg z\ < n.

|arg

(28)

(29)

(30)

In these formulae, T(0,2) is the incomplete gamma function, 32n are the Bernoulli
numbers and C is Euler's constant.

After a straightforward derivation we obtain the following results,

c0 = e4T(0,4v),

where the parameter v is defined by

v e * ? = - * .

(31)

(32)

(33)

Application of these expressions for c0 and c2 to eqs. (7), (23), (24) and (26) yields
the desired closed formulae for the effective range parameters,

J ,4v), (34)

(35)

The contribution of the function h{y) in eq. (7) to these expressions consists merely
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in the first term of the r.h.s. of eq. (35), namely 1/6/Jv. There is no contribution to acs

because h{y) = 0(k2) for k -> 0.
We can see explicitly in eq. (35) that the function h(y) in the effective-range formula

is essential. If the term l/6/ïv is left out, rcs would become infinite for v -> 0, i.e. for
s -> 0 where as before s is the Coulomb strength parameter.

At first sight it seems rather embarrassing that h{y) plays an essential role when we
turn off the Coulomb potential. For s -* 0, the Coulomb effective-range formula
eq. (7) goes over into the ordinary effective-range formula eq. (6) and the term 2kyh(y)
vanishes. How can this term then be essential, in particular for J -> 0?

This difficulty arises from the fact that we are concerned here with two different
limits. We can find the solution by considering the behaviour of the term 2kyh(y) in
these two limits, cf. eqs. (7)-(9),

2kyh(y) = 2s \n\s\ +O(s), for s -+ 0, k constant, (36)

• ;r

2kyh(y) = - ^
6s

0(k*), for k -» 0, s constant. (37)

So we see that the coefficient of k2 becomes indeed infinite for j -+ 0 although the
whole term then tends to zero! In fact, this coefficient — 1/6J is just the term J/6/Jv
discussed before, cf. eqs. (33), (35).

We may rewrite acs and rcs in terms of the well known Yamaguchi effective-range
parameters as and rs, given by

1 0* .„

Eqs. (34) and (35) then become

- — = - — +20vr(O,4v),

• -4«f, _L402 e4v-l-4v"|
ir, = e i r ,+ JZ- v+ — .

L 3/ 68v JTo first order in v we get

_ J_ = _ !(i_4v)_2jSv(C+ In4v)+ O(v2),

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

t
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It is easy to see that (acs, rcs) become equal to (as, rs) in the limit s -* 0, as one would
expect.

Now that we have derived the exact formulae for aC5 and /•„ [eqs. (34), (35)] we
can compare our formulae with published results. Firstly, Harrington 2) derived
analytic formulae valid to first order in v, and he applied these to the nucleon-r.ucleon
system. His formulae are just our eqs. (42) and (44) so in this respect there is com-
plete agreement. Secondly, Ali et al. 8) calculated acs and rcs. Their method involved
the numerical evaluation of a double integral involving Coulomb wave functions.

We therefore did some calculations with the same parameter sets used by Harring-
ton and by Ali. These authors chose the Yamaguchi parameters k and /? such that
an and ra are near the experimental proton-proton effective-range parameter values.

The numerical results are listed in table I. We took (2ky)~l s (20v)~l = 28.80 fm.
This is the proton Bohr radius. Of course, the Bohr radius for the pp system is twice
this value, cf. eq. (3).

TABLE 1

Effective-range parameters for Yamaguchi (a,, r,) and for Coulomb plus Yamaguchi (act, rCI)

''"''r

First order

Harrington
(first order)

Ali etal.

Qky)-' = 28.80 fm.

(fm-1)

1.100
1.095
1.100
1.100

1.10

1.075
1.074
1.074
1.074

1.074

( f m - )

2.405
2.400
1400
2.400

2.40

2.250
2.240
2.260
2.250

2.25

a,
(fm)

-17.015
-19.408
-16.655
-16.655

-18.0

-17.844
-17.551
-19.335
-18.404

r.
(fm)

2.922
2.912
2.926
2.926

2.93

2.985
2.991
2.973
2.982

(fm)

-7.507
-7.921
-7.440
- ;.568

-7.81

-7.703
-7.653
-7.953
-7.801

-7.717

rc,
(fm)

2.799
2.790
2.803
2.801

2.80

2.857
2.863
2.846
2.854

2.84

i-y

1' \

Jt

t

It should be noted that we can compute acs very accurately by using the expansion
eq. (29) for the incomplete gamma function in the exact expressions for acs, eqs. (34)
and (40). Because of the smallness of the parameter v(v » 0.016 for ft at 1), the
power series converges very rapidly.

Upon variation of the Coulomb strength /?v = -s it turned out that the effective-
range parameters are not sensitive with respect to s. We also varied the Yamaguchi
parameters k and /?. As can be seen from table 1, we find that a% and a« both are
rather sensitive to small variations in k and /?. It appears that r, and rcs are much less
sensitive.
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First-order calculations [using eqs. (42)-(44)] are shown in the fourth row of
table 1. These can be compared with Harrington's first-order results, given in the fifth
row. Comparing the fourth row with the third one, we see that the first-order values
do not differ much from the exact values. The values of as and rs in rows 3 and 4 are,
of course, exactly the same. In rows 6-10 our results are compared with those of
Ali et al.

In view of the sensitivity of the scattering lengths as and <7C5 with respect to ). and /?,
we may say that our numerical values are in satisfactory r ~reement with the values of
Harrington and of Ali et al.f.

4. Summary and discussion

We derived simple exact closed formulae for the effective-range parameters ac, and
re, for the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential, [eqs. (34), (35)]. In terms of the pure
Yamaguchi effective-range parameters as and rs the expressions for acs and rc, are
[eqs. (40), (41)],

1 e~4»
- — = - - — +2j?vr(0, 4v),

, -4v f, , 4^2 , e 4 v - l - 4 v l
L 3X 6Bv -16/?v

The first-order approximations of these expressions, [eqs. (42)-(44)], are in complete
agreement with the first-order formulae obtained by Harrington 2). We gave numerical
results and compared these with the results of Harrington 2) and of Ali et al. 8). We
showed that the scattering lengths as and acs are rather sensitive to small variations
in the Yamaguchi parameters X and /?. If we take this sensitivity into account, we may
say that the agreement with the results of Harrington and Ali is satisfactory.

As Harrington reported already, the values for a, and r, are in reasonable agreement
with previous calculations based upon charge symmetry, and with experimental
values for the neutron-neutron parameters, if X and fi are chosen such that acs and
rC5 agree approximately with the experimental proton-proton parameters.

In a previous paper s) we revealed the general structure of exact analytic expres-
sions for the off-shell 7*-matrices corresponding to the Coulomb potential plus so-
called rational separable potentials. It turns out-that the final formulae for the
physical scattering amplitudes contain the hypergeometric function Fiy [defined in
eq. (19)] as the only non-elementary function. We can therefore extend the results of
the present paper to this very large class of rational separable potentials, using the
same method and in particular the expansion of Fly given in eqs. (26), (31) and (32).

t After completion of the manuscript we noticed that Thomas and Afnan 13) have calculated ac,
using the numerical procedure of Vincent and Phatak M ) . With Harrington's values for f), X they
find aa = —7.43 fm, in good agreement with our value —7.440 fin.

I
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The number of bound states of the Coulomb plus
Yamaguchi potential

H. van Haeringen, C. V. M. van der Mee, and R. van Wageningen
Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
(Received IS October 1976)

It is shown that certain as «rtions on the number of bound states of a Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential
which Zachary [J. Math. Phys. 12, 1379 (1971); 14, 2018 (1973)] claims to have proved are incorrect. We
prove that there are always infinitely many 'jound states if the Coulomb part of the potential is attractive
and that, in case the Coulomb part of the potential is repulsive, there is one bound state only if the
Yamaguchi potential is sufficiently attractive.

In this paper we correct some assertions which
Zachary1 claims to have proved concerning the number
of bound states (in the 1 = 0 partial wave projected space)
for the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential.

We prove that the number of s wave bound states is
always infinite if the Coulomb part of the potential is
attractive, for a repulsive as well as for an attractive
Yamaguchi potential. Zachary found (by means of
numerical calculations) that the number of bound states
would be 0 or 1 in this case.

In case the Coulomb part of the potential is repulsive,
we prove that there is one and only one bound state if
the Yamaguchi potential is sufficiently attractive, and
that there is no bound state otherwise. Zachary found
in this case that the number of bound states could be 0,
1, or 2. See Ref. 1, pp. 1384 and 1385.

We start with the observation that all the bound states
are given by the poles of the T operator. In the notation
of Ref. 2, we have V= Vc+ V3. Here Vt is the rank-one
separable Yamaguchi potential with strength K and range
parameter 0. Vs is attractive or repulsive when \ > 0
or A< 0, respectively. Further, Vc is the pure Coulomb
potential with strength s, Vc being attractive when s > 0
and repulsive when s < 0. Furthermore we shall use the
variable K which is connected to the energy by E= - «z,
K>0. Then

T=T+T

T,=--

(i)

(2)

where g* is the Coulomb-modified form factor. When Vc
is repulsive, neither Tc nor g* has poles. Below we
shall show3 that, when Vc is attractive, the pure Coulomb
poles in Tc are cancelled by corresponding poles in Ta.
Then it follows that the poles of T are obtained by solv-
ing the equation

ri+(g\Gc\g) = 0. (3)

In the case g is the Yamaguchi form factor, the second
term is known in closed form [cf. Eq. (83) of Ref. 2]
and we have

(4)

We now first consider the case that Vc is attractive,
i. e., s > 0. In that case Tc has the pure Coulomb bound-
state poles at K = s/n, «=1, 2,—. The origin K = 0 is
the limit point of these poles. However, we do not expect
bound states of Vc+ Va at these energies. In fact, Tcs
has poles at exactly the same points K = S/H and its
residues cancel the residues of Tc. It follows that Tc
+ Tcs has for these values of K "removable poles" (in
the terminology of Ref. 4). This can be shown in the
following way. In the neighborhood of the point K = s/n,
where we fix n for the moment, we have

(5)

where I K„) is the pure Coulomb bound state vector. Us-
ing then

where both approximations hold near the pure Coulomb
bound state poles, we get from Eqs. (1) and (2),

TcG?\gKg\G„Tc .
: Tg\Gj^\gT (6)

Insertion of Eq. (5) into Eq. (6) shows that the residues
of Tc and Ta cancel,3 i .e. ,

Urn (-
/

(7)

It is also clarifying to consider the following interesting
equality, which holds without approximation,

c | ^ > - 1 . (8)

This is essentially Eq. (31) of Zachary.

Clearly, the poles of (g\Gc\g) are no poles of | |
(and vice versa) as long as \*0, Furthermore, the
resolvent G and the T operator have the same poies,
whic h follows easily from

G=G0+G0TGa.

We now turn to the solution of Eq. (4). All the vari-
ables in Eq. (4) are real and it follows that the whole
expression is real. Due to s > 0 we have -S/K< 0. Now
it is known that 1Fl{a,b;c;z)/T(c) is an entire analytic
function of a, b, and c if z is fixed and I z\ < 1. It follows
that the expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (4)
has simple poles at S A = M= 1, 2, ••-. (These are just
the pure Coulomb bound state poles.) At such a pole it
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n

l+f

behaves as3

In - S/K)'1 2S{/3 - s/n)2-' (S + s/n)'2*-2,

from which it follows that the residues have the same
sign for all n. Therefore, if we vary K from s/(n +1)
to s/n ( i . e . , between any pair of consecutive poles),
that expression varies continuously from + «° to - °° and
adopts every real number at least once. (Below we shal'.
find that it adopts every real number just once.) This
holds for every n=l, 2,"«, so Eq. (4) has infinitely
many solutions for every real value of X, i . e . , there is
a bound state corresponding to K = S/H ( H - 1 , 2 , « 0 for
an arbitrarily strongly repulsive or attractive

amaguchi potential. The origin K = 0 (zero energy) is
the only accumulation point of the bound state energies.

A second way to prove this, which at the same time
gives more detailed information about the position of the
bound state energies with respect to the pure Coulomb
bound states, is to insert the completeness relation

+ J"dkk2\k +><* + | (9)

into Eq. (3). Here again I K„) are the bound state vectors
and I ft +) are the scattering states of the attractive pure
Coulomb potential. Using then Gc= - (K2 + Hc)~

l where
Hc = Ha+Vc, we get

){k+\g). (10)

The integrand and each term of the infinite sum is a
monotonically decreasing function of K on each of the
intervals s/{n + I)</c< s/n, n = 0, 1,•••; This can be
seen either by inspection or by means of differentiation
with respect to K2. It follows that the right-hand side of
Eq. (10) is a monotonically decreasing function of K on
the above intervals. So if K increases between any pair
of adjacent poles3 [from s/(n+1) to s/n, say], the
expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) decreases
continuously and monotonically from + «> to - °°. There-
fore, Eq. (10) has for every real value of X one and only
one solution in the interval s/{n +1)< K< s/n, for
w = l , 2,'»: Furthermore, in the n = 0 interval s< K<°°
there is one and only one solution for every real positive
value of X, since the right-hand side of Eq. (10) varies
then continuously and monotonically from + •» to 0.

This means that in the case of an attractive Yamaguchi
part there is just one bound state below the pure Coulomb
ground state, with binding energy EB < -s'. This is the
ground state of Vc+ Vs. By increasing the Yamaguchi
strength, X — °o, we get an infinite binding energy as<
expected, EB —-«>. Also all other bound states of Vc+ Vs,
namely those with n = 2,3,»~, are shifted downwards
with respect to the corresponding pure Coulomb bound
states. But in this case the bound states always remain
above the next lower pure Coulomb bound states. On
the other hand, if the Yamaguchi part is repulsive, all
bound states are shifted upwards with respect to the
pure Coulomb bound states, but every state remains
below the next higher pure Coulomb state, no matter
how strongly repulsive VM is . This is a remarkable and
quite unexpected phenomenon.

Now we consider the case that Ve is repulsive. In this
case the pure Coulomb scatterin ; states \k +> form a
complete set in the 1 = 0 space, «"he completeness rela-
tion now takes the form

Again, we insert Eq. (11) into Eq. (3) and use the fact
that Gc.= -((t2 + ffc)-

1 with tfclfc + > = fc2lfr + >. ThenEq.
(3) becomes

(12)

The integrand is clearly real positive and it is a contin-
uous and monotonically decreasing function of K for
0< K< oo. The same holds for the integral. It is maximal
for K = 0. We denote the corresponding strength by X„,

~ )(k+\g). (13)

It follows by inspection that Eq. (12) has one and only
one solution if the Yamaguchi potential is sufficiently
attractive, i . e . , if A a A„. When X< A„ there is no solu-
tion and therefore no bound state. An explicit expression
for Xo follows from

^/\,= i-2vexp{4v)r(0,4t>), (14)

in the notation of Ref. 5 (t> = -s/&>0). For this value
of X,,, the Coulomb-modified scattering length is infinite,
a£=0, see Eq. (34) of Ref. 5. We notice that

0<xexp(x)r(0,x)

= xexp(x)J~dtrlexp(-t)<l, x>0,

so that the right-hand side of Eq. (14) is always positive
and therefore x;1 > 0, cf. Eq. (13). It also follows from
Eq. (14) that 33/X0<è. This is satisfactory since it is
known that for the pure Yamaguchi potential the bound
state appears just at zero energy if the strength x is
equal to 20?. Addition of the repulsive Coulomb potential
must have the effect that x„> 2j3\

Finally we note that Eq. (12) implies that the expres-
sion on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) is a continuous
and monotonically decreasing function of K for 0< K< •*>
if s < 0. This can be proved directly, but with consider-
ably more effort, as follows. Starting from a well-known
integral representation for the hypergeometric function,
we can recast Eq. (4) into the form

\-1 = 2Kj*dtr""N-2, (15)

with

Here we have also utilized

2^,(1,ir: 2 + ir: «)= (1 -z) M2,1 + iv. 2 + iy; z).

We differentiate the right-hand side of Eq. (15) with
respect to K and obtain, after a few partial integrations,

2 Jo
ldt r""N-3{2(? - K2)(l -1) + ln<[(|3 + K)2 + <(/3 - «)*]}.

(16)

One easily verifies that

IT'

a-
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K

fc
~<A

Substitution of this inequality shows that the integrand is
dominated by

f""N-3 4KU - 1)[K + /3(1 - 0/(1 + 0],

which is clearly negative for 0< t< 1, so that the inte-
gral of Eq. (16) is also negative. This proves the
monotonicity.

We note that almost all the assertions of this paper
remain valid when the Yamaguchi potential is replaced
by an arbitrary rank-one separable potential. It is not
difficult io verify this. There is one important excep-
tion, however. When we discussed the solutions of
Eq. (4), we assumed the energy to be negative. It can
be shown, with the help of Eqs. (10) and (12), that Eq.
(4) has indeed no solution for positive energy if g is
the Yamaguchi form factor. That is, there is no bound
state in the continuum. However, by a special choice of
the form factor it is possible to construct a bound state
at positive energy. Such a pathological situation will not
be discussed here.

The results of this paper agree with our intuitive idea,
namely that the range of Vc+Va, being still infinite,
causes an infinite number of bound states in case Vc is
attractive. On the other hand, it is known that an attrac-
tive rank-one separable potential has at most one bound
state at negative energy. Addition of a repulsive Coulomb
potential should not change the situation.

The mistake of Zachary shows that the hypergeometric
functions occurring here are complicated objects. The
source of the difficulties is that the energy variable is
contained in the parameters of 2Ft as well as in its
argument. In particular in the zero energy region one
should be careful. Numerical calculations might fail
here because the well known ordinary power series of
2F, converges very slowly. A method for practical
calculations, in particular useful in this region, has
been developed in Ref. 4.
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T matrix and effective range function for Coulomb plus
rational separable potentials especially for / = 1
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The off-shell / = I T matrix jn the momentum representation for the pure Coulomb potential and for the
Coulomb plus a rational separable potential of the Yamaguchi type is obtained in closed form The
amplitude, the effective range function, and the effective range parameters are derived from the T matrix
irts^ t n i .ritr^ii it, . *l-ic **s9 Ps-wm 1?.̂ ^ 'i I '\vn rt niimki»r nf r?itis^n-i1 lannrnhlA nn t j in t luk u.-«> n m f p t hnt fhp

1. INTRODUCTION

In 3ec. 2 we present a number of results for scatter-
ing by a potential wl.ich is the sum of the Coulomb po-
tential and a ratinn.il separable potential1 in the / = 1
partial wave space. Analogous results for / - 0 have
been published in Refs. 1 and 2.

We give a closed lormuia for the pure Coulomb T
matrix for / = 1 in Eq. (2.1). Further we consider a
rank-one separable potential with form factor of the
type p'{j>2 +(3;)"'"1. For / — 1 we obtain the T matrix for
the Coulomb potential plus a potential of the above type.
By applying the asymptotic states defined and studied
by the author to this T matrix we obtain the / = 1 partial
wave projected physical scattering amplitude. The
effective range parameters at and }\ are derived from
the amplitude in the well-known way and given in closed
form, see Eqs. (2. 9) and (2.10).

The larger part of this paper, Sees. 3—6, is mainly
concerned with the so-called effective range fu-.ction A"
and related functions. The function A', being analytic
at zero energy (A,-2 = 0), can be expanded in a Taylor
series,

where a,, »',, • • • are real. An analytic function with
real expansion coefficients is called real analytic.

In Ref. 2 we asstoued that Ko is real analytic, and
we derived closed expressions for a0 and >'o. In the
present paper we prove the real analyticity of A', for
a large number of rational separable potentials [see
Eq. (3.11)]. To our knowledge, no such proof has been
given before when the additional potential is nonlocal.
Only for Coulomb plus local short-range potentials the
analytic properties of the effective range function A',
have been studied and the real analyticity of K, has been
proved, see Hamilton el al.3 and Cornille and Martin.4

In the following we shall use several variables. In
the first place we have the strength s of the Coulomb
potential. It is real and in this paper it is kept fixed;
however, both s > 0 and s < 0 will be considered. Sec-
ondly we have the strengths \{ of the separable poten-
tial which play only a role of minor importance. Further
we have a and 0 which are parameters related to the
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range of the rational separable potential. Firullv wi.-
have the wavenumber It which is equal to tin- square rc>..t
of the energy. It is often convenient to use lnstc-u'i ••!'
A, a, ji the variables >, n, i> defined by

p.a = v0~ ky = - .v.

We shall consider functions ol b and also funcii'us .»f
ft2. II is important to note that the so-called physical
complex tf-plane corresponds to the upper half of \ne
complex k-plane, i.e., Imfc 0. Consequently, the
physical complex y-half-plane depends on the sign of
the Coulomb strength .s. It is determined by slur) 0.
The Coulomb bound states occur only if s 0 and are
given by y - in, » - 1,2, - - -.

In Sec. 3 we extract from the effective range functions
A', (corresponding to different potentials) a certain
function W{y; li, v) which depends neither on / nor on the
particular potential. If H'is real analytic so ib A,,
with the exception of possible poles, for a large number
of potentials defined in Sec. 3. We claim that this even
holds for all rational separable potentials. We shall
prove that W{y; IL,V) is indeed real analytic at y -1 - 0
for real n and v.

Related to W is the hypergeometric function FlrIAB)
) t

B = (/J + ik) •' ($ - ilt) ] that we encountered before.l in
Sec. 4 we shall study Fir(AB) for real positive k, i>
and li, i .e. , for real y, fi and v. In Sec. 5 we investi-
gate \'/{y; fi, c) for real n, v and complex y. We introduce
there the function U'(y;£) which is related to but simpler
than W(y;\i, v). This function W(y;i) is useful for the ex-
act numerical computation of \V{y; pi, v) and therefore of
the effective range functions, see Eq. (5.11).

Eventually in Sec. 6 all variables are taken complex
and the proof of the real analyticity of W(y; \i, v) at
k = 0 (for real fi and v) is given. To achieve this, re-
lated functions V{y;ix,v) and K(y;£) will be introduced
which are analytic in all their variables. Section 7 sum-
marizes the results.

2. TMATRIX, AMPLITUDE AND EFFECTIVE
RANGE PARAMETERS

In this section we present the Coulomb T matrix, the
T matrix for the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi-type poten-
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tial and the corresponding amplitude and effective range
parameters in explicit form, all for 1 = 1. The analo-
gous 1 = 0 quantities have ^een presented in Refs. 1 and
2. We use here the same notation.

The / = I pure Coulomb T matrix is obtained from
Eq. (24) of Ref. 1, in the same way as TCtU0 has been
derived. The result is as follows:

ik 1 f"..,, . . . p2-k2 />'2-ft2 . fp'+p\
= —rp j—jI2jy(l - ty) + iy' %p>u \j7~^/,)

(2.1)

Here f i ? (') is the hypergeometric function
2-F,(l, iy;\ + iy; •) and « = (/>- ft)/(/> + fe), n' = (/>'- ft)/
(/>' + *) .

In Ref. 1 we have introduced what we call the rational
separable potentials in the / = 0 space. The definition
of a rational separable potential can be extended to all I
in an obvious way. Here we consider only the form
factor

(/>U.>> = <2A)1/V(02+/>2)-'-1. (2-2)
This form factor is often proposed to describe nucleon—
nucleus and nucleon—nucleon scattering (e. g., Cattapan5

and Crepinsek6). We would like to have closed formulas
for the T matrices corresponding to potentials
V=Ve+ V,, where Vc is the Coulomb potential and Vs a
separable potential of finite rank with form factors of
the type of Eq. (2.2). According to Sec. 5 of Ref. 1
it is for this purpose sufficient to derive closeJ formu-
las for the following two objects:

and

With the help of Eq. (2.1) this plan of action has
been carried out for / = 1. By applying the straight-
forward method of Sees. 6 and 7 of Ref. 1 we find, with
A = (a + ik)/(a - ik) and B = (0 + ik)/(fi - ik),

[(•>-<%£)'»>
(2.3)

and

(ga,1.1 \Gc, 1.1 ISB, I.I)

2ïft3

2(a + /
2(a

fey

(fey)2

(a + (3)(o + jft

(2.4)

In order to obtain the scattering amplitude from the
off-shell T matrix, one should take the physical on-
shell T matrix, i. e., sandwich the T matrix with the
appropriate asymptotic states ?s has been discussed by
the author.7

Let V, from now on be restricted to a rank-one po-
tential defined in the partial wave space characterized
by/,

V..i=-*ika.iXfti.il. (2.5)

where the form factor is given by Eq. (2. 2). Suppress-
ing now the subscript (i, we get for the physical on-
shell Coulomb-modified T matrix,

(2-6)

with

and the amplitude is pioportional to ' c , i + 'cs,i-

At this point we are able to give a closed formula for
the amplitude for 1 = 1. Indeed, from Ref. 7 we derive

= {g,\kl + ) c , (2.7)

fr2)"'"1 B" ' \

where the right-hand side is known,

<g, IW + )e = (2/ir)1/2U"(f + iy)
(2.8)

We checked this expression explicitly for l — l, using
Eq. (2. 3) (cf. Ref. 8). Furthermore, a closed form
for r^, is obtained from Eq. (2.4).

In particular we are now able to express the Coulomb-
modified low energy scattering parameters for I — 1 in
terms of known functions. For a repulsive Coulomb
potential {v = kv/P> 0) the results are

- «2,1.1= 20 Vr(0,4i»)

(2.9)

. (2.10)

For an attractive Coulomb potential {v< Q) the incom-
plete gamma function must be replaced by its real part
in both equations. The explicit derivation of these
formulas will be given in Sec. 4.

For vanishing Coulomb strength: fry — 0, i .e . , v-~0,
Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) become

These expressions just give the effective range param-
eters for the rank-one potential of Eq. (2.5).

"A

I

i

t
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h;v

il-

i

where the function h(y) is defined by10

3. THE EFFECTIVE RANGE FUNCTION

It is well known that in the theory of scattering by a
short-range potential the so-called effective range
function

A',(/i2) = fc2'*'cotö,(/j) (3.1)

plays an important role. It iias been proved that (under
certain conditions on the jwtential) this function is real
analytic at the origin. Its first two expansion coefficients
are related to the scattering length ax and the effective
range r, according to9

K,(ft2) = -i7j1 + ', rxk
l - '•'. (3.2)

If the potential is equal to V= Vc+ Vs, where Vc is
the repulsive Coulomb potential, the effective range
function is modified, and may be taken as

3.3)

(3.4)
If the Coulomb potential is attractive the function h(y)
should be replaced by

fe(y) + J7rcoth7ry.

Now we know from the work of Cornille and Martin4

and that of Hamilton el al.3 that for certain classes of
local potentials the function KCSi ,(k

2) is again a real
analytic function of fe2 at fe2 = 0 with a branch cut on
(part of) the negative real axis and possibly with iso-
lated poles in the cut complex fc2 plane. The first two
expansion coefficients are related to the Coulomb-
modified scattering length aC3>, and effective range rctll,

is f ƒ.2 * J . 1 I I v »2 <• r • fi ^ \
"•cs I v ' f acs [ + 2 ' e j [^ - . W< T>t

In this section we shall discuss the effective range
function for the case that Vs is a separable interaction
of finite rank with raiional form factors. For simplicity
we shall restrict ourselves mainly to the simple poten-
tial of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5), and we shall discuss only
a few examples of more general rational separable
potentials.

The main purpose of the rest of this paper will be to
prove for those rational separable potentials the real
analyticity of ffMi,(fe

2) at k = 0 for real a and fi, to derive
a method for exact practical calculations of Kcsl, and
to investigate it in general.

First we note that the function [cf. also Eq. (27) of
Ref. 4]

H{y) s < - ln[- jy sgn(s)], (3.6)

where <l> is the digamma function, is more useful than
h(y). Indeed, by using"

tjt{iy) = 4>(- iy) _ (iy)-> + n cothiry, (3. 7)

we find that substitution of h(v) by H(v) in Eq. (3.3)

yields the general formula for Kcl)l which is valid for a
repulsive (.<;••' 0) as well as for an attractive (s -* 0)
Coulomb potential. (Recall ky = -s, so that on the
physical domain Imfc 0 we have Reiy > 0 if s < 0
and Reiy < 0 if s > 0), Furthermore, by taking the limit
s —0 in Eq. (3.3) [with H(y) instead of fe(y)] we obtain
Eq. (3.1), independently of the sign of s. This follows
from the fact that

lim2yH{r)-r.

Some useful equalities in connection with Eq. (3.3)
are

27ry[exp(2ffy) - l]*1 = exp(- ny) T(l

and

- iy),

Now we have to express cotfif occurring in Eq. (3. 3)
in terms of known functions. The relation of the phase
shifts a, and 6J with the physical on-shell / matrices is
as follows:

lCfl(k) = U/(7rfe)lexp(2i<JJ),

les. id) -/,,,(fr)[exp(2«ÖJ)-l].

It is now easy to derive

(3.8)

cot6J - i = - 2 exp(2ta,) '(irklc^,),

and, with the help of Eq. (2.6) for TCStl, Kc,t, is obtained
in closed form. For the simple Yamaguchi-type poten-
tial of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) this yields

| g,)\,(g, |
(3.9)

where the subscripts cs and <j have been suppressed.
An explicit expression for (g, I Gc>, I g,) is known1 in the
case 1 = 0, and for I -1 we found the expression (2.4).

For a general rational separable potential the function
K, is much more complicated than the one of Eq. (3.9).
We claim, however, that, for any rational separable
potential, K, can be expressed12 in terms of simple real
analytic functions and a certain function W which we
define by

)-< A"Blr[Ftr(AB) - \] (3.10)

This function depends on \i =ky'a and v-kv/P through
A and B respectively. A warning is appropriate here,
that AirBlr is not everywhere equal to {AB)ir. This will
be discussed in Sees. 4 and 5. Note that W is indepen-
dent of I and of the particular potential employed. We
have worked out three examples for different types of
potentials, in order to make the above conjecture plausi-
ble. These three cases describe the principal generali-
zations of the Yamaguchi potential that one can imagine.

(i) The rank-one potential of Eqs. (2.2) and (2. 5) for
a l l / , that is, Eq. (3.9). In this case we find

(3.11)

4

with
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tv

• ' • I

i;~y

(3.17)

anrl /ïj1 ' is regular at zero energy.

(ii) A rank-one potential with form factor

for / - 0 only (b is a real parameter). This yields the
expression

A', =-ƒ?""+fi(u> ir(y;n,M)+fl1"1 H'(y;i>, v)

+ /? """H'(>; M.I/) (3.12)

(iii) A rank-two potential with form factors of the
type oi Eq. (2, 2), for 7 = 0 only Then we Ret

A'p = Iky

fi « 2a 8 a 6 (('ft ; n , n J + H'(j.; j / . rt - 2 HO : ;J , i-) *

(3.13)
The fi's denote simple real analytic functions. Their
dependence on k (or y) is contained in the quantities
A'r, Blr, and rational functions of k2 with real coef-
ficients. We shall derive in Sec, 4 the equality [recall
A-={l+in V) '(1 - ffi V)]

x '/,-)arctan(fr 'a)],A'y ;e.\p[-

from which it easily follows that A" mid similarly Bir

is real analytic at k = 0 for real cv and ,3 respectively.

Our main task will be to prove that Vl'(y; p., v) is a
real analytic function of y'2 at y"2 — 0, Once this proof
has been given, it is relatively easy to investigate the
effective range function itseH. We shall find that the
only singularities of W are the branch cuts - «° < k2 ••
- o2 and - °° •' k2 -- - 02. The only additional singulari-
ties of A', can be (isolated) poles of finite order, i. e.,
A", is a meromorphic function in the cut k! plane. The
position of these poles depends on the particular poten-
tial and cannot be predicted in general. We have been
able to show that K, of Eq. (3.11) is real analytic at
k — 0. However, in general even a pole at It = 9 can oc-
cur although this is exceptional. It may be interesting
to consider an example in some detail.

We take the rank-one potential of Eq. (2. 5) for / = 0,
with form factor

With this form factor g we obtain from Eq. (2.8)

Or !* + >« = (2/*)1/2!"T(l + iy)k2(& +k2)-2 B-ir. (3.15)

Utilizing Eqs. (86)-(88) of Ref. I we derive (g\Ge\g),

and for the effective range function we get then

Ko = 2fer W{y;v, v) + k-'R, (3.16)

where R is a certain real analytic function of k2 which
is regular and different from zero at k = 0. Consequent-
ly, Ka has a pole of fourth order at the origin.

We like to disenss a few properties of the Coulomb-
modified phase shift of. At a bound state of Vc -f V, we
have in general

This corresponds with the situation for a pure short-
range potential, where we have

's,.(fc) - l l - cxp(2/flSi,)| '(tok). (3.18)

In general fs,,(fr) has a pole at the bound state, so that

cotS^^-i, 6M =- ;»• . (3.19)

Since lit ,(k) is always real lor negative energy, it also
follows from Eq. (3.18) thai \ ,(k) is (purely) imaginary
when k is imaginary. In contrast, tins does not hold lor
ö̂ (A'); from Eq. (3. 3) we see that the expression

(3. 20)

must be real lor negative enert;> because h{y) is then
real.

fij - ?) lc.xp(27T7) - 11

Finally we note thai the central function on the right-
hand side of Eq. (3.10) is Ft,(AB). Wc havo met this
function before.1'2 Us behavior at k 0 is particularly
interesting but corrplic.ited. Now it seems thai just
this function appears in the off-shell T matrix formula
for the Coulomb plus anv rational separable potential.
Tor the case / 0 this has been proved by van
Haeringen and van Wapeningen.' See also the recent
paper by Bajzer.11 Equations (2.3) and (2.4) of the
present paper suggest that the same holds for / = 1 and
we have reasons to believe that it is true for all 1.
Moreover, it is very likely that also the pure Coulomb
transition matrices T"c>1 contain functions Flr with a
similar structure, see, e.g., Eq. (2.1). For these
reasons we devote the following section to an investiga-
tion of Flr(AB).

4. THE FUNCTION Fn (AB)

As a first step in our proof we shall consider in this
section the function Fir(AB) for real positive k, a, and
0, so > is real. The series representation

(4.1)

reminds us of the logarithmic function series

- l n ( I - z ) = Ê ^"/H.

Indeed we have (Ref. 11, pp. 13 and 49)

Urn (1 - Fir(z))/(iy) = ln(l - z)

and

z) + (\/iY)Flr{z)}

( 4 - 2 )

Here i!> is the digamma function as before, it(z)
= r'(z)/T(z) and C = 0.5772... is the constant of Euler
or Mascheroni. We have substituted -C for i)i(l).

The infinite series in Eq. (4.1) is convergent if
l z l« I , x * l . When lz l> l , but z not real positive, one
can find an expression for Fit(z) by applying the very
useful formula [see Eq. (32) of Ref. l ]

) + F.lr(\/z) = + iy) T(l - i (4.3)
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since the series (4.1) for F.ir{l/z) converges in that
case.

Now we have A = (a + ik)/(a - ik), B = (0 + ik)/{0 - ik)
with a,0,fc>O, soA*=A'\ B* = B'1 and Eq. (4.3) gives

= 1+ \r(i+ ir)\2(-AB)-<\ (4.4)

However, ln\Fir(AB) is somewhat more complicated.
In Ref, 2 we have obtained the coefficients c0 and c2 (in
the restricted case/l = B) of the asymptotic expansion

y"1 lmFir(AB) = Re(tr)-1 Fir{AB)

Since then we have found that the coefficients d2n of the
asymptotic expansion

= rf0+rf2(j>)-2+r/4(iy)-1+O(y-0), y 2 - * , (4.5)

have simpler closed expressions than c2n. We shall de-
rive rf0, d2, and rfj in explicit form. Let us first investi-
gate the factor AtyBir, We use for convenience the
parameters M and v, defined before by

(4.6)

If arctan denotes the principal value determined by

- '0< arctaiur- iir, -°°<x<°°,

then the following equalities hold for It-- 0:

= arc tan[ (M f - y2) >'y (M +

- - Ïir + arctan(fe/o

= \n- arctan(r/n) - arctanf.y/i'),

= arctan[fr(cv + /J)/(n0-

= arctan[y(n + ̂ /(y2 - (ii/)]

= - ff + arctanftAi) + arctan(fe/j4) if fe2 :•

'a)+ arctan(fc//3) if fe2<a(i.

(4,7)

Therefore
(4.8)

" , (4.9)
I' = exp(2iry)/1"'B" if ft2 • a/3, i .e . , i fy^M" ,

— A B if ft2 •-'- fl/3, i. e., if y2 • M**»

(4.10)
which shows that indeed AlrBl' is not everywhere equal
to (/IB)", cf. Sec. 3. We shall work in the region de-
fined by 0< k < min(a, 0), which means that we can
write (AB)tr for AtrBlr, and we can expand arctan(/e/o)
and arctan(ft/0) at k = 0 in the well-known way. From

A" = exp[- 2y arctan(M/y)] = exp[(2s/fe)arctan(fcAv)]
(4.11)

we see that A" is real analytic at fe = 0, and so is
(AB)'r. This means in particular that Alr and (AB)lr are
real for real k, a, and /3.

After these introductory formulas we are now in the

position to derive the coefficients d2n of Eq. (4. 5). The
integral representation

which holds for Reiy - 0, can be recast into the form

(AB)lr[Flr(AB) - 1] = iy f™ /"(I - l)'xdi. (4.12)

This equation is valid for (K k< a, 0< k< 0. We dif-
ferentiate both sides of this equation with respect to M.
By splitting the derivatives into real and imaginary
parts we find, using Eq. (4. 5),

(4.13)
with d[„ = d{„(M, ") = W 'dii)d2„{iJ., v). By taking the limit
for y 2 —0 of both sides of Eq. (4.13) we obtain

</5 = - exp(- 2(i - 2v) (M <• v). (4 14)

By inserting this expression into Eq. (4.13) and multi-
plying with exp(2M + 2v) we get

exp(2M +2v) YJ d2„{iy)-'"

(4.15)

(The series Z^in('yi"2" converges, although ̂ <
diverges.)

Now Eq. (4. 8) yields

CdB)"'exp(:JM+2f)

= exp hn + 2v- 2y arctan j ^ ^ p I

[, + c)2 V

5 ( l - MiTy7)5

Consequently, we have the interesting relation

(4.16)

where &2ns*2»(M, ") are certain symmetric polynomials
in (i and f, of degree 3» - 1. Therefore, the factor
l/(ji + v) in Eq. (4.15) cancels. Upon substitution of
Eq. (4.16) into Eq. (4.15) we find

exp(2(j + 2v)d'2„ = 2b2„ - M2"-1 + (2M •• 2i/) £ b2m_2 n
2""2™*1.

m»2

So d[n is equal to exp(- 2M - 2i/) times some polynomial
in M and i/ of degree 3n - 1. For w = 1 and « = 2 we have
obtained

d'n = - -^ exp(- 2M - 24)

9)]. (4.17)

Integration of d2n with respect to M yields d2n up to some

ft/-'
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function of v. Because djn(|i, v) must be symmetric in
V and v, it follows from the special form of d'ln that this
function can only be a constant. This integration con-
stant will be determined below.

It is easy to see that the integration of an expression
of the form expCe) Vol(z) yields expfe) times a poly-
nomial of the same degree. Therefore, dlri is (just as
</2n) equal to exp(- 1\i - 2v) times a polynomial of degree
Zn - 1 (for H • 0). This polynomial is now, fo course,
symmetric in (i and v. An economical way to obtain
<f2n from rfjn is to make use of the equalities

j ^ T{>; + 1 , Xz) = - XJXzV exp(- >z>

and
r(« + l, z) = n'.e„(z)exp(-z) (4.18)

Here the polynomial e„ is defined by (Rei. 11, p. 338)

<?„(?)= '/>»! (4.19)

and r(» + l ,^) is the incomplete gamma function.

We have obtained the following explicit expressions:

2 W•- i exp(-

- ^r exp(-2u -2f)lc2(2|i <-2i/

rfj - --jl^ exp(-2;J -2v)[\ + (2M

-ilOi^-Vv+tiV + u V - i

- i exp(- 2u -

2! )

+ i/')]. (4.20)

The expression for d0 is in agreement with the expres-
sion for r0 given in Eq. (31) of Ref. 2. LNotice that
r (0 , z) is real for real positive z. Along the negative
real axis it has a branch cut, but the real part of r (0 , z)
is continuous across this cut so that ReF(0, z) is well
defined for z< 0, cf. Eq. (6.3)]. It is interesting to
compare Eq. (4.20) with the general formula for rf2rl in
Eq. (5. 20) below. In Eq. (4. 20) the correct integration
constants have already been inserted in the expressions
for d2 and dt. Now we are going to determine these con-
stants. This will be done by considering Eq. (4.5) for
(i, v — 0 and cv, & — °°, such that na •= vfi = ky - — s re-
mains constant. Utilizing

we get from Eq. (4.5)

lim Re[l/{ir)FiyiAB)-d^

From Eq. (25) of Ref. 2 [see Eq. (4.28) below] it fol-
lows that

= iMU - !p(iy) - ln(l - AB)

+ O(1-AB), i 4 B - l .

Using Eqs. (29) and (30) of Ref. 2, we get [recall that

lim - Hiv)\

(4.22)

where B2n are the Bernoulli numbers. The symbol ~
denotes an asymptotic expansion. Note that the infinite
series in Eq. (4.22) is divergent for all finite y. Com-
parison of Eq. (4.22) with Eq. (4.21) yields

lim d2„(ii,v) =B2„ (2»), « - 1 , 2 , • -" ,

and this determines the above mentioned constant of the
(i integration, if the symmetry with respect to (i and v
is taken into account.

We summarize the results obtained so far. The co-
efficients dïn -rf2„((i, v) of the asymptotic expansion

(AB)irRe(~(~ Ft,( (4 23)

are symmetric functions ol /. and v. For n 0 we have

din{^,v) -exp(-2(. -2c)/',„.,((••, v), (4.24)

where / ' is a certain polynomial ol degree 3 » - 1 and
symmetric in M and v. Its value for ji v-0 can be ex-
pressed in terms of the Bernoulli numbers B,n>

<i2„(u, 0) - / \ ,_i(0,0) B;„ (2w), H 1,2," • - . (4.25)

Equation (4.20) gives dtl, rf2' and d. in closed form. The
expressions for r„ and r,, which follow from do(v, v)
and d^v, v), agree with Eqs (31) and (32) of Ref. 2.
The effective range parameters ior ! -1 given in Eqs.
(2. 9) ajid (2.10) can easily be obtained with the help of
the expressions for rf0 and rf2.

We conclude this section with a few fonrulas that
are useful for the high-energy limit: /.• — *, It turns out
that ReFir(AB) can be expanded in a power series at
>-;0. Let !>••''-1, \y I-- lM', and '>-••' !f!. Apply Eqs.
(4.4) and (4.7) and recall that >, H, and v have equal
signs since k, n, and ̂  are real positive by definition.
With the help of the well-known equality

+ iy) T(\ - iy)

2„ (2»)!,

{~2vyTBn-«\, (4.26)

the following interesting equality is readily established:

2ReF,r(AB)

•["= 1 + exp - 2y arctan -

(4.27)
(4.21) The exponential function here is recast into [cf. Eq.

exp{- 2y[arctan(y/(i) + arctanCy/Wft,

and this function can easily be expanded in powers ol
y2. Alternatively one can start from Eq. (25) of Ref. 2
which can be rewritten as

P
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i

x[4-(n +1) - ï'(» + ir) - ln(l - *)],

?)j<ïï. (4.28)

Further one has to use the Laurent expansion of the
digamma function ;<(•?) at z -0 (Ref. 11, p. 13, correct-
ed for the misprint),

) = - -1 - C - 0 • (4.29)

where £ is Riemann's zeta function. After a few manipu-
lations one arrives at the expansion

+ O(y3ln|y|), y - n . (4.30)

The real part of this expression agrees with the second-
order approximation obtained from Eq. (4. 27).

5. THE FUNCTIONS W(y;v, v) AND Wiy; £)

In this section we are going to investigate the function
"'(VJM, v) introduced in Eq. (3.10) We shall assume in
this section that H'(y;ii, ") is real analytic at y"2 for real
M and v. The proof will be given in Sec. 6A. The three
independent variables y, \i, and v are related to b, a,
and p respectively through Eq. (4. 6), where the strength
s is supposed to be fixed.

It turns out that it is useful to investigate in addition
a closely related but somewhat simpler function, which
we denote by H'(y;£). This function is also real analytic
at y*2 = 0 (which will be proved in Sec. 6B). We shall
obtain all its expansion coefficients in closed form. In
this whole section we still take M, ", and £ real, and
only (k and) y complex.

A. The function W[y; it, v)
The defining expression for H'(y;ji, e) is obtained

from Eqs. (3. 6) and (3.10),

H'(y;n, u) = (i»-1 A"B"lF,,MB) - i\

+ Miy) + (2/y)-1 - lnl- iy sgn(s)], (5.1)

where the last three terms are equal to H{y). Since we
have assumed that W is real analytic at y2 - 0 , we may
write

as

w(y\v-, v)= 72 H'2.(M, v){iy)~u, (5.2)

where the coefficients «'2„(fx, v) are real symmetric
functions of ti and v.

We are interested in the radius of convergence of the
expansion (5. 2) and in closed expressions for N'2n(M, ")•
When we take y real for the moment, we can write

because W(ytn, v) is a real-valued function for real y,
fi, and v. From Eq. (30) of Ref. 2 and Eq. (3.6) we
have the asymptotic expansion

Reff(y)~-Iy (jy)-2"B2„/(2*). (5.3a)

Notice that the infinite series diverges for all finite y.
Further Eq. (4,23) yields

\~ E (5. 3b)

Addition of Eqs. (5,3a) and (5.3b) gives U'(y;n,v). Be-
cause the asymptotic series expansions are unique, it
follows that

2M

(5.4)

It is interesting that the summation of the two divernenl
asymptotic series in Eqs. (5. 3a) and (5.3b) yields a
convergent series, that is, the power series (5. 2).

In order to investigate the radius of convergence of
the latter, we shall study the singularities of the func-
tions occurring on the right-hand side of Eq. (5 1). We
discern four sources of singularities namely those
originating from

(i) A"Bl\

(ii) the hypergeometnc function Flt(AB),

(iii) the logarithmic function,

(iv) the digamma function ,'(r>).

(i) In the first place, A" = exp(fy In A) has a branch
cut for real negative A and similarly B" for real nega-
tive B. The location of these branch cuts in the complex
h plane is easily found. For real positive n and complex
k we have

cv + ill a2-' k'I + 2 m R e / ;
a- ik " (a + fnift)* + (RefeF

Since the denominator is clearly always positive (or
zero), it follows that A is real and negative if and only
if Refe = 0and Ifth-o. The branch cut, therefore,
consists of the two intervals (- /*, - 10) and (io, i *•)
along the imaginary k axis. The product AlrBir has in
the k plane the following four branch cuts:

(ia, (-i"), -ia),

(5.5)
We have used (-AB)'r in Eqs. (4.4) and (4.9). It is

useful to know the branch cuts of this quantity. They are
determined by Im/1B = 0, ReAB • 0. Now

- \k\2)Rek,

where D is real nonnegative. Therefore, AB is real if
and only if either 1ft I2 =<y(3 or ReA.- = 0. Assuming a •- ii
for definiteness, one can easily verify:

AB •- 1 <_• It a ( - (=c, - iii) - ( - i n , 0),

i 4 P - 0 - = £ - f e £ ( - j « , - W ) ^ ( - i « , ia):

^- fcs (-i/3, -ia)^(ia, ifi) or \

(5.6a)

(5,6b)

(5.6c)

Therefore (-AB)'r has the three branch cuts of Eq.
(5. 6b). Furthermore, we have in the k plane, cut along
the imaginary axis,

(5.7a)

I)

p
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Note that the origin is an exceptional point here since
k = 0 is an isolated essential singularity of exp(± Tty).

Although CAB)" plays no role in the physical quan-
tities, it is interesting to compare also this function
with A'rBlr. The branch cut of {AB)ir is given by Eq.
(5.6e). It has a rather peculiar shape. There are four
branch points namely ± ia, ± i$ and the cut connecting
them is only one curve, composed of a circle and two
finite intervals. Inside the circle !&l2 = a/3 we have

and l'Hóspital's theorem, we find

W ' B " , \k\i

and, outside the circle,

<a0, (5.7b)

(5.7c)' r , Reh^O, \k\*>a

(ii) Secondly, Fir<AB) has a branch cut for real AB
with 1</1B< «. According to Eq. (5.6a) AB is real and
larger than one if and only if k lies in either the interval
(— i°°, — i0) or the interval i— ia,Q). The discontinuity
across the cut (- ia, 0) of the expression

in Eq. (5.1) is equal to 2n'; see Eq. (6.19) below. It is
remarkable that this discontinuity is independent of n
and 0, despite the fact that the expression itself does
depend on a and 0.

Further Flr(z)/T{\ + iy) is an entire function of iy for
fixed s. This implies that F,r(z) has simple poles at
(> = -; ; for w = l ,2, • ••.

(iii) In the third place ln[-/>sgn(s)] yields a branch
cut for 0< ik< °°, that is, for k on the negative imagi-
nary axis. The discontinuity across the cut is - 2iri. If
we combine this with the branch cut 0 '̂ ik< a from (ii),
we see that the discontinuities cancel. Therefore, we
call (- ia, 0) a "removable branch cut" of W(y; n, v).
Below we shall find other removable singularities.

The above considerations lead us to the conjecture
that the infinite series in Eq. (5.2) converges provided
that

\k\<min(a,p), i.e.,
2 - max(M2, (5.8)

(iv) In the fourth place the digamma function ifiiy) is
a meromorphic function having simple poles at iy = — «,
M = 0, 1,2, '" ' . The pole at iy=0 is always located out-
side the domain defined by Eq. (5. 8). Now Flr(AB) has
simple poles at iy = - » for n = 1,2, • • • [see (ii)]. It will
be shown below that the residues of il'Uy) at these poles
cancel the residues of l/{iy)AirBirFtr(/>.B), despite the
fact that this latter expression depends also on op and 0.
Consequently, W(y;ii, v) can be made regular at these
"Coulomb bound-state poles." We may call them "re-
movable poles." The limit for « —«° is particularly
interesting. This point ty = - °° is the origin k = 0, and
we will find that this singularity is removable as well.

We conclude this section now with a short derivation
of the value of W(y\ jx, v) at iy--n, and for comparison
atiy = n, for M = 1,2, •••. In the limit « — « we shall
obtain in both cases the value K'O which is just what we
expect from Eq. (5.2).

Utilizing

Let 0< s < a, 0 and so - 1 ' \i, v< 0. (Note that the poles
occur only in case of attraction, i. e., if s is positive).
Then we obtain from Eq. (5.1) with the help of the above
formulas,

limlV(r;|

+ ln

) = -C- ln(- 2M -

(5.9a)

The prime in ^' means that the last term {in -n) should
be divided by 2. The limit for n —«° of the right-hand
side of Eq. (5. 9a) must be equal to \V{y; ji, v) at fc = 0,
that is, ir,((i, v) for which we have the closed form
(5.4). That this limit has indeed the correct value can
be checked as follows. The formula

can be proved by using the binomial theorem for
(1 +x'n)m, interchanging th» two finite summations
and applying the equality

f, (m - 1 ) ! til
& (m-j)\ -jltt-fll •

By applying the above formula to Eq. (5.9a) we obtain

Urn lira W{y; IL,V)=-C- ln(- 2/i - 2v)

- L i
1=1 I ' l l

This expression is indeed equal to H0 = d0

= Rer(0,2|i +2v) according to Eq. (29) of Ref. 2.
One should keep in mind that for .9 < 0 there are no

poles in the physical region, neither in 4>(iy) nor in
Flr{AB). So W(y; jx, v) is regular at iy = n, for
« = 1,2,*". Nevertheless, it is interesting to calculate
the value of H' at iy = n. We find

with

'(- in; n,v) = (l- z")/(2n) - In»; + >f(ii) + S zm'm,
man

(5. 9b)

n ~ i n-
» + M n + v

In order to derive the limit of W{- in; n, v) for n —«°
we proceed as follows. First, observe that

H-1 ê (i-*/»)m-i=*-i(i-*/»)iM,
moi

where the convergence is uniform for 0 < f * « s n , Inte-
gration with respect to x yields

S, m-'d - x/n)"1 = f" r'(l - //»)""»dl, 0 < x « n.

I

i
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We now apply the inequalities

0 < exp(- 1) - (1 - t/yV « l/(ey), 0 < t « y,

to the above integral and obtain (which follows also
from Tannery's theorem)

lim j " H( l - t/n)1"1 dt = j~t -1 exp(- I) dt, x > 0.

This latter integral equals r(0,r) [cf. Eq. (S. 15a)], so
that

lim Ê -Jf/n)" = r(O,*), x>0.

Finally we utilize the well-known fact

] = lim | - C - Inn + Ê mmi 1=0.

In this way we obtain
lim W(- in; (i, v) = T(0,2ji +2v) = «•„(/!, W),

where now M > 0 and v> 0 since s < 0.

One should be careful in applying here the equality
W(y; \i,v)= W(- y; JI, v), since W depends also on the
sign of s, and therefore on the sign of n and v. In Eq.
(5.9a) n and v are negative, in Eq. (5.9b) M and v are
positive. It can be shown that the expression of Eq.
(5.9a) becomes equal to the expression of Eq. (5.9b)
if one replaces ln(- 2\x - 2v) by ln(2n + 2v).

B. The function W(y; f)

We define W(y;Z) for real ? by

W(r;£)s (ir)"1 exp(- ï){Fir[exp(j?/y)] - ï} + H(y).

(5.10)
The function W(y;ii, u) is obtained from W(y;£) if one
takes

| = 2y[arctan(M/y) + arctan(i//y)].

One easily verifies that with this expression for £ one
has exp(iVy) =AB and exp(-?)=A"B", cf. Eq. (4.11).
The following important equality holds, therefore:

W'(y;ji, v) = W(y;2y[arctan(n/y) + arctan(tVr)]). (5.11)

Now in order to calculate W{y;{i, v) for some value of
y, (i, and v, one first has to calculate £. from the aboye
expression, and this value of £ has to be used then in
W(y;t). In Eq. (5.14) we give closed expressions for
the coefficients of the power series of W(y;£,) at y"2 = 0.
Therefore, !P(y;£) is useful for the exact numerical
computation of W(,y;ti, v). For real li, v, and y one has
clearly l( l< 2irlyl. We shall find that W(y;i) is analytic
in y on this same domain, see Eqs. (6.32) and (6.34).
For values of ij, M, and v which are small compared
with y the functions W(y;l,) and W(y;ii, v) are comparable
according to

Notice in particular that £, fi, and v have equal signs
here.

By repeating the procedure that we described for
W(y;M,") we obtain an asymptotic expansion and a
Taylor series for the £ functions which are the analogs
of Eqs. (4.23) and (5.2) respectively. The coefficients
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are denoted by dln(i) and KJ2„(£). At the "Coulomb-bound-
state poles" iy = - n we have the analog of Eq. (5.9a),

lim W(r,0 = - C - Inn - ln[l -
f 7 n

where | < 0 since s > 0 (compare M, v< 0). At zero ener-
gy we get

lim lim
n-- ir-.n

) = - C - ln(- 0 - Ê ^ -

We have obtained the following simple closed formu-
las for d2n({.):

<*2„(S) = [ B 2 „ / ( 2 B ) ! ] T(2n, «), (5.13a)

(5.13b)

2 „ ) e 2 „ . 1 ( O , «>0, (5.13c)

= -(B2n/(2»)]exp(-|)4-n
2:,lU)» » > 0 - (5.13d)

Here jfj is a generalized hypergeometric function,
e2n-i i s ' n e exponential polynomial of Eq. (4.19), and /,
is the generalized Laguerre polynomial. Equations
(5.13) are valid for all real (, if » > 0, and for positive
£ if » = 0. When 5 is negative, d0 is equal to the real
part of the right-hand side of Eqs. (5.13a) or (5.13b).
For the coefficients H'2„(£) of the expansion

( y ; 0 Ê u2
ITBO

we have obtained:

(5.

0, (5.

-$)1/'1(l;2n +

n> 0,

(5.

!H;2« + 1 ; - ?),

n> 0.

(5.

14a)
14b)

i;5)

14c)

14d)

These Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) havr; been derived with
the help of Eqs. (6.31) and (6.36). The incomplete
gamma functions are defined by

)/2nmldt, (5.15a)

tUAdt. (5.15b)

One should not confuse y(2», t) and the variable y. From
Eqs. (5.13a) and (5.14b) it follows that

)-B2n/<2«), n>0, (5.16)

which should be compared with Eq. (5.4). The polyno-
mial in Eq. (5.13c) is just a cutoff Taylor series expan-
sion of exp(g). This polynomial is multiplied by exp(- £)
and therefore we have

, ?-0, (5.17)

and so
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T

t

iï~

«.2„«) = O{£2*), « - 0 , (5.18)

which follows also from Eqs. (5.14c) and (5.14d). Now
if we replace £ by ?M +2e according to Eq. (5,12), we
get analogous formulas for din(n, v) and it'2„(n, v),

diM- v) = Bu/(2n) + O2„(M, v), P-,v~0,
M'2n(M,i') = O 2 n (M, i ' ) , U-,v — 0,

where V2„(n, v) contains terms of degree ~" 2n in M and
v together. The proof of this remarkable fact will be
given in Sec. 6. There we will obtain the more precise
expression [cf. Eq. (6.29)]

, v) = - ^ )
V (5.19)

valid for n '- 0. By combining this result with the already
known properties of d2n we arrive at the following inter-
esting expression:

rf2n(M,y) = (2H)-1exp(-2M-2i^)

x [B2„e2n(2u + 21') - (M2n + </") +/2n(M, v)]
(5.20)

fcv « > 0. Here/2„(M, ") is a certain symmetric poly-
nomial in M and v with the property that the degree of
its terms is at least In + 1 and at most in — 1. Obvious-
ly f2 =0 and fs has only terms of degree 5. In4he par-
ticular cases n = 1 and n = 2 we have checked Eqs.
(5.19) and (5.20) explicitly. The expressions for rf2 and
d{ have been given in Eq. (4.20).

We conclude this section with two remarks.

(i) Equation (5.14d) can also be derived directly from
Eq. (5.10) by using the last formula on p. 33 of Ref. 11.
We note that this formula must be corrected as follows:
Replace r(m + 2) by (m + l)T(m + 2). The function Fiy(z)
is simply connected to Lerch's function *,

(5.21)

) = - C -

We have then

(5.22)

where B„(iy) are the Bernoulli polynomials. We insert
Eq. (5.22) with £ = exp(t|/7) into Eq. (5.10). Compari-
son with

" V ^ , s ' — / ' \ty) W2f\C,) \<J. GO)
rtcO

yields after some manipulations agreement with the
expression (5.14d) for w2n{%).

(ii) The integral in Eq. (3. 4) for hly) is reminiscent
of the Mellin—Barnes integral representation" of Flr,

•„(*) = i> ƒ dl (-z)"
i + y 2 sinhirt '

|arg<-z)|<i7.

(5.24)

The path of integration is chosen such that the points
t = 0, -i, - 2i, • • •, are under the contour and the point
I — — y is above the contour. Therefore y cannot be equal
to 0, i, ti, •••. It might be that this integral is a good
starting point to prove the real analyticity of W(y;ji, v).

However, we have not been able to take advantage of the
similarity,

6. PROOF OF THE ANALYTICITY OF V AND W
In Sec. 6A we shall prove that H'(r;|i, v) is a real

analytic function of y'z at y "2 = 0 when u and v are real
For this purpose it is convenient to introduce a closely
related function Vly;\i., v) which is analytic in the three
complex variables y, ii and v, on the domain defined by
\\i'y\<\, I v/y i' 1.

In Sec. 6B we shall introduce the function V(r;£),
which is similarly related to H'(y;^), and prove that it
is analytic in y and in i, on the domain defined by
l£/y i< 2TT. We will obtain simple closed expressions
for the expansion coefficients i'2n(£) (expansion in
powers of y"2), and for 7>„{y) (expansion in powers of I).

A. The functions V(i; (t, v) and W(f. ji, v)

The function VV(7;M, f) has been defined in Eq. (5.1)
for real fi and v. Let us first take v = 0. Then we have

H'(y;(i, 0) = {iy)-lAir[FtM)~ \ 1 + H(y), (6.1)

with A = (1 + iii /y)/(l _ iii/y) and [Eq. (3. 6)]

H{y) = Ho') +1/(2«» - ln[- iy sgn(s)].

Assuming first p. real, we define

V(y;n, 0) 3 H'(y;M, 0) + C + ln[- 2M sgn(s)]. (6. 2)

The Euler constant C has been added for convenience
only, but the term ln[- 2(i sgn(s)] has the effect to cancel
the singularity of «'0(M,0) = Rer(0,2M), see Eq. (5.4),
In fact we have

r(0,2)+ln£+C = -
n!

(6.3)

This is an entire function for which we have the follow-
ing useful integral representations:

r(0,2)+ln<:+C ~ ll-exp(-/))

= ƒ j [1 - expi-zt)]. (6.4)
o

The combination of Eqs. (6.1), (6.2), and (3.6) yields

V(y;ti, 0) = {\/iy)Air[Fir{A) - | ]

+ i>(iy) +1 /(2iy) + C + ln(2 n/iy). (6.5)

Notice that sgn(s) has disappeared. Below we shall find
that the right-hand side of Eq. (6.5) can be analytically
continued into the complex M plane on the domain de-
fined by

|M/y|<l . (6.6)

We shall derive now a simple integral representation
for V(y;M,0) from which the analytical properties can
easily be obtained.

We differentiate Eq. (6.5) with respect to M. Utiliz-
ing the following integral representation [cf. Eq. (4.12)],

(6.7)

•suC
- I

-Ji

we obtain
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(6.8)

Further we know that wo(M, 0) = Rer(0, 2JJ) ar.d so
lim V~(y;M,0) = 0,

where v e utilized Eq. (6.3). From Eqs. (6. 8) and (6. 9)
we obtain the desired integral representation

(6.9)

(6 10)
which can be recast into the form

TpTyi exd- 2y arctan(//y)]

(6.11)

(6.12)
The integrand of the integral in Eq. (6.12) is analytic
provided that

0 < | / | < ! > / M | ,

and it can be analytically continued to / - 0. It follows
that V'(y;M> O is an analytic function of y and \i on the
domain defined by Eq. (6 6), thai is, i/i !•- ,>' . By
making the substitution y — - > in either of the Eqs.
(6.10)-(6.12) we see that K(>;|i, 0) is actually a func-
tion of y2 rather than of y.

We have obtained in Eqs. (6. 5) and (6.12) two impor-
tant expressions for the function V(>;n, 0). Since the
expressions (6. 5) on the one hand and (6.10)—(6.12) on
the other hand look quite different, they deserve a de-
tailed investigation. In particular we shall cumpare
their singularities. In Eq, (6. 5) we see simple poles
at fy = -n, for n = 1, 2, • • •. They are removable and
have been discussed before. Further we see a remova-
ble singularity at n =0 , that is . at A = 1. In virtue of
Eq. (4.2) the function V(y;M,0) can be made continuous
at ii = 0 with V(y-0, 0) = 0.

More interesting are the nonremovable singularities
which we are going to discuss now. For this purpose it
is convenient to introduce the new function V by 6'(y;p)
s V{Y,;I,0) with the new variable p s j u / y . We get from
Eq. (6. 5)

+• ln(- 2p) + Uir) + (2;"y)-' + C,

and from Eq. (6.12)

(6.13)

Now that we have obtained these two expressions after
seve: at manipulations, we note that a second proof of
the:.- c-quality is obtained by using Eq. (6. 7) and the fol-
lowing integral representation of the digamma function"

v'(z> = - ^ - i a 2 - C

From the definition of £/(y;p) and the equality
V(y;ii, v) = V(- y;v-, v) it follows that

V(y;p) = V(-y;-p). (6.16)
One can derive this equality easily from Eq. (6.14). It
follows also from Eq. (6.13), by using Eq. (4. 3) and
observing that

V(y;p)-U{-Y;-P)

= HiV) - H- iv) + a»"1 + ln(- p) - ln(p)

(6,17)
vanishes identically for all nonreal p. This can be de-
ri"ed with the help of Eq. (3. 7),

* ft» - *(- ir = i" cotlmy.

By means of analytical continuation we then find that
the expression of Eq. (6.17) is identically zero and this
again proves Eq. (6.16).

Considered as functions of p, the expressions in
Eqs. (6.13) and (6,14) show several branch cuts. Taken
together, they must yield the same branch cut with the
same discontinuity for both expressions separately We
are going to show that this is indeed true, For Die pur-
pose of this paper the discontinuity of a function f across
a branch cut in a point z on the cut can be defined by

Disc. f(z) s hm^fcfl + re)) -fail -*))] . (6.18)

For example,

Disc. ln(- z) - - Itti, z • 0,

and, with the help of Eq. (4.3) [cf. also Eq (5.22)],

For the discontinuity across the cut — °° ̂  p -' - 1 arising
from the integrand in Eq, (6.14), we obtain

Dy sD{y;p) = 2{iy)-'' sinh(jry)

We need this function only for — °° < p < — 1 and for
1 < p < =0, where it is regular. Equation (6.16) implies
at once that the discontinuity across the cut 1 < p< °°
arising from the integrand in Eq, (6.14) is equal to
D_r = D(-y;p). One can verify with the help of Eq. (4, 3)
that

D(y;p) +D(- y;- p) = - 2iri.

The derivation of all the discontinuities will not be
given here. We summarize the results in the following
scheme.

Branch cut

Kp<>o

0<p<l

0<p<°°

Discontinuity

2W

-2irt

Arising from

Eq. (6.14)

Eq. (6.14)

(- 2p)

r f
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The first two lines concern Eq. (6.14): the last four
lines concern the respective expressions of Eq. (6.13).
On the third line we see the same branch cut as on the
first line. Furthermore, combination of the last three
lines just gives the branch cut of the second line. So we
see that Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) have indeed the same
branch cut structure.

So far we have studied W(v;M, 0). However, our goal
is the function W(y;n, v). The final step now is the ob-
servation that W(y;ii, 0) is transformed into W(y;n, v)
by means of the substitution

M — (n +v)/{l~iii>/yt),

under the restriction

|M/V|<1, |f/V|<I. (6,21)

It is easy to find that this substitution yields

A-AB, Aty-AirBiy,

where B - (1 + iv/y)/{\ - iv/y), see Eqs. (4.8) and (5. 7).
So we have

By defining

we get the following expressions

V(y;n, v) = H'(y;M, v) + C + In k*£^*) <*>**)

(6.22)

(6.23)

(6.24)

= i AlrB»[?\r(AB) - el + *(iy) + - ^ + C

" J T ['"l+W \\-u/y) J-
0 (6.26)

By means of changing the variable of integration accord-
ing to

, _ T(M + v)

and, denoting r again by /, we obtain from Eq. (6. 26)

dt fi

7

(l-M"/7y2)2

(l + n't'/y'Hl

\\-ivt/y) J-
(
\l-W/y)

Th° integrand of the integral in Eq. (6.27) is analytic
in t, y, n, and v on the domain defined by

0< \t\--' min(|y/(i|, \y/v\),

and it can be analytically continued to t = 0, so V(y;y.,v)
' s analytic in y, (i, and v on the domain defined by Eq.
(6.21),

vly\<\.

Since the integrand in Eq. (6.2") is real if I, y, tx, and
v are real, V(y;ii, v) is a real-valued function for real
y, fi, and v. Consequently, V(y;ii, v) is real analytic
in any one of the three variables if the other two are
real. We point out that the desired analytical proper-
ties of tf(y;n, ") follow from Eq. (6.24).

Now we shall give the proof of Eq. (5.19). For this
purpose we introduce the variable o's iv/y in addition to
p = ili/y used before [Eq. (6.13)]. We consider the limit
of V(y;M, ") for y, p., v — 0 such that p and o remain con-
stant. In view of Eq. (6.21) we have to require \p\< 1,
lol< 1. From Eq. (6.26) it easily follows that

lim V(y:
ipkl)1o"l<i

-^n~a?poT~- (6-Z8)

The power series expansion of this expression yields

ytu ,v - 0
Ip Kl, IdKl

Considering now H'and !c2n, we observe that the term
- ln(l - (J.i'/y2) occurring in Eq. (6. 24) has the effect of
cancelling the term - \ ln(l +pa)2 in Eq. (6.28). There-
fore, we have

), H - 0 , (6.29)
lim «'2„(M

In Kl.loKl

and this proves Eq. (5.19),

Finallv we report that we have utilized Eq. (6. 22)
to derive (for » — 0,1,2) H'2„(ii, V) from H'2„(M, 0) which
is much easier to obtain. This alternative method yields
a check on the derivation of d2„(v-, v) performed in Sec.
4, see Eqs. (4.17) and (4.25). Since «'0(M, O)=rf0(/i, 0)
= F(0,2(i) for (i.- 0, we have to expand

in powers of r~2. The expansion is carried out with the
help of the addition theorem for the incomplete gamma
functions (Ref. 11, p. 341):

T{a,x) - T{a,x + y) =y{a,x +y) - y(a,x)

= exp(- x)x"-1 £ (~ x)-"{l - a)„
n.O

<\*\,

which implies in particular

~ *) I ~ :

B. The functions V{y; t) and MM7; J)

The function W{y;$) has been defined in Eq. (5.10)
for real $,

W(y,t) = {iy)'x exp(-

Repeating the procedure of Sec. 6A, we get

V(r;i) = W(y;£,) +C +ln[ - ? sgn(s)],
and

P

(6. 30a)
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- (1 A» exp(-

+ iiiy) +1/(2 jy) + C + lnfê A». (6. 30b)

The latter expression can be analytically continued into
the complex i; plane. We obtain

and

lim
{-0

= ƒ ' f [l - exp(- £/) g cot g ] . (6.31)

This integral representation implies that V(y;£) is
analytic in y and in £ on the domain defined by

(6.32)

Let us briefly consider the singularities outside the
domain (6.32). From Eq. (6.30b) we see that lnU •'(;»]
yields a branch cut 0< it,/y< °°, and Fiy yields a branch
cut 1 < exp(i£/y) < <*>. It turns out that the first branch
cut can be removed and that the actual branch cuts are
given by

0<; | /y + 2«"«<«, «=±1, ±2, •••>. (6.33)

So we have in the plane of the complex variable £/y a
set of branch cuts consisting of vertical lines parallel
to the imaginary axis, starting from the points 2TO
(n =± 1, ± 2, • ••) on the real axis and going downwards.
Only the negative imaginary axis itself (n = 0) is a
removable branch cut.

The series expansion in powers of (iy)"2 converges if
Eq. (6. 32) is satisfied,

V(y;£)= Tj v2„(£){iy)-ïn, |£|<2ir|y|. (6.34)

The coefficients v2n are closely related to the coeffi-
cients H>2„ of PC [see Eq. (5.14)],

)=r(o,
n>0. (6. 35)

The closed expressions for !>2„(£) follow easily from
Eq. (6. 31) if one utilizes the expansion

zcoU = S (-)"{2z)2"B2n/(2n)I, \z\<*.
rt=0

(6.36)

The coefficients of the expansion in powers of £ can
also be obtained in closed form. We write

;S) = - £ v„(vX-
rt«l

(6.37)

Starting from Eq. (6.31) and applying the generating
function of the Bernouu. r—, ..^mials Bn('), we find after
some manipulations [cf. Eq. (5.22)]

„ n(iy). (6.38)

We know that V{y;t) and v„(y) are functions of y2 rather
than of y, and we show this explicitly by recasting Eqs.
(6.37) and (6.38) into the form

( 6-3 9 )

Here [H/2] means the integral part of H/2 and we have
used the relation

B.W= t(")x"-Bm ( 6 . 4 0 )

and the fac t t ha t B m = 0 fo r w = 3 , 5 , 7 , • • • .

7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSS'ON

We have given in Sec. 2 closed expressions for
Tc.uilP'P'i&h f o r r«,i=|(/'./)';fe2) a n d f o r "l a n d ri-
corresponding to Vc+ Vs with 1', the l = \ Yamaguchi-
type potential. In Eq. (3.6) we introduced the function

H(y) = Hiy) + (2iy)-' - ln[- iy sgn(s)],

which replaces the often used function h{y) in the defini-
tion of the effective range function if the Coulomb po-
tential Vc is attractive. When Vc is repulsive, H(y) is
identical to ft(y). The effective range functions corre-
sponding to Vc + VTS for several rational separable po-
tentials Vrs have been discussed in Sec. 3, and the func-
tion W'(y; M, "), which plays the central role here, has
been introduced.

In Sec. 4 we investigated Fir{AB). This section con-
cludes with some formulas useful for the high-energy
limit, k-"*>. In Sec. 5 we studied W{y;ii,v) of Eq.
(3.10) and an auxiliary function W{y;t,); see Eq. (5.10).
This function is very useful for numerical computations,
due to the relationship

W(y;ti, v) = W(y;2y[arctan((i/y) + arctan(y/y)]) (5.11)

and the fact that we found simple closed expressions
for the expansion coefficients M2n(?) of W(y;{). The
equality

holds for K'2n(£) and (̂ „(1) as well as for u\„(ii, v) and
d2n(n, v). We have obtained

<*,„(*) = (2K)"1 exp(- 0B2neUmi(t.) (5.13c)

and

) = (2H)"1 exp(-2u-2!>
x[Blneïn(2v.+2v) - 2") +/2„(u, v)].

(5.20)
In Eq. (4.20) rf0, d2, and dA have been given explicitly.

In Sec. 6 we have proved that W(y;n, v) is a real
analytic function of y2 for real n and v. The only singu-
larities in the complex y plane are the branch cuts

(-Ox, ill), i-iv,iv).

They correspond in the complex k plane to the branch
cuts

(ia,j«), (-*•»,-ia), (i75,i°°), (-t»,-tj3).

The power series

f

where £ has the value
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f"
£ = 2yarctan(u/V) + 2y arctan(t>/r),

is equal to W(y-Sp., v). It converges if

Ui<27r | r | . (6.32)

The map of this region into the complex k plane gives
a region of convergence which is much larger than the
disk \k l< min(o,t3). [However, this disk is not wholly
contained in (6. 32)]. In particular the whole real k axis
belongs to the region of convergence determined by
Eq. (6.32).

The effective range function Kt of the examples of
the potentials in Sec. 3 is a real analytic function of if-
with the branch cut - «=-- k2 ••- max(- a2, - J2) and possi-
bly with isolated poles of finite order. The position of
these poles depends on the particular potential and is in
general difficult to predict. In Eq, (3.11) A', is regular
at k = 0. We have also given an example of a potential
for which Ko has a pole at fe = 0 [Eqs. (3.14)-(3.16)j.
For a general rational separable potential with real
positive /3( [Ref. 1, Eq. (97)] we conjecture that, except
for the branch cut - « < k1 < max(- $\,..,,- $,), the
effective range function Kt is a "real-meromorphic"
function of ti2 (i. e., real analytic except for a finite
number of poles of finite order).

The singularities of the effective range function have
thus been determined in principle, Its numerical calcu-
lation is facilitated, which is in particular due to Eq.
(5. ll)ff. The use of these equations is not restricted to
the effective range function. They can also be applied
to other quantities playing a role in the scattering by
V, + V.,.
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ON THE EXACT SOLUTION OF THE SCATTERING AND BREAK-UP EQUATIONS

FOR THREE-PARTICLE SYSTEMS WITH COULOMB INTERACTION

We investigate the problems connected with the in-

corporation of the Coulomb interaction in the equations

which describe reactions involving charged particles. In

particular a simple model for the proton-deuteron scatter-

ing and break-up reactions in the formalism of Alt, Sandhas

and Ziegelmann is considered. Here various Coulomb quantities

play a role which all have a so-called essential singularity

in the zero-energy poin'-. This singularity has to be taken

care of when the total three-particle energy is near or above

the break-up threshold. We have developed formulas, both for

the case of a repulsive and an attractive Coulomb potential,

by means of which the essential singularity is split off in

a satisfactory way. This allows one to make really exact

calculations for simple models. We have indicated a reason

why a comparison of such exact calculations with known

approximations is indeed desirable.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A long-standing problem in nuclear physics, especially in

the proton-deuteron system, concerns the incorporation of the

Coulomb interaction between the protons in the description of

nuclear reactions involving charged particles. In particular

only crude ad hoc approximations for the Coulomb interaction

have been used in proton-deuteron break-up calculations, e.g.,

by Van Oers and Brockmann [1], Bruinsma et al.[2] and Stuiven-

berg and Bruinsma [3].

As is well known, three-particle reactions are conveniently

described by using the integral equations of Faddeev [4] or

equivalent equations. However, the validity of these equations

is restricted to interactions of short range so that the long-

range Coulomb potential has to be excluded. Similar problems

which play a role in the scattering of only two charged

particles can be solved by applying a renormalization technique

which is based on screening of the long-range potential, see

Gorshkov [5]. The two-particle Coulomb difficulties and

peculiarities have been studied extensively and are well under-

stood.

By using Gorshkov's renormalization technique, Veselova [6]

has developed a system of regular integral equations for re-

actions of three particles of which only two are charged. She

restricted the total three-particle energy to negative values

thereby excluding break-up reactions. Kharchenko and

Storozhenko [7] have derived integral equations for the proton-

deuteron system with separable nuclear interactions by using

I
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Ï
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I
the Gorshkov-Veselova method. Recently Alt, Sandhas and

Ziegelmann [8] (see also Ref.9) have extended the AGS three-

particle formalism [10] to include Coulomb interaction between

two of the particles. They have given a comprehensive descrip-

tion of Coulomb-modified integral equations which allow exact

calculations, for the case of general short-range interactions.

Gorshkov's screening approach is used here, too. It is important

to note that the three-particle energy may be positive as well

as negative so that in particular break-up reactions may be

described [8].

The basic idea in the approaches of Veselova and of Alt et

al. described above, is to exploit to great similarity with the

problem of just two charged particles. For the case of three

charged particles such a similarity is not obvious. In this case

additional singularities appear in the amplitudes (e.g.,

Veselova [11]). However, when only two charged fragments are

present in the initial and final configurations, the approach

of Alt et al. can again be used, see Alt [12]. Break-up equations

for three charged pacticles are expected to be more complicated,

since in this case the long-range Coulomb interaction between

the three particle-pairs gives rise to more complicated

asymptotic states (e.g.[11,13,14 ]).

In calculations with three-particle equations one usually

works in the momentum representation. Merkuriev et aL [15] have

studied such equations in the coordinate representation. The

asymptotic form of the wave functions for three charged particles

has been obtained by Merkuriev [13], below as well as above the

break-up threshold. It may be expected that exact calculations

can be obtained along these lines.
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The problems in two-particle Coulomb scattering can be

understood by considering the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for

the off-shell T matrix in the momentum representation,

<q|Tp(E) | q'>= <q|V dq"<q| Vc| q">(E-q"
2r1<q"[Tc(E)|q'>. (1.1)

The Coulomb potential term in the kernel of this integral

equation has a singularity at q" = q, of the type | q" -q |

When the energy E equals q2, this singularity coincides with

the one of the Green function. This observation "explains" the

singularity of T„ half-off the energy-shell, i.e. for E=q 2.

We now turn to the three-particle system. We consider in

particular a very simple model in which the short-ranqe nuclear

forces are described by rank-one separable operators, and in

which there is in addition repulsive Coulomb interaction between

two of the particles. Alt et al. [8] have derived effective two-

particle integral equations for the amplitudes X which are
Bet

similar to Eq. (1.1) (cf. Eq.(2.20)),

(1.2)

Here we have taken the masses equal to 1 for convenience. The

formalism of Ref.8 is more general in that it is valid for rank

N separable and local potentials as well, but the Coulomb inter-

action is taken care of in essentially the same way.

It is interesting to discuss the similarity of Eqs.(l.l)

f f
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and (1.2). The effective potentials V occurring in (1.2) are

energy-dependent. As is shown in Ref.8, Vaa has on the energy-

shell the same singularity as the pure two-particle Coulomb

potential. Since, therefore, the singularity structure of Eq.

(1.2) is similar to that of Eg.(1.1), the renormalization

procedure of Gorshkov [5] is also applicable in this case.

There are, however, some additional problems. These

concern the exact calculations of the effective two-particle

potential V> (z) itself. This guantity equals an integral in-
fsa

volving the three-dimensional two-particle Coulomb T matrix,

T_. Moreover one needs Coulomb-modified form factors and their

overlap integrals with the form factors of the rank-one

separable potentials. In these quantities the partial-wave

projection of T„ occurs. Now T„ is a complicated object. Al-

though a number of integral- and series representations are

known for <q | T„(E) | q' >, these are not suitable for the zcsro-

energy region.

This is related to the fact that E = 0 is a highly singular

point of T_(E). As is well known, the bound-state energies for

a potential appear as poles in the transition operator. Since

the attractive Coulomb potential has an infinity of bound

states, it follows that T (E) has an accumulation point of

poles in E = 0. This is also the case for a repulsive Coulomb

interaction, even though the poles themselves occur for non-

physical energies, see figs.l and 2 at the end of Section 4B.

As we will show in Section 3, the two-particle Coulomb T matrix

at zero energy is always involved in the equations for reactions

with positive (or zero) three-particle energy. It is therefore

of interest to have a method which makes an exact calculation

• t
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of TC(E) possible, in particular in the vicinity of E=0.

A natural approximation consists of replacing Tc by its first

Born term, Vc, and similarly Tc £ by Vc g. In this case the calcula-

tions are considerably simplified. However, it is not clear how a

reliable estimate of the accuracy of these approximations could be

made.

In this connection it is worthwhile to consider the effect of

these approximations on the renormalization factors. As we will

show in Section 3, these factors remain unaltered when the three-

dimensional Coulomb transition matrix T„ is replaced by V , since

Vc alone generates the kernel-singularity which determines the

renormalization factors. It is important to note, however, that an

approximation of the overlap-integrals of the Coulomb-modified

form factors with the form factors of the separable potentials

does affect the renormalization factors since these quantities

occur in the "residue" of the singularity of the kernel.

It follows from the above discussion that the off-shell two-

particle Coulomb T matrix T„ is of considerable importance for

exact calculations of three-body reactions involving charged

particles. Moreover it may be expected that in all many-charged-

particles-reaction-equations this quantity will play a basic and

fundamental role. Therefore a study of T_ is of great interest.

The main purpose of this paper is to provide formulas for T

and related quantities in particular in the vicinity of zero enerqy,

which make an exact numerical calculation of the effective two-

particle potentials possible. By using these formulas, really exact

calculations can be performed for simple models. In this way re-

liable estimates can be made of various approximations.
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In Section 2 we briefly discuss the formalism of Alt, Sandhas

and Ziegelmann. In Section 3 we consider the zero-energy singularity

playing a role in the effective two-particle potentials and in Sec-

tion 4 we indicate the way in which this singularity should be

treated. At the end of Section 4 we discuss a reason why the approxima-

tion in which T_ is replaced by V_ should be studied judiciously.

Finally in Section 5 the results are summarized and discussed.

In Sections 2 and 3 we shall use mainly the notation of Ref.8.

However, for the study of the Coulomb singularities in Section 4

we will use the notation of Refs.16 and 17 which is more suitable

here.

L
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2. A BRIEF DERIVATION OP THE EQUATIONS

In this section the derivation of the integral equations is

briefly reviewed. We shall mainly use the notation of Ref.8. In

particular, z is the total three-particle energy, p^ is the re-

lative momentum of particles 8 and y, and q the relative momentum

of particle a and the system of particles (B,Y)• For convenience

we assume the masses m to be equal, and we take units such that

•h = m = l . Two-body quantities are characterized by a hat, e.g., Ê^

is the bound-state energy of the (B,Y) pair. Then

z = Ê + 4a (2.1a)

(2.1b)z = p2 + \ q2 ,

give the on-shell relations for scattering and break-up, respectively.

Following Ref.8, Section 3, we take rank-one operators for the nuclear

pair-interactions and we suppose that there is just one bound state

in each channel.

The AGS equations [10] for the amplitudes U„ (z) are
tsa

°0 UY (2.2)Ba Ba » <- BY Y ~° "Ya

where 6ga = 1 - 6ga and the energy variable z has been suppressed.

When the transition operator T is written as the sum of a rank-one

operator and a rest part T ',

T y = I Y > T y < Y I + T ' (2.3)

one obtains, by inserting (2.3) in (2.2), the following equations

for UrJ6a '

JSa = "«"„ + I U; v I Y > T < Y G U
o Y

(2.4)

Here the Ug'a are the solutions of the equations
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Now suppose that particle 3 is the neutral one, i.e., T' =6

In this case Eg.(2.5) reduces to

(2.5)

V «63 TC Go U3a'

which can be solved immediately,

UB« = 68« Gr X + fiB3 63a V
(2.6)

Therefore the first quasi-Born approximation is exact in this case.

One usually introduces transition operators X and effective

potentials Z„ in an effective two-particle space by putting
pet

ÏÏ
h

I

Ï
p:

G o l a > '

I

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

In order to get the amplitudes , one has to sandwich these operators

between plane wave states | q>. From Eq.(2.4) one obtains

Y

We now concentrate on the effective potentials Z . When the strong

interactions are described by rank-one operators with form factors

| g >, the form factors occurring in (2.3) are given by

I Y > = (1 + TV Go ) | gy >.

Since only particles 1 and 2 are charged, we see that only I 3 > is

a Coulomb-modified form factor: From T ' = 6 T„ we have

I Y> = (1 + &y3 T c Go) | g >. (2.9)

We insert (2.9) in (2.7b) and obtain, by using (2.6), the following
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simple exact expression for the effective potentials.

Z33 = 0. (2.10)

This is essentially Eq.(3.23) of Ref.8.

It is convenient to recast Eq.(2.8) into an effective two-

particle equation which resembles the ordinary Lippmann-Schwinger

(LS) equation. In Ref.8 this is performed by rewriting T and by

introducr.ng new amplitudes Ta (z) and effective potentials VR (z)."0a 6a'

Let us first consider T . According to the above assumptions we

have

V Y = | g y > X Y < g y | + 6 y 3 v c ,

and so (cf. Eq.(2.3))

(2.11)

(2.12)

A similar expression, with Gc replaced by Go, holds for TX and

f.- At the two-body bound-state energy, Ê , the T operator has a

pole and so one has T (Ê ) =0. By using the identity

G(Ê) - G(z) = (z-Ê) G(Ê) G(z), (2.13)

we obtain

where

S a ( z a ' S < g a (Ea» Go
-1

o a a ' a = 1' 2' (2-l4)

£ 3 (z 3) = < g 3 I G C ( I 3 ) G c ( z 3 ) I g 3 >
l . (2.15)

The bound-state wave functions may be taken normalized to one, so

i. i
ir.

I

Ï
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Sa(Ea) = 1, a= 1,2,3. (2.16)
i

The operator T (z) in three-particle space is connected to the

two-particle transition operator by

<qy' ,Py'\ Ty(z) p y>.

One also has

f y( Z-|q y
2).

Now we recall Eq.(2.8) which is rewritten more completely as

qa>

(2.17)

In Ref.8 new amplitudes and effective potentials are introduced

by

Note that, because of s (Ê )=1 (Eq.(2.16)), TD coincides with
Ct (X p(x

X- on the energy-shell (see Eq.(2.1)). With the help of the above

equations one obtains for the new operators T„ the following

effective two-particle equations.

= V 6 a ( z )

where

,-> , -)•

(2.20)

(2.2!)

I

Obviously (2.20) has the form of a set of LS equations with energy-
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dependent effective potentials V„a(z).

The three-particle break-up operators T O a can be calculated

by quadrature [10] from the elastic and rearrangement operators ~ ,

Toa ( z ) = Voa(z) + I V O Y ( Z ' G";Y(z) TYa(z)- (2'22)

For the break-up effective potentials V o a occurring here an ex-

pression involving again the two-particle Coulomb T matrix can be

given, see Eq.(3.56) of Ref.8. We may restrict ourselves for the

moment to the T. , which have to be calculated from (2.20), that

is, from the corresponding integral equations (1.2). The singular-

ities of T„ can be deduced from the singularities of the kernels

of the integral equations (1.2). Therefore we shall investigate

the effective potentials V„ in the next section.
pa
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3. ON THE EXACT CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIALS

In this section we shall discuss the complicated Coulomb

singularities that play a role in the exact calculation of the

effective potentialsV, . We will also briefly consider the
pot

singularity structure of the effective two-particle equations (1.2)

and show the similarity with the two-particle Coulomb LS equation

(1.1).

According to Eqs.(2.10) and (2.19) the Coulomb interaction

occurs in the quantities < g„ | Gc | g^ > or
 zoa» and in s3 (z - | q3

2) ,

which is given by Eq.(2.15). By using Eq.(2.13) we see that in

order to obtain s3 , only < g3 | Gc | g3 > has to be calculated, for

different energies.
Since G_ = G ' , the quantities < g. I G_ | g > appear in three

(_ J p C 0£

different types (cf. fig.l of Ref.8). Examples of the first type

are < g | G„ | g > and <g I G_ [ g >. These quantities are essentially
3 K., 1 3 C- 2

given by Coulomb-modified form factors, g (z-|q 2) (cf. Eq.(A.2) of

Ref.8). Type two is exemplified by <g | G_ | g >, and type three
<<3l I G3 | gi > and < g2 g, >. These quantities can be ex-

pressed by three-dimensional integrals involving the two-particle

Coulomb Green function or T matrix.

Let us first write out Z (a =1,2) explicitly (cf. Eq.(2.lO)),

< a ' I Z (z) I q > =

h>

\i

- P2 " qa' 2 " qa' -P) (2 - p2 - q^2 - q^.p)
(3.1)

This expression corresponds to diagram d, fig.l of Ref.8. The form

factors are in fact only functions of the magnitude of their

argument. By inserting

v + (T — v 1
C l C c' (3.2)
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in (3.1) one obtains two terms. The first one can be written as

V„(q',q_ F (q ' , q : z) , (3.3)

-,(3.4)

with

where the new variable of integration k =-p - ̂ q ' has been used.

The expression (3.3) is singular for qa'
 =l3a- When in addition

q and q' are on the energy-shell (see Eq.(2.1)), it has exactly

the same singularity as the pure Coulomb potential V„. This follows

by noting that F^ in this case reduces to the normalization

integral of the bound-state wave function, which is taken to be one

according to Eq.(2.16). The singularity of G in Eq.(1.2) co-
o / ot

incides with the one of the effective potential V , in the on-

shell case. The second terra of (3.2), T„-V_, has for q '~ q a
t» w Ct (X

behavior like c | <3a'-<3 I (see Eq.(4.40)), so it is integrable

there.

For Z21 an expression similar to (3.1) holds, where now, how-

ever, the matrix element with T c on the right-hand side is re-

placed by
*C ( ~%' ~ ̂ ' ^a + P̂'" z ~ * p2' "

Obviously the first Bon term V gives in this case an integral of

the type Jdp | p + qa + -j ' | ~
2 . .. in (3.1), which shows that Z2] has

no "dangerous" singularity.

Finally, also the operators Z}i and Zj2, which can be expressed

in terms of the Coulomb-modified form factors), contain no dangerous

singularity.

The effective potentials are also needed off the energy shell.

It can be shown [8] that there are no other "dangerous" singularities.

4
-Ti
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• • i not only for negative total energy z, but also for positive z.

There are of course no difficulties when g ' ̂g . So let us consider

only F with q '= q and z = E + in, n+0, where E > I q̂ 2 ,

' E + i n ) = | d ^ [ g ( S ) / (R2 + *q ~E~

The integrand here has a pole of the second order, so it is integrable.

The conclusion is that only Z (a= 1,2) contains the singularity

from which the renormalization factors have to be deduced. So the

effective two-particle integral equations have the same singularity

structure as the ordinary LS equation with the Coulomb potential, and

therefore the well-known two-particle Coulomb renormalization

procedure can be applied. For more details we refer to the paper of

Alt et al. [8].

Now that the formalism has been briefly sketched, we come to

the exact calculation of the effective potentials. We see from

Eg.(3.1) in particular, that for any reaction where the total three-

particle energy is above the break-up threshold, z = 0, one has to

calculate the two-particle Coulomb T matrix for negative and positive

energies. Especially the zero-energy region is difficult since z = 0

is a so-called essential singular point of T„(z). Because of the

infinity of bound states for an attractive Coulomb interaction,

Tc(z) has an accumulation point of poles at z = 0. In the case of a

repulsive Vc these poles are situated on the second Riemann-sheet

of the complex energy plane. Therefore the origin is limit point

of poles also in the repulsive case. In order to perform the integra-

tion in (3.1) one needs a representation of T„ which is different

from the known series- and integral representations. We shall de-

duce such a representation in the next section. There we shall

f
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also discuss the Coulomb-modified form factors and the factors s /

where the same T_-zero-energy problems play a role.

Finally a remark on some approximations is appropriate here.

When in Eg.(3.1) fc is replaced by V'„, the calculations are very

much simplified. In this case the renormalization factors remain

unaltered, as will be clear from Eq.(3.3) and the discussion follow-

ing. However, when an approximation for s is used, the renormaliza-

tion factors have to be adapted. The reason is that the factors

s appear in the "residue" of the singularity of the kernel. Al-

though on the energy-shell s may be defined to be 1 (Eq.(2.16)),

its exact calculation is not easy, even in the simple case when

the form factors g are Yamaguchi ones. We shall investigate s

in particular for these form factors.

s
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4. REDUCTION OF THE ZERO-ENERGY ESSENTIAL SINGULARITY OF VARIOUS

COULOMB QUANTITIES

In this section we shall study the zero-energy singularity

of the Coulomb quantities occurring in the effective potentials

which have been discussed in Sections 2 and 3. We shall deduce

asymptotic series expansions for these quantities that are usable

especially when the energy is close to zero.

The notation here differs from the one used in Sections 2

and 3. We will mainly use the notation of Refs.16 and 17, which

is more appropriate for two-particle off-shell quantities. The

mass of each particle equals one as before, but the energy E is

denoted by k2 with I m k > 0 . The energy-dependence will often be

suppressed. It is important to note that the subscripts a and B to

the form factors g have a different meaning here. In Sections 2

and 3, a denotes the channels, whereas in Ref.16 a is connected

with the range of the nuclear interaction. In particular, for the

Yamaguchi potential g is given by

ga(p) = (2/TT)* a > 0.

The subscripts a, (3 and y used in Sections 2 and 3 to denote the

particles are irrelevant here and will be suppressed. For the sake

of comparison with Refs. 16 and 17 we shall use the momentum

variables p, p', p and p'. Furthermore we will denote Ip-p'l by

q, which should not be confused with the variable q used before.

In actual three-particle calculations one should of course replace

the momenta and energies used here, by the appropriate expressions

occurring in Sections 2 and 3.

This section contains three subsections. In Section 4A some

I
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preliminaries will be given. In 4B we investigate the hyper-

geometric function (h.f.) F. (AB) with complex a and 6- This func-

tion is the basic object in the expressions for

(i) the Coulomb-modified form factors,

(ii) their overlap integrals with the form factors of the

separable potentials, and

(iii) the partial-wave Coulomb T matrix.

Finally in Section 4C we present our study of the three-dimensional

Coulomb T matrix.

4A. Preliminaries

It turns out that in all expressions we need,a central role

is played by a certain hypergeoinetric function [18] which we have

previously denoted by F. , namely

F± (z) £ 2P, U,1Y; (4.1)

Let us start by considering the case Sl = O. In the first place the

Ü =0 partial wave Coulomb T matrix is given by [16]

<P'l*CfJW)IP>
Ik

Trpp' ¥-)], (4.2)
where

a = (p-k) / (p+k), a' = (p« -k) / (p' +k).

This quantity <p' I $ c ̂ _Q I p> is needed in particular when

calculations with nonrational form factors are made.

Secondly, for the calculation of the quantities s discussed

in Section 2 we need an expression for < g I G„ . _ I g >. Suppose

that the form factor g is a linear combination of two Yamaguchi

form factors,

g(P) = c g (p) + cD gQ(p).

i
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Then we may restrict the considerations to < g^ I G
C f J _ Q ' 9g >•

Indeed, by taking a f 6, a-* 6/ and B-»• a respectively, one obtains

< g I Gc ,_0 I g >. A number of closed expressions for < ga I Gc £=n'

are available, e.g. [16]

(k
-1 2ik •F. (AB), (4.3)9JGC,£=0

in which A and B, occurring in the argument of the h.f. F. , are

defined bv

A E
a- ik

B + ik

B - ik

The Coulomb-modified form factor go corresponding to g_ is given
c p

by [16,19]

^(2/TT^k/p

k2 + e2
- Fiy(B/a) (4.4)

Instead of a superposition of Yamaguchi form factors one

can use more general rational form factors. Further the .ïbove

discussion on the I = 0 case can be extended to higher values of

Jl. This leads to more complicated expressions which are, aowever,

still composed of simple functions and the h.f. F. . In particular,

when the form factor g is normalizable and p g,(p) is a rational

function of p 2, < p I g^C> and < Gc > can most likely be

expressed in terms of simple functions and the h.f. F. with

exactly the same arguments as in (4.3) and (4.4). Furthermore,

<p' I Tc ^ I p> can be written in terms of simple functions and F.

with exactly the same arguments as occur in Eq.(4.2). Such expres-

sions have, however, only been published for S. = 1, see Eqs.(2.1) -

(2.4) of Ref.17, where we also have given a more detailed discus-

sion.

I
¥
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In the third place we encounter the complete three-dimensional

two-particle Coulomb T matrix in the momentum representation. An

expression for this quantity has been known for a long time [20,21].

It is convenient here to subtract the potential term, Vc- In the

notation of Ref.16 we have

< p1 | Vc | p > = ky TT~2 q"
2 = -s TT~2 q"2,

(4.5)

Here g = |p' - p | and

x2 = 1 + (p2-k2} (p12 -k2) k"2q"2,

F
h

y E (x+ 1) / (x- 1). (4.6)

In Eqs.(4.2) - (4.5) the h.f. F^ (z) occurs with various ex-

pressions for z: AB, Ba, B/a, aa', (aa') , a/a', a'/a, y and 1/y.

All these expressions have one common property: For zero energy,

i.e. k = 0 , they are all equal to 1, when a, 3, p, p' and q are

different from zero. It is well known that F. (z) has a singularity

at z =1, of a logarithmic type, cf. Eq.(4.2) of Ref.17. Further-

more it should be noted that I y I •* °° when k -»• 0 since ky = -s =

constant. It follows in particular that the above functions F. (z),

considered as functions of k, are no h.f.'s since not only their

argument but also two parameters are functions of k.

As a matter of fact, the Fi ' s that appear in Eqs.(4.2) - (4.4)

can all be represented by Fi (AB) if we allow a and p to be complex

numbers. Only F. (y) and Fi (1/y) (Eq.(4.5)) are somewhat different,

since y is a more complicated function of k. Therefore we are now

going to discuss F. (AB). In section 4C we will consider F. (y) and

the three-dimensional Coulomb T matrix ?_.
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4B. F. (AB) with complex a and 8i y

In order to study Fi (AB) with complex A= (a + ik)/(a - ik),

B= (6 + ik)/(6 - ik), we use some results obtained previously [17].

There, in Eq.(6.30), we defined a function V by

(±Y>
,-1 C- (4.7)

where C is Euler's constant and I|J is the digamma function,

ifi(z) =r'(z) / r (z) . The variable £ will be chosen appropriately

below.

One of the basic results of Ref.17 consists of the proof that

V(Y;C) is analytic in Y and in £ on the domain defined by

I C/Y I < 2TT, (4.8)

where the expansion

,-2n
V ( Y ; C ) =

n=0
v2n(5)(iY) C ! < 2TT I ( 4 . 9 )

holds (Eq.(6.34) of Ref.17). The first expansion coefficient v

is given by

vo(€) (4.10)I
n=l

where r(O,C) is the incomplete gamma function [18]. For v
2 n ^ ^ '

n> 0, we have obtained a number of equivalent expressions, see

Eqs.(5.13), (5.14), (5.16) and (6.35) of Ref.17. For the moment

the following closed expression will suffice,

B-
V2n ( g ) = ~

f2n

; 2n~
; 2 n + 1 ; n > 0 - (4.11)

Here B 2 n are Bernoulli's numbers and lF1 is the confluent hyper-

geometric function [18].

u
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In order to apply these results we first recast Eq.(4.7) in

the form

- iye? U(iY) + (2XY)"1 + C - JlnUy/?)]- (4.12)

The important step is then, to construct an expression for t. such

that the various arguments of F. , such as AB, Ba, aa', are re-

produced.

In order to achieve this for the argument AB, we choose

= 2y arctan (k/a) + 2y arctan (k/g) (4.13)

Note that this £ is a rather simple function of k2. Furthermore,

£ is real for real or imaginary k when a and ? are real. By using

1 i1 i j«

i arctan z = Artanh iz = \ J,n JI _ ig »

and Eq.(4.13) we obtain

and

a + ik g + ik
a - ik 6 - ik AB

= (AB)

(4.14)

(4.15)

"1Y

Clearly, substitution of (4.13) in (4.12) yields the desired ex-

pression for F. (AB) which is indeed usable near zero energy, k=0.

The zero energy limit of t, is easily obtained from Sq.(4.13),

lim? = E = -2s (a"1 + s" 1),
k-0 °

where we have made use of the equality ky=-s. In terms of the

alternative variables y=-s/a and v=-s/B which are used in Ref.17,

we have

g0 = 2u+2v.

Let us discuss Fi (ex^/Y) in particular for small k. On the

I

i

\
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right-hand side of Eg.(4.12) we see three nontrivial functions,

namely V(y;5), iji(iy) and £n(iy/?). We shall first consider V,

for which the expansion (4.9) has been given. The coefficients

v, (£, are rather simple functions of £. In particular, the well-

known power series for the h.f ^i,

00

,F, (I,- 2n+If €) = (2n)! I Sm/(2n + m):
m=0

converges for all E,.

It is worthwhile to investigate the domain of the convergence

of the expansion in (4.9), i.e., I £ I <2ir I y I. We would like to

have an inequality which gives the domain of convergence in the

complex k-plane. By inserting the expression (4.13) for 5 we obtain

| arctan (k/a) + arctan (k/B) | < ir . (4.16)

This condition is fulfilled for all real k, aj^O and 6^0. For

negative energy k is purely imaginary. More generally, when a and

$ are complex, we deduce from Eq.(4.16) with the help of Eq.(4.14)

that a sufficient condition is given by

I k/a I and I k/0 I <
e + 1

= tanh(ir/2) = 0.917. (4.17)

This condition can be satisfied rather easily. Moreover, when

I k/a I and I k/3 I are much smaller than 1, a few terms of the

series in Eq.(4.9) will presumably give a good approximation.

Now we are going to discuss <J;(iY) a n d £n(iy/£;) occurring on

the right-hand side of Eq.(4.12). We shall first consider the re-

pulsive case, s<0. The digamma function 'p(iy) is meromorphic. It

has simple poles at iy=-n, n=0,1,2, .... In the complex k-plane

these poles are situated on the negative-imaginary k-axis in the

points k=is/n, and they accumulate at the origin, see fig. 1. Since
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the physical region is the upper half of the complex k-plane,

these poles are nonphysical, which is indeed obvious for a re-

pulsive potential. In this case we can apply the following

asymptotic expansion.

ifr(z) - (2Z)"1 - J z"2nB2n/(2n) + O(z"
2 m" 2) , I z , largzl <ir. (4.18)

Note that, for physical k: Imk>0, iy cannot become real negative

when s < 0 . By considering the term inz on the right-hand side of

Eq.(4.18) we see that the logarithmic singularity of F. {AB) (cf.

Eq.(4.12)) is only apparent in this case. Since ^(iy) - £n'iy) goes

to zero for k-*0, i.e. |y ]•**>, ue have, with the help of Eq.(4.10),

lira (iyf1 F. (AB) =e°r(0,5 ), s < 0 , a > 0, 0 > 0,
k+0 1 Y

where £ = 2p + 2v as before.

The importance of Eq.(4.12) is that the essential singularity

in the point k = 0 is contained in the digamma function, for which

the asymptotic series (4.18) is known. Indeed, when we have to use

F. (AB) in the calculations for the three-particle equations, the

above essential singularity will cause no difficulties any more.

Recall from Eqs.(1.2), (2.14), (2.18), (2.19), and (3.1) that for

these calculations integrations have to be performed in the complex

energy-plane along the line E+ in, where n + ° a°cl -«• < E < z with

z > 0. We have sketched this path of integration in the complex

k-plane in fig.l. It clearly shows that this path just touches the

upper side of the essential singularity in k = 0 , where this

singularity is not "dangerous".

In the second place we now consider the case of an attractive

Coulomb potential, s > 0. As is well known the Coulomb T matrix has

simple poles at the bound-state energies, which are given by -s2/n2.

p:

Ï
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n=1,2,3, .... In this case the poles are physical. Indeed, they

lie on the positive-imaginary k-axis, in k=is/n, see fig.2. These

are just the poles iY = -n, n= 1,2,3, ... , of the digamma function

i|/(iY) discussed above. So we see that again the essential

singularity in k = 0 , due to the accumulation of the Coulomb bound-

state poles, is contained in ^(iy).

Just as before one has to perform an integration in the

complex k-plane. The path of integration has been sketched in fig.2.

Since in the attractive case one really has to integrate closely

along all the poles, a part of the integration has to be done by

analytical means. For this purpose the following expression may

be helpful

n = 0 { n+ 1 n + iy J '

in which the poles of iff are clearly shown. It is not difficult

to work out a simple example in which an integration of 0(iy) is

carried out along the path shown in fig.2. For more details we

refer to Ref.17.

In conclusion we can say that by the manipulations discussed

above we have split off the essential singularity of the Coulomb

quantities at zero energy in a satisfactory way. With the help of

Eqs.(4.9) - (4.12) it is possible to make the necessary calculations

in an exact way.
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Re k

i s

Fig. Fig. 2

Figs.l and 2. The bound-state poles at k = is/n, n= 1,2,3, ... ,

for a repulsive Coulomb potential (s<0: fig.l) and for an

attractive Coulomb potential (s>0: fig.2). The path of the

integrations playing a role in the three-particle equations

is indicated by a little star in both figures.
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4C. F. (y) and the three-dimensional Coulomb T matrix

in the vicinity of zevo energy

In this subsection we shall analyse the three-dimensional

Coulomb T matrix by using the function F i (e1^ Y) of Eq.(4.12).

In this case a different and more complicated expression for t,

has to be found. Apart from a differing E, the situation is just

as has been sketched in figs.l and 2. Again one has to integrate

along the essential singularity at zero energy, cf. Eq.(3.1).

Let us first give a few known formulas [20,21]. These may

be used only for energies different from zero. In the notation

of Ref.16 we have (cf. Eqs.(4.5) and (4.6))

<p' | T c - V c | p > = 4kY2(iir^2f1[tiY[4t-(l-t)2 (x2-l)]~1dt
o'

(4.19)

By choosing Re x <0, which implies | y | < 1, one obtains

F. (y)-F. U/y)
Y '

r(l-iy)+2y2 Jyn(n2

n=l
(4.20)

Other expressions are known which are essentially equivalent to

those given here.

Our aim will be to reduce F i y(y) and F̂ ^ (1/y) such that we

get practical expressions which are usable in the vicinity of

zero energy. Just as in Section 4B we use Eqs.(4.9) and (4.12)

as a starting point. In this case an expression for ? is needed

i£ /v

such that e ^' ' equals y, and 1/y, respectively. We first in-

troduce two new variables,

= [l-2k2p.pI(pp')"Z

and
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p = ikYqC/(pp') .

We assume that p,p' and q are positive. Then C is positive and

finite when | k2 | < pp', and further

C = lim c = 1.
k-»0

By taking Re x <0 as before, we have for Rek > 0,

x = -pp'/(kq cj ,

and according to Eg.(4.6),

v = PP' -fcq
pp' + k q

(4.21)

Now we are in a position to give the desired expression for

= 2y arctan (p/y)•

With the help of Eg.(4.14) this can be rewritten as

(4.22a)

PP'
-' " " p p ' + k q c

It can be seen by inspection that

_ • v (4.22b)

Furthermore, F. (1/y) is obtained from F. (y) by taking

~i£ /vF^ (e H''), i.e., we only have to replace E, by -E..

We note that 5 ar*d p are purely imaginary, for positive

energy as well as for negative energy. Their signs are determined

by the sign of the Coulomb potential.

i?s > 0,

i p s > 0.

(4.23a)

(4.23b)

For zero energy one has
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0 k+0
= -2isq/(pp'), (4.24a)

p = limp =
k-s-0

-i sq/(pp') . (4.24b)

In order to proceed with T c we use Eqs.(4.5), (4.12) and

(4.22) , and obtain

p> = kY(irq)~
2 p E

in which we l.ave introduced the new function

(4.25a)

C - (4.25b)

It is convenient to recast Eq.(4.25b) into a more suitable form.

To achieve this we make a number of changes.

First we introduce the function H(y) that has been defined

in Eq. (3.6) of Ref.17,

H(y) = (s)). (4.26)

In the case of repulsion iy cannot become real negative when

Im k>0. In this case the following asymptotic expansion

n=l
I /(2n) + O( Y"

2 m" 2), | Y | •>», (4.27)

may be used. This expression follows from Eqs.(4.18) and (4.26)

by inserting the equality B, = (-)n+1 | B- |.

Furthermore we split off from V its first term v (see Eq.

(4.9)) and use the explicit expression for vo given by Eq.(4.10).

In the third place we split the logarithmic terms on the

right-hand side of Eq.(4.25b). By using Eq.(4.23a) and the fact
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that for positive energy, k has a small positive-imaginary part,

we obtain for the case of repulsion,

J>n(iY/S) - Hn £, s<0.

(-£), s<0. (4.28)

The terms £n(±£) are combined with v (±£), and £n(iy) is used to

construct H(y). In this way we obtain from Eq.(4.25b),

H(y)

s<0.[V(y; -C) -vo(-^

Substitution of Eqs.(4.9), (4.11) and [18]

yields

£ (y,g) = 2 H(y) sinh g + 11(1,1, -g) •

+ I ("lf"J 2n(2n)! [ i F i ( 1 ? 2n+1; €) ~ i F i ( 1 ; 2 n + 1 ; ~ ? > ] '

[ g | < 2TT I Y I f s < 0. (4.29)

The two confluent h.f.'s 1F1 can be combined in one generalized

hypergeometric function jF2 which has a rapidly converging power

series,

2Pj (1; 2n+l; ?) - ,F, (1; 2n+l; -g) = 2g(2n)! f ?2m/(2n + 2m + 1)1
m=0

= g(n+ hf1 JFJ (If n+1, n+ 3/2; 52/4).

Therefore we finally have

= (y,g) = 2H(y) sinh g + U(l,l,-g) - 0(1,l,g)

B2n
n(2n+l)I , n+3/2;

92 < 2TT I y I , s< 0.(1.30)
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In the case of an attractive Coulomb potential the expression

for E given in Eq.(4.25b) may be refashioned in a similar way.

There is only one notable difference. This concerns the splitting

of the logarithmic term StnUiy/C). Because of the branch cut of

the logarithmic function we now obtain with the help of Eq.(4.23a),

Jln(-iv) - £n(-£) = In(-iy) - ln{E,) -iiT,

Jln(-iY/C) = = In (-

s > 0 .

s > 0. (4.31)

This may be compared with Eq.(4.28). So we have the same expres-

sion as before (Eq.(4.30)), but in addition we get a term 2iiTcosh£;.

Therefore in the case of attraction we have the following expres-

sion,

E(Y,£) =2H(y)sinh£+ 2iTr cosh £ + U(1,1,-5) - U(l,l,£)

"n(2nl)!

< 2TT

; S2/4>,

> 0. (4.32)

Let us examine the domain of convergence of Eqs.(4.30) and

(4.32), | € | < 2ir | Y | • By substituting Eq. (4.22a) we get

| arctan (p/y) J < TT ,

or

| arctan (i k q c/(pp')) \<it.

This condition is fulfilled for all negative energies. In the

case of positive energy (k > 0) it is more useful to insert Eq.

(4.22b) which yields

PP' - k c u
Jin PP'

This inequality can be reduced to

,-2( P 2 - k 2 ) ( p 1 2 - k 2 ) > k 2 q 2 ( s i n h T r f 1 = 0 . 0 0 7 5 k2 q2 . (4.33)
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So we see that the infinite series on the right-hand sides of Eqs.

(4.30) and (4.32) are convergent up to energies close to the half-

shell values k 2 = p 2 and k2 = p t 2 . It is not surprising that these

points are excluded. As is well known, T c is singular in the half-

shell pointö. These singularities are of the type (p2 - k 2 ) , so

they are integrable.

The zero-energy limit of T c can easily be read off from Eqs.

(4.25) and (4.30) for the repulsive case,

lim
k-*0

p> = %Sir"2 q~2 50 [0(1,1,5.) " ], (4.34)

where 50 is given by Eq.(4.24a). For the sake of comparison with

results of other authors [21,22] we shall rewrite Eq.(4.34) in

terms of the sine- and cosine integrals,

r -l
si(z) = - t sin tdt,

2)
f°° -l

Ci(z) = - t cos tdt.

By inserting [18]

r(0,iz) = -

r(0,-iz)

isi(z) ,

- i si(z)

in Eq.(4.34) we obtain

lim < p ' | f - V | p> = s(Trq)
k-»0

VQ I F •» - => uiyy

x (?0/i) [sin (C„/i) Ci(C0/i) -cos(C 0/i) si(C 0/i)], s < 0 (4.35a)

= s(irq)"2 (?0/i) [ (1 + t ) "
1 sin(tC0/i) dt, s < 0 . (4.35b)

o

Here C 0 / i = - 2 s q/(pp') is positive since the Coulomb potential
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is repulsive (s < 0) , by assumption.

In the case of attraction the zero-energy limit

sense because of the bound-state poles. We can, however,

consider the limit for vanishing potential strength, S-+0,

both for repulsion and attraction. This gives a partial check on

Eqs.(4.30) and (4.32). We note that ? + 0 and y -* 0 when s-> 0.

Since

ijj (z) ~ -z , z •* 0,

we have
lim 2iy H(y) = - 1 .
Y+0

By using further

U(l,l,5) = e ? r(0,i

we obtain from Eq.(4.30),

Urn s"2 <p' | f - p > l i m U n y + Jin 5 -
s-i-0 ' " " ir2q pp'

From Eq.(4.32) a similar expression can be found, but here in

addition the term 2iTTcosh £ appears between the brackets. By

using i £ s > 0 we obtain for both cases s < 0 and s > 0, the

simple expression,

lim s
S-vO

-2
>' l*r-vc ir2 q p p '

(iir + Jin y)

On the other hand, with the help of

lim (iY)"1(l-P. (y)) = Jln(l-y),
Y+0 ly

and

Jln(y-l) = -iTr + Unll - y ) ,

one obtains from Eq.(4.5), both for s < 0 and s > 0,

(4.36)

(4.37)

Urn s"2 <p' | T -V p> t,ny)

ÏÏ2 q2 kx
(4.38)

i?

p
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Since x = -pp'/(kqC) (Eq.(4.21)), this agrees with Eq.(4.36).

Finally we note that the l.miting behavior of Tc - v"c for

q •+ 0 can be obtained in a similar way. This limit q -* 0 has

been briefly discussed in Section 3. For p' •* p we have

C + P
2 / ( p 2 - k 2 ) ,

p -> ikyq/(p2 -k2) -> 0,

5 •* 2p + 0.

We insert these expressions in (4.30) and (4.32), respectively,

and proceed in the same way as before. This yields

lim q<p'
q+0

p>
2 - k 2 ) " 1 , (4.39)

which is again valid for s < 0 and for s > 0. Note that k2 < p2

is assumed here. In the notation of Sections 2 and 3, Eq.(4.39)

reads

lim a
I | TC(E) - - E)"1. (4.40)

Now that we have obtained a number of formulas for

various casos, we are in a position to consider the approxima-

tion in which fc is replaced by V_ (cf.Section 1) in more

detail. To this end we introduce the dimensionless quantity

T = Tc~vc (4.41)

The above approximation would certainly be justified if one

could show that T is close to zero for all values of p, p'

and k. However, we will prove that (in the repulsive case)

for small k and small p' (or p) T approaches -1, for all
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positive p (or p', respectively). This means that a careful

comparison of an exact calculation with the result of this

approximation is highly desirable.

We shall deduce lim lim T and lim lim T , respectively,
P̂ O k-*0 k-*0 p^O

both for the case of a repulsive Coulomb potential. So let us

start with the limit for k-+0. From Eg. (4.34) we have

lim T = \ C [U(l,l,-C0) - U(l,l,?„)].
k+0

Now we let p' go to zero. Then £0 2is/p', so -i£0 •*+», cf.

Eq.(4.24). By using further

we obtain

~ z"1 -z~ 2,

lim lim T = -1.

(4.42)

(4.43)

Now we shall reverse the order in which these two limits

are taken. By letting first p' go to zero we have

x •* -k/p,

and

y + -a,

where a = (p - k)/(p + k) as before (Eq.(4.2)). Therefore

(4.44)

We have to find the limit of this expression for k->0. It is

tempting to use the series expansion of Eq.(4.20), but it

turns out that this expression is not easily applicable. By

using the integral representation of Eq.(4.l9) we have found

that the interchange of the limits in Eq.(4.43) does not alter

the result , i.e.,

lim lim T = -1. (4.45)
k+0

\i
-:'•*.

i !

Is
i

t;

m
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We wish to confirm this result by using again Eq.(4.12). In

the derivation following below we shall give an interesting

asymptotic series for the function H which may have other

applications (Eq.(4.49)).

We note that the arguments of F. now approach -1 instead

of +1 as they did in all cases considered so far. In order to

use Eq.(4.12) we have to take a different expression for £,

since the condition for convergence, Eq.(4.33), is not ful-

filled in the present case. We take the following expression

for £,

E, = tTY + i Y ^ n a » (4.46)

-if /Y

which implies e s' ' = -a. In view of Eqs.(4.25) and (4.44)

we have

(4.47)
lim T = -iypk" 5(y,£).

By inserting (4.46) in (4.28) we get an equalitv, and there-

fore the expression for E on the right-hand side of Eq.(4.29)

is valid in this case.

We want to obtain the limit of the right-hand side of

Eq. (4.47) for k-t-O. Since | £ | •* <u when k goes to zero, we

first have to recast the expressions for H given by Eqs.(4.29)

and (4.30) in a more suitable form. To this end we insert

the asymptotic series for H(y) (Eq.(4.27)) in (4.29), and

use Eqs.(5.13c), (5.14c) and (5.16) of Ref.17. In this way

we obtain

H(y,C) = VU,l,-Z) •

m-1 T

<fr\

(iy) (s<0). (4.48)
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Here e_ is the exponential polynomial,

e_(z) =
n

I
y=0

So Eq.(4.48) may be recast in the form

Itl~ 1
I

n=l
(i Yf

2 nn B2 I C2v+1/(2v+l): +0(Y~
2m),

v=0
(S<0).(4.49)

This asymptotic series for H can be used in particular in the

present case where we let k go to zero. With the help of Eq.

(4.42) we obtain from Eq.(4.49),

H(YrS) t~ n (-2/5) [1 + Ï (i?/Y)2n B,n/(2n)!].2n'n=l

Further we use the equality [18]

I z 2 n B, /{2a) I = -1 + \z + z/(ez- 1), | z | < 2TT.
n=l ^n

(4.50)

In this way we get

k~ 0 (iY)"1+ 2(iY)"1/(eie/Y- 1)

Substitution of this expression in Eq.(4.47) yields the

desired proof of Eq.(4.45).

This result implies that for a repulsive Coulomb

potential <p' | T c | p> is approximately zero when k and p'

are close to zero, for all p (p^O).
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5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we have studied certain problems connected with

the incorporation of the Coulomb interaction in the equations for

systems involving charged particles. In Section 2 we have con-

sidered a particularly simple model of one neutral and two charged

particles, without spins, in the formalism of Ref.8. The exact

calculation of the effective potentials occurring in the three-

particle equations has been discussed in Section 3.

Section 4 constitutes the main part of this paper. Here we

have developed formulas which are usable for the exact calculations

of the effective potentials. In such calculations, and in the three-

particle integral equations, one has to perform integrations of

various Coulomb quantities closely along the zero energy point,

when the total three-particle energy is positive or approximately

zero, i.e., above or near the break-up threshold. This point is a

so-called essential singularity, which is generated by the infinite

number of Coulomb bound-state poles accumulating at zero energy.

The situation has been sketched in fig.l and in fig.2, for a re-

pulsive and for an attractive Coulomb potential, respectively.

We have split off this essential singularity at zero energy in

a satisfactory way. In Eqs.(4.9) - (4.12) the basic formulas have

been given in which the various Coulomb quantities can be expressed.

The central function here is the h.f. F. (e1^^) , where £ has to be

chosen appropriately for various cases. In Section 4C we have in-

vestigated in particular the three-dimensional Coulomb T matrix.

For this case the more important formulas are given by Eqs.(4.25),

(4.30) and (4.32), where £ is chosen according to Eq.(4.22). In Eq.

(4.49) an interesting asymptotic series has been given which is

k
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especially useful when a different expression for {; is taken.

At the end of Section 4 we have considered in particular the

approximation in which the three-dimensional Coulomb T matrix is

replaced by the Coulomb potential, for the repulsive case only.

We haws shown that for certain values of p,p' and k this approxima-

tion is not satisfactory, cf. Eqs.(4.41) ff. Therefore a careful

comparison of exact calculations with the results of the ap-

proximate calculations in the three-particle equations is highly

desirable.
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THE BOUND STATES FOR THE SYMMETRIC SHIFTED

COULOMB POTENTIAL

We investigate the bound states for the symmetric one-

dimensional shifted Coulomb potential, V(x)= -2s(lxl +d)

Explicit approximate expressions for the infinite number of

bound-state energies are obtained. For small s the ground-

state energy is O(s2£n2sd), whereas the energies of the ex-

cited states are 0(s2). We prove that the square roots of the

binding energies form approximately a harmonic progression,

both for the even solutions and for the odd solutions. This

is also true for the sequence of all solutions when sd is not

small. However, when sd << 1 this sequence shows an interesting

odd-even staggering phenomenon.

L-.-i
i: i.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper w<= shall deduce explicit approximate expres-

sions for the binding energies for the symmetric one-dimensional

shifted Coulomb potentials

V(x) = -2s( | x I +d)" s > 0, -<*>< x < °°, (1.1)

where d is some positive parameter. Por x > 0 the odd bound-

state wave functions for this symmetric potential are, if we

write r for x, proportional to the I = 0 radial bound-state

wave functions for the three-dimensional shifted Coulomb

potential,

V(r) = -2s(r + d ) " 1 . (1.2)

We take units such that "h= 2m= 1. Moreover, for the treatment

of the Coulomb potential it is convenient to use Sommerfeld's

parameter y = -s/k, where k is the square root of the energy E.

In this investigation an important role will be played

by the Jost solution [1,2]. The pure Coulomb Jost solution

for K. = 0 is given by

f n ( k , r ) = e i k r > + 7 r Y / 2 U ( i Y , 0 , - 2 i k r ) , (1.3)

where U is an irregular solution of the confluent hypergeometric

differential equation [3]. The asymptotic behavior of f„ is

given by

lim fc(k,r) exp( - ikr + ±y 8,n(2kr)) = 1. (1.4)

It easily follows that the function

f(k,r) =e"lkd fr(k,r+ d) =e
i k r + 7 r Y / 2 U(iY,0, - 2ik(r+d)) (1.5)
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is a solution of the Schrodinger equation with the

shifted potential (1.2). Since its asymptotic behavior

is the same as that of f„(k,r), we may call f(k,r) the

Jost solution for the shifted Coulomb potential (1-2).

We consider negative energies, so we put k=i< with

K > 0, the corresponding energies being E = - K 2 . Then the

bound-state wave functions we are looking for follow from

f(iic,r) by imposing the appropriate boundary conditions at

r= 0. The odd wave functions satisfy

lim f(iK,r) = 0, (1.6)

whereas for the even wave functions we have

lim (d/dr) f(iic,r) = 0. (1.7)

r+0

Prom Eq.(1.6) we shall deduce a discrete set * = *n >

n=l,2, ... , for which the equation holds. The < n will be

called the odd solutions. For d= 0 we get the well-known pure

Coulomb solutions K = s/n. The values K = K , n= 0,1,2, ... ,

for which Eq.(1.7) holds will be called the even solutions.

The even ground-state solution, K , plays a special role.

The way in which we are going to derive approximate ex-

pressions for *n and <n depends critically on the magnitude

of sd. Therefore in Section 2 we restrict ourselves to the

case sd<<l. Mehta and Patil Cl] have given an expression

for icn ' in the case of small sd. Our expression (Eq.(2.8))

is in agreement with theirs [4, Eq.(27 )]• We can understand

why the product sd plays an important role by transforming

the Schrodinger equation according to u(r)=v(y), y ^
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which yields

v" + (1 + y(2sd)~*)~ v = vic2d/(2s). (1.8)

This equation has again the form of a Schrödinger equation,

with a potential which depends only on sd. Note also that the

first-order perturbation with respect to the pure Coulomb

potential (d = 0) depends on sd,

2sd2.,- , _ -2s _ -2s . 2sc-V(r) = ——j- —- + — (1.9)
r + d r r 2 r2 (r + d)

In Section 3 we consider the case when sd is not small,

of the order 1 or bigger. Here we discuss some simple explicit

expressions for the lowest odd and even states. We prove that

lim ic(2s/d)~* = 1 (1.10)

sd-»-00

for all binding energies. Note that Eq.(1.8) implies K 2<2s/d.

We point out that for intermediate values of s d < l ,

approximate values for the binding energies can be obtained

by means of interpolation. In Section 4 some interesting

special points will be considered. In particular we discuss

an interesting phenomenon which occurs in the complete

sequence t K
n , K

n ) • It turns out that this sequence shows

a very curious odd-even staggering for small values of sd.

Section 5 contains a short summary.
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2. THE CASE sd << 1.

In this section we shall derive approximate expressions

for the odd solutions K ' and for the even solutions <n ,

assuming throughout that sd<<l.

The odd solutions follow from Eqs.(1.5) and (1.6), i.e.

we have to find those values of K > 0 for which the equation

U(-s/ie, 0, 2icd) = 0 (2.1)

holds. First we shall prove that this equation has no solution

K > S . To this end we use the integral representation

r(a+l) U(a,0,z) = j fa+l+zd+t)) ta(l+t)~a"2 e"ztdt, Rez>0,Rea>-1.

(2.2)

Since for a=-S/K>-1 the integrand is positive for all t,

it follows that Eq.(2.1) has no solution in this case (cf.

also Eq.(1.8)). So we may restrict ourselves to <<s, i.e.

Kd < sd, so Kd << 1 since sd « 1.

In order to solve Eq.(2.1), we use

U(a,c,z) = z 1 - c U(a + l-c, 2 - c, z),

and Eq.(13) of [5 , V o l . 1 , p . 2 6 l ] , and obtain

(2 .3 )

"

I
n=0

r (a ) U(a,0,z) = a" + z Jin z F (a + l ; 2; z)

- i | i (n+l)- i | i (n+2)) z ( a + l W ( n ! (n + 1) I ) .

(2.1a)

Here i|» is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function,

i|)(z) = I"(z)/r(z). For small z we have

r(a)U(a,O,z) - a" + z Jin z + ziji(atl), 0.

III



We use the fact that the product of a and z, which is here

-2sd, is close to zero. By combining Eqs. (2.1), (2.4a) and

(2.4b) we see that we have to solve the equation

Jln(2Kd) (2.5)

This equation can only have a solution when 1 - S/K is near

one of the poles of I|I. By using

= ~— + i|i(n + l) , if z = -n, n=0,l,2, ... , (2.6)
z T n

and

i|j(n + 1) = to n , n •*•«>,

we o b t a i n from E q . ( 2 . 5 ) »

( 2 3 d ) " 1 - to(2nKd) - ( n - s / i c ) " 1 .

Therefore the approximate odd solutions K follow from

(2.7)

and are explicitly given by

K J ^ S sn"1 -2szd n " 2 ( l +2sd £n(2sd)). (2.8)

This expression is in agreement with Eq. (27) of Mehta and

Patil I-HK We note that the logarithmic term in Eqs. (2.7)

and (2.8) may be neglected since limz inz = 0, so we have
z-»-0

and

s/icn ' = n + 2sd, n = 1,2, . . . ,

= s/n - 2s2d/n2, n=l,2, ....

(2.9)

(2.10)

It is interesting to note that the bound-state energies

which we have deduced here, can also be obtained by applying
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first-order perturbation theory. On the one hand, we have

from Eq.(2.10)

En = ~Kn = " s 2 / n 2 + 'tsM/n3. (2.11)

On the other hand, we can consider 2sd/r2 as a perturbation

of the pure Coulomb potential, according to Eq.(1.9). The

first-order perturbation of the energy is then

A E n = 2sd<r"
2> n= 2 sd • 2s2/n3,

and the total energy, E =-s 2/n 2+AE n, is in agreement with

c '

Now we turn to the even solutions , which have to be

deduced from Eq.(1.7). Let us first rewrite this equation.

By using Eq.(1.5) and well-known properties of the function

U we obtain

•^ ftk.r) = -ik e ihr+irY/2 [UCiY.0.-2ik(r + dn -2UCiY.1.-2iktr+d))] . (2.12)

Therefore we have to find the solutions K = K of the equation

U(-s/K,0,2Kd) = 2 U(-s/K,l,2icd). (2.13)

First we shall show that this equation has no solution when

xd is not small. To this end, we suppose that icd >>sd (recall

that sd<<l), so K > > S . We now use the integral representation

rCa+1)UCa,1.z) • Ca • z(1 +t)) t (1•
o-'

e'zte dt. Re z> 0,Rea>-1,

(2.1*)
together with Eq.(2.2). It follows that we must have l-3aJlnz-»-0

when a*0 for the solution of Eq.(2.13), i.e.,

z = 2icd must be small since a = -s/ic = 0. Therefore we may

restrict ourselves to the case that «d is small (cf. also Eq.(1.8)).



<\

l *

I

. i

In order to solve Eq.(2.13), we use Eq.(2.4) and the

expansion [5, Vol.1, p.261]

r(a) U(a,l,z) = -inz j

(a) z n/(nl) 2,
n

(2.15a)I
n=0

which becomes for small z,

r(a)U(a,l,z) = -Inz- *(a). (2.15b)

By applying Eqs.(2.4) and (2.15) to Eq.(2.13), and using

a) - a " 1 , (2.16)

and the fact that icd is small, we find that our equation to

be solved turns out to be

K / ( 2 S ) + 5.n(2Kd) 0. (2.17)

It is useful to distinguish two cases, either S/K is small

(e.g. S / K < ^ ) > or not.

(i) In the first case, when S/K is small, we may neglect

- S/K) and Eq.(2.17) may be rewritten as

" -2sd (2.18a)

Put for convenience 2icd = z and 'IsdHX. Now let z0 =z o(A) be

the solution of the equation

z = -^ iln z.

-1

(2.18b)

For 0 < \ < e , this solution zQ is easily calculated

numerically by means of iteration. Graphically we can prove

that

f(A) =
A | An A |-zo(X)

X Jin | In X |
(2.18c)
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is a decreasing function of A, even for 0< X < 1. We have

f(0) =1, f(e"1) = h, and f(l) =0. It follows that the

approximate solution of Eq.(2.l8a) is

K« = -2s Jln( (2.19)

This is the ground-state solution, which is for this reason

denoted by K0 . We note that indeed s/<0 is small becausei

sd<<l, so that our above condition is satisfied, and there-

fore this K0 is indeed the correct solution.

If we now take d fixed, and let s go to zero, we have

lim
s+0

/ (s Jin sd) = -2. (2.20)

On the other hand we can fix s and let d go to zero. In this

case we have

lim K (+) / Unsd) = -2s,
d+0

and therefore,

lim K/ + ) =
d+0

(2.21)

So the binding energy of the ground state for the one-dimensional

shifted Coulomb potential becomes infinite for d-*0. This is

in agreement with the well-known fact that the Hamiltonian with

a pure Coulomb potential is not bounded below in the one-

dimensional case.

(ii) In the second case, when S/K is not small, we may

neglect the termi^(2s) in Eq.(2.17). Since -8,n(2Kd) is large,

it follows that 1 - S/K must be near one of the poles of the

ifi function. We use Eq.(2.6) as before and furthermore we have

J>n(2icd) £n(2nicd) =

f V

i-

IIS



since TIK approximately equals s. In this way we obtain

from Eq.(2.17),

(n- s/ic)"1 - £n(2sd) ,

and therefore,

• /.„<•> - n -

or

n22n(2sd)

n = 1,2,

n = 1,2

(2.22)

(2.23)

It is instructive to compare the expressions for the even

solutions with those for the odd solutions, see fig.l. From Eqs.

(2.10) and (2.23) one easily verifies that

(2.24)

(*)The solutions K VX' are somewhat smaller than the corresponding

pure Coulomb solutions K = s/n,

s/n , n = 1,2, ... . (2.25)

This is clear since our potential is everywhere less attractive

than the pure Coulomb potential. The phenomenon that both K
n

and K are close to s/n for all n = 1,2, ... maybe called

"odd-even staggering", see fig.l.

Finally we note that our Eqs.(2.10), (2.20) and (2.23)

show that the conjecture of Blankenbecler et al. [6, p.70],

at least for this potential which satisfies V(r) =O(r ),

r + », is correct. Indeed, for the ground-state energy we have

b

= 0(s2Jln2sd), s ->• 0 , (2.26)

and for the excited states,

„6 En = ,(2.27)
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Pig.l. The odd solutions K^ (dots) and the even

solutions K^ (small vertical lines) for the shifted

Coulomb potential in the case sd<<l, as compared

with the pure Coulomb solutions K = s/n.
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Li
3. THE CASE WHEN sd IS NOT SMALL

When sd is not small, the series expansions of the func-

tions U (Eqs.(2.4) and (2.15)) are not very useful. In this

case a different approach is more appropriate. We fix s/<

at some integer value,

s/ic = n, n = 1,2, ... , (3.1)

and we look for those values of d for which the bound states

occur. Once these have been found, we shall deduce an

approximate expression for < n by means of interpolation. We

shall restrict ourselves to the case that sd = § or bigger.

We use the equality

U(-n,v + l,x) = (-P n! (-n;v+l;x), (3.2)

where Lj is the La^usrre polynomial (L =L ). For the odd

solutions the required values of d are then obtained from

(cf. Eq.(2.1))

Ln
("1)(2sd/n)= O,

and the even solutions from (cf. Eq.(2.13))

= 2 Ln(2sd/n).

(3.3)

(3.<O

By using the equality

the equation for the odd solutions is rewritten as

and the equation for the even solutions as

118
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or

Ln(2sd/n) = -sdn"
2 L£*| (2sd/n),

Ln(2sd/n) + Ln_1(2sd/n) = 0.

(3.6)

(3.7)

Let us first restrict ourselves to large n (n>>sd).

In this case the zeros of the Laguerre polynomials are closely

related to the zeros of the Bessel function J , see Szegö

[ 7, pp. 127- 129h

Let x (v)j m = l j 2

creasing order (v>-l), and let j

Let x (v)j m=lj2, ... ,n, be the zeros of L n
v (x) in in-

m=l,2, — , be the

positive zeros of Jv(z) in increasing order. Then we have

and

xnm (^

limnx n m(v) =
n '

f ,

= 1,2, .... n, (3.8)

(3.9)

We deduce from Eqs.(3-5) and (3.9) that the approximate odd

solutions are, for large n, given by

2 Kdn = 2sd
J- 3 Jit

m= 1,2, .... (3.10)

In order to find the even solutions, we consider Eq.(3.6) and

use the asymptotic behavior of the Lasuerre polynomials, see

Szegö [7, p.198]. We conclude that, for sufficiently large n,

Eq.(3.6; may be replaced by

Ln(2sd/n) =0. (3.11)

By combining this with Eq.(3.9), we find that the approximate

even solutions are given by

= 2sd «
o,m

)2 , m=l,2, .... (3 12)

Finally we obtain the approximate solutions for general
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values of sd ( > I) by means of interpolation. Prom Eq.(3.10)

we deduce the odd solutions,

s/< - n + m +
-j

l.m

where the integer m is defined by the inequality

j < (Bsd)1 <
l m

J.,m+J.

(3.13)

(3.

s iIn case (8sd)s is smaller (but not much) than j. 1 =3-83 .. ,

we have

(3.15)= n i j i

Similarly, for the even solutions we deduce from Eq.

(3.12),

S/K = n + m +

where m is defined by

J*0,m+l " °0,m

(3.16)

(3.17)

When (8sd)s is smaller (but not much) than j n . = 2.
I)0 .. ,

u, l

we have

« n VJ (3.18)

It is interesting to compare Eqs.(3.15) and (3.18) with

the corresponding expressions, valid for small sd, i.e. Eqs.

(2.9) and (2.22):

n + 2 s d' n = 1,2, .. . , sd << 1,

and

(+^ = n + (-An 23d)"1 , n = 1,2, ... , sd « 1.

1 ̂
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When m is large, we may use the asymptotic expressions

for the zeros of the Bessel functions J and J ,
1 0

j a a it(m + I), (3.19)

J"o,m * "(m~ J)> (3-20)

From published tables (e.g., Abramowits 18, p.^091) one can

check that even for m =1 these approximate values are already

within a few percent of the exact values. By inserting (3.19)

into (3.13) and (3.20) into (3.16) we obtain

and

S/K

= n - J +

= n +

(3.21)

(3-22)

'r'

Finally we shall consider some special cases. For n=l

(so K = S ) , Eq.(3.5) obviously has no solution, and Eq.(3.6)

tr (3.7) has the unique solution sd = 1. We can easily interpret

this solution by looking back at fig.l, Section 2, where sd

is assumed to be small. When we let d increase, our potential

V(r) = -2s(r+d) becomes less attractive. Therefore the

binding energies will decrease, i.e., the ic 's will decrease.

In fig.l we see that all icn's are smaller than s, with ths

exception of <o . So it follows that there is no odd solution

satisfying K = s, and also that the even solution K = s must be

the ground-state solution <B •

So we have proved that the even ground-state solution is

exactly given by

K0
(+) = s, sd = 1. (3.23)

For the corresponding bound-state wave function we find

(21
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uo
(+)(r) = const.(r+d) e " r / d

3 K ( + ) = 8 = l/d.o (3.2*0

For comparison we give the approximate expression of Eq.(3.22)

in the case sd = 1, K ^ p p r = s/1.15. By taking n = 2 in Eq.(3.5)

we find in a similar fashion,

K/~) = s/2, sd = 2. (3.25)

The corresponding odd wave function is given by

u (~'(r) = const. r(r + d) e"r/d, K("J = s/2 = 1/d. (3-26)
i i

Tn this case we obtain from Eq.(3.21), «, appr ~ s / 2- 0 2-

We can make some additional comparisons by taking n = 2

in Eq.(3.7) and n = 3 in Eq.(3.5). For sd - 3 + 5* - 5.2'i we have

ic0 = s/2, to be compared with the approximate value

- s/2.31. When sd = 3 - 52 =0.76 we have >Y - s/2 and

= s/2.04. Finally, when sd = 3(3 + V)/2 =7.10 we get

15, and for sd = 3(3 - 3^ )/2 = 1.90 we

/1 \

i appr

find =s/3, K|"' =s/2.99. We conclude from these

comparisons that the approximate expressions (3.21) and (3.22)

are already quite accurate as soon as \ < sd <n.

Now we are going to study the limit of K^" for sd •* °°.

In view of Eq.(3.5) we need an expression for the largest

fl}
zeros of L j (2sd/n). Szegö [7, p.132] gives

ynm

i

0(nT), m fixed, (3.27)

where ynm (m= 1,2, ... ) are the zeros in decreasing order of

Ln'
v'(y). We deduce from Eq.(3.27) the remarkable fact that
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lira (2s/d)"* = 1.

Exactly the same limit holds for <n , because on the one

hand we have *! Kn-1 ' a n d o n t h e o t h e r handJ

(3-28)

which follows from Eq.(1.8). Therefore

lim (2s/d)"« K (±) = 1,
n

for any fixed n. From this equation we obtain a rough estimate

of the accuracy of our approximate expressions (3-21) and

(3.22) in the case when sd >> n. Clearly we have

lim (Sa/d)"1 i c ^ p ^ «/», (3-30)
sd-*»

for any fixed n. So even in this case the approximate ex-

pressions are not too bad.

If
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4. DISCUSSION

In this section we shall discuss some interesting points

concerning our results of Sections 2 and 3.

(i) In the first place we note that the odd and even

solutions are interlacing, i.e.,

This a general property, which can be proved for any (sufficiently

regular) symmetric potential. Both the sequences

{K } and {K } are for large n approximately a harmonic

progression, i.e., a sequence of terms whose reciprocals form

an arithmetic progression. The common difference of this related

arithmetic progression is s , which follows from Eqs.(2.9),

(2.22), (3.21) and (3.22). One might expect that also the

sequence

Kn ' Kn ' Kn+1 ' Kn+1 • ••• (1.2)

will approximate a harmonic progression for large n. However,

this is in general not the case. Only when sd is not small, we

have from Eqs.(3.21) and (3.22),

- s/< < +>. (1.3)

and

S / Kn " S / Kn

So we see that the common difference of the arithmetic pro-

gression related to (4.2) is $ s~ in this case. This can be

shown more explicitly by putting

K ^ « s/(n + a).
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where a is a constant, irrelevant for the present discussion.

However, when sd is very small, both Kn and K^+ are very

close to s/n for all n=l,2, ... , according to Eqs.(2.9) and

(2.22). So in this case the sequence ('t.2) is far from being

harmonic.

In [9J we have found a similar phenomenon for the bound

states for the potential V(x) = c(|x| +d)~ . In that case,

when c < - j , both {< } and {K } are approximately geometric

progressions, but only when the potential strength c is

sufficiently negative the sequence (4.2) is approximately

geometric, too- Therefore we conjecture that the so-called

"odd-even staggering" is a generally occurring phenomenon.

(ii) We compare the odd bound-state solutions given

by Eq.(3.21), with those for the potential

V(r) = ~ (2sd)/r2. (4.5)

It is well known that, in the case 2sd = 2.(2. + 1), 1=0, 1,2, . ..,

the odd bound-state solutions are given by

K = s/m, m = a + 1, £+2, ... .

Therefore we have approximately for large sd,

s/Kn s n- i + (4.6)

This expression is very similar to the one of Eq.(3.21),

n - (4.7)

The main difference is the appearance of the factr- 2/ir,

which is smaller than 1. We can understand this by noting

that
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2s
r + d

2sd 2sd2 (4.8)

J 1

Since the last term on the right-hand side is negative,

the potential -2s/(r + d) is more attractive than the potential

(4.5), so the K'S corresponding to (4.8) will be bigger than

the K'S for the potential (4.5). Indeed we have

n - n -

(iii) The interlacing property (4.1) of the <n's does

hold for the approximate expressions of Eqs.(3.13) and (3.16)

(i.e. if we take the right-hand sides). We can prove bhis by

using a theorem concerning the zeros of the Bessel functions

J . First we give the well known interlacing property of these

zeros [5, Vol.2, p.58],

( 4 . 9 )

Now let sd be such that for some

Then the right-hand side of Eq.(3-.13) is smaller than n + m + 1,

while the right-hand side of Eq.(3.l6) is at least n + m + 1 .

So in this case Eq.(4.1) is satisfied. The only remaining

possibility for sd is, that for some m the inequality

l,m <- ' < ),m+l

holds . In t h i s case we have to prove tha t

J 0 ,m+l~ J 0 ,m
(4.10)

J l , m + l ~ J l , m

One can e a s i l y show tha t Eq.(4.10) holds by using the fact
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that the sequence jj m+1 ~5^ m is decreasing to ir (m=1,2,...),

whereas the sequence jg m+i~J'o m ^
s increasinS t o •"• This,

in turn, follows from an interesting property of the positive

zeros z (in ascending order) of any real solution Z of
v j n v

Bessel's differential equation. In the appendix we prove that

for v2 < £ the sequence {z } is convex,i.e.{z 1 - z }
v jH v j ri • J. v j ri

is increasing, and that for v2 > J the sequence {zv } is

concave, i.e. {z x1 - z } is decreasing. Prom the
V,n+i vjn

asymptotic behavior of Z it is easily seen that (z n + i " z
v n^

converges to ir for all real v. In the case v = ±!,{z .1-z }

is neither increasing nor decreasing. We have for all n,

zv,n +l '
 zv,n = v-

When v is purely imaginary, the sequence {z } is convex.

So this holds in particular for the zeros of the modified

Bessel function K. (z) (which is real for real u and z ) , which

have been studied recently t9l•
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5. SUMMARY

We have obtained explicit approximate expressions for

the binding energies for the symmetric shifted Coulomb

potential V(x) =-2s(|x| +d)" 1. Por this potential Mehta and

Patil [4] have given the binding energies corresponding to

the odd wave functions only and for small sd only. In Section

2 we restricted ourselves to sd << 1, and in Section 3 we

considered the case when sd is not small. We proved that

for the ground state, which is even, we have K^ = 0(s2In* sd)

for s + 0, and for all other bound states E n = 0(s
2). Further-

more we have proved that lim E d/s = -| for any fixed n.
n

Explicit approximate expressions for the binding energies

have been given in Eqs.(2.10), (2.19), (2.23), (3-13), (3-16),

(3.21) and (3.22), valid for various cases. In Eqs.(3.23)-

(3.26) ff. we have given some simple exact expressions.

In Section H we have discussed some interesting special

points. One of these concerns the interlacing of the odd and

even solutions. Both {<n } and {K^~'} are approximately

harmonic progressions, but the combined sequence of even and

odd solutions is "staggering", except when sd is not small.
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APPENDIX

Let Z be any real solution of Bessel' s differential

equation, and let , n=l,2, ... , be its positive zeros

in ascending order. The function u,

u(x) = x* Zv(kx), x> 0,

is for ki 0 a solution of (e.g. Szegö [7], p.17)

)u = 0.
dx2 x2

In this appendix we prove, by applying a theorem of Szegö [7]

which is given below, that the sequence tzv J is convex when

v2 < J, i.e. {z,, ,., - z,% } is increasing, and that {z , } is
v , J * - - i . v , n v,n

concave when v2> J, i.e. {z . -z } is decreasing, cf.

[7, p.381].

Theorem (Saego 171, pp. 19 and 20)

Let ip(x) be continuous and decreasing in x0 < x< Xo, and let

y(x) (not identically zero) be a solution of

y" + <p(x) y = 0. (A.2)

Then x' <x"<x'" being three consecutive zeros of y(x),

we have

x" - x' < x"1 - x", (A.3)

that is, the sequence of the zeros of y(x) is convex.

In order to prove x"-x' =h<x"' - x", we compare Eq.

(A.2) with

Y" + tp(x - h) Y = 0 ,

L

I
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which has the solution Y(x) = y(x-h). According to a well-

known comparison theorem of Sturm's type,Y(x) has a zero in

the open interval (x",x"'). This proves Eq.(A.3).

When <p(x) is continuous and increasing, the sequence

of the zeros of y(x) is concave. This follows by observing

that in this case ip(-x) is a decreasing function of x.

The required result is now obtained by taking

<p(x) = k2 + (i - v2) x~2,

cf. Eqs. (A.I) and (A.2).
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BOUND STATES FOR r"2LIKE POTENTIALS IN ONE AND THREE DIMENSIONS

We investigate the bound states for a symmetric one-

dimensional potential V(x) = c(lxl + d ) ~ 2 for Ixl > R > n ,

V(x) arbitrary for Ixl < R , and the bound states for its three-

dimensional analog. We prove that the number of bound states

is finite when c> -J and infinite when c<-J. For the border-

line case c = -I this is a new result. For R - 0 we obtain

explicit approximate expressions for many binding energies.

In this case, when -J <c <0 3 there is exactly one bound state

in the one-dimensional case and no bound state in the three-

dimensional case. The one-dimensional ground-state energy is

continuous in c at c = -£ whereas the excited-state energies

are not.

In the case c <-J the binding energies form approximately

a geometric progression, both for the odd solutions and for

the even solutions. The sequence of aTL binding energies is

approximately a geometric progression when R = 0 and the

potential strength is sufficiently large. However, in general

the complete sequence of binding energies shows an odd-even

staggering.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been much interest in bound states

for various potentials in non-relativistic quantum mechanics.

Many inequalities for the number of two-body bound states as

a function of the potential have been established, for which

we refer to the review papers by Simon [1] and by Martin [2],

and to the recent paper by Glaser et al.[3]. More specifically

one can consider a potential AV, A > 0, and study the number

or bound states and the energies as a function of the coupling

constant A, in particular for A •+» (e.g. Chadan [M, Simon [5])

and for A-»• 0. In one and in two dimensions there is, under

certain rather general conditions on the potential V, just

one bound state if A is sufficiently small [6]. For this case,

explicit expressions for the ground-state energy up to orders

of A have been deduced by Simon [6], and, for the one-dimensional

case only, by Blankenbec lsr et al.[7] and Klaus [8].

An interesting problem is, how to determine the two classes

of hamiltonians H = -A + V for which the number of bound states

in finite and infinite, respectively. For local, nonsingular,

central potentials V(r) (in three dimensions) which go to zero

for r->•<*>, it is well known that the bound-state energies can

accumulate only at E= 0. It is also known that only the tail

of the potential is important for the bound-state energies

near E= 0. Simon [9] proved, by extending certain results in

the classical work of Courant and Hilbert [10], that a potential

with a tail smaller than cr with c < -J has infinitely many

bound states, and that a potential with a tail larger than

cr withc>-J has finitely many bound states.

1

i

K •
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In this paper we deduce explicit approximate expressions

for the bound-state energies for the (spherically) symmetric

potential V(r) = c(r + d)~ in one and three dimensions in the

case when c + J is small, and for the one-dimensional ground-

state energy for-£<e<0. More generally, for a potential

whose tail equals c(r + d) , we prove that the number of bound

states is finite when e > -J and infinite when c<-J. In this

way we have extended a result obtained by Simon 19], because

in this case d can be negative, and we include the borderline

case c = -J. In the case c < -J we have derived approximate

explicit expressions for the bound-state energies close to

E = 0.

In Section 2 some preliminaries are given. In Section 3

we study the three-dimensional case and in Section U the one-

dimensional case of the pure c(r + d) potential. In Section 5

we consider some generalizations, in particular the potentials

with tail c(r + d) . Finally in Section 6 the main results

are summarized and discussed. Here we consider the interlacing

property of the odd solutions K and the even solutions

( + ), where the ic 's are the square roots of the binding

(-)•energies. When c<-J, the infinite sequences {« v '} and

{<n } are approximately geometric progressions. This is

compared with the case of the symmetric shifted Coulomb potential,

for which we have obtained harmonic progressions instead [11].

The sequence

in general.

} of all solutions shows staggering

2. PRELIMINARIES

We consider the spherically symmetric three-dimensional
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potential

V(r) = c(r + d)-2 (2.1)

with c real and d> 0. A solution u(r) of the S. = 0 radial

Schrodinger equation with energy E = k2 has the form

(r * Zv(kr + kd), (2.2)

where Z is any solution of Bessel's differential equation 112]

and the order v follows from

v2 = c + i. (2.3)

We shall also consider the symmetric one-dimensional

potential

V(x) = c( |x| + d ) ~ 2 . (2.1<)

Denoting x > 0 by r for convenience, we can write any solution

of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation also in the form

(2.2). However, the one- and three-dimensional wave functions

have to satisfy different boundary conditions.

Since we are interested in bound states, we put E = - K 2 ,

k = i<, with K>0. Then we have for both the one- and three-

dimensional bound-state wave function,

u(r) = const, (r Kv(icr + ied), (2.5)

where K is a modified Bessel function. Some of its properties,

useful for our purposes, are

and

Kv(a) = K_v(z),

Kv*(2) = Kv*(z*)J

Kv(z) ~ "Z
2 -*• <»«

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)
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We note that K (z) has a branch cut along the negative real

z-axis. For Rez >0 the following integral representation will

be useful[12,133,
CO

-z cosh t cosh vt dt, (2.9)

which holds Tor Re z > 0 for any v and, if v = 0, also for

Rez = 0. It follows from this expression that, for real positive

z, K (z) is real for real v as well as for purely imaginary v.

3. THE THREE DIMENSIONAL CASE

In this case the s-wave bound-states are obtained by imposing

the well known boundary condition at the origin, u(0) = 0, on

the wave function (2.5). This yields the bound-state condition,

Kv(Kd) = 0. (3.1)

If c >-£ we have v> 0. It follows from Eq.(2.9) that K has

no (real non-negative) zero in this case, cf. also [12],

If, on the other hand, c<-5, we see from Eq.(2.3) that v

is purely imaginary. It is convenient to use in this case the

equality

where

K v ( z ) S

V z ) =

We substitute Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) into Eq.(3.1), put Kd= y

and v = ip with y > 0. We note that K. (z) is a real function.

The bound-state condition (3.1) is equivalent to

m + iu) ,V*-*u;
iy; ' }

f

I"
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Since r*(z) = r(z*) we can write

r(l + ip) /r(l-iy) = (3.5)

where u> = arg r(l + iy) is a real function of y. For similar

reasons we have

(3.6)

where ip is a real function of y and y2. We take <p = 0 when

U = 0 or when y=0. Insertion of Eqs.(3.5) and (3.6) into Eq.

(3.1) yields

2iu Hn(y/2) 2iüj+2i<Pe - e ,

or

y S,n(y/2) = -irm + w + (P. (3.7)

We have to investigate for which (integral) values of m

Eq.(3.7) has a solution. For this purpose we shall now study

the functions u and <P.

The (generalized) hypergeometric functions „Fj, and

therefore also <P, can be expanded in a power series in y2.

We obtain

<P(y,y2) = w d + u 2 ) " 1 (y/2)2 + 0(y"), y-0. (3.8)

In order to find a more explicit expression for u, we

differentiate both sides of Eq.(3.5) with respect to p and

obtain

dw/dy = £(i|>(l + ip) + ip(l - iy)) =Re I|I(1 + iy) =Re i|;(iy). (3.9)

Here iji(z) = r* (z)/r(z) is the logarithmic derivative of the

gamma function. The following two known expressions will be

'i':
«1

i
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useful [13],

"1(Re i|)(ip) = -C + l n (1 + n2

n=l

= -C +
( 1 - cos yt

J e*-! dt, (3.10)
o' e

Here C= 0.5772 ... is Euler's constant. By integrating dw/dy

and not ing that u - 0 v;hen y = 0 we get

yt - sin yt dt
t „ t "

Por \ \i \ <1 we have from Eq.(3.12) the expansJon

l
n=l

(3.11)

<l, (3.12)

where C(z) is Riemann's zeta function. Prom Eq.(3.10) vie have

furthermore,

n=l
(y/n- arctan(y/n)), |y (3.13)

We deduce from the above expressions that u(y) is negative

for small y and becomes positive when y increases. From Eqs.(3-9)

and (3.10) we have d2o>/dy2 > 0, so dco/dy is strictly increasing.

For y •* °° the following asymptotic series is known [13],

Ret(iy)~Jlny- I (-y2)"" B?n/(2n))

n=l
2n' (3.1*0

where B 2 n are Bernoulli's numbers. Since it is permissible to

integrate an asymptotic series termwise, we easily get an

asymptotic series for w,

ü)(y) ~ u In v - p + c +

/ ,n l-2n „
(-) y B5

n=l 2n(2n-l)
(3.15)

Here c is the constant of integration, for which we have
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obtained cQ = v/k.

Now we are in a position to derive the approximate solu-

tions to Eq.(3.7). Let us first restrict ourselves to small y.

Then we have

£ n ( y / 2 ) = (-irm + oo + <P)/u

= -irm/jj - C + 0 ( y 2 ) . ( 3 - 1 6 )

For m=l,2, ..., y must be small, so that 0(y2) may be

neglected, and the approximate solutions follow at once from

Eq.(3.l6). For the case m = 0 we use the integral representation

of Eq.(2.9),

Kiw(y) = f e-
ycoshtcoSlitdt. (3-17)

It can be seen from this expression that for small u any solu-

tion y of the equation K. (y) = 0, if it exists, must be very

small. It follows then from Eq.(3.l6) that there is no solution

at all for m = 0 . We conclude that for m = 0, and a fortiori for

m < 0 , Eq.(3.7) has no solution. (In this connection it may be

recalled that for u = 0 there is no bound state at all). There-

fore the ground state corresponds to the case m = 1.

So we have proved that, for small u, all solutions to Eq.

(3.1) are given approximately by

Km = (2/d) u small, m=l,2, (3.18)

Now we let n increase to larger values. The solutions

Km are continuous with respect to u for p > 0, so we conclude

that, for any p > 0, all bound states are uniquely determined

by the solutions of Eq.(3.7) for m=l,2, .... For each m Eq.

(3-7) has a unique solution y =K d/2 and we have
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(3.19)

When m/y is sufficiently large, we see from Eqs.(3.7) and

(3.8) that y will be sufficiently small so that (p may be

neglected. Therefore we have the explicit expression

Km « (2/d) J u>0, m/v large. (3.20)

Note the difference with Eq.(3.l8) where io/y has been re-

placed by -C. It follows from Eq.(3.20) that

lim K_./K_.., = e

ro-*-°°
= eir/p for all u > 0, (3.21)

so the Km
fs form approximately a geometric progression.

We note that K must be an increasing function of u.

The binding energy will increase with increasing potential

strength |c|. We can prove this for small u with the help of

Eq.(3.20). We have

d ID1^5
du

which is indeed positive for small u.

fr "•

Finally we deduce from Eqs.(3.7) and (3.8) the more

detailed equality,

lim(pXn(ym/2) + irm - u) exp(27rm/u) = y (1 + n 2 ) - 1 exp(2 w /p) . (3.22)

Therefore

lim(pJln(ym/ym+1) - ir) exp(2irm/p) =ii(l+vi2)"1 exp(2ca/u) (l-exp(-2ir/u ) ) .

(3.23)
The r ight-hand side i s for small p approximately p exp(-2C),

whereas for large p i t approaches the number 2TT e .
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H. THE ONE DIMENSIONAL CASE

In Section 2 we have seen that the one-dimensional bound-

state wave function is given by Eq.(2.5) with r - x>0. Since

the potential is symmetric, the bound-state wave functions

must be either odd or even. The odd wave functions satisfy

u(0) = 0 and are therefore for x > 0 proportional to the I - 0

radial solutions for the three-dimensional case which has been

studied in Section 3- The corresponding "odd solutions" K are

denoted by K . These are equal to the solutions K of Eq.(3-1)

discussed in the preceding section.

The even wave functions are obtained from Eq.(2.5) by

imposing the boundary condition u'(0) =0. In this way we obtain

the following bound-state condition,

-2 Kd Kv' (Kd) = Kv(Kd). (4.1)

The so-called even solutions K of this equation will be

denoted by K . We shall discuss the cases c <-J and c >-J

separately.

(i) For c < -J the situation is very similar to the three-

dimensional case. With the help of Eq.(2.6) and

Kv = "Kl-v

we find that Eq.(4.1) is equivalent to

(icd) = KdK1_v(Kd).

We put Kd =y as before, use Eqs.(3.2) and (3.3) and

(2v/y)i_v.

(4.2)
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In this way we obtain the following bound-state condition,

(y/2)2v

(l-2v)0F1(l+v;y
2/4) + 4v0F,(^

By again putting v = iy with y > O we can rewrite Eq.(4.3),

(1.3)

(4.4)

The function to has been discussed extensively in the preceding

section and x is determined by

o- (l+2iy) F (l-iy;y2/4) - 4ip F (—iy;y2/4)
e lx = — ! , (4.5)

(l-2iy)0F1(l + iy;y
2/4) + 4iy0Fx(iy;y

2/4)

and by taking x = 0 when y = 0. Because we obviously have

(e 2 1*)* = e~2iX,

X is a real function of y and y2. It can be expanded in a

power series in y2,

X(u>y2) = -arctan(2y)+ (y/2)2

(l+y2)(l+4u2)

We obtain from Eq.(4.4)

y Jln(y/2) = -rrm + u>

(4.6)

(4.7)

This bound-state condition is equivalent to Eq.(4.1). It looks

very much like Eq.(3.7) for the three-dimensional case, but

there is one important difference. In contrast to Eq.(3.7),

the present Eq.(4.7) has a unique solution not only for

m =1,2, ... , but also for m = 0. This m = 0 solution is the

ground-state, since Eq.(4.7) has no solution for negative

values of m.

We prove this as follows. First we take y small.
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In the case m< Q, we use the integral representation

(3.17) for Ki (y), and derive from Eq.(4.1) the following

bound-state condition,

f (2ycosht-l) e~y c o s h t cosytdt = 0. (4.8)

A careful investigation of this equation leads to the

conclusion that any solution y must be small if u is small.

(Note that exp(-ycosht) is an extremely rapidly decreasing

function of t). But a solution y of Eq.(4.7), which is

equivalent to Eq.(4.8), can only be large if m is negative.

This implies that there is no solution at all for negative

values of m.

Por m = 0 we have from Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7),

4n(y/2) = -C- 2 + 13(y/2)2 + ... (4.9)

This equation does indeed have a unique solution. The point

is that y is sufficiently small in order that terms of 0(y*)

may be neglected. Since the solution is continuous with respect

to u, we can consider the limit for JJ •+ 0. A single iteration

yields for the ground-state solution y0,

y0 = 2exp(-C-2 +13e "
2 ( C + 2 )) = 0.164 ..• (4.10)

After some more iterations of the approximate Eq.(4.9) we get

the more precise value y = 0.166 .

When we let u increase to larger values, the ground-state

solution will increase continuously. So it is for all \x > 0

defined as the unique solution of Eq.(4.7) with m= 0. Of

course, the approximate expression (4.10) is no longer valid

for large yt.

N

i
'i
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The discussion of the case m=1,2, .. is similar to the

one of Section 3. A solution y of Eq.(4.7) which is small can

be approximated by (cf. Eq.(4.6))

U &n(y/2) = —irm + to - arctan(2y ). (4.11)

This expression is valid for m=l,2, .. if m/u is large. A

similar approximation for the case when u is small has been

given by Blankenbecler et al.[7] in a different form. Their

result contains an error as we shall now show. We deduce from

Eq.(4.4) (cf. Eq.(4.11))

tan („ *n(2/y)) = f» Va«."".. + 0(y), (4.12)

where

t a n w = t a n a r g r ( l + i u ) = lm r ( l + i w ) / R e r ( l + i p ) .

So f o r s m a l l u we o b t a i n f rom t h e s e e x p r e s s i o n s ,

( C + 2 ) u = t a n ( u J l n ( 2 / y ) ) + 0 ( y ) , y + 0 . ( 4 . 1 3 )

The right-hand side is the same as in Eq.(2.8) of Blankenbecler

et al.[7], but on the left-hand side they only have the term 2y.

We note that Eqs.(4.12) and (4.13) do hold even with 0(y)

replaced by 0(y2). However, in order to determine the behavior

of the solutions y=y for fixed p, it is preferable to use

lim rather than 0(y), cf. Eqs.(3.22) and (3.23). We deduce from

Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7) the more detailed equation,

lim [ u Jln(ym/2) + irm - u + arctan(2p) ] exp(2ïïm/u)

= u(l + p 2)" 1 (1 + 4P2)"1 (13 + 4p2)exp((2w- 2 arctan(2p) )/p).

(4.14) I ' l l
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Therefore

= u(l + U 2)" 1 (1 + 1vs!!)~1(13+Hw2)exp((2ü)-2arctan(2u))/uXl-exp(-2Tr/u)).

(4.15)

The right-hand side is for smalluapproximately 13u exp(-4-2C),

whereas for large u it approaches the number 2TT e

So we have obtained the following results which are similar

to the ones of Section 3, i.e., similar to the results for the

odd solutions K . All solutions of Eq.(^.l) are given by the

unique solutions of Eq.Ct.7), with m= 0,1,2, ... , respectively.

These solutions icm are decreasing,

$

Por small vi we have the approximate expressions,

Km
( + ) - (2/d) e-™/U"C-2} p s m a U ) m = o,l,2, ..., (1.16)

whereas for arbitrary \s > 0 and large m we have

< m
( + ) = (2/d) exp((-7ra + w

= (2/d) exp((-irm + w - arctan(2p))/u), u > 0, m/vi large.

(4.17)

Furthermore, just as for the odd solutions,

M > 0 , (1.18)

so the Km 's form approximately a geometric progression, too.

In Eqs.(4.l4) and (4.15) we have given more detailed expressions.
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We note that only the ground state remains when we let

go to zero,

( * (2/d) e

•* 0, m > 0,

"0"2 y -"-o,

(4.20)

- • (ii) We shall now consider the case -J<c< 0, i.e.,

0 < v < | . By considering Eq. (4.1) for K ->• 0 and for K + » it

easily follows that there is at least one bound state for

all d> 0 (cf. [7]).

We shall prove that there exists exactly one bound state

for all d > 0. This proof has not been given by Blankenbecler

et al. Note that both sides of Eq.(4.1) are positive and

monotonie strictly decreasing functions of K, because

(yKv')
r =yKJ' + Kv' = (y + v2/y)Kv> 0, y > 0 , (4.21)

i

•„ J where we have used that K satisfies the modified Bessel

differential equation. Therefore we have to find a different,

equivalent bound-state condition in order to prove that there

is only one solution.

For this purpose our Eq.(4.2) is suitable, which we re-

write as

f(y) = h -v, (4.22)

with y = Kd and

f(y) = y K1_v(y)/Kv(y). (4.23)

We are going to prove that f'(y) >0 for y>0. With the help

of Eq.(2.6), the equality
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and the same relation with v replaced by 1 - v we derive

By substituting the integral representation [13 ]

) = 2

(1.25)

) cosh (2At)dt, Rey>0,

° (1.26)
for the products of the K functions we then prove

f'(y) > 0, y >0. (1.27)

Furthermore we have f(0) =0 and f(y) = 0(y) for y+», so r is

strictly increasing from 0 to <». In this way we have proved that

Eq.(1.22) has exactly one solution if 0 < v < J.

Now we shall derive an upper bound to the solution y of

Eq.(1.22). From Eq.(2.9) we obtain (y>0),

(d/dv) Kv(y) > 0 if v > 0,

= 0 if v = 0. (1.28)

Therefore K (y) is a strictly increasing function of v for

v>0. This implies that

Ki_ (y) > K fy1*» o < v < ^ , y>o, (i.?9)

so that the solution y o.f Eq. (1.22) satisfies

0 < y < | - v. C.30)

For v-»• J s thi? potential strength c goes to zero and therefore

a.iso y + Oj i.e. j the binding energy goes to zero. For this

case we have prove? that

lim y"1(tanh(v Jln(2/y)) - ?v) = 1,

where we should remember that y = yfv) in a function of

Thns result is somewhat mor<? explicit than the one of
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Blankenbecler et al. [7, Eq.(2.6)]. Furthermore we have from

Eq.(1.3) the approximation,

for v •+ i . Because of the dependence of y on v, the symbol

0 in Eq.Cl.32) should be handled with care. It is not possible

to fix v and give an approximate formula up to orders of y2,

as we did before in the case c<-J (v imaginary), cf. Eq.

(1.12) ff. By using Eq.Ct.32) we have obtained for the solution

y = y(v),

lim(l-2v)"2(2y(v) - (1 - 2v) - (1 - 2v)2Jln(l - 2v)) = C = 0.5772 .. .

(1.33)
This result confirms and extends the corresponding result

obtained by Blankenbecler et al.([7], Eq. below (2.6) (corrected

for the misprint) and Eq.(2.7)).

The maximum value of K is attained of course for v = 0,

i.e. for c =-J since the attraction is then maximal. It is

interesting to calculate the value of K for this critical

potential strength. The bound-state condition Eq.(1.2) for

v = 0 is

Ko(Kd) = 2 KdKjdcd). (1.34)

This equation can be solved with the help of tables for Bessel

functions, which yields the rough estimate

KQ
(+)d ~ 0.17. (1.35)

This is approximately the same result as we have obtained in

Eq.(i.lO) for the case y + 0 . Below, in Eq.(1.38) we shall find

the more accurate value 0.165721511(2).
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We have discussed above the even solutions < m for

the two regions c <-J and c>-J. A very interesting phenomenon

may be pointed out which occurs at the critical value c =-J.

If we let c increase from below to -J, an infinite number of

bound states disappear abruptly, and only the ground state

remains. We have seen that fm *°» m = l , 2 , •• > f° r c*"l-

However, for e I-J these if s are nonexistent, so they are

not continuous with respect to c at c = -{.
( + )

We shaxl now prove that the ground-state solution K 0

i^ continuous with respect to c at c = -J. In the case c + -J,

we have from Eq.C*.7) with m = 0 ,

lim Jln(y/2) = lim ( w + x W u .

where y = K 0 d. It is easy to see that

lim X/U = lim (e
2 i* - 1) / (2iu).

1J-+0 p-*0

We now substitute for e lx the expression of Eq.CJ.5) and take

the limit for u->-0. It is easily seen that the way in which

\i goes to zero is irrelevant, so we may also let the real

variable v = iu go to zero. This means that for c 4- -J we find

exactly the same expression as for c +-J. After some manipula-

tions, where we use

(v) n = v(v + l ) n _ 1 5

and

v0P,(v;z) = v + z ^^1-,2,1 + viz), C».36)

we find the following exact equation for the ground-state

solution y, for both cases c + -J and c + - j ,
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Here we have used the abbreviations, for this occasion only,

.F,1 (l;y2/4) = (d/dv)0Fi(l + v;y
2/4)

and

= (d/dv) , v;y2/4)
v=0"

Note that Eq.(4.37) has the same unique solution y as Eq.(4.34),

i.e., K0(y) = 2y Kj(y) . However, Eq.(4.37) is more suitable

for obtaining an accurate value for the solution. We expand

the hypergeometric functions on the right-hand side of Eq.

(4.37). By means of an iteration procedure we then find for

the even ground-state solution,

K</ + )<i = vo = 0.165721514(2), v = u = 0, c = -J. (4.38)

Let us recall some related results from the above discussion,

K0
(+)d < i-v, 0 < v < I, (4.39)

ic/ + 'd < 0.165721514(2), 0 < v < \, (4.40)

K0
(+)d = I - v, v = i. (4.41)

We note that Eq.(4.33) gives a more detailed expression for

the behavior of KQ d near v= \.

5. GENERALIZATIONS

In this section we shall discuss some generalizations of the

results of Sections 3 and 4. In the three-dimensional ease we

take

,-2V(r) = c(r + d) , r>R (R>0, R + d > 0 ) , (5.1)
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and for Q<r< R an arbitrary potential, satisfying

H
f | V(r) | rdr <°° . (5-2)

In the one-dimensional case we take

V(x) = c ( | x | + d ) ~ 2
J | x | > R (R>0, R + d > 0), (5.3)

and for |x| < R an arbitrary symmetric potential satisfying

R

f | V(x) | d x < » . (5.4)

This condition on the potential is more restrictive than

Eq.(5.2). Note that the parameter d may be negative in this

section, as long as R + d>0.

We shall prove that also in this case the number of

bound states is finite when c>-£, and infinite when c<-£.

In the latter case we shall give explicit approximate expres-

(-)sions for <m and K « for large m.

Let us first consider the three-dimensional case. For

i > 0 we can only obtain solutions if d is chosen to be zero.

The derivation will be similar to the one of Section 3. We

shall restrict ourselves throughout to H-0. For r>R the s-

wave bound-state wave function is given by Eq.(2.5),

u(r) = const.(r+d)s K (<r + icd), r > R. (5.5)

For 0 < r < R it satisfies the Volterra integral equation [14,15]

,r
u(r) = K sinh <r + K~ I - icr') V(r') u(r' )dr', (5.6)

apart from an unimportant normalization constant. It follows

that the logarithmic derivative u'/u is a real-analytic func-

tion of the energy k2=-K2. (Actually, u'/u is real-meromorphic,

['-•'

&
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so it can accidentally have a pole just at K = 0. However

the following discussion can easily be adjusted in this

exceptional case). We have to match the wave functions for

r< R and r> R by requiring u'/u to be continuous at r= R.

Now we introduce the new variable

z s K ( R + d),

which is more convenient than the variable y = KÖ which we

used before. We then have

(5.7)
r+R v v

It is therefore convenient to introduce the real-analytic

function A(k2)= A(-K 2) by putting

lim u'/u = (J + A) /(R+ d).
r+R

(5.8)

In this way we obtain from Eqs.(5.7) and (5.8) the following

bound-state condition,

AKv(z) = S K ; ( Z ) . (5.9)

As before, v is real when c > -J and v is imaginary when

c<-J. We convert Eq.(5.9) into

(A + v) Kv(z) = - (5.10)

The solutions Km of this equation are just the odd solutions

K for the one-dimensional case. The even solutions K

follow from a different equation which, however, has exactly

the same form as Eq.('J.lO). The only difference is in the

function A, which is defined by Eq.(5.8) where now u'(n) = 0 in-

stead of u(0) = 0. This is proved as follows.

The even bound-state wave function u(x) is for x>R given

by (cf.Eq.(5.5>)

ff
t >
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u(x) = const. d) x>R. (5-11)

For 0 < x < R it satisfies the Volterra integral equation

(apart from an unimportant normalization constant),

x

u(x) = coshicx + K~ sinh (KX - KX') V(x') u(x') dx'. (5-12)
<r

It follows that the logarithmic derivative u'/u is again a

real-analytic function of the energy at K = 0 (in general),

just as before in the "odd case". Since the explicit form of

this function is irrelevant for our discussion, we may

denote it again by A. Obviously the even bound-state condition

is then also given by Eq.(5-10).

We note that we must get back the bound-state conditions

of Sections 3 and 4 if we let R go to zero Indeed, by taking

A = °° in Eq.'(5.10) we obtain Eq.(3.1) for the odd solutions,

and by taking A=-\ we obtain Eq.(4.2) for the even solutions.

In order to find the solutions of Eq.(5.10) we proceed

in the same way as before, and obtain the equivalent equation

(cf. Eq.(4.3)),

(A-v)0F1(l-v;z
2/4) + 2v0F1(-v;z

2/4)

v;z2/4)'
(5.13)

It can be shown that this equation can have only a finite

number of solutions when v is a real number, i.e. when c >-J.

In the case c< -\, v is purely imaginary so we put for

convenience v= iu as before. We rewrite Eq.(5.13) as follows,

(z/2)23'J : e 2 i u e 2 i ?. (5.14)

The function to depends only on \i (cf. Eq.(3.13)),

w(u) = arg r(l + iu).

The function £ is defined by
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Q ^ - . .... — — . .— — j (5-15)

(A+iy) 0F1(l+iy;z
2/4) - 2iy „F^iy ; z2/4)

and by taking £ = O when y = 0. Just as the functions tp and

X of Eqs.(3.6) and (4.5), £ is real. Since A is a real-analytic

function of K 2, and therefore of z 2 = K Z ( R + d ) 2 , we can expand

£ as follows,

£ = arctan(y/A(O)) + 0(z2), z->• 0.

From Eq.(5.l4) we have

y Jin (z/2) = -irm + GO + £.

(5.16)

(5.17)

When m, or m/y, is sufficiently large, there exist solutions

z which are very small. Then we may neglect the term O(z2) on

the right-hand side of Eq.(5.l6). So we find the following

infinite series of bound-state solutions (z = ic(R+d)),

e m
( t ) = (2/(R+d))exp((-7rm+w+arctan(y/A("\o)))/y), m/y large,

(5.18)

where we now use the superscripts in A^ and A ' to denote

the even and the odd case, respectively. By taking R= 0 we

get back the expressions of Sections 3 and 4. The odd solutions

K of Eq.(3.20) are recovered by taking A (0) = <», and the

even solutions K ^ of Eq.Ct.17) by taking A' + '(O)=-J.

It follows from Eq.(5.l8) that the tail of the potential

almost completely determines the bound states near the origin.

The only effect of the potential for 0 < r < R is contained in

the constant A (0). In particular we have, just as in Sections

3 and 4, for all y > 0,

(5.19)
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(5-20)

<*)We note that K of Eq.(5.183 need not be the ra-th or the

(m+l)-th K in the sequence of solutions K in decreasing order.

That is, the counting will in general be different from the

counting in Sections 3 and 4. In this connection we note that

for m=l,2, .. we have K •+ 0 when u •* 0. In addition there can

be extra bound states which have to be denoted by < , K . ,

K 2> ••• ' ^he number of these is finite and depends on the

inner part of the potential.

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In Section 3 we have deduced the s-wave bound-state energies

Em = ~Km

potential.

the spherically symmetric three-dimensional

V(r) = c(r+d)" 2. (6.1)

When c >-{ there is no bound state at all, but in the case

c <-J there are infinitely many bound states. We have obtained

(cf. Eqs.(3.l8) and (3.20)),

Km * (2/d) e~
7rm/u+a)/lJ, m=l,2, .. , m/v large, (6.2)

where y = (-c-J)2 > 0 and u - arg r(1 + iy). A more detailed ex-

pression for K has been given in Eq.(3.22).

The % - 0 wave functions are, if we write r for x > 0,

proportional to the odd wave functions for the one-dimensional

symmetric potential,

V(x) = c(|x| +d)~ 2. (6.3)

The even bound-state wave functions and the corresponding

t
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energies -(< ^ ) 2 for this potential have been investigated

in Section 4. For -J <c < 0 we have exactly one bound state,

m= 0. This result has also been obtained by Blankenbecler et

al.f7l, although they did not give the proof. For c <-J we

have bound states for m= 0,1,2, ... We have proved that <0

is a continuous function of c in particular at c = -J. For this

case (vi = 0, v = (c t | ) 3 : 0) we have in Eq. (4. 38) obtained yo =

K^+'d = 0.165721514(2). This is the solution of Eq.(4.34), and
0

also of Eq.(4.37) which has a very different form. Some re-

lations for K„ in the case -{ <c < 0 have been given in Eqs.

(4.39) - (4.41). In particular for the behavior of K0 for

v + h, i.e. c •* 0, we have deduced a precise expression, Eg. (4.33).

The even bound-state solutions with m= 1,2, .. , which

occur for c <-J, are approximately given by (cf.Eq.(4.17))

Km
 a (2/d)exp((—irm+d) - arctan(2p) )/p), m=l,2,. . ,m/u large.

(6.4)

In Eq.(4.l4) we have obtained a more detailed expression.

In Section 5 we considered the more general case of an

arbitrary symmetric potential which equals (6.1) or (6.3) only

for r >R or |x| >R, respectively. We proved that also in this

case the number of bound states is finite when c > -J, and

infinite when c<-\. In the latter case we have obtained the

approximate expression (cf. Eq.(5.l8)),

Km
(~)-(2/(R+d))exp((-irm +w +arctan(y/A(~\o)))/u), m/y large, (6.5)

for the odd and the even solutions.

U
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So we have proved that any (spherically) symmetric

potential with a tail c(r + d)~ yields, for any d > -R, in-

finitely many bound states when c < -\ and finitely many

when c>-5. In this way we have extended proposition 3 of

a paper by Simon [91, which states that the number of bound

states is finite for a potential which satisfies V(r) >cr

for some c>-£. Note that the tail c(r + d)~ still yields

only finitely many bound states if c>-£, despite the fact

that, when d is negative, it is more attractive than the tail

cr . Our result for the case c <-J is in fact equivalent with

proposition 2 of [9], which says that, for a potential V with

V(r)<cr (r > R, c<-J)> there are infinitely many bound

states. The equivalence can be seen by noting that in this case

c belongs to the open interval (-»,-J).

We have denoted the ground-state solution in the one-

dimensional case by K , and in the three-dimensional case

by K • Our motive for this is that K is special since it
' o

exists for all c < 0 , i.e., for arbitrarily small potential

strength, while icx (for the three-dimensional case) does not.

This is a particular case of a general theorem proved by

Simon [6], which has recently been generalized by Klaus [8].

Simon proved that, under the condition

(1 + xz) f V(x) | dx < °>, V not a.e. zero, (6.6)

-dz/dx2 + AV has a bound state for all small positive X if and

only if
CO-

V(x) dx < 0.

it

Klaus [8] proved this under the condition (weaker than (6.6))
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V
(1 + |x| ) I V(x) I dx < °°, V not a.e zero,

— CO

which had been conjectured by Simon. A similar theorem for

the two-dimensional case has also been proved by Simon [6] .

An interesting consequence is that, in one and two dimensions,

-A + XV has at least one bound state for all X t 0, if

V(x)dx = 0. If A is small there is only one bound state [6],
-eoJ

An interesting phenomenon comes to light when we consider

the interrelationship between the odd solutions K and the

even solutions K .It can be proved that for an arbitrary

(nonsingular) symmetric potential these K'S interlace, i.e.,

(6.7)

Both the sequence {K } and the sequence {K } are, for

large m, approximately geometric progressions, with common

ratio e u v. One might expect that also the sequence

.(+) K (")
•m ' Km+1 ! <

m+l
(6.8)

will approximate a geometric progression, with common ratio

e w v , when m is large. However, in general this is nob the

case. Let us for convenience restrict ourselves to the simple

case R= 0. Then we have from Eqs.(6.2) and (6.4), for large m,

and

arctan(2p)) >1

a exP((iT " arctan(2u))/p)

(6.9)

(6.10)

Indeed, for large p both (6.9) and (6.10) approach

but for small u the ratio (6.9) becomes e2, and the ratio (6.10)
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becomes e*'v~ . So we see that the sequence (6.8) is approximate-

ly a geometric progression only for the case of large y, that is,

for large potential strength.

In this connection it is interesting to note that a similar

phenomenon occurs for the case of the symmetric shifted Coulomb

potential,

V(x) = -2s( | x | td)"1.

Recently we have proved [11] that for this potential both the

sequences of the odd solutions K and of the even solutions

< form, for large n, approximately a harmonic progression,

i.e., a sequence of terms whose reciprocals form an arithmetic

progression. The common difference of this related arithmetic

progression turns out to be s~ . For the case of small sd we

have deduced,

S/K„ = n + 2sd, n = 1,2, ... ,

4-l
« n n= 1,2, ... .

Clearly the sequence

Kn ' K Kn+1 (6.11)

is not a harmonic progression in this case. However, for the

case when sd is not small, i.e. for sufficiently large potential

strength, we have proved that (6.11) is, for large n, indeed a

harmonic progression, approximately. The common difference of

its related arithmetic: progression is of course just J s .

f
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Coulomb-Scattering States and Partial-Wave Decompositions.

H . VAX HAERIJJGEN"

Xatuurkwulig Laboratorium tier Vrije Universiteit • Amsterdam, Xederland

(ricevuto il 5 Dicembre 1975)

Summary. — It is customary to split the physical Coulomb-scattering
wave function V'c4"' into an incoming part y( and a scattered part VV
We derive analytic formulae for the partial-wave projections of y>t and y,
and discuss the asymptotic convergence of the corresponding partial-
wave series. It is found that the above splitting is unsatisfactory. We
propose a different splitting of vó+l into an incoming part and a scattered
part which is in close analogy with the standard separation of the scat-
tering wave function for a short-range potential.

1. - Introduction.

It is customary to split the pure Coulomb-scattering wave function vó+>(*> r )
into an «incoming part» y>, and a «scattered part»yiK. See, e.g., ref (*), app. B.4.
All these three functions are solutions of Schrödinger's equation, f™ is the
regular one, y. and ip, are irregular.

As solutions of the radial Schrödinger equation the functions Ft, 6, and uf1

are frequently used (cf. app. B.5 of (')). Here F( is the regular solution, G,
and uf are irregular solutions. Besides the radial equation which closely
resembles the one-dimensional Sehrödinger equation, we shall consider the
partial-wave (p.w.) Sehrödinger equation which contains the well-known
first-derivative term. Because Fi(r)jr and « '̂(r)/»* are solutions of the p.w.
Sehrödinger equation, one might expect that these functions would be pro-
portional to the p.w. projections of yil*\ y>t and y>„ which we denote by yl+),
yilit and \p,tl, respectively. I t turns out, however, that this expectation does

(•) A. MESSIAH: Quantum Mechanics, Vol. 1 (Amsterdam, 1961).
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not quite come true. We shall even find that f,tt and y>Sil are no solutions of
the p.w. Schrödinger equation. The explanation of this possibly unexpected
fact can be found by realizing that only the regular solutions of the Schrödin-
ger equation are eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. (Notice that we identify
here the Schrödinger equation with the differential equation that is derived
from it, as is often done.) So one should discriminate between solutions of
the differential equation, on the one hand, and eigenfunctions of the Hamilto-
nian. on the other hand. It has been realized before that this statement is
true in general, but, as the Coulomb potential is so simple, we are able to
show it explicitly by means of closed formulae.

We consider the asymptotic behaviour of y»j+l, y>ltl, f,ti and show then that
the p.w. series of y>lit is convergent, those of ̂ J+) and of ip,<t are divergent, if these
series are understood in the usual sense. Convergence can be obtained with the
help of Taylor's distribution (2). If we take this distribution aspect into account,
we are able to relate yfji with «{"' and y»,i with «[+l. It may be that the two
procedures «replacing the functions by their asymptotic approximations» and
« summing the p.w. series» do not commute. We have not considered the con-
vergence of the p.w. series in general.

The present investigation strengthens the feeling that y>, and y>s are not the
most natural objects to describe the scattering. In our opinion they have no
physical interpretation except asymptotically. We conclude that the splitting
ip™ = yjt + y), is unsatisfactory. Therefore we propose a different splitting
of ip™ into an incoming part and a scattered part. In ref. (3) we obtained a
generalized Lippmann-Schwinger equation in momentum representation. This
equation, written out in co-ordinate representation, gives at once the new
splitting. I t appears that the new states in co-ordinate representation cannot
be considered as ordinary functions. This is a new feature. One should realize
that in momentum representation the improper scattering states are always
distributions, but in co-ordinate representation we are acquainted only with
ordinary functions.

The new approach has many applications and admits a more satisfactory
physical interpretation. This will be worked out in the near future.

The notation and conventions are explained in sect. 2. In sect. 3 we derive
closed formulae for ^|+', yM and y>,tt. Here it is found that y^ikr) is propor-
tional to Fi(kr)jr, which is known, and that rpitl{kr) and yi^kr) differ in an
essential way from «{*'(&»•)/»•. At the end of sect. 3 the fact that the irregular
functions are no eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian is discussed. This point
is illustrated by considering these functions in momentum representation.

Section 4 deals with the new splitting of y>£\ Finally, in sect. 5 we give a
short summary and a general discussion.

fe-fi

c

(a) J . E. TAYLOR: NUOVO Cimento, 23 B, 313 (1974).
(3) H. VAN HAERINGEN: CotUombian asymptotic states, preprint (1975).
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Appendices A and B give more technical details of certain derivations.
As a by-product, an interesting equality relating a finite number of confluent
hypergeometric functions ,2^ has been obtained (eq. (B.10)).

fti.
r

2. — Notation and conventions.

As usual we take h = 2m = 1 (m the reduced mass), the energy is fc2 > 0
and the Coulomb potential is given by Vc(r) = 2ky}r. Throughout this paper
we consider almost only pure Coulomb functions. The appropriate subscript C
will mostly be suppressed. To some extent we use the notation of MESSIAH (').
Deviations from that notation occur because we often prefer Dirac's notation.
For example, we write <r|ft> in place of (2.T)~' exp [ J E T ] .

The Coulomb-scattering state is

= (2TT) * exp[—nyi'2]P(l -f- iy) exp [/ftT]1F1(— ?y: 1; /AT— / A T ) .

(1)

Here jJ1, is the confluent hypergeometric function or Rummer's (*) function 0.
It can be expressed in terms of the function U [e.g. (*)), also denoted by *P
(ref. («), p. 257):

(2) 1P,(- iy;l;s) = exp [xy]/r(l + iy) U(— iy, 1, z) -

— exp [ny ]//"(— iy) exp [a] U(l -f iy, 1,—z), I m « > 0 .

This defines the splitting Vc+)== V«+ V» w i t l 1

(3) y)i = {2jt)-lexTp[nyl2]exjt[ik-r]U(—iy, 1, ikr—ik-r) ,

(4) v.= - ( 2 J T ) - « e x p [ny/2] ^ ^ f j e x p [ikr] V(l + iy, l , i k r - ikr) .

The difference with eqs. (B.19)-(B.22) of ref. (') consists merely in the factor
)~*. The function V is singular at the origin:

(5) U(a, 1, e) = (-2C - y>(a) - In z)/f(a) + O{ \z In z\), • 0 ,

where C is Euler's constant and y>{a) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma-
function.

(*) A. ERDELrt, Editor: Higher Transcendental Functions, Vol. 1 (New York,
N. Y., J953).
(6) W. MAGNUS, F. OBERHETTINGER and R. P. SONI: Formulas and Theorems for the
Special Functions of Mathematical Physics (Berlin, 1966).
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At infinity one has

(6)
\

V(a,c,z)~z-°,

The functions y>, and ip, are linearly independent so-called irregular solutions
of Schrödinger's equation. We define the p.w. projection of a function f(k, r) =
mf(k,r,%-t) by

(7«) ƒ,(*, r) =2:rJd(Ê-?) P f̂c •?)ƒ(*, r) .

This implies in general that

(76) f(k, r)

where equality is understood in the sense of distributions. For a short-range
potential, one has to deal only with the very well-known Dirac ^-function,
but in the Coulomb case other distributions play a role, too (•). This will be
clarified at the end of sect. 3.

The regular Coulomb p.w. function Fi{kr) is usually denned (apart from
normalization) as the real-valued regular solution of tlte radial Schrödinger
equation. We prefer to use instead

(8) = Va/sr i' exp [ia,]F,(k-r)l(kr).

This notation and convention is not new, cf. ref. (*). The Coulomb phase shift er,
is defined by

exp [2i<r,] = r(l + 1 + iy)ir(l + 1 - ty).

The function (r\kl-\-') is the regular solution of the radial equation includ-
ing the first-derivative term, which equation will be called the p.w. Schrödinger
equation. I t arises in a natural way from the p.w. projection of <r|fe-t-> and
this is also the reason for the occurrence of the factors i' and exp [iat]. The
same convention can be used for other potentials V. One requires then that
<r|&+>v and (r\kl+)v satisfy eq. (7).

As we said in the introduction, also irregular solutions of the radial Schrö-
dinger equation are in use, notably Gt{kr) and wf\kr) (cf. app. B.5 of (')). We
prefer to use a new convention and notation. We define |Mf> and |W|> by

(9)

(10)

= V2lni'u<+>{kr)l(kr)

= V'J/n i'u\-\kr)l(kr)

(•) J. R. TAYLOR: Scattering Theory (New York, N. Y., 1972).
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Notice that in momentum representation no factor (—)l occurs:

i-J

The reason for this is that taking the complex conjugate is not a linear opera-
tion. The functions in eqs. (9) and (10) are Jost solutions of the p.w. Schrö-
dinger equation. Asymptotically, (r{klf) is an outgoing modified spherical
wave and <r|fcZ|> an incoming one:

<r|«f>~ V2/jr -r- exp [ikr - iy In (2AT)1,

<r\kl\y ~ V2J3T ^ exp [ - ikr + iy In ('2kr) J.
lev

Notice that |A-if> and |Mj> are defined also for complex values of k, while
makes sense only for real k. At infinity (>• = 00), <r|Wf> is regular if lm k > 0
and (,r\klly is regular if Imfe<0.

For the vanishing potential strength one has (cf. app. B.6 of ('))

lim <,r\kl\y = V 2 / ^ i<h\->(kr) .
y-»0

The following elegant relation holds:

i

which asymptotically becomes (kr -> 00)

~ -^^ [exp [tAr - ?> In (2AT) + 2/<r,] - ( - ) ' exp [ - JAT + iy In (2AT)]] .

This corresponds completely with the short-range potential formalism. The
equation corresponding to eq. (11) in momentum representation can be written
down immediately, i.e.

In this manner we get a convenient standardization of conventions and nota-
tions.
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3. - Partial-wave projections and expansions.

The main object of this section is to investigate the p.w. projections and
the p.w. expansions plus the asymptotic convergence of y,'.", y, and ?/>,. For
this purpose, explicit closed formulae will be derived for t/>|4', y,,i and ?/'»,/• Thes»
functions are defined according to eq. (la). The following integral representations
of the functions ,JP, and U will be helpful ({*), Oh. VI 6.5):

(12) ,F,(- ,>;!:*> = ̂ ^ - J(1/ exp [— c/ j f^ i — j

CO

(J3) U(- iy, \,s) = (exp [z\m- iy))\i\i exp f- zt]V*{i -

(14) iy, 1 , 3 ) = exp [ - xt]V?(

Insert these expressions into eqs. (1), (3) and (4) which give yi^, y>, and y>.,,
respectively. Apply then eq. (7«) and utilize eq. (13) for ip,ilf eq. (14) for y>,tl.
This yields certain expressions for ip[+), ip,tl and v>S), which contain a double
integral. The integration over i s ? 4 is easily performed utilizing

(15)
i

exp [tote] = 2ilj,(gt)

- 11"1- ' ' .

with Q s= Ttr. Then one obtains successively

i

(16) v>i+) = ( v / ^ t ' l exp [- nypyn- iy))jdt j,(Qt)

(17) y.i = (V§^ i ' exp[OTJ//2]/ƒ•(- iy

(18) v..i = (~ ^ ^ f i-'exp [ayPVn- iy))jdtj,(gt) exp [I#J>(1 + 0]«'"(l + O-1""-.
0

Equation (16) is easily reduced with the help of formula 6.625.1 of ('). This

(') I. S, GRADSHTEY.V and I. M. KTZIIIK: Table of Integrals, Series, and Products (New
York, N. Y., 1965).
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yields the expected result

(10) v'!+> = -f /y ( - 2i2in)

where ,// is liuchhol/.'s (s) Whittakcr function. This derivation is not essentially
new. ]t differs only slightly from that given by MESSIAH ('), C'h. XI.10.
The integral in eq. (17) can be expressed in terms of a known function with
the help of formula 6.625.0 of (r). This yields an expression containing Meyer's
G'-funetion (*). Thus one obtains

(20) 7 . ,
<y ~t~ u 'T »—

A similar expression can be derived for tpt%l from eq. (18). Most physicists will
not consider Meyer's G-function to be a very «elementary» function. One
should like to reduce it to a more transparent expression. We have not been
able to perform that in a straightforward way. However, by splitting ji occur-
ring in eqs. (17) and (18) in the following well-known way:

1
(21) jt(g) = — (h\+)(o) — /»["'({>)) .

one can obtain an elementary expression for y,tl. We insert eq. (21) into eqs. (17)
and (18) and introduce accordingly the functions «> and %. That is, we put

(-2) Vi.i — —• (— « V + x,.i)»

(23) V..i = .7j(«>..i-*..>).

where the four new functions are denned by eqs. (17) and (18) with j , replaced
by hf*, see appendix A, eqs. (A.1)-(A.4). The fact that /t,(±)(g) is equal to
exp [ ± ig] times a polynomial in 1/g turns out to be very helpful. In appendix A
we prove

(24)

(25)

(26)

to,., = = V2/JC e

4fj

•tFa(~ 1, iy-l; - I , - 21; - '2ig) .

(8) H. BUCHHOLZ: The Conflnenl Hypergeonietric Function (Berlin, 19C9).
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In eq. (26) the notation

(27) aFt(-l, iy-l;- I, -21;-2ie) = li l, iy-l;e-l, e -2l;-2ig)

for this truncated confluent hypergeometric series has been borrowed from
ref. (*), p. 191. The irregular Whittaker function IV is related to i' according to

(28) W_iy<l+i(z) = exp [ - */2]*'+' U{1+1 + iy, 21 + 2, z).

At this point we have sufficient material to discuss (lie convergence of
the p.w. series. As y>,ti and ?/>„,, allow a physical interpretation only for p-> oo,
we restrict ourselves to their asymptotic behaviour, symbolically denoted by ~ .
Our 2.P\> is a polynomial, so its asymptotic behaviour is just given by the highest
power of Q. With the help of (cf. eq. (A.10))

we derive

and, utilizing

r(iy -1) m + 1 - iy) = (-) T(i» P(l - iy) ,

we find at once (cf. eq. (A.17))

(29) Xi(Q)~^2l

From eqs. (6) and (28) we get the asymptotic expansion of W, and thus eqs. (24)
and (25) yield

1
Q

(30)

(31)

- ÏQ + iyhi (2Q)} ,

<os,i(g) ~ e x p [2ia,] \Z2jn'~ exp [ig — iy In (2

According to eq. (7) we multiply these p.w. functions by P ( ( J ) (21 + l)/(4?i)
and sum over I (# denoting r -£ as before). The J-dependence in eqs. (29)-(31)
is very simple. The well-known completeness relations of the spherical harmonics
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with self-evident notation, implies

(32)

Because Pt(— x) — (— )'Pi(x) one has

(33) Ï (-)*(

Equations (32) and (33) give the summation of the #,'s and of the to,,,'*. Even-
tUHlly we have to evaluate the sum of the n>,(('s whose /-dependence is asymp-
totically given by exp [2/tjj]. Now TAYLOR (a) has shown that the sum

(34)

is divergent, considered in the sense of ordinary (d-f unction) distributions.
TAYLOR introduced test functions <? (a1) that satisfy

(35) = 0.

That is, (/• is twice continuously differentiable and 9 (J-) vanishes in the forward
direction (a: = 1 : ? = £ ) . The use of these test functions is physically quite
plausible (as discussed in detail by TAYLOR) because measurement in the
strict forward direction has no meaning. Let us denote by the symbol Q what
we consider distributions defined on Taylor's test functions. Then

I

(36) — x) = 0, ®,

and this in turn means that the summation of the Xi's yields zero (cf. eqs. (29)
and (32)). TAYLOR (a) has proven also that the summation of exp [̂ i" ]̂ in
the sense of his distribution gives the Coulomb-scattering amplitude /c. To
be precise, he proved

(37)

with

(38)

'•*ƒ 4- 1 ik

- ~ P,(x) exp [3«r,] = ~- f%v),

Z
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Application of all this to eqs. (22) and (23) yields

(39) 2 " . -Pit?' *) VI.I(AT) ~ r5(f, — &; V 2/JI —-t cxj) [— /AT + /y In (2AT) ], 5c,

(W)
4sr

One expects that the l.h.s. of eq. (39) be equal to y\{k, r) and that the l.h.s.
of eq. (40) be equal to y>a{k, r). One can check that this is asymptotically cor-
rect, in the following (customary) way. Apply eq. (6) directly to eqs. (3) and (4).
Because asymptotic expansion then means kr — k-r-^- oo, one has to exclude
the forward direction in that approach, too. The use of

tl"

(41) (2jt)-» exp [/*• r ) ~ JJ™ [6(r, ki exp [ikr] - f>{f. - k) cxp [ - /AT]]
1.1 AT

plus eqs. (35) and (36) then gives the desired result, namely y,(k,r) is asymp-
totically equal to the r.li.s. of eq. (39) and y>3(h, r) to the r.h.s. of eq. (40).
Although this derivation was not the object of this section, it shows the con-
sistency of our approach.

The appearance of the functions %, may seem peculiar, for they are no solu-
tions of the p.w. Schrödinger equation (this fact can be derived from their
asymptotic behaviour). Because w,,, and «>,A are known to be solutions, it
follows (cf. eqs. (22) and (23)) that y,,i and >̂5|I are no solutions of the p.w. Schrö-
dinger equation, either. These latter are the p.w. projections of y, and yf which
are well-known solutions of the three-dimensional Schrödinger equation. The
reader who distrusts those #,'s is advised to consult eqs. (B.1)-(B.6) where a
very simple derivation of %i=0 is given, and where it is clearly demonstrated
that /,_0 is no solntion of the p.w. Schrödinger equation.

The solution of the above problem can be found in the well-known fact
that the irregular functions are no eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H, though
they are solutions of the differential equation which is derived from the ab-
stract Schrödinger equation Hip = k2y>. More precisely, it is known ((') p.
that the operator identity

,'J

(42) , I d ' L2

A - - *.

holds for any function finite at the point »• = 0. Because the irregular func-
tions are singular at the origin, eq. (42) need not be valid for these func-
tions. See also Chap. IX.2 of ref. ('). If we recall that B = — A + V, then

(») R. G. NEWTON: Scattering Theory of Waves and Particles (New York, N. Y.. 1966).
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it becomes clear that the JJ,'S need not be solutions of the p.w. Schrödinger
equation. Cf. ref. ("), pp. 329, 330.

A parallel can be found in the following. Since \kl+} is an eigenstate of H,
one has

(43) H\kl+y = fc2|W+> .

Now consider this equation in momentum representation. Take for simplicity
r = 0. Then H->p-, |fc£+>-»|H> and eq. (43) becomes

which is correct since </>jArJ> = d(/> — fc) /it2. On the other hand, we find for
in momentum representation (Ir = 0)

e | O,(44)

with the help of formulae 6.521.2 and 8.407.1 of (T) and eq. (A.5). This makes
clear that |Wf> is no eigenstate of H:

(45) H\kl\} ^=k2\kl^y .

The same statement holds for \kl\y. It is expected that eq. (45) be valid for
all potentials F ^ O for which [Wf> can be defined.

Finally we consider the regular and irregular functions discussed in this
section for vanishing potential strength, i.e. y~>0. According to (8), p. 23 we
have

and so (cf. eq. (28))

(46) l7(0,c,*) =,*",((>; «;*) = 1 .

Insertion of eq. (46) into eqs. (l)-(4) shows that when y -> 0

(47) tp™, fi-^- <r[ft> = (2JI)~' exp[t*-r],

(48) v , -+ 0 .

Furthermore we find
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SO

(49)

(50) -0 .

Equations (49) and (50) show the expected fact that the scattered part ip,it
vanishes when the potential vanishes, and that the incoming part ipia then
becomes equal to the free state (r\M}. Without the functions %t one would
obtain unacceptable results in the limit when y -> 0, e.g. y>ril would not vanish.

4. — A different splitting of the scattering wave function.

Although the separation of the regular Coulomb-scattering wave function
Vo+'(fc, r) = <r|fc-f>c into y>, and y, is asymptotically satisfactory (from ips,
r->oo, the scattering amplitude is usually derived), this separation is not in
all respects the most natural one. In the nonasymptotie region, neither y, nor
fa has a clear physical meaning. Eecall that both are singular at the origin
(cf. eqs. (3)-(5)).

There exists a different separation of <r|ft+>c into an incoming and a scat-
tered part. In ref. (3) we defined Coulombian asymptotic states, in momentum
representation denoted by <p[fcoo>c. The following equality has been proved (3)
(subscript C suppressed):

(51) = <p|fcoo>

Here Ga has argument (fc + ie)2, s j 0. Equation (51) has the form of a gener-
alized Lippmann-Schwinger equation. The asymptotic states may be considered
&,s generalized distributions. The pure Coulomb T-matrix with argument (fc + ie)-
can serve as a «test function» on which \k oo> can be properly denned. The
fact that <p|&oo> is not an ordinary function need not be disturbing. Recall
that the scattering state <p|A+> is always a distribution. In co-ordinate
representation we have the counterpart of eq. (51)

(52) = <r|fcoo>+

We remark that this equation seems to conflict with a statement by WEST (10),
namely that the Coulomb-scattering wave function is a solution of the homo-
geneous Lippmann-Schwinger equation. We shall have occasion to discuss this
point in a subsequent paper.

It would be interesting to obtain some simple explicit formula for <r|fcoo>.

(10) G. B. WEST: Journ. Math. Phys., 8, 942 (1967).

if,

*
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However, the integral representation Jdj»<r|p><p|ftoo> is not very transparent.
We get an idea about the structure of <r|feoo> by observing that

(53) (j»-*)|*oo> =

It implies that |fcoo> is a certain generalized improper eigenstate of the mo-
mentum operator p. The state <j»|/;oo) is « very similar » to the delta-function
ö(p— k) — </»|ft>, and <r|Aoo> is «very similar» to the plane wave <r|ft>.
From the explicit expression for <(p|fcoo> it follows (3) that it contains a certain
distortion at p = 7c. Consequently we expect in co-ordinate representation a
certain distortion at r= oo. This explains why we can call <r|fcoo> an «asymp-
totically Coulomb-modified improper free state» or, abbreviated, «asymptotic
state».

On account of eq. (53) it looks plausible that jAoo> contain (almost) no
information on the scattering process, and that G0F|fc+> contain therefore
(almost) all the scattering information, moreover we have from (3)

(54)

and

(55) <* 'oo- \T\kooy = -

Here /° is the Coulomb-scattering amplitude (cf. eq. (38)), Go and T have
argument (k+is)2, e | 0 , and <p|ftoo — > is the complex conjugate of <pjfcoo>
(which is, written more completely, <p|&oo + >). Equations (52)-(55) show
that <r|G0F|ft+> is a proper candidate for the scattered part of

For vanishing potential strength we get

(56)

(57)

lim

lim

in agreement with the corresponding short-range formulae.

5. - Summary and discussion.

We obtained in sect. 3 the p.w. projections of Vo+)> ft and y, in closed form.
See eqs. (22)-(27). An unexpected feature is the appearance of the functions
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These #,'s are no solutions of the p.w. Sehrödingor equation and therefore i/j,t,
and ipBil are no solutions, although f, and y>, are solutions of the three-dimen-
sional Schrödinger equation. There is no contradiction (though it might seem
so) because the irregular functions are no eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian.
Apparently they have no physical interpretation. This is discussed at the
end of sect. 3.

We considered the asymptotic behaviour of all occurring functions. The
p.w. series are then convergent in the sense of Taylor's distribution (2). We
found that the p.w. series of the y,/s converges asymptotically to an outgoing
distorted spherical wave times the Coulomb-sea'tering amplitude. This agrees
completely with the asymptotic behaviour of the three-dimensional functions y>,.

The conclusion we draw from sect. 3 is that the splitting of the physical
scattering wave function into two so-called irregular solutions is unsatisfactory.
This is already clear from the singular behaviour at the origin of the irregular
functions, but the investigation made in sect. 3 reinforces the conclusion.

In sect. 4 we discussed a generalized Lippmann-Schwinger equation for
the Coulomb-scattering state in co-ordinate representation, presenting a different
and more satisfactory splitting of i/jjf' into an incoming part and a scattered
part.

Eventually we should like to review these results in a more general context.
It is likely that i'or other (local) potentials V the three-dimensional scat-

tering wave function can be split up into two irregular solutions of the Schrö-
dinger equation. If this is true, then the present paper suggests that their p.w.
projections will turn out to be no solutions of the p.w. Schrödinger equation.
However, apart from the Coulomb case no closed formulae seem to be known
to check this.

In p.w. space, it follows from the theory of ordinary second-order differential
equations that the p.w. Schrödinger equation for a local potential V has (in
general) two linearly independent irregular solutions, each with prescribed
asymptotic behaviour. There exists just one regular combination of these
two. Let us denote these functions by <r[Wf>F, (r\kl\yv and (r\kl-\-)v,
respectively. In analogy with the splitting of the three-dimensional wave
function, one has then the splitting (cf. eq. (11))

(58) 1_
2)

provided that the normalization is appropriate.
Now if V has short range, it is known that (rlfcüt^and <r|W|>p approximate

(up to a constant) the « free waves » fcf^fcr) when kr -» oo. This suggests al-
ready that one cao split off the free state <r\kiy, which is then interpreted as
the «incoming part», and that the remaining term can be interpreted as
the «scattered part». In this way one obtains an intuitive picture of the p.w.
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Lippman-Schwinger equation:

When V has long range {e.g. the Coulomb potential), eq. (58) still holds
but (r\kt\yr and (r\JcHyy do not approximate the free waves h'*\kr) asympto-
tically. This suggests that eq. (59) might be not valid then, which is indeed
the case for the Coulomb potential. So one has then only the splitting of eq. (58)
and this lacks a clear physical interpretation.

The equation:

(52') = <r|feoo>c+

where the subscript C for Coulomb is written for this occasion, should be com-
pared with the standard Lippman-Schwinger equation

(60) <r

valid for a short-range potential I'. To emphasize the analogy, we remark
that in eq. (CO) <r|&> could be replaced by <r|fcoo>,-, the asymptotic state belong-
ing to V, but these two ftates are identical if V lias short range.

From the physical point of view, a splitting like ^J,+l = y>, -f- y>,, or as in
eq. (58), is artificial, though it has been proven very useful in mathematical
considerations. The splitting in eqs. (52') and (60) admits a satisfactory physical
interpretation. See (3) and the connection with time-dependent Coulomb-
scattering theory shown there.
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versations and for a critical reading of the manuscript.
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A P P E N D I X A

In this Appendix the expressions for w,.,, w,tl, %,,, and %Swl given in eqs.
(24)-(26) will be proved. The p.w. projections of y>t and yj, have been expressed
in eqs. (22) and (23) as

,1
j
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68 II. VAN HAEKINGEN

According to eqs. (17), (IS) and (21), the functions «> and y_ can and will be
defined by

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

ïfai' exp [nyl'2]ir{- iy))fdt AJ-'(^) exp [io(l - t)\Vv(t -
1

CD

ir{~ iy))jdth™(ot) exp [itj[l - 1)]f'(t -

To ensure convergence of the integrals, the real part of iy has to satisfy cer-
tain conditions. These conditions can be relaxed by means of analytical con-
tinuation. Now we start with the successive evaluation of the four expres-
sions in eqs. (A,1)-(A.4).

i) First, consider eq. (A.I). The integral there can be expressed in terms
of Whittaker's function W, utilizing formula 6.625.10 of('), in combination
with (cf. formula 8.407.1 of ('))

KV(IQX) = \ in exp [| inv) ƒƒ?'(— Q?) •

The relation between the Hankel function H\^ and the spherical Hankel func-
tions ft'1» and fi{+' is given by (cf. app. B.6 of ("'))

(A.5)

and ftj-' follows from

(A.6)

Utilizing all this, one obtains (the condition Re ig > 0 which has to be met
mplies y—Q = ÏQ)

V-

(A.7)

The substitution of eq. (A.7) in eq. (A.I) gives at once

which is just eq. (24).

ii) Next we have to reduce the integral in eq. (A.2). We utilize the fact
that hf\z) is equal to exp [»'«] times a polynomial of l[z (cf. eq. (B.50) of (')).
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COULOMB-SCATTERING STATES AND PARTIAI.-WAVK DECOMPOSITION'S 69

The exponential factor exp [— iot\ in the integrand of the integral in eq. (A.2)
then cancels and the remaining integral can be evaluated term by term.

According to eq. (A.5) and (8), p. 214, the following equality holds:

(A.8) f(z) = M(- 2x)-> exp f ± hl[zL<r*< '2is) .

Here Lf is the generalized Laguene polynomial which can be expressed in
terms of a confluent hypergeomctric function

(A.9)

Note (hat Messiah's (('), eq. (B. 13)) JJf>is (l-\- «).' limes the r.h.s. of eq. (A.!)).

The symbol I I stands for (1 + «),//!, «here (1 -) a), is Pochhninmer's

symbol. When a is equal to — '21— 1, il is preferable to write this expres-
sion as

(A.10) (1 + a), = (-)Tl-oc)ir{~«-l),

and thus one obtains

(A.l l) . r - I; - -21; ; ) .

One should realize that in eq. (A.ll) tlie following convention is tacitly under-
stood (cf. eq. (A.15)):

( A . 1 2 ) 1 J 7 ' , ( — I ; — 2l;~) : J i n i i . F i ( e ! — l i e — 2 / ; ~) ,

so the Taylor expansion of this i ^ is

I

tFA- I; - 21; s) = 2( - / )„ / ( -2l ) n i* l„ \ .

Utilizing' the above relations, we convert the integral in the r.li.s. of eq. (A.2)
into

ƒ••• •• • - < * • » ' -

The finite summation may, of course, be interchanged with the integration.
Finally we apply formula 3.191.2 of (')

(A.13) jdtt'y-m(t-l)-1~'v= B(m, - iy),
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70 H. VAN HAERINGEN

where B denotes the beta-function. Then the integral becomes

f _n-iy)r(2l+\) expfjg] ' (>y-l)n (-2<gV
U " ' ) ' " JV + i-iy) j{2»)' A (-«) . w! '

i

The Unite sum hero is it, truncated confluent liypergoonietrie series, which w;-
denote by a 2F2:

(A.15)

~l;e — (,e-2l; -Zio)

We borrowed this notation from rof. (4), p. 101. The substitution of eqs. (A.14)
and (A.15) in eq. (A.U) yields the desired result, cf. eq. (26).

We point out that the hypergcoinetric function -J'» in eq. (A.15) can be
written in terms of a. different hypergooinetrie function :lJ<\. After the re-
placement of the summation variable n in eq. (A.15) by m !—><, we derive

2(-I, iy-!;-l, -21; z) =(A.16)

The substitution of this equality in eq. (20) yields the following simple ex-
pression for yx:

iii) We proceed with the evaluation of the integral on the r.h.s. of
eq. (A.3). After the substitution of eqs. (A.8) and (A.11) this integral becomes

oc

ƒ... in eq. (A.3) = (2l))jll (2g)-'e

In place of eq. (A.13) we now resort to formula 3.194.3 of (7)

CO

jdt *<v+—»-i(l + «)-i-'v = B(n -l-\-iyJl-Jrl-n).
o

With the help of the equalities

f(n - I + iy) = r(iy -l)(iy-1), ,

(-1). - (~rr(i+
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we find for the integral on the r.h.s. of eq. (A.3) the expression

CO

f ( jVr ' )» ( - '

The unite sun1 on the r.h.s. here i.s the same J'\ we have delined in eq. (A.J5).
Insertion of the above expression into eq. (A.3) gives the desired result, i.e. it
proves eq. (26).

iv) Finally we have to prove eq. (25). To derive the expression given
there for <••>,,,, it is not necessary to reduce eq. (A.I;. Consider eqs. (22) and (23).
By virtue of eq. (26) which has just been proved, we have •/,,- /,_, =--0, and
therefore

(A. I V'M+ V-..- f\+> =
1

We have already obtained closed formulae for y<\+) and for v>,3, (cf. eqs. (19)
and (24)). By means of these expressions, the required result for <»,t, can be
obtained from eq. (A. 18) in the following way.

The expression for yj+) given in eq. (19) contains the function J(. One
can express Jt in terms of Whittaker's function W (cf. (8), p. 19, eq. (20a))

( - 2»o) - # -„ . ! •» ( - -''{') 2) = e

We insert eq. (A.19) into eq. (19) and find

(A.20) ViïJï

The second term of the expression in brackets here yields an expression equal
to — t»,jl('2i}, according to eq. (24). Comparing with eq. (A.18), we see that
the first term will give then w,t,/(2j). The expression we get in this way for
«„,! is just equal to the r.h.s. of eq. (25) and the proof is complete.

In appendix B we shall give a very simple proof of eqs. (24)-(26) in the
particular ease ? = 0 , and a different, independent proof of eqs. (24) and (25)
valid for all I— 0 ,1 , . . . .

A P P E N D I X B

Because the derivation of eqs. (24)-(26) in appendix A is rather involved,
though straightforward, it may be interesting to have a second proof. In this
appendix such a proof will be provided for eqs. (24) and (25). As a by-product,
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72 H. VAN ilAERIKGEN

we shall find certain equalities that are interesting in their own right, see
eqs. (B.7), (B.8), (B.1O). (B.1S) and (R.1O).

First wo give a very simple pruof of eqs. ('M), (25) and (26) for the ease
/ = 0. Remembering that P 0 = l one has to evaluate (.r-~k-r)

id./1 exp [io-r 11'{— iy. 1, i'j{ 1 — .(•))

and

p. 266)

(B.I)

(B.2)

fdsU(l+iy, 1,//?(.*•-])),
- i

to eqs. (3), (4) and ("«). Utilizing the general relations (ef. (5),

~ [s exp [ - i\ U(<( + .1, 2, z)] = - exp [ - cj l'(«, 1, c)

and ((&), p. 288)

(B.3) V(a. 2, «) = -p,
1

• o ,

one confirms eqs. (24)-(26) for /— 0 at once, i.e. (ef. eqs. (22), (23) and (28))

(B.4) W/,,.0 = '2iV'2/nexp [ïtyl'2] exp [— /«] ïr(l — /y< 2, 2/p),

(B.5) «>, ,„„ = - 2/Vïj/ir exp [ay/21 ; ' ^ exp [ƒ« | T(l + '>, 2, - '2io) ,
7(1 — ly)

/u «» t/.TT cxPfa!y/">l 0 XP ['P)(B.6) Xi=o = V - > / j i T r - r- - - - .

It is easy to see that exp [ikr][r i.s a solution of the / = 0 p.w. Schrödinger
equation without the Coulomb potential, i.e. — (r%)" = kHr%) (recall that
Q^hr). This implies that Xi~o is no solution of the / = 0 p.w. Schrödinger
equation including the Coulomb potential.

The general (second) proof of eqs. (24) and (25) runs as follows. From
eqs. (A.8) and (A.ll) we have the following convenient expression for Hankel's
spherical functions:

/*<«(«) = ({21) !/l! (2*)-') (exp [ ± h\jz) ,J!\(- /; - '21; T 2i*) .

Replacing the summation variable w, arising from the expansion of t^,, by
m = l — v, we derive (cf. (*), p. 257 (3))

hf{s) = P»z-* exp [ ± iz]zF„{-1,1 + 1;
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Now insert tne expression containing the h.f. J<\ into eqs. (A.I) and (A.4).
respectively. Utilize further formula 3.384.3 of ('), p. 320 (corrected for the
misprint: 2/>1 must be 2« —1). Then eqs. (A.I) plus (24) yield

i (!•{- r > i ) l z i m

Wiv-' 'ii£) = J o (I - »>! ^ T W"-»"'*1" "l(2)

with the restriction \nvjis\<n. In the same manlier, eqs. (A.4) plus (25)
yield

(B.8) W-w ^(~) = (-) '+ 1 IV + 3 - <»//'(* + 1 + iy) •

i (J+ w)! z~in F(iy — m) w

néo(ï~ m)' m- F(— iy)

Notice in this context the useful relations ((•), pp. 19,29,30)

if Im ft = 0 .

If we reverse the arguments leading to eqs. (B.7) and (B.8), it follows that
we have an independent second proof of eqs. (24) and (25), once we have proved
eqs. (B.7) and (B.8).

Such a proof can be derived from the well-known recurrence relations for
the Whitraker functions W, see (6), p. 304. Note tin» misprint: to the first
term of the second equation must be given a minus sign. Then one has

/T> (\\ TIT t ~\ TIT I ̂ \ I 'I . .*—i I | r , j jy\
\tt.u) ** x,u+h\*> — *itf—i\*' ~i —/** »» x—itiA i •

This equation proves eq. (B.7) in the ease /•= 1. A similar equation can be
found as starting point for the proof of eq. (B.8).

We have found, however, a more elegant way to prove eqs. (B.7) and (B.8).
Our basic equality is

(B.10) 2) 1 iy; 2l

ml

One can prove this equation with the help of the Taylor expansion of

(B.11) ,Ff(«; c; z) --= f{(a)J(c)K)z»jnl,
Jl-0

utilizing the relation

interchanging the order of the two summations that arise on the r.h.s. of
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eq. (B.10) and applying the well-known «quality

(B.13) J<\{a,b;e; 1) = F{c)I\e-~ a - 6)/'-'(<• - ")ƒ"'(<• - 6)

to the hypergeometrir functions jJ»1, with unit argument thai one encounters
in tliis process.

Express the confluent hypergeometric functions ,ƒ', occurring in eq. (B.10)
in terms of the functions V according to ((6)., p. 263)

(B.1-1)

with

fa; c; z) = ( A ' c J / H c - n)) exp |>VT>/«J I'(a. c, z) -j-

-f- (r{e)jr{n)) exj) [s] cxp fm»y(« - r! ] T(r — n. «•, — s)

I i n c y - O .

With the help of

one obtains in this manner from eq. (B.10) the followinj; two equations:

i (14- m)'
(B.15) z' U(l+1- iy, '11 + '2, c) = 2 ,7-—,-,-,, H » + 1 - iy, m + 2. s)

and

i>, 2/+ 2, c) = (-) + 1 + iy)-
' </+»!)! iVy-m)

• y 77 .-.—; ,-,. . , HI + iy, m + 2, z).
£iy{l~ m)\m' I (— iy)

Finally, if we utilize the relation between V ami W given in eq. (28). then
eq. (BJ5) proves eq. (B.7) and eq. (B.16) proves eq. (B.8). This completes
the second proof of eqs. (24) and (25).

i

• IUASSUNTO (•)

ft usual» separarc la funzionc d'onda fisica v^' dcllo scattering di Coulomb in una parte
out route v'< c in una parte difl'usa VV Si deducono formule aualitiche por Ie proiczioni
dell'onda parzialc di V, c V', >' si discutc la convergenza at>iiitotic.-i delln sciic coiiispoii-
dente di ondc pai'ziali. Si trovn chc questa separazione non i- Hoddisfacente. Si propone
una separazione divcrsa di yj;1"' in una parle cntrante e una partc diffusa chc è in strctia
analogia con la separazione normale della funzione d'onda dello scattering per un poten-
zialc a breve raggio.

(*) Tradwzione a ewa della litdasioiie.
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COCTOHHHH pacceflHHH H paiJiovKtuHH no napuHanbiiuM

(*). — OöbiHuo BOJiHOBaa <t)yiixunsi yyV"' ana 4>mifHccKoro KynoiioecKoro pac-
pa3ÓHBaeTcsi na naaaiouiyio lacTb v, " pacce«nnyio 'uicTb ys. Mu BUBOÜHM

«jiopMyjiy ana napnifa.nbHi.ix npoeKuuii y>, a y, 11 oöcywaaeM acHMfiTo-
TiticcKyio cxoAKMocTb cooTBCTCByioutHX PHÜOB tto napuiiajibHbivi BO,nnaM. nanyiacTCü,
HTO BuuieyKa3aHHoe pa3ae.nenne na i/'i » V, aon«eTCfl ncyaoB^eTBopiiTcj]bnbiM. M M

jipyroe pa36ncHiic v>i+> na naaaiouiyio nacTb 11 pacccaimyio >iacTb.
pa36ncHHc O'ICHU noxowc ua craiuiapTHOC paiaejieituc BOJIHOBOÜ (|>yHKmii!

pacceiiHwa AJIH cnyaxn KopoTKOfleiicïBviomero noTenunu.ua.

(*) ïlepesedeuo pedaxifueü.
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ON AN INHOMOGENEOUS SCHRODINGER EQUATION AND ITS

SOLUTIONS IN SCATTERING THEORY

We prove-that (Ji „, the partial-wave projections, x,

of the irregular Coulomb wave function i>s, is a solu-

tion of an inhomogeneous SehrSdinger equation. New

expressions for I/J „ and ty are obtained in terms of
S )X S

the Coulomb Green functions Gn , and G_, respectively.

We discuss irregular solutions, the analogs of <i , for
s

Coulomb-like and short-range potentials. We find that

in general these functions do not approach asymptotically

the scattering amplitude times an outgoing spherical wave,

in contrast to the pure Coulomb function if> .
s

K--.

r\
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1. INTRODUCTION

The physical three-dimensional Coulomb scattering wave

function <|i is customarily split up into an "incoming part"

ip. and a "scattered part" ip . Each one of these three functionsx s

is a solution of the Schrödinger equation, ij) is regular, i|̂

and ip are irregular. In Ref.l we have derived closed expressions

f o r

\b

ip. > ip- p and ipo , the partial wave (p.w.) projections of

, ip. and ip , respectively. We proved that tp. . and I|I . are
X S X j J t S j X ,

no solutions of the p.w. projected Schrödinger equation.

The function ih approaches asymptotically the Coulombs

scattering amplitude times a Coulomb-modified outgoing spherical

wave (cf.Eq.(5.1)). The question arises whether there exists also

for other potentials a function which

(i) is an irregular solution of the three-dimensional Schrödinger

equation, and

(ii) approaches asymptotically the scattering amplitude times an

outgoing spherical wave (possibly modified).

In this paper we shall discuss a large class of irregular

solutions of the three dimensional Schrödinger equation with a

local potential. Their asymptotic behavior is easily obtained

when the potential is spherically symmetric. In this case we are

able to show that the condition (ii) is not satisfied in general.

It seems that the pure Coulomb potential is a remarkable excep-

tion in this respect.

In Section 2 we shall prove that ty . is a solution of an
s, x,

"inhomogeneous Schrödinger equation", see Eq.(2.3). With the help

of this result we deduce in Section 3 a new expression for ip „,
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in terms of the Coulomb Green function Gc ^, Eq.O.l). In the

second part of Section 3 we investigate the behavior of tys ̂ (r)

for r-t-0, starting from different equivalent expressions. When

S, = 0 this function diverges like Unr, but for I > 0 it has a

finite limit for r •*• 0 (Eq.(3.17)).

Summation of the p.w. series with ib . leads in a natural
5 J X*

way to an expression for ^ (ï£5r) in terms of the three dimensional
s

Coulomb Green function Gc, Eq.CJ.l). We define in Eq.(l).2) a

class of irregular solutions \\> of the three-dimensional

Schrödinger equation for a not necessarily spherically symmetric

potential in analogy to IJJ , and study these functions in Section

'». We also discuss here the connection with a line charge distribu-

tion on the positive z axis.

The most interesting feature of the Coulomb irregular solu-
tion li is, as we said before, that it approaches asymptotically

s

a Coulomb-modified outgoing spherical wave times the Coulomb

scattering amplitude. In Section 5 we discuss the question

whether cuch an irregular solution with a similar asymptotic

behavior can be found for other potentials. We successively

consider the Coulomb, Coulomb-like, and short-range potentials,

first with the "Coulomb-choice" for w, i.e., w(r) proportional
ikr

to e , and afterwards for other functions w. We have not been

able to find an irregular solution lfi with the desired property

of giving the scattering amplitude. So it seems to be fortuitous

that \j>s yields asymptotically the scattering amplitude. Therefore,

although the regular physical wave function iji' + '(k,r) for any

local potential can be expressed as the sum of two irregular

solutions, <l> = ̂  + ij>s, this splitting seems to be useful only

in the pure Coulomb case.

i
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We shall work throughout in the coordinate representation

and restrict ourselves to local potentials. As usual we take

+1 = 2m = 1, E=(k + ie)2 with E + 0, and we suppress the energy

dependence of G, Go and T. We will often use the subscript C to

denote Coulomb quantities.

The p.w. "outgoing" physical scattering state is denoted

by |k£+>, cf. Eq.(11.13) of Taylor [2]. Its connection with

Newton's i|>. and «p. follows from

<r j kl + >

and (Eq.(12.145) of Ref.3),

<pt(k,r)

(1.1)

(1.2)

where fn(k) is the Jost function. Furthermore we will use the

symbols | kl +> and | ki +> to denote the Jost solutions of the

p.w. Schrb'dinger equation, see Ref.l. We have

< r | k U > = (2/n)^ (kr)"1 fo(k,r),

2i I k2 + > = e * I kS. + > - I ki +>,

and

r I ki. - >* = (-)* < kft - | r> .

(1.3)

(I-1»)

(1.5)

The Coulomb Jost solution is denoted by < r | 1:4 t >_, and for V = 0

y»e have [1]

(1.6)

We shall suppress I when 1=0. In particular,

<r I kO t > = <r I k + > = (2/ir)* e i k r / (kr).
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The subscript 0 to a bra or ket signifies V= 0, whereas for a

function, e.g. in fo*n, it means £ = 0 . The behavior of

< r | kH + > and < r | k £ + > at r = 0 follows from

and

lim
r->0

lim
r->0

(2ikrf*<r

kr < r | kJ. t > JU/(2a)! = f„(k),

(1.7)

(1.8)

respectively. These equations are valid for Coulomb-like as well

as for (nonsingular) short-range potentials.

For a local central potential ^.(r) is independent of H=

Therefore we shall occasionally suppress the subscript 5. here.

Ü
"•y
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?.. COULOMB FUNCTIONS SATISFYING AN INHOMOGENEOUS SCHRODINGER

EQUATION

In this section we shall prove that x^Csee Ref.l) is a

solution of the following inhomogeneous differential equation

of the Schrödinger type,

(2.1a)

that is, written in a more explicit form,

dr2

2kY
r "kr r (1 - iy)'

(2.1b)

Here V„ is the Coulomb potential and f„ „ is the complex conjugate

of the Coulomb Jost function for I = 0 (e.g., Ref.3),

fc i = fc i

Thefunction Xjj has been defined in Ref.l by

Xjl(kr) = - 2i (2 .2 )

where < r | kj. t >c is the Jost solution for the p.w. Schrödinger

equation with the Coulomb potential. It follows that if Eq.(2.1)

is valid, we also have

fc,o / ( 2 i )- (2.3)

As we said in the introduction, ji , is the p.w. projection of
s, x.

ii (see Eq.(4) of Ref.l),

In order to prove Eq.(2.1), we substitute the following
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closed expression for x» (see Eq.(A.17) of Ref.l),

exp(ikr)

and introduce the new variables z = (2ikr) and y = -iy. After

some manipulations the equation to be proved reduces to

-z3F"(z) + z(l-2z)P'(z) JlU+l)z)F(z)= u.

Here

F(z) = P (-1,1 + 1, 1; y + 1; z) = [ z"( -d) (Jl + 1 )i / (y +1 )
3i n = 0 n n n

is a polynomial, so the proof of Eq.(2.6) is obtained in a

straightforward way.
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3. A NEW EXIRKS3I0N FOR

In this section we shall prove the equation

'C,8, 'o JC,0
(3.1)

where

The left-hand side of (3.1) gives a now expression Tor \p , „ .

Further we shall investigate the behavior- of ty , (k,r) for r -• 1,

see Eq.(3.17).

Note, however, that

t

is even not defined. This can be easily rle-"lu~ei Vmn .jur 'lir.ou

sion below (the integral in Eq.(3.<"<) would be 1iv«rrcnt :n
rJ

this case), but it also follows from the equality G V, .=

G n .T. and the well-known fact that the half-shell Coulomb 7

matrix, that is Tc ^ | k«.>, is not defined.

For the proof of Eq.(3•1) we use

<r|G C jj|r
l > = i-)l+1 ink < r< | kH + ><r> | \<l t >, (3.3)

where r is the smaller one and r> the larger one of the pair

r,r'. Such a representation of the Green function holds for any

local central potential, as is well known.

A natural and direct way to prove Eq.(3.1) would consist of

inserting (3-3) and using the known explicit expressions for the

regular and irregular Coulomb wave functions, i.e.,

<r

x (2ikr)Z' e"lkr

^ e"ITY/2(r(Jl +l +

-iy; 2H+2; 2ikr),
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< r | k H t > c = ( 2 / T T P e i r y / 2 + i k r ( k r ) ~ 1 ( - 2 i k r ) J l + ' U U + i + iY, 2 A + 2 , - 2 i k r ) . ( 3 . ' * b )

and

However, it turns out that this approach is somewhat complicated.

We have been able to prove Eq.(3.1) in this way only lVir I- <'

and for I - 1. In order to show the complications -ïrirung hore,

we now discuss briefly the 1=0 case. By usinc

d/dz ^V^-iy; 1; z) = -iy jF,(1 - iy; 2; z)

and

d/dz e~Z 1/(1 + iy, 1, z) = -c" z U(l + iy, .?, z ) ,

jPjC-iy; 1; z) = -iy 1 P ] ( 1 - j y; 2; z) + (; + ' Y) ̂ ^ C - :y; :';:'.

U ( l + i y , 1 , z ) = U ( l + i y , 2 , z ) - ( 1 + i y ) " ( ? + : y , ? . , z ) ,

v / e o b t a i n

<r | GCVC i e i k r> = e ' Ï Ï Y / 2 r ( l + i y ) < r | k t >c + (2/v)h 2 i e i k r r ( 1 + iy)

xFjFjf-iy; 1; 2ikr) U(1 + iy, 2, -2ikr) + iy ̂  (1 - iy; 2; 2ikr) U(1 + iy, 1 ,-2ikr) j .

(3.5)

The e x p r e s s i o n between t h e square b r a c k e t s can be reduced by

n o t i n g t h a t t h e Wronskian W for the func t ions

f ( z ) E j P j C - i y ; 1; z)

and

g (z ) = e z U ( l + i y , 1, - z )

i s equa l to

W(f ,g ) 5 f g ' - f ' g = z"1 exp(z + in sgn ( Tin z ) ) / r( 1 + iy ) .

In this way we get from Eq.(3.5),

< r | G c V c | k t > fc*0 = e S i a o < r | k + > c

v /h i ch i s j u s t E q . ( 3 . 1 ) f o r 1=0.
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For St. > 1 the above procedure is rather co.viul icai.c-U. Th-.'r-..--

fore we resort to a different approach-

In the preceding section we have proved

= vc fc,o-

This equation follows from Eq.(3.1), but not vie; versa. '.•/'• ;;h-il 1

nevertheless prove Eq.(3.1) with the help of Eq. ('•>'•)• 'i'o this

end we first observe that the quantity Gc j'.'r | ;•: f > i\. r ::; •>

solution of the same inhomogeneous difforential oouatl^n,

Therefore this quantity equals the sum of rt parti "alar solution

of this equation and some solution of the corr* sp AY\ '. ;:.-•

homogeneous differential equation. Accordiüg t • Kq.(.:'.! j 3 ~x, Ĵ

a particular solution. Further we know that -my s-. lution of t-i-

homogeneous differential equation is a lin^Tf •••oFr:b unt 'on ^f

| k£ + >c and | V.I + >c- Therefore,

We shall prove that C2 = 0 and Cj = e'
1 0* by establishing the

behavior of the left-hand side for r -> » and for r •» 0, respectively.

Substitution of (3.3) in the left-hand side of Kq.n.7)

yields

+ < r

Vc(r') < r
1 I k t >0 r

|2dr'

kl t >c Vc(r>') <r' | k t- >0 r
l2dr'l.

:.

(3.8)
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We f u r t h e r u s e E q . ( 1 . U ) f o r t h e Coulomb c a s e ,

2 i I l a + - " e 2 1 o 1 I \a t > I kH I >

and

< r | \a i >c ~ ( 2 / i t ) ' 1 ( k r ) " 1 e x p C i k r - i ï ? .n (2kr ) ) , r - > » . ( .5 .9)

I t r o l l o t v s t h a t f o r r-> <» t h e s e c o n d t e r m on t h e r i ^ h t - h u i v J s i d e

o f K q . ( 3 . 8 ) i s n e g l i g i b l e . F o r t h e f i r s t t e r m we f i n d , for r - » « ,

/ , «-1 i k r
-(2/.)' const,

Cle-trly thia implies that we have C2 =0 in ivi. ( '.- • i! .

In order to prove Ct = o 1 1 0 ^ , v;-.- c-jiisii"!- t:v ••:•::>:•••.:.• i -. :i:-

Eq.(3.*) for r->0. With the licOp of Kqü.(l.Y) an 1 (!.""! 'in-

easily verifies that

< r | 0 c V c | k t >„ = O(finr), r- -• 0, when 9. - 0,

= 0(i), !•->'!, when J=l,2,'., ... .

t ' i r . u i i y we u s e E q . ( 3 . ' t b ) , w h e r e ( [ ^ 1 , p . 2 S d , c o r r o c t o : )

ü ( a , c , i ; ) = z 1 " 0 T ( c - i ) / r ( a ) + 0 ( | ^ | 2 " R f ' ° ) , :: •» n , Hr> o> ;? , c^

a n d d e d u c e f rom E q . ( 2 6 ) o f R e f . l t h a t

X / k r ) --- (2/71)* e i r Y / 2 ( i a - ) " 1 ( - 2 i ! - : r r P - r ( 2 1 + l ) / r ( P . + 1 - iy), r - 0 .

With the help of these expressions we obtain Cj =e'"ta2'. Th;

completes the proof of Eq.(j.l).

(5.11)

( 3. 12)

The behavior of < r | Gc t V c \ !•: t >( at r = 0, as given by Kq.

(3.10) Is sonev;hat peculiar. The function iji, „ has the same
s, x

behavior according to Eq.(3.1) that has just been proved. It may

be interesting to deduce this behavior of ij; at r = 0 in an in-
s , y.
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i t n a i i i n - ' j 1 . V . ' o : ; l i c s l l . i u t h u ; ' n - v ; u V . ' ; : J V , , i ' 'i : . y . : ! .

f i ' o n lp , ( ; • : , ! • ) , a r u l i' i i ) b y u ; ; l n ; : a n i i i t " , - r ' a ' : • • . : :• . • • • : ! • - J ' . ' • • • :

iji . w h i c h w e i ! a v < - o l t u i ) , • . . • • . ! ;.,;•" ••.•'. O U Ü ! y [ i ] . "."::•:•.• • > n . - ' . ' . • : • •

S « K

C i v o a t t h e a a : : : e t i : : i " L : : x i " - t ) i ' . : • • • :•:: !•• •'••'• .•:• ' ' •" 'l> . - '••

p u r p o s e , b u t t h i s a p p r o a •!•> • ; ; > . ' - t .•'.:•:•••'.• '.' :• r>. '• . •' • • • ' -

s t a r t w i t h ( j i , . ( ! • : , r - ) , ;• ' • ! ' . : • . .- ; • • - > : - . r . : > • . • . : . : • • : :.••..• ••.]:••-. : y : • •

R i . v c n i n K « i . ( , ' . ' • ) . B y u . ; ; : . • •

C i a K u ! c f ' : i • ; o ! i J t ' - . i i # : Ü . : v ' ' •.• i '. ~:

Tin-- p.vi. tji"'.iJ-_;-1 ion of ip _ iü

l

w i t h v = k - r . '/<'•, n o w U Ö - - v j ,

f r ? (:•:) £ n ( ï - x ) a x =

- 'qua • '. i !••.•

• , s . z , , , • , , . . . .

t h a t f o l l o w e a s i l y w . i t h t h " ! K - l p o f ( < - . , - . , f ^ - l ' . ' i , • • . . ' - ; '

( n " + ( : i + l ) " i ) ! 1 (:•:) = -i
n=l

Tn thi:» way w.- ob ta : ; ' . , I'or r •* t ,

r ( - : Y ) !}-„

- . < :•: < i .

1. v\ r , 1 = • i

- - : / ( J ? . ( Ï + ! ) ; , f. = ; , . • , - • ; . . . .

v 5 . I V )
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w i l l J-. i u •. t!>

C. ,(>.•'. = -( .Vi t ) - ,-t. v-i f,' r: f!

- = ,::•!.
l ' u l l o w i :

( / - •

•J
f j ; 1ÜÏ.\; bv UJ

( • • • . + P.n

. -1 (:•: .. v- -Y

= -il:, kr + 0(1

jub;;i 1 t u t i m : the

•jroof j f ivi.
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'4. IRRKGULAR SOL'./i'IOHr, IK TH F. GKi'KKAL CASK

In the urecedinr s-.-ution wo havo '•xpr'-v.s'-d *l>.. 0 in t't-::.j ui
^, x.

the Coulomb Green function Ci , sco Hq . C 1. 1) . :iy suri:-ii ns: t!i--

p.w. series for both sides o!' this equation we obtain

* s ( ^ = f < ? l ü c ' fir' > V r ' ) < 1 ' ' ' K1 "o ''*' J!"t "'V /{!>V'' ('
o

In t!)is üec-t;on wo ahai.1 diücuci; irr^-rui:-.:' .;.'• >: 1 ;:.." :',.

for a general potential V, not n< • '.•••i-.:viï' 11 y .:; ï i-.-i* ï o a: l.v .;y:v:.-. t r !

Tc this end ;•;•> defirr;-, In o!os-- analony to :•:•].(•'•.'},

CD

* w ( K , r ; = I < !• | 0 I Si-1> w(r' 1 -ir' ,

w h e r e O = ( k 2 + A - V ) " J a n d ti , . . - 1'IÜ. : t : •':>. v: ! .• v ! " ' n i ' v •

e x t o n t t h a t t i n - a b o v e i n t < - ; : ^ < i l b - ' . v - l l J ' f i n v i . :-v.;r- : ,r:v-

v/o a s s u m e w t_.- b o e o n t i n u o u a l y : l i f : ' - - f " n t t a b ! ^ . \-'j :; f'!1:';:

a p p l i c a t i e : ! o!' tt~ I t J o ' , ' a a i i y :••••:.' ' . h a t >J/., n a f : r- f I ••:•>

ri : o

The Dirac 'Jcït-t f u r u t i o n i s d e f i n e d by

r ( r ) S(r,2) d r = f ( k ) ,

where the domain of integration is th-- surface of th-j unit sphere.

We will show that ïf* in general has a logarithmic singularity

in the forward direction (f: = r). by inserting O = G + CJ V 0 in (••.2)

one can show that this singularity in general eo.-r.es I'V >:-.. Jo . So

vje replace G by Go in iCq. ( '1. 2) and use

<r | Go | r' > = -('in)"" | ? - ?' \~
l expdk | ?-r'|).

It follows that the singular part of <\i . is given by
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1 fw ( r ' ) e x p ( i k y ) / y d r ' + O ( l ) , x ->• 1 ,

with y= (r2 + r'2 - 2rr'x)"' and x = £*r as before. The- uinru" -ir: ty

comes from the integrand at the point r' = r . In •-ir-l-r VJ In-

vestigate its behavior in this r-pion we intr . :•!.••- tii • ri ••.•;

variable z = r'/r. Then one can show that for any i>o:;: + '. v^ •:,

I (1-2XZ + 32) * f(z)dz = + ,'. f(l) iln(l-x)+O(l), :•: t 1, •* ̂ 1, (".
aJ

for a continuously di f' ferentiable function f ( " ) . '.v" t,: i th-- hel:

of Kq.(-'t.;-0 we obtain

w(r) 0(1), xt !.

T h i r f x p r e - s a i u t i f ^ i v e s t h - - l o g a r i t l m i i :; i t i t u l a r i t y o I' t h " i r -

r e g u l a r s o l u t i o n ij» f o r a g e n e r a l i o - j a l n o t ' _ n t : - i i V .

Now we will discuss briefly the singular behavior "•" i(/..

at r =0. In this case vie assume x i I. :'• inct- (z* - , :•: ̂  + ; )• ~ z

for z •• oo v;o have

^ r -(-'(ÏÏ)"1 f e
l k r z w(rz)dz/z + 0 ( 1 ) , r -> '~. (H

i

When vi is constant we use

00

r(O,-ikr) = f e l k r z dz/z = - tnkr +0(1), r * 0,

where f is the incomplete gamma function, and obtain from Eq.(Ji.

*w = C 1 1 1 ) " w(0)«.nkr + 0 ( 1 ) , v •*• 0. {'•'•,

When w is proportional to e : K r (cf. Eq.(if.l3)) we pet exactly

the same expression, (H.Y).

We note that Eqs.(t.5) and (1.7) can be combined,

!'O,
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4 \ , ( £ > ? ) = ( ' J I T ) " 1 w ( r ) I n ( k r - k - r ) + 0 ( 1 ) ,

fo r £ • ? • * ! as we] 1 is fo r r->•<). This »y.pror>aion :uay b<. corir.are'i

w i th K q . ( 3 . 1 ! 0 .

I f we now r e s t r i c t o u r s e l v e s t o : ;ph"i-i ' :al2y .•yr.rjotri-

p o t e n t i a l s , ^ w ( k , r ) i s a f u n c t i o n o f k , r a r v J ?.•?• only. ':u t i . i ;

c a s e i t i s p o s s i b l e t o c o n s i d e r t h e p . w . p r o j ' - t i - j n '->." < •'•.-- ^ ,

w , J
G £ I r ' > w ( r ' ) i r ' . ( • • . • • • •

I n o r d e r t o d e d u c e t h e b e h a v i o r o i ' i|i . a t r = .•, •.•;• J O - : • . ; . ( • ; . . ' }
W , X,

which is valid for any local cvnti'Li' p^t . :it i -i . . '."::• :. >.;.(••.'')

may be rewritten as

r | kl t > <r' | k.8. + > v;(r' } .Ir
o

f °°
••' I kf. t '-- w ( r ' } d r . (A.I.,

J
.,)

By using Eqs.(1.7) and (1.8) we obtain

5 O / _ 0 _ 1

' dr' +r r' M r '

where r0 is an unimportant constant. Therefore,

, r-*", O'. ! ! '

<JiwS,(k,r)=w(O)S>nr -* 0, 1=0,

, r-*0, S. = 1,?,3, ... .(Ji.l2)

One easily verifies that the p.w. projection ol" both sides uf

Eq. (4.8) yields expressions for tji . that are in i^r'^-ent v/ith

W j J6

Eq.(4.12).

We note that for the Coulomb case, G = G , <|> is just equal

to the irregular Coulomb wave ijj given by Eq.(2.'4) if we choose
s

the function w as

..0
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w(r) = -i ('1.1 'j)

V.1" c .include this section with u remark on the !V!-ir'! th:\! J

s i uvular ity of ^ j given by Kq . ():. ° ). We :;••(; i'v x: :•'/:.(;'.') '.h'st

th'- delta function singularity nust. fcu gen^r^t-- i :.y *•'.••• :.•:]•"!•'"

operator acting on £n(kr - !-:#r ; , so

A In (V.r - £ ^ 5(r,*).

It io interesting to note tliat one can v.-rlfy that !•: !.

holds with an equality sif'.ru

In order to shov; this, let us take P. nl-.-nr th" v^

axis ac before. '1'hen the rinht-litm.: aidi o!" (•'•..;•'!; i-:>

uniform 1 i no jhargc- density along tho puojtivt- :;-a:-;L:.

of the symmetry in the problem it is natural to u.~e jy

coordinates R, z, ip, wher>- H2 = r2 - z2 . Then we have

6(l-cosC) 6(K)

where 6 is the unit step function. Further,

kr - k-r = k(r - z) = k( (R2 + z2 ) '' - z ) .

The electrostatic potential for a uniform charge distribution on

the positive z-axis is juot proportional to the logarithmic ter::,

discussed above. Poisson's equation reads in this case

a £n( (R2 + z2 )^ - z) = 2 R"1 6(R) 6 ( Z ) . (•'. .1^

This equation shows that (!l.l^) holds vjith an equality sign. Co

we see that the inhomogeneous term in Kq.(i|.3) may be compared

with a line charge distribution along the positive z-axis with

density w(r) or w(z).

ri
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'.. O'! ÏHK CONNKC'nOM WT'i'ii ".'UK :'CATTI-:HTI4G AMPU'r'JDK

The function I|J,. (k*,r) ( S - O V.q. (''.'•)) i'-' '-• a 1 1 --d U i " ü<-'itt-. t- -J

part of the complete- physic-il s-jatt • •)• i rif; wave function C1' '(.-:,r)

for the Coulomb potent i-il bec-au;:-- of \tz -i.;y::.rjt jt i • ï»- - r i - • v ; .J:-,

v.'liich is piven by (^f. Ivi. (;i')) u f !•:••['.'.)

Here f is the Coulomb scat t-.-ri n,-j i::.\ 1 : luJ-:,

fC(x) = -
?k

O n e : n a y • j o m p a r i ' ( r j . 1 ) w i t l i t : / - w - - l l - i - : : , -.-,:. . ' : . : •• .- :•• : : .•• ; ' : . v . ! ' i .

l'orüiula,

I-'rom Kq . ( • ' ; . ! ) ,

r
< r V c ( r - ' ) < r ' i > t -•„

u l ü a n ; n t < - - v i l ' . n v . . v i nwe r.i-t that this "zvatturbd part"

tho Green operator G„.

It ir. interest inp; to i .'iv-st i prate w?ic-t!i'%r .v;. (•-.!) .-an be

genorl;jJ iztd tu other potential:;. ?!;•-• prob le::. is, how tv f:ni a

irrc-pular soLution, such that !ti; aay::iptot j .- bthavicr equals

the scattering ampLitude t.;::iei: a (possibly modified) out.--J it:.'

spheri ;al wave, just as in Eq . ( r-. 1).

Let us first consider a^ain lh-.- p.w. ruiv.-lljii ^ ;' ir T.h-.

pure ^oulonib potential, i'eiow we shall cons' l-'-r i-h-. .'pr̂ r-i1. :r:-=

tion to Coulomb-like and other potentials. Fron Eq:-.. (5. 1) and

(3.^) we have, for r -> °°,
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i|< „(• ) r ) ~ ; j - n k f * < r | ' , : t > [<kl-\r<> V ^ ( i - ' ) < r ' | k f > r ' 2 d r ' . ( ' j .2)
D

Wo sp l i t t(i> integral in two par t s , + , where- H i z on larf;'.' t h a t

t h e a s y m p t o t i c b e h a v i o r of L< kl - | r ' > can be u s v j . With th<- he lp

of E q s . ( l . ' l ) and ( 3 . 9 ) we o b t a i n a term wi th t iv T:;ynnt"tv' b^nvior

-(_VTT)-' l'c*0 e l k l 7 ( 2 i k r ) . According to Eq.(3-2),

< r | kJl t > c ) / ( ? i ) ,

•1
V I

grr

t h i s t e r m i s -xo/(2i). The r e s t o f •&„ , i s p r o p o r t i o n a l t o

< r I k£ f >« . By u s i n g E q . ( 3 * 1 ) we d e d u c e

lim I(2kR)"

c < k i - | r > V c ( r ) < r I It t N
o r" dr• ] • ( • " . . 3 )

It in interesting to replace here < r ] k + >„ by < r j q t >0 , where

as before

< r | q t >0 = (2/TT)] e i q r/ (qr).

with Im q > 0 and consider the limit for q •*k. When q i k the

integral ... is convergent for R -> » and may be denoted in this

following closed expressions,

iiY/2

case by c< kl- | Vc ^ j q t >0 . We have been able to obtain the

l-\ V o T.q
q + k
q-k (q/k)

(5.1)

iy f ^

Here Q^ is Legendre's function of the second kind, and P ' '

is Jacobi's polynomial. In the particular case i. - 0 this ex-

pression agrees with Eq.(7) of Ref.6 that we used for the deriva-
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tion of the Coulomb off-shell Jost function in closed form.

When q ~ k , Eq . ( 5 .'I) can be simplified. By inserting

we obtain

„< kfc-i V„ )

i

h

The second term on the right-hand sirio contains the factor

(q-k) ~ 1 Y and is therefore singular for q + k. It rrny be compared

with the "correction factor" w of Ref.6, Eq.(2), Note also the

similarity with the so-called Coulombian asymptotic state of Ref.

7, Eq.(l6), where the typical factor fc Q(p+ k)
xy(p - k ) ~ 1 Y occurs,

This singular term corresponds to that part of the integral

on the right-hand side of Eq . ( 5 . 3 ) which contains the (1'or \\ •* °°)

divergent factor (2kR) 1 Y. The other term is continuous for q •*k

and this one corresponds just to the "convergent part" of the

integral in (5.3).

A natural generalization of the expression <r [ G^ . Vc Jkt£

to other central potentials is

i^Ck,!-) = <r | G j V j k t> 0, (5.7)

where G^ is the Green function for V.. So (JJ. corresponds to the

Coulomb function ib „ of Eq.(3.1) (we have omitted the constant

factor fp Q/(2i) which is irrelevant here). We first assume that

V. is a Coulomb plus short-range potential, V„ . +V „.In order

to investigate the asymptotic behavior of ^., we use the expres-

sion (cf.Eq.(3.3))

:.

< r r' > = -Jiirk < kl - \ r. >< r > | kS, + > .

It may be noted that < r J V.I + > has exactly the same asymptotic
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behavior as < r I kJl t >_, which is given by Eq.(3.9)- Furthermore

we have (cf. Eq.(l.'J))

2i <

„C .

2i(V6iP
= e < kJl • I .

where fij' is the Coulomb-modified phase shift. We proceed in the

same way as in the pure Coulomb case, and find that 41 ̂  can again

be split up in two parts, tpR = ̂
 > + <Ĵ  , which have different

asymptotic behavior. For the first term we get

.(1 -( 2/TT)
ikr

£ = 0 , 1 , 2 , - . . . (5.9)

Obviously this is the analog of the function X;r Since the right-

hand side of (5.9) is independent of I, it follows that the sum

of the p.w. series,

1=0

is proportional to 6(1 - x) for r •* <*>.

For the second term we obtain

< r | ki

R

lim \(2\
R-+0O L

2kR)1Y

dr (5.10)

The integral is divergent for R •+ °°. In this limit it has
0

exactly the same singular behavior as for the pure Coulomb case,

which can be verified with the help of Eq.(5.8). It is there-

fore natural to split off the pure Coulomb part. We do this by

using the two-potential formalism; in the notation of Ref.8 we

have

or
<kl-\Vi- (5.11b)
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Here tn 0 satisfies the equation
L S y X

f - V + V G t
V / O * ^ u > j A * O^Ar f V> jA^ W O j *ii

so it is a "short-range operator". Substitution oi' (L. 1 i) in

(5.10) yields

(2), v , „ ,
'iv (r) ~ ̂ r Kx. T

where we have used Eq.Cj.3). The phase shift for Vr, f +'•'.._

related to tr 0 in the following well-known vrrj,
*~> S j &

c<kSL- = i(ïïk)"1 C .13)

Comparison with Eq.(5-12) shows that the p.w. aories

V (4ïï)"1(2il + 1) P0(x) i))5
2 (r) is not proportions L to he s:utter-

ing amplitude in general. Therefore also

(r)
1=0

has in general not the desired asymptotic behavior (recall that

the p.w. series with i|̂  is proportional to 6 (1 - x ) = 6 (1 - £•?),

f o r r •*•<*>).

For a short-range potential we obtain for r •> °°, following

the same procedure,

t(j. (r) Iirk < r | k U - | V | k t >0

= -|iTk < r | kd t x k l k t >0 . (5 .1 J O

In this case the phase shift 5. is given by

< k£ I TA | kil > = i(trk)"
1 (e

2l6)l - 1).

Apparently the p.w. series with the iK of (5.14) will in general
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not be proportional to the scattering amplitude, for r •> ».

The procedure described abovi' can be repeat"! for the func-

tion ty^ j of Section 'I. That is, we replace < r | ,•: I >0 by a rather

arbitrary function w(r) and consider the asymptotic behavior of

<j> g,(r), s e e Eq-C'-SO- Again we are not able to find a function

w for any potential (except for V~ ), such that IJJ.I((;•:,r ; '.'or r •• °°

approaches the scattering amplitude tinoa an outr%:nr; spherical

wave.

So it seems that the pure Coulomb function ^ :a 'jriinu- in

having the property (!•.!). This would noan that the u;-.'ful

property (f>.l) of Ihc irregular solution i|i„ is n^r-'ly 'i : J~

incidence. Therefore,although the regular physi.-a! wavv :'u.>;..aion

>li (k,r) for any potential can be expressed as the jur, _f tv;o

irregular solutions, , this snl: tt in.-* ?,

useful only in the pure Coulomb case.
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C I
Simple analytic expressions for the Coulomb off-shell Jost
functions

H. van Haeringen
Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Vrije Vnifeniteit. Amsterdam. The Netherlands
(Received 15 December 1977)

The oflT-shell lost functions have been introduced by Fudi and Whiting. We live simple closed expressions
for fcAk,q), the oiï-shell lost functions for the Coulomb potential, and we derive their conneclion with
the ordinary Coulomb Jost functions fc){k).

The concept of a Jost' function is well known in the
theory of nonrelativistic two-body scattering.1 Fuda
and Whiting3 have introduced an off-shell generaliza-
tion of the Jost function ƒ,(*), which they call the off-
shell Jost function f,{k, </), This function is closely
related to the half-off-shell T matrix T,(k,q;k') which
plays such an important role in few-body calculations.

For a short-range potential the on-shell limit for
q - * of ƒ,(*, q) exists and is equal to the ordinary Jost
function. This is not true for long-range potentials
such as the Coulomb potential. Recently we have derived
the f = 0 Coulomb off-shell Jost function and studied
its connection with the Hulthen off-shell Jost function. *

In this paper we give an exact closed expression for
the Coulomb off-shell Jost function fCi,{k, q) for all /.
It follows from this expression that/c>i(fe, q) is singu-
lar at q = k. Below we shall prove that [see Eq. (40.7)
ofRef. 4]

o( ql • | V C i I | fei + > c = c< W - | Vc>, | qlt >„

f,q)=fc ,(

with

ftV exp(ny/2)
h) r(l+iy) ' *

where y is Sommerfeld's parameter.

We expect to be able to prove in the near future that
a similar relation holds for the off-shell Jost function
fc.Sil(k,q) for a potential which is the sum of the
Coulomb potential Vc and an arbitrary short-range
potential Vs, namely

lim afcsjk, q) =/c.s.i(*>. <3

with the same u< of Eq. (2).

Our starting point i s an integral representation ob-
tained by Fuda (Kef. 5, Eq. (25)] which we rewrite as
follows,

c J o C t l c C i l & ) . (4)

Here \kl+)c is the (outgoing) Coulomb scattering
state and

fCp,(k) =«xp(iry/2 W + D/r( I +1 •(• iv) (5)

is the Coulomb Jost function. Furthermore (see Ref.
6),

= (-)'{r|,

By applying a number of rel?tions existing between
various special functions we have heen able to derive
the following exact expression,

-iy)

(-»M-/f iy-l;

>- - 1 » ;

i - / , - «y - /; 1 - iy +»«; 1 - (6)

with z - 2k/(q +1.0. Note that the second term between
the square brackets is , apart from the factor (1 - z)""'r,
just equal to the first term if one replaces in by -m
and y by - y.

We point out that both hypergeometric series ƒ ,
occurring in Eq. (6) are terminating ones. Although
Eq. (6) looks somewhat complicated, it has the impor-
tant property that the branch-cut singularity, which
is contained in the factor (1 -z)~'r, can be split off.
This has the advantage of revealing the analytic struc-
ture of the quantity „(<?/• I VCjl! W + > c .

With the help of some further manipulations we have
reduced Eq. (6) to the following equivalent, more
convenient form,

where x =q/k, u = (<j' + k')/(2qk) and we have used the
abbreviation,

1379 J. Math. Phys. 1t(B), Jtma 1978

'•>

Furthermore, ƒ>,<-''."> is Jacobi's polynomial and A,
is a certain polynomial of two variables. Its degree is,
in both variables separately, equal to / and it has real
coefficients. For 1=0,1, and 2 we have obtained,

y») + 3-+ 2y»(4

137S

I'
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For general values of / we have proved the following
important properties.

which gives the on-shell value, and for the case of
vanishing potential strength,
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where P, is Legendre's polynomial. In view of Eqs. (4)
and (7) the Coulomb off-shell Jost function is given by

) = I + <•„ [-
(10)

The proof of Eq. (1) now follows from Eqs. (9) and (10)
and the equalities
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(McGraw-Hill, New Vork, I960.
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C 2

THE COULOMB AND COULOMB-LIKE OFF-SHELL JOST FUNCTIONS

The off-shell Jost functions are studied for a

potential which is the sum of the Coulomb potential

and an arbitrary local short-range central potential.

We derive their singular on-shell behavior and their

connection with the pure Coulomb off-shell Jost func-

tions. For the latter we derive a large variety of

interesting explicit analytic expressions which are

useful for various purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we investigate the off-shell Jost functions

f £(k,q) for the Coulomb potential and the off-shell Jost func-

tions f»(k,q) for a Coulomb plus short-range potential,V=V +Vs,

where V is assumed to be local and central. As is now well
s

known, these off-shell Jost functions are interesting in

particular in connection with the transition matrices.

In Section 2 we show that f j(k,q) is a basic constituent

of f„(k,q). In particular we prove that f„(k,q) has exactly the

same singularity in q = k as fcf(k,q). In order to obtain the

most convenient formula for f .(k,q), a regrouping of certain

hypergeometric function expressions has to be performed. By do-

ing this we supply the supplementary proof of the simple formula

for f ^( that we have given before Ilj. This formula contains

Jacobi polynomials and certain polynomials of two variables. A..

In Section 3 we derive a large number of interesting expres-

sions for these polynomials A^. Each of these is useful for

different purposes, as is clearly illustrated at the end of Sec-

tion 3. We shall use the notation of Ref.l.
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2. THE OFF-SHELL JOST FUNCTIONS

In this section we will express the off-shell Jost function

f^fkjq) for a Coulomb-like potential in terms of the Coulomb off-

shell Jost function fcJl(k,q)• By using this expression the on-

shell behavior at q=k is easily obtained. Further we shall sketch

the derivation of a simple closed expression for fcR(k,q).

We start by noting that [2]

= X qii ki (2.1)

Here fj(k) is the Jost function and \kl+ > the "outgoing"

scattering state» with energy k2 , for the potential V J = V C H
 + V

S J -

We use the Coulomb analog of Eq.(2.1) and apply the two-potential

formalism. In this way we get the convenient expression/

fcJl(k,q) + £ kl - [2.2)

Here G. is the partial-wave Green operator for V., and | X. > is

defined by

By inserting

••:i{

-1

ql t >„ - I kl t >
) •

<p I qfi. + >„ = 2(irq)"1 (p/qf (p2 -q2)'1,

we obtain a simple expression for | X^ > in the momentum

representation,

* (k2-q2) / (p 2-q 2). (2.3)

Equation (2.2) is very interesting since it clearly shows that

fa(k,q) has exactly the same singularity in q=k as fcJl(k,q). As

a matter of fact, by using Eq.(2.3) we have
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I. ?

l i m 0 , k > 0 ,

and therefore

Here

lim ai fJl(k,q) = f p ( k ) , k > 0 . (2.4)
q-*k

" l 7 2 / r ( 1 + i ï ) = f

Now we are going to summarily derive explicit expressions

for f ,j(k,q) (cf. Eqs.U) and (7) of Ref.l). In order to

evaluate 0<q£ +• | V ̂  | kJ + >. which occurs inV ̂

fc£(k,q) = 1 + >sRq(q/k)
£

we use the well-known expressions,

< qJE

qJ- + I r

/-n)^ (qr)" 1
2 F 0 ( - £ , ?.+ 1; ( 2 i q r f 1 ) ,

a n d

= (2/Tt)^e:[fc£(k)(2!l+l):]"1(2ikr/'e" lkr
]F1(£+l-r, ; 2v! + 2; 2ikr)

By using Ref.3, p.278/ one obtains

o < q J l + | Vci | k J l + > c = 2 i Y V. [ T i q f c f ( k ) ( 2 K. + I ) ' . ] ' 1

x [ (m+ 1) F (<• + 1 + J Y , £ + 1 - m ; 2 t + 2 ; z ) , ( 2 . 5 )

r. t

where z = 2k/(q + k). The important step now is to separate off

that part which contains the branch-point singularity in q=k.

To this end we apply two transformations to the hypergeometric

function 2Fj on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.5) and find (Ref.3,

p.47),
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[ r(2JU-2)r(iY-m)

1; 21+ 2; z) = (1 - z ) m ~ 1 Y

_2J i - i
( S.+ 1-ra) T(S.+ l + iY) ) Jz ,-iY-S.; l+m-iY;l-z)

V ( S.+ 1-i y) ) ] z~2l~l 2F, {-m-l, i (-»

The hypergeometric series for the F " s on the right-hand side

break off. Therefore these 2Fj's can be rewritten in terms of

Jacobi polynomials. One has, with z = 2/(l+x),

jp ( iY-m, - iY-m)
Jl+m

and so

,(-iY+m,iY+m),„. , = f £ - i y | , m - £
2.-m

2 F j ( - m - S . , i Y - H ; 1 + i Y - m ; 1 - z )

j F , ( m - H f - i Y - f - ; 1 - i y + m ; 1 - z )

When we insert all this in Eq.{2.5) we get a complicated

expression. In order to simplify this expression we introduce

the polynomials A^,

; Y2) S I (q/k)^m P ""1'~iY~m)

Furthermore we shall now prove that

y f*+m]f k 2 - g 2 f (m-iY,m+iY)

(q/k) .

(-iY,iY) f g2 + k

( 2 . 6 )

For this proof we use

n <-n, n +

(2.7)

(2.8)

and the well-known integral representation,

.1

/• ( a . t - , ; r - ? r l = f r l r \ / I r / K i r i n - K i l l IF, ( a , b ; c ; O = [ r ( c ) / (T (b) r (c -b) )] f t 1 3" 1 ( l - t ) 0 " 1 3 " 1 (1 - u f a d t . (2 .9 )

The left-hand side of Eq.(2.7) then becomes
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r( r2(S.+ •\f'

l
m=O

[(k 2-q 2V (4kq)]mdt.

By performing the summation and using again Eqs.(2.8) and (2.9)

we obtain the desired expression, i.e.,

/ (4kq)) = ((q2 + k2) / (2kq)) .

This completes the proof of Eq.(2.7).

By inserting the above expressions in Eq.(2.5) and using Eqs.

(2.6) and (2.7) we obtain

| x
Y,YH

(k,q) P̂  (u) J ,(2.10)

cf. Eq. (7) of Ref.1. Here x = q/k, u = (q2 + k2) / (2kq),

and

c. . (2.11)

In the next section W P will derive a large number of useful ex-

pressions for the polynomials A,.

•}

»" I
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1.1

3. THE TWO-VARIABLE POLYNOMIALS A^

In this section we shall derive a number of interesting explicit

expressions for the polynomials A, that occur in the formula (2.10)

for the Coulomb off-shell Jost functions fcJl(k,q).

To start with, we have

i.
At = A^(x2; = j r " <-)n x*~n p (3.1)

' S.+n

(Eq. (2.6)) where x = q/k. Substitution of

+ l + iY) [r(Jl + n+l)r(Jl-n+l)

;£~n(l - t ) 1 ^ - ^ - ! [ i - ̂ t (1 - x)/1 + n dt,

o
yields

- • r 2 • l~*

z (a) f1 2

n=0 *• n > a'

The summation is easily carried out. We then get

i-l

A a = 4 i Y c
r 1

[* J (1 - t ) 1 ^ ^ " 1 t(2-t)2 -x2t2] l dt,
(3.2a)

where c. is given by Eq.(2.1l). The polynomials A^ can also be

;ed

troducing r = l - t we get from Eq. (3.2a),

expressed in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials C . Indeed, by in-

1 + T 2 - 2 T + 1

x 2 - 1
dT. (3.2b)

It is well known that

( 1 - 2 T S + T 2 ) = I C " A ( ? ) T n , I T | < I ,
n=0 n

B e c a u s e o f

C n = 0 , n = 2 A + 1 , 2 £ + 2 , . . . ,

we c a n a p p l y t h e a b o v e e x p a n s i o n t o E q . ( 3 . 2 b ) , t h e r e s u l t b e i n g , 221
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4 J 1Y CJ Y n £ 0 n - t + iY
 Cn ^ X2 _ !

By using

-2. < n < ê,

(3.3a)

we recast the above sum in the more convenient form,

-*
x2 -

Here en is the Neumann symbol,

en =
1 , n = 0

n = 1, 2, 3, ... .

In t h i s /ay we o b t a i n from E q . ( 3 . 3 a ) ,

- 1

n=0
(3.3b)

This expression can be rewritten in terms of the Jacobi poly-

nomials By using

= (X) (nlf1x- 1
x+ 1

F, (X, -n; 1- X-n;
2 1

we derive the interesting relation,

By inserting this in (3.3b) we get

1 + x

(3.3c)

) . ( 3 . 4a )

Further we have

222
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! 1

where P. is Legendre's function of the first kind. Substitution

of this expression yields

c ^

-n
P. (r(£-n+l) '4

l. (3.4b)

When x > 1 the Legendre function here has to be multiplied by (-) .

From Eq.(3.2a) one can find an expression containing either

JJFJ (...;%) or 2Ft {...;-l) or 2F (...; 2). It turns out that the

formula with 2F1 (...; 2) is the more convenient one. We obtain this

formula by using the binomial expansion, which yields

. ,2m , .3 . ? .I-m

By again using the binomial expansion,

2m 2vm fan(2- t)
2 m] 2n(-t)
. n J

2 m~ n

i

the integration can be performed, with the result

f (1 -t)^'1'1 t2!l"ndt = r(2Jt-n+ 1) r(iy- i) / r i i y + l - n + l ) .
o

In this way we get

(2<L)\ FU+

X I
m=0

o

n=0
(-2m) (-H-iY)n

n n

The sum [ is a terminating hypergeometric series for which we
n

write 2Fj(-2m, -d-iy; -2JI; 2). One should be careful here, since

the third parameter, -21, is a nonpositive integer. By using the

expression (2.11) for c we obtain

'm=C
,-2*, 2).
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We note that A £ is a function of y
2 rather than of y, as can be

seen from Eq.(3.3b). So we have, by replacing m by S.-n,

iy, -2U 2 ) . (3.5a)

The h.f. 2Fj(...; 2) can be expressed in terms of a Jacobi polynomial

with argument 0. By using Ref.3, p.212, we have

«.. '•n n! (J. —n)! * 2J-2n 'n=0
(3.5b)

or

IT (3 . 5c)

Now we come to the derivation of the most elegant formula

for AJJ, i.e., a generalized hypergeometric function 3F2 with

argument 1-x2. From Eq. (3.2a) we have

o

After substitution of

I [*] a-t)*~nt2n 2"2na-x2)n
r

n=0 *• '

we can perform the integration, the result being

(1 - t ) ^ " 1 " " t2ndt = T(iY-n) T(2n+ n+ 1).

In this way we obtain

» = ."I V (2n)! (-*),
2~2n(l-x2)n. (3.6a)

By using the doubling formula for the gamma function we have

2 2 n n' ,

and so
224
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c " a' l f >iJ

An alternative expression is

1 + r(<t-t-1 - i (%L (x2 - lf

n=0 T(n+l H n + l - i Y ) -n)

(3.6b)

, (3.6c)

where we have inserted Eq.(2.11). Furthermore we have the terminat-

ing hypergeometric series,

(3.6d)
n=0 Vï 'n

From Eq.(3.6c) one can derive an expression involving a 3F

with argument 1. By inserting

(x - l ) n = I f n ] x
m=0 l m >

in (3.6c)/ and introducing the new summation variable v = n - m , we

have
i n I Jt-m
I I ..." I I ..-.

n=0 m=0 m=0 v=0

It turns out that the sum [ is a F I ...il) and thus we obtain

ru r(g,
VX. £n V{H + 1) V[H + 1 - n) T(n + 1 + iY) T(n + 1 - iY)

V?

We transform this }F2 into a 3F2 with different parameters by apply-

ing a generalization of Dixon's theorem, see Slater [4], p.52,

3 2'

Ti - n + h, n + 1 + iY, n + 1 - i Y l

L % > J l + 1 , n + l j
- n + h; h, 1+1} 1).

Then we have from ( 3 . 7 ) ,
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IU+l-iV) 5 X2n

+ x> n=o n:

; 1). (3.8a)

Note that the hypergeometric series for this F2 breaks off

when X Y = 0 , -1, -2, ... . The case iy = 0 corresponds to no Coulomb

interaction at all. On the other hand, iy=-l,-2, -3, ... occurs

for the Coulomb bound states.

It is not difficult to derive from Eq.(3.8a) the corresponding

series with decreasing powers of x. This expression has almost

exactly the same form as (3.8a), namely

%
1+ly) IX & + 1 - i Y) r

n :

x jF2UY, "iY, n + \; b.^+1; 1).

By comparing this expression with Eq.(3.5c) we get the

interesting equality

(3.8b)

F2(iY, -IT, n+h,h.3F2 \\
2n

(0) .

In the particular case when I= 2n this expression can be simplified.

By using (e.g., Ref.3, p.167)

we get

= 2F,(-v, v+ l; u+ 1; h)

= r(l + hu) nh+ %\i) Ml +

P2n (0)= 2^n Kh + U Y + n) [ r(% + ̂ iY - n) T(2n + ]) ],-l

(3.8c)
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X.

4

and so

3 F 2 ( 1 Y , -iY, n+ h; i i ' " T i j ••> ~ r^+^iv) V(\- %iy) Hn+l + ̂ iY) TCn+1-

c f . E q . ( 2 . 3 . 3 . 1 3 ) of R e f . 4 .

One can see from Eq.(3.6c) in particular that the degree of

the polynomial A^SAj(x2;Y7) is Z, both in xJ and in Y 2,

2
I

n=0

Z

J 2-2. «..„,,.
0

(3.9a)

A» = I Y
* n=0

29.-2n (3.9b)

(2-) (WHere D and F are certain polynomials of degree n. It turns

out that Eq.(3.9b) is less suitable for practical applications,

so we shall mainly restrict ourselves to the expansion in the

D s. One can also write

n=0 m=0

U)

2£-2n 2m U )
Y an,m' (3.10)

Here the coefficients a„ ' are real positive numbers, as can be
n ,iu

proven with the help of Eq.(3.8).

It is of interest to discuss a number of special cases. In

the first place we consider the zero-energy case, k=0. Recalling

x =q/k and Y=-s/k, we have from Eq.(3.6c),

* Y !>

and so

— 9 0

l i m Y A

,P,(-t. 1» h: -x-?/Y2), k-0,

\f* F ( - £ , i , %; - q 2 / s 2 ) . ( 3 . 1 1 )
3 °

On the other hand, for k->» we have x->• 0 and Y-^0. In this

case we get from Eq.(3.8),
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= a (3.12)

Por x = l one easily derives from Eq. (3.6b)

Y2) - cA

The numbers
l g IU

l _ f £+iy 1 [ £-i
ly { e J I. i

(n,m=O, 1, ..., 5.) can be considered as a

(3.13)

matrix, which is triangular because of

The matrix elements on the principal axis are given by

{I) _ 4n~"-(2E - 2n) ;
an,n S.: n! (i-n):

In particular for n = !• one has

(3.14)

(3.15)

Equation (3.14) is obtained by considering

I y2m a <*> ,
m=0 n,m

and

4 K''
: n'.

, S.-2n-iY)

; -2«? 2). (3.16)

It is interesting to note the connection of Dn with certain

Known polynomials, namely Krawtchouk's polynomials k (z), which

depend in addition on a positive variable p < J and a positive

integer N. These polynomials are associated with the binomial

distribution in probability theory. According to Refs.5 and 6 one

has, with p = % and N=22,
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= 4~ n f i ^ < l ] 2 F I ( - 2 n , i y - Z; 1 + Z + iy - 2n; -V,

= P 2n
(3.17)

Since k (z) is defined for an integer variable z only, DR ' may

be considered as a generalization of k2n'

For Y=0 we get from Eqs.{3.4a) and (3.6b),

= „F,(-Jl, (3.18)

By using these expressions we obtain

(*) - , U)
n , 0 = a = D j " ' (0) = 4 Jt-n (3 .19)

Further we derive from Eqs.(3.8c) and (3.15)

,(2n)
( Y z ) ->j+«siYlf n-fc-fciY]n J (3.20)

which again shows the dependence on Y2 rather than on Y. For

x = 0 we have from Eq.(3.15),

( Y 2 ) = <-) 21 (0) (3.21)

In order to obtain explicit expressions for A , A , . . . ,
o r

Eq.(3.6) is very useful. We first recast Eq.(3.6c) in a more

explicit form,

A„ = (l - x ' )^ ,n

= U!)f
2

v=0 n=v
( 3 . 2 2 )

m=n+l
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Therefore we have

In particular.

i-A.
n ) itF=n+l

C 3 . 2 3 )

o " TTTTST '

AD _ r a - h) ,.
> ~ TTTT¥T

L - ; ! v È [Y6 + Y" ( ¥ t - 10) + ^ï ? (45g.2 - 105Ü. + 46)

T M W ) U - 2) ] . (3 .24 '

F ina l ly we give the f i r s t four polynomials A^ in e x p l i c i t form,

A , = h(x2 + 1 + 2 Y 2 ) ,

A 2 = i [ 3 x * + 2 x 2 ( 1 + Y 2 ) + 3 + 8 Y 2 + 2 Y " 3 ,

1 5 x 6 2 Y 2 ) + X 2 ( 9 + 14Y2

( 4 5 + 1 3 6 Y 2 + 5 0 Y " + 4 Y 6 ) 1 . ( 3 . 2 5 )
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C3

OFF-SHELL SCATTERING BY COULOMB-LIKE POTENTIALS

We derive closed expressions for and interrelation-

ships between off-shell and on-shell scattering quantities

for Coulomb plus short-range potentials. In particular we

introduce off-shell Jost states and show how the transition

matrices are obtained from these states. We discuss some

formulas connecting the coordinate and momentum represent-

atives of certain quantities. For the pure Coulomb case we

derive analytic expressions for the Jost state and the off-

shell Jost state for 1 = 0 in the momentum representation.

H-
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study off-shell scattering by a potential

which is the sum of the Coulomb potential and a local central

potential of short range. We derive many interesting expressions,

notably for the Jost functions, the off-shell Jost functions and

the on-shell and off-shell "Jost states". These quantities are

closely connected with the transition matrix which plays such an

important role in scattering theory.

First, in Section 2, we confine ourselves to a general local

short-range central potential. Here we derive many interrelation-

ships between the above quantities. Only a few of these are well

known, e.g., the defining expression for the (off-shell) Jost func-

tions in terms of the (off-shell) Jost solutions in the coordinate

representation. We give the momentum representation equivalents

of these expressions which have a somewhat simpler form.

Some of the equations given in Section 2 are also valid for

Coulomb-like potentials. However, some have to be modified for such

potentials with a long range. To this end we consider in Section 3

the pure Coulomb case. By working out a number of explicit expres-

sions we pave the way for the treatment of the general case of

Coulomb plus short-range potentials, which will be given in Section

4. We also prove the validity of two conjectures made in Ref.l.

Furthermore we derive in Section 3 some interesting analytic

expressions, notably for the I = 0 Coulomb Jost state and the off-

shell Jost state in the momentum representation. In these expres-

sions we encounter a certain hypergeometric function which appears

in many other Coulomb quantities. Only its argument is different

for the various different cases.

We will mainly use the notation of Refs.l and 2. In particular
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the energy is kz with Im k 4- 0 and the energy-dependence of G, Ĝ

and T will be suppressed. However, instead of the Jost solution

fjj(k,r) and the off-shell Jost solution f^(k,q,r) of the radial

differential equations we will use the Jost solution < r I kil t >

and the off-shell Jost solution < r I kq£ + > of the partial-wave

projected equations. Here q is an off-shell momentum variable for

which we assume Im q > 0 . We shall also consider the Hankel trans-

forms of the above Jost solutions. These are denoted by < p I kJ. + >

and <p I kqJl + >, respectively. We call I kl t > the Jost state and

! kqJ. t > the off-shell Jost state.

4<-
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2. THE SHORT-RANGE POTENTIAL CASE

In this section we confine ourselves to a local central po-

tential V(r), having a short range. Let us first recall Fuda's

definition of the off-shell Jost solution [3]: f£(k,q,r) is that

solution of the inhomogeneous differential equation

= ( k W ) iVh„(+)(qr),
L dr2 r2

which satisfies the asymptotic condition

lim f,(k,q,r) e~iqr = 1.

(2.1)

We introduce the "state" I kqil + > by

) " 1(qr)"1 £ a(k,q,r). (2.2)

This may be compared with the "state" I ki t > that we introduced

before,

% " 1 (2.3)< r I kit t > = (2/TT)% (kr)" 1 f £(k,r).

Let Ho = H j +Vj, be the partial-wave Hamiltonian, then we obtain

from Eq. (2 .1) ,

that is.

(k2 - H^) I kqJl + > = (k2 - q2 ) I ql i >„

, -1

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

Here I qi + ̂  is the Jost state corresponding to V = 0. In the co-

ordinate representation one has

^iJlhJi,
( + ) (qr).

Furthermore we denote the scattering state for V =0 and energy k2

by I kX. >, or by I k > when no confusion arises, e.g., T.I kt>=TJ,|k>.

It should be noted that Eqs.(2.4) are valid only in the coordinate

:

fcr
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representation. We shall call < r I kqJ. t > the off-shell Jost

solution of the "Inhomogeneous Schrödinger equation" corresponding

to Eqs.(2.4).

We would like to have a closed expression for I kq2 t >. It is

easily seen from Eq.(2.4b) that G^G"^1 I qü. t >o is a particular

solution of an inhomogeneous differential equation. If one adds to

this quantity an arbitrary solution of the corresponding homogeneous

differential equation it remains a solution of (2.4). Now we have,

again in the coordinate representation only.

(k2 -Hi) I kl t > = (k2 -H £ ) I k U > = 0. ( 2 . 5 )

Furthermore any so lu t ion i s a l i nea r combination of I kl t > and

I ki i >. Therefore, using G. = G^^ + G , T, G { we ob ta in ,

I kqJI + > = (1 + G T ) I q t t > + Cj I kX. t > + c2 I kl I >. (2.6)

In order to determine c1 and c2 we consider the asymptotic behavior

of the right-hand side. By using

we obtain, for

< r !Go£T?J q i + >o k l + >< k l - J

Since < r I kqS. + > has by definition the same asymptotic behavior as

< r I ql t >0 , namely,

lim < r

v;e find

qr e

'-IVtlqtO,,
c2 = 0.

It is convenient to rewrite c, in terms of the off-shell Jost funa-
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tion fo(k,q). Fuda [4] has given a closed expression which in our

notation reads,

fJl(k,q) = 1 + %Trq(q/k)* f^k) < kfc- | V^ | qJ. + >„ .

Some equivalent expressions are

t% (k,q) = 1 + f % (k) < kt

%irq(q/k)* f A (k) < qJl

qJt t >0

kJl >

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

(2.7c)

(2.7d)

By substituting c, in Eq.(2.6) and using (2.7a) we obtain the

convenient expression/

I kqil + > = (1+ I ql + >„ + I kK + > [f £(k ,q) -1 ]/f ̂ (k). (2.8)

From now on we shall suppress the argument k of the Jost

function, so we write £„ instead of f.(k).

When the potential has a short range the off-shell Jost

function and solution are continuous in q=k, (cf. Ref.3)

lim f,(k,q) = f.,

lim I kqX, + > = | kil + > .
q+k

By taking the limit q •* k in Eg.(2.8) we obtain

>0 fz.

We multiply both sides of this equation by V. and get

kit >„ f r

This equality turns out to be very useful below.

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)
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Multiplying Eq.(2.8) by V^ and using Eq.(2.12) we obtain

i+l [fj,(k,q) - 1]. (2.13)>0 + Tj, I kd + >„

Further we get some closed formulas for the Jost function from

Eqs. (7) by taking q = k. We have

ki + > ,

and therefore

f"1f"1 = 1 - Ij ik < ki- | V£ I JU t >0 = 1 - %irk < j> t >„

kd + |

By using Eq.(2.12) we obtain from Eq.(2.14),

kl kd

. (2.14)

(2.15)

We shall need the connection between < p I kX. t > and <p I V I ki t >

From Eq. (2.11) we have

I kSL + > f."1 = | k H > +G T | i t H >

= IkJ l t >0 + GoJt V£ I kil t > f j 1 .

T h e r e f o r e

< p I k.e r > = < p I ki t >0 f̂  + < p | G Q £ V£l kd + >.

The free "state" < p I kü. + > iü given explicitly by

2 (p/k)* lm k > 0 .
™ P

2 - k 2

By i n s e r t i n g t h i s in Eq.(2.17) one e a s i l y obta ins

< P I V *

which is the relation we wanted.
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(2.17)

(2.18)

>= (k2 - p 2 ) < p I kd t > + 2(TTkf1 ( p / k l ' f . , (2 .19)

•L
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The connection between the off-shell quantities, corresponding

to the one of Eg.(2.19), can be obtained from Eqs.(2.8), (2.13) and

(2.19),

< P I v£ I kg* f " = (K2 " P2'<P I kq£ f >

+ 2(irq)"1(p/q)i!- If.,(k,q) - (k2 -q2) / (p2 -q2) ] . (2,20)

It is interesting to consider the limit of < p I kit > forp-+"=.

This limit could be used for an alternative definition of f^ (cf.
_ 5 _ |

Refs.5 and 6). By using the fact that < r I kJt + > = O(r ) as

r -> 0, we obtain

ki + > = (2/ir) i~l J* i~ < r l k H > r2 dr

H-2 V.(x/p) x'

In this way we find that

-S.l i m p < p | V | k i l t > = 0 ,

when the potential is nonsingular, i.e.,

V(r) = 0(r ), a< 2, r + 0 .

(2.21)

It is easily seen from Eqs.(2.l9) and (2.21) that

f4 = iTrir" lim p* * < p | k A * > . (2.22)
p->oo

This may be compared with the usual definition of f.,

1 <r I k£ t > . (2.23)f =
r-0

Similar equations hold for the off-shell Jost function and solution.

The analog of Eq,(2.23) is [3]
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f»(k,q) = (n/2)* (2/i)* (V./(2l)\) lim (qr ) ! L + 1 < r I kq*. t > . (2 .24 )
* r+0

The off-shell analog of Eq.(2.22) follows by usinq Eq.(2.8). We

have (cf. Eg.(2.21))

l im p 2 ~ * < p [ G . T | ql t >o = l im p~l < p \ T^ | qi t >0 = 0 ,

and so we obtain from (2.8)/

f»(k,q) = ^ TI q lim pd < p I kqJL f :•. (2.25)

This expression can also be derived with the h=lp of Eq.(2.20).

It is interesting to note that Eq.(2.25) is obtained in a

different way, by using Eq.(2.24) in the expression

OO

<p I KqZ + > = (2/vy i | jt(pr) < r I kqï 1- > r' dr,

and applying the equality

dx. =

(2.26)

0 < Re X < Jl + 2 . (2.27)

On the other hand, we shall now derive Eq.(2.24) from Eq.(2.25)

We have

OO

< r I k q d + > = ( 2 / T T ) ^ i l l i m [ j . ( p r ) < p | kqJ l + > e " £ p p 2 d p , ( 2 . 2 8 )

e + 00
J

where e e p has been inserted to guarantee the convergence of the

integral. It turns out that, when r goes to zero, < p ! kq£ t > may

be replaced by its asymptotic value, which is given by Eq.(2.25).

Then we obtain from (2.28), using the new variable of integration

x = pr,
lim (qr) A + 1 < r I kqi + > = f. (k,q) (2/ii)3/2 i.1

x lim
e+0

x* e" e x / r dx. (2.29)

I"
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In order to evaluate the integral here, we note that

J e" a x Jp(Sx) xVdx = (a2
v)

a > 0 , 8 > 0, Re(l v)>0. (2.30)

Here P~^(?) is the Legendre function of the first kind "on the cut

-1 < C < 1. Its value for C = 0 is given by

By using this expression we get

lira e" e x J ( x ) x T(h + hv -

and so
oo

l im e
e+0 «J

-ex V(i+ h) = T 2~l!~1(2l): / V. (2.32)

By inserting this in Eq.(2.29) we just obtain Eq.(2.24).

We note that the above limiting procedures constitute in fact

a generalization of the well-known Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, i.e.,

im j
>±oo J

lim I f(x) e i x y dx = 0,

where f is any sununable function.

•If
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3. THE COULOMB CASE

Some of the expressions derived in the preceding section do not

hold when the potential has a Coulomb range. Especially Eqs.(2.9),

(2.10), (2.14) and (2.15) need modification. In this section we

shall derive the analogs of these equations for the case of the pure

Couloiub potential. Further we shall develop some explicit expres-

sions, in terms of hypergeometric functions, for the particular case

when d = 0 . In the next section we shall derive interesting formulas

for the case when the potential is the sum of the Coulomb potential

and a short-range potential, by using the results obtained in

Sections 2 and 3.

In the first place we note that the important equations (2.11)

and (2.12) do hold for the Coulomb case, i.e.,

and so

fcr

(3.1)

(3.2)

We shall prove Eq.(3.1) in an independent way. To start with, we

observe that the existenae of the quantity G _T - I ki + >=G.V „ I ki +

is easily confirmed by using

< r | Gci\ r'> < r. I k£ t > < kï- I r >.
> c e < (3.3)

One can also show in this way that o^ Tc^ I kH + >0 is not defined,

i.e. that it contains a divergent integral.

In order to prove Eq.(3.1), we note that its right-hand side

equals some solution ty of the equation (k2 -H „)i< =0 (in the co-

ordinate representation). Further, by using Eq.(3.3) and by

considering the asymptotic behavior (r •* «•) of the right-hand side of

(3.1), we find that it must be proportional to I kX. + > . The next
c
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step is to consider the behavior for small r. By again using (3.3)

one has

<r j kl I >0 = O U n r ) , «. = 0 , r -* 0 ,

I > 0, r-0. (3.4)

Therefore

l i m r 1 1 < r | G T | k H > = 0 , £ = 0 , 1 , . . . .
r -K)

By using Eq.(2.23) the proof of Eg.(3.1) now follows easily.

In a previous paper [2] we have derived the Coulomb analog

of Eq.(2.9), by using an explicit expression for fc^(k,q). The

following equality holds,

Here

lim u f (k,q) = f . , k > 0.
q-k Cl Cl

- k F e1JY/

W J f(TT

( 3 . 5 )

' q ) ' I m q > 0 - ( 3 ' 6 )

The Coulomb analog of Eq.(2.10) is now easily obtained by using

Eqs.(2.8), (3.1) and (3.5),

lim ui I kqil t > =
q+k c

> , k > 0 .
c

(3.7)

It is interesting to note that we are now able to prove the

validity of two conjectures from a preceding paper [1]. The first

one, Eq.(40.1), is in fact just (3.7). The second one, Eq.(40.k),

is easily proved by using Eqs.(40.h) - (40. j) of Ref.l and Eq.(2.8).

ÏÏ

We note that Eqs.(a) and (d) of (2.7) are valid in the

Coulomb case, whereas Eqs.(b) and (c) are not. By using Eqs.(2.7a)

and (3.5) we have obtained the interesting equality.

.lim k > 0. (3.8)243
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Obviously this can be considered as a Coulomb analog of the short-

range potential formulas given in Eg.(2.14).

It would be interesting to have available explicit expressions

for the above quantities. Only a few such formulas are known. The

quantities < r I kA + > and f ^ O O for «. = 0,1,2, ... have been known

since a long time. We have obtained a number of interesting analytic

expressions for f . (k,q) , «,= 0,1,2, ... , see Ref.7. Further

< p J T _ j p' > is known in closed form for I = 0 [8] and for I = 1 [9]

only. Below we shall derive analytic expressions for < p I kX, t >c ,

< p I kqS, t >c, and for < p | T c ̂  | qJl + >0, in the case I = 0 only.

Before we start with the derivations we would like to make some

remarks on the interrelationships between the above quantities. It

is important to note that < p | T . | qi + >0 can be considered as the

general object from which all other quantities can be obtained in a

simple way. This is true as well for Coulomb-like potentials, and

of course also for short-range potentials. Indeed, by taking q = k

we have < p | T c ^ | k£ t >0 from which < p I k£ + >c follows with the help

of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.19) . Once < p I kX. + > is known, < p I kqZ t > is

obtained by using Eg.(2.8). The ordinary off-shell Coulomb T matrix

< P I T c j l | p' > follows from < p | T | qt + >n by noting that

2i Tcl I p' i. > = Tci I p' l + >„ + (-) Tc* ' (-P')^>o • (3.9)

Furthermore, f .(k,q) can be obtained from < p I kqX + > and f „ fromex. A c ex.

<p I kH + >c by using Eqs.(2.25) and (2.22), respectively. Finally we

note that application of the Coulombian asymptotic states (see Ref.

10) to <p | T c £ | q«. + >„ and <p | T ^ | p' > yields f^tk.q) and

< p I kl+ >c , respectively. Since, therefore, < p q«, t > appears

to be the object of central importance, we are interested in the

general structure of an analytic expression for this quantity.
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For the moment we restrict ourselves to the case il = O and we

suppress Z. Let us first recall the expression for <p | Tc | p' >

given in Ref.8,

<p|Tc| p-> = i

Here

and

1)"1)1) +FiY((aa
1)"1)-Fiy(a/a

1)-FiY(aVa)]. (3.10))]. (3.

iy; iy; z)

a E (p-k)/(p + k), a1 = (p'- k) / (p'+k) .

By using a well-known integral representation for the hypergeometric

function,

(3.11)FiY(z) = iY j t
1Y""a(l - t z f 1 ^ ,

we are able to evaluate

< P I T c I q + >0 = I < p | T c | p' >< p' I q + >0 p'
2 dp' ,

o

where (cf. Eq.(2.18))

< p I q t > = 2(irq)"1 (p2 - q2 f 1, lm q > O.

After a number of manipulations we arrive at

<p|T

with

- F±y(b/a) - Fi

b = (q-k) / (q + k).

(3.12)

Equation (3.9) provides us with a check on this result. It can be

seen by inspection that we have indeed

lira (<P | T | q + > + <p | T |(-q) t > ) = 2i <p f T [ p' >,
q-t-p' *" c

note that b-*• 1/b when q is replaced by -q.

Further we clearly have from (3.12),

(3.13)
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lim < p I T I q t >„ = < p | TQ | k + >„ = 2 U p
q-+k

By using Eq.(3.1) one easily obtains

% • . (3.14)

f1k+ >c= 2(TfP

a n d w i t h t h e h e l p o f E q . ( 2 . 1 9 ) ,

< p l k t > o = 2 ( T T P ) " 1 ( p 2

(3.15)

)]. (3.:+ FiY(l/a)|. (3.16)

Finally we note that <pl kq + > can now easily be given. We only

need to insert the known expressions for the terms on the right-

hand side of Eq.(2.8). In particular we have

fc(k,q) = b"
iY. (3.17)

Let us for completeness write out this expression for the Hankel

transform of the Coulomb off-shell Jost solution for «,= 0,

5

I
i

< p I kq + > = 2k

irq(p2-q2) TTPq(p
2-k2)

-FiY(b/a) -p/k + b"
iY{p/k-FiY(a)

By using Eq.(2.13) or Eq.(2.20) we have

> (b/a)-F,>c=2k(7rf + b"1Y{F. (a) -

(3.18)

. (3.19)

i v
By taking here the limit q-> k we get, with w= f b ,

lim u < P | Vc | kq + >c = < P | Vc | k t >,.

Such a relation holds in fact for all I. Indeed, with the help of

Eqs.(2.19), (2.20), (3.5) and (3.7) the proof of

lim
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, J 1
is easily obtained.

A final remark concerning the generalization of the I = 0

expression for < p | T | q -!• ̂  to general values of I is appropriate

here. In view of Eq. (3.12) it can be expected that < p | T ? | q£ + >0,

where £=0,1,2, ..., can be expressed in terms of simple functions

and the hypergeometric function F. with exactly the same arguments

as in (3.12), notably ab, b/a, a and I/a.

£
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4. THE COULOMB-LIKE POTENTIAL CASE

In this section we assume that the potential is the sum of the

Coulomb potential and a short-range potential, V = V +V . We shall

discuss the necessary modifications of the equations given in

Section 2, by using the appropriate results obtained in Section 3.

In particular we will derive the analogs of Eqs.(2.9), (2.10) and

(2.14).

We shall use the well-known two potential formalism. The T

operator corresponding to V = Vc + Vg is given by

f;)

(4 .1 )

I

where t is the solution of

= V s VsGcW ( 4 . 2 )

The partial-wave analogs of these equations have exactly the same

form. For the partial-wave "outgoing" scattering state I k£ + > the

following equation can be obtained,

k«.+ >c. (4.3)

In order to derive relations for the "Jost states", we use

Eqs.(2.11) and (2.12). These are also valid for a Coulomb-like

potential. We insert (4.1) in (2.11),

% ~ oj, K.' o '

and obtain

F u r t h e r b y i n s e r t i n g ( 4 . 1 ) i n ( 2 . 1 2 ) ,
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V J kJ

we get

We are now going to derive a connection between the Jost

function f. and the Coulomb Jost function fc^. To this end we

write Eq.(4.3) in the coordinate representation. In the resulting

equation we insert the equality (cf. Eq.(3.3))

< r | Gcg | r 1 > = -%irk < r , | kit + >. c< WU I r > > .

We no te t h a t < k£ + I t „ I ki + > i s a wel l -de i f ined q u a n t i t y s i n c ec ' csx, ' c ^

t is a short-range operator. By using

<r >c = 0{rl~a), o < 2 ,

we o b t a i n from E q . ( 4 . 3 )

<r I k£+ > = < r I k£+ > -Vrk < r I k£ + > <kt 4- | t £ | kS.+ > +0(r £ + 2~ a ) , r + 0.

The Jost functions can be obtained from the scattering states by

considering their small-r behavior. Vie have (e.g., Refs. 5 and 6)

lira r~l < r I k£ + > = f7 1 (2/ÏÏ)^2 (2ik)£ V./ (25, + 1) : . (4.6)

With the help of this relation one obtains

cs£

as can be seen by inspection. We rewrite this equation in the more

convenient form,

kS,+ >, . (4.7a)

If we take here V •* 0 we get back one of the expressions of Eq.

(2.14), since in this case tcsi + Tsl and

ï;\

i

t

- Just as in (2.14)
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there are three different equivalent expressions, namely

f „ f7 1 = 1 - %tik <k£ + I V „ I kS. + > (4 .7b) w
> (4.7c)
c

:è

| t % ) kit. + > . (4.7d)

These are easily derived with the help of Eqs.(4.1) and (4.3).

In order to derive the analog of Eq.(2.l5), we first multiply

both sides of Eq.(4.4) by V j. This yields

kil f > f~l. (4.8)

By inserting this equation in (4.7d) we get

= 1 + ijïïk <k2 4- | V . | kl + > . (4 .9 )

Obviously this is the two-potential analog of Eq.(2.l5).

It is interesting to consider the analog of Eq.(3.8), i.e.,

fl1
q+k

<kil - | V. | qS, t > ) , k > 0. (4.10)

In order to prove this equation, we first note that one has from

Eqs.(4.1) - (4.3) ,

(4.11)

We insert this expression in (4.10) and use

By applying finally Eqs. (3.8) and (4.7d) the proof of Eq.(4.10)

is completed.
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Now we turn to the off-shell Jost function. In Eq.(2.7a) the

following general formula

f. (k,q) = X + %irq(q/kf f, < ki - | V | q H > (4.13)

has been given [4]. This equation is also valid for a Coulomb-like

potential. By inserting Eq.(4.11) in (4.13), and by using (4.13)

for the pure Coulomb case, we obtain

[f^k.qj-llf" 1- [fc)l(k,q)-l]f^

- I t c s £(l I ql t >0. (4.14)

Herewith we have obtained a useful relation between the Coulomb

off-shell Jost function and the off-shell Jost function for a

Coulomb-like potential. Indeed, from Eq.(4.14) one obtains, by

using Eqs.(4.12) and (3.5), the analog of the pure Coulomb

formula (3.5),

lim u f.(k,q) = f„, k>0. (4.15)
q+k

Here to is given by Eq.(3.6)-

Finally we are going to prove

lim to I
q->-k

+>= k>0. (4.16)

This is just the Coulomb-like analog of the pure Coulomb formula

(3.7). From Eqs.(2.8) and (2.11) we obtain

I kq£ + > + > f.(k,q).

Application of Eq.(4.l5) then completes the proof of Eq.(4.16).

So we see that the singular behavior of the off-shell Jost

function and of the off-shell Jost state in q = k is just the

same as for the pure Coulomb potential. This result is as might

Y\

i ;•>

9 t
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be expected, sines this singularity is generated by the asymptotic

part of the potential only.
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Fuda's off-shell Jost function for Coulomb, Hulthén,
and Eckart potentials and limiting relations

H. van Haeringen
Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Vrije Universiteit. Amsterdam, The Setherfands

(Received 8 November 1977)

We study the off-shell Jost function f(k,q), introduced by Fuda, for the Coulomb, the Huhhén, and two
modified Eckart potentials. A simple closed expression for the / — 0 Coulomb off-shell Jost function has
been obtained. This function is discontinuous at q = k. Its on-shell limiting behavior is given by the
singular factor (q — k)"r where y is the Sommerfeld parameter. We also discuss the off-shell Jost solution
f(k,q,r) which is an off-shell generalization of the Jost solution f(k,r). We consider the Hulthén
potential as a screened Coulomb potential, let the screening parameter a go to infinity, and derive the
limiting behavior of the Jost solution, the Jost function, the off-shell Jost function, and the half-shell T
matrix for the Hulthén potential as a - x » . We obtain discontinuities given by the singular factor a". For
comparison, we introduce two modifications of an Eckart potential which can be considered to be a screened
r - ' potential and derive a number of limiting relations in analogy to those for the Hulthén-Coulomb pair of
potentials.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concepts of Jost1 function and Jost solution
are very well known in the theory of nonrelativistic
two-body scattering by a spherically symmetric
potential. »"* Their usefulness in the study of the
Schrödinger equation may be recognized from some
of their properties: the phase of the Jost function
is the negative of the phase shift for the physical
wave function. For a local potential, the Jost
function is identical to the Fredholm determinant
and its zeros determine the bound-state energies
of the two-body system.

For many-particle systems one needs off-shell
quantities, in particular the off-shell T matrix.
The on-shell restriction of the T matrix is pro-
portional to the two-particle scattering amplitude.
Fuda and Whiting5 have introduced and studied a
generalization of the Jost function which they call
the off-shell Jost function f,(k,q). It is a function
of the wave number k and an off-shell momentum
q. These authors have discussed its usefulness in
off-shell scattering. In particular, they have
proved a simple relation connecting the half-shell
T matrix T,{k,q;k2) and the off-shell Jost func-
tion, see Eq. (16). Further, they have discussed
an off-shell extension of the Jost solution. This is
a solution ƒ t(k,q, r) with prescribed asymptotic
behavior e'v, *•—«>, of an inhomogeneous "Schrö-
dinger equation." We shall call this function
ft(k,q,r) the off-shell Jost solution.

Recently Fuda6 has developed a momentum-space
formulation of the off-shell Jost function and de-
rived two integral representations for it. Finally
we note that very recently Pasquier and Pas-
quier7'9 have studied an off-shell generalization of

the Jost formalism in a more general context.
For some particular potentials the Jost function

and the Jost solution are known in closed form,
see Newton,2 Chap. 14. In the case of s waves (I
= 0) the off-shell T matrix T(p,q;k2) has been ob-
tained for a small number of potentials only. Most
of these explicit expressions are in terms of gen-
eralized hypergeometric functions9'10 „ƒ"„.

Fuda'1 has derived 7*,.o for the exponential po-
tential in terms of lFt and 2F3, while Bahethi and
Fuda18 have given an expression for the case of
the Hulthén potential in terms of 3FZ and tF3. Fin-
ally Fuda and Whiting5 have simplified these ex-
pressions. For the Coulomb potential, van
Haeringen and van Wageningen13 have derived the
1=0 T matrix in terms of JFV

In the case I > 0, no closed expression for T, is
known for the exponential and Huithen potentials,
van Haeringen14 has obtained the I = 1 Coulomb T
matrix, also in terms of the Gaussian hypergeo-
metric function 3FL. This expression is much
more complicated than the Coulomb T, . o expres-
sion.

The s -wave off-shell Jost function and solution
for the exponential potential and for the Hulthén
potential have been given by Fuda and Whiting.5

Fuda and Girard15 have derived integral represen-
tations for the s wave, off-shell Jost function, and
half-off-shell T matrix for a superposition of
Yukawa potentials. Some work has also been done
on other potentials, cf. the references quoted by
Fuda and Girard.15

In this paper we extend these investigations on
off-shell Jost functions and solutions, in particular
to the Coulomb case. Here we meet special diffi-
culties, which are due to the long range of the

F."
I;

Ï
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Coulomb potential.
In Sec. II we study the off-shell Jost solution and

function for the Coulomb potential for arbitrary
values of I. For I = 0 we obtain a very simple
closed expression for the Coulomb off-shell Jost
function fc(k,q), see Eq. (24). In connection with
the derivation of the 1=0 off -shell Jost function
for the Hulthén potential, ws pay attention to a
statement concerning the hypergeometric function
3F2 which is of general interest. It is formulated
as follows: any Saalschiitzian 3F2 of argument 1,
with one of its three first parameters equal to 1,
can be summed in terms of F functions.

The Hulthén potential goes over into the Coulomb
potential when the so-called screening parameter
a goes to infinity. We investigate whether or not
the limits for a »°° of the Hulthén Jost functions
and solutions are equal to the Coulomb Jost func-
tion and solution, respectively. We establish the
type of singularity for those cases for which this
limit is nonexistent. It is given by alr, where y
is the Sommerfeld parameter.'6

Further, we investigate the continuity of the off-
shell Jost solutions and functions with respect to
the off-shell variable q at q=k. According to
Fuda and Whiting,5 the off-shell Jost function and
solution are continuous at q=k with limit equal to
the ordinary Jost function and solution, if the po-
tential has a short range. We prove that the Cou-
lomb off-shell Jost function is not continuous but
singular at q = k and we also show that the source
of the singularity lies in the factor (q -k)'lr.

Finally, we taHc a third and a fourth limit into
consideration. Besides a - «> and q - ft we also
consider r— °° and r— 0. A survey of our main
results for these limiting relations may be found
in Eqs. (40)-(41), and in Fig. 1.

In the final part of Sec. Ill we prove an interest-
ing limiting relation for the half-shell Hulthén T
matrix, see Eq. (48). In Sec. IV we consider a po-
tential from the Eckart17 class and two modifica-
tions, and we derive some limiting relations. In
Sec. V we give a summary and a short discussion.

We shall mainly use the notation of Newton2 and
of Fuda and Whiting.5

II. COULOMB AND HULTHÉN FUNCTIONS

The Jost1 solution ƒ ,(fe,r) is that solution of the
radial Sehrödinger equation,

which satisfies the asymptotic condition

(1)

(2)

This function f:{lt,r) is well defined if the potential

V(r) is not singular and satisfies

V(r) = O(t*tt), a > l , r - « .
In the Coulomb case (a = 1), a different asymptotic
behavior has to be prescribed, because there is
no solution of Eq. (1) satisfying Eq. (2) in this
case. Then one may define fCi, such that

In2/C.,(fe,r)e-"'<"1><2*')= 1, (3)

where y is Sommerfeld's parameter. The factor
{2k)ir in Eq. (3) is usually included for conven-
ience. The Coulomb potentia' is given by

The Coulomb J<"st solution can be given in sev-
eral equivalent jlosed forms, e.g.,

(4)

iy,iy - l;(2ikrTl).

(5)
Here U is an irregular solution of the confluent
hypergeometric differential equation," and 3F0 is
a generalized hypergeometric function. Note that
Eq. (3) is easily read off from Eq. (5) sines

The Jost function is defined by19 [Newton,2 Eqs.
(12.140) and (12.142)]

f,(k)^lirafl(k,r)(-2ikr)'l\/(2l)\ • (6)

This definition is also valid in the Coulomb case.
By using (Ref. 18, p.288)

limz"lU(a,c,z) = T(c - 1)/T(a), Ree> 1,

one obtains from Eq. (4) the well-known expression

y) (7)

for iiie Coulomb Jost function.
Now we turn to the off-shell Jost solution and

the off shell Jost function, introduced by Fuda
and Whiting.5 The off-shell Jost solution ft(k, q, r)
is that solution of the so-called inhomogeneous
Sehrödinger equation

= (fe* _$*) »'?»*}* V ) . (8)

which satisfies the asymptotic condition

, 9 , r )e- '« '=l . (9)

Here h\*y is the spherical Hankel function,16 for
which the following useful equality holds,
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1,-1; (10)

\l

h.

We have found that one can also define for the Cou-
lomb potential an off-shell Jost solution which
satisfies Eqs. (8) and (9). We shall denote this
solution by/Ctl(è,<7,r). It is remarkable that its
asymptotic behavior is the same as for a short-
range potential. Recall from Eq. (3) that the ordi-
nary Coulomb Jost solution fc>t(k,r) has a more
complicated asymptotic behavior. In particular,
one may expect that

lim/c i(k,q,r)*fc t(k,r), (11)

in contrast to the short-range case, where the
equality holds, see Eq. (13) below.

The off-shell Jost function is defined by Fuda
and Whiting5'19 with

fl(k,q)slimfl(k,q,r)'-Ziqr)tl\/(2l)\ . (12)

Note that this definition is completely analogous
to the definition of ƒ,(*) in Eq. (6). It also holds
for the Coulomb case, just as Eq. (6) did.

Fuda and Whiting have studied the off-shell Jost
solution, the off-shell Jost function, and some re-
lated functions for general short-range potentials.
Some of their results, relevant for this paper, are

(13)

(14)limf,{k,g)=f,(k),

/i<*, -<?)=ƒ?(*, q) (* and q real), (15)

and

(16)

f,(k,q) in closed form for the square-well poten-
tial and, for / = 0 only, for the exponential poten-
tial and the Hulthén potential.

We shall discuss now some functions for the
Hulthén potential VH and compare these with the
corresponding functions for the Coulomb potential
Vc. We use the subscripts H and C, respectively,
and we restrict ourselves to the 1=0 case and omit
I.

The Hulthén potential is given by

VH(r)= Voe-Tl'/(1 -e'rl').

VH can be considered as a screened Coulomb po-
tential with screening parameter a. For a — <*,
VH goes over into Vc. More precisely,

•• VAr). (17)

The Jost solution and the Jost function for VH are
known in closed form (for 1=0 only), see Newton2

Chap. 14.4,

;C;e-''*), (18)

(19)

with

These authors have also derived ft(k,q,r) and

C=l-2iak=l+At-B.

The expressions of Fuda and Whiting for the off-
shell Jost solution and the off-shell Jost function
are as follows:

i

&

'q)

with

o=iak-iaq.

The derivation of Eq. (21) from Eq. (20) has been
given by Eahethi and Fuda.12 We now give a slight-
ly different but essentially equivalent derivation
because it is of general interest.

The 3F2 of Eq. (20) is of the Saalschutzian
type.9'10 Every SaalschStzian 3.Fj of argument 1,
with one of its three first parameters equal to 1,
can be summed in terms of F functions. In order

(20)

(21)

to find these r functions explicitly one can pro-
ceed as follows: According to a well-known theo-
rem by Dixon,3 any well-poised 3F2 of unit argu-
ment can be summed in terms of V functions. A
generalization of Dixon's theorem is (Slater,9 p. 52)

Res>0, Rea>0 (22)
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with

s=e+f -a-b -c.

For a Saalschützian ,F2 we have s = 1. a = s = 1 if
and only if both 3 f a's of Eq. (22) are Saalschützian.
In this case, they can be summed in terms of r
functions, which is easily seen if one uses the gen-
eral formula

, 0 , . . . ; y ,6 , . . . ; * ) . (23)

By applying Eqs. (22) and (23) to the 3F2 of Eq. (20)
(with c = l ) , Eq. (21) is readily obtained.

In the first place, we are interested in the be-
havior of fH(k), fH(k,r), fH(k,q), and ƒ „(k,q,r)
as the screening parameter a goes to infinity. Do
these four functions approach their Coulomb ana-
logs, as one might hope in view of Eq. (17)? The
Coulomb analogs of the two first functions, fc{k)
and fc{k,r)., are given by Eqs. (4) and (7). We
have been able to derive a closed expression for
/c(fci<?) which is extremely simple,

«*•«>•(£§)"• (24)

Here k is real positive and q is complex with Iraq
> 0. One obtains fc(k, q) for real positive k and q
by taking the limit Im^-0+ which yields

X0<q<k,

U0<k<q.«ill
q-k\

In contrast tofc(k,q), fc(k,q.,r) is quite compli-
cated. The function fc(k,q,r) can be expressed
by an indefinite integral involving the Whittaker
function W. We omit this expression since it does
not seem to be very useful.

III. LIMITING RELATIONS

In this section, we shall consider the limits of
various functions which have been discussed in
Sec. II, for a—00, for q— k, for r—°°, and for r
— 0, respectively.

In the first place, we consider the limit of the
functions ƒ „ for the Hulthén potential, for a - ° °
and Vo~ 0 in such a way that their product re-
mains constant, a V0-2ky [cf. Eq. (17)]. In this
connection we rewrite the Hulthén potential as

2ky/a

a l-e'r'' " e'l" -1

(25)

The four parameters A , B, C, and <x are functions
of a. We have, fora—50,

1+A + o- -ia(q -k) +1 *ir ,

l + B + a" -ia(<j + fc) + 1 -iy ,

2 + or= -ia(q -k) + 2.

We use the following property of the r function,

Then we obtain from Eq. (19)

and from Eq. (21),

l\mfH(k,q)=fc(k,q).

r. (26)

(27)

(28)

From Eq. (27), we see that the usual (on-shell)
Hulthén Jost function has no limit for a—x, since
it is proportional to alr for a - 0 6 . Remarkably
enough, Eq. (28) shows that the off-shell Hulthén
Jost function does have as its limit the off-shell
Coulomb Jost function.

Further, we consider ƒ B(fe,r) for a - ° ° [see Eq.
(18)]. It is known that18

By applying the Euler transformation

c; 1 -z/c)

(30)

(31)

From this equality, sre derive

lim(-2i««-"2F1(iy, C - 1 -iy; C; e''1*)

= V(iy, C, -2ikr).

Finally, it is known that

U{\,c,z) = zl-cU(\ + X-c,2-c,z), (32)

and so we obtain from Eq. (31)

y, -iy - 2iak; 1 - 2iak; emr'')

e'»'mi + iy, 2, -2ikr), (33)

which is equivalent to

lim(2afe)-1yff(fe, r) =fc(k, r), (34)

according to Eqs. (4) and (18). So we have proved
that the Hulthén Jost solution, just as the Hulthén
Jost function, has no limit for a—°°.

We have seen in Eq. (27) that the limit for a - 0 0

of the off-shell Hulthén Jost ƒ unction is equal to
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fc{k,q). Therefore, we conjecture that the ana-
logous relation for the off-shell Jost solutions,
namely,

UmfH{k,q,r)=/c{k,q,r), q*k, (35)

will turn out to be true.
Let us now consider the limit for q—k of the off-

shell Jost solutions and functions. In the short-
range case, in particular for the Hulthén potential,
it is known that

liraAk,q)=f(k),

\imf(k,q,r)=f(k,r).

In the Coulomb case we have proved that fc(k,q)
is not continuous at q = k. We have from Eq. (24),

06)

Therefore, we conjecture that the following equal-
ity will turn out to hold for the off-shell Coulomb
Jost solution,

f(k'r)-~fc{k'r)- ( 3 7 )

We summarize the results obtained so far. For
completeness we also give well-known relations
and our conjectures. We use the abbreviations,

a = (2ak)m",

/fl_fe\'* e**/2 ƒ (k)

It is known that

lim fiAk, r) ~fJJt\

lim/„(fe, <?,>-) =ƒ„<*, , ) ,

limfc(k,r)=fc{k),

Umf„(k,q)=fH(k),

» - » " ' ' • ' » * " • » •

We have proved

limfc{k,q,r)=fc(k,q).

lïmuifc(k,q)=fc{k),

l ima/H(É)=/ c(É),

lim.fH(k,q)=fc(k,q), q*k,

limafll(k,r)=/c(k,r).

Our conjectures are
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(38)

?>0. (39)

(40a)

(40b)

(40c)

(40d)

{40e)

(40t)

(40g)

(40h)

(40i)

(40j)

UmfH(k,q,r)=fc{li,q,r), q*k, (40k)

fe, q, r) =fc(k, r). (401)

We found it convenient to arrange these twelve
limiting relations of Eq. (40) schematically, see
Fig. 1 [note that fH(k), a - ° ° occurs twice].

So we see that difficulties occur in the two l im-
its a-"» and q— k. The third limit r—0 is, in
general, well defined. We note in particular that
it may be interchanged with lima — 00 and with
l i m 9 - * , e.g.,

limlim/H(fe,<7,r)= l iml im/M,q , r )=f c (k ,q ) ,

and

lim HmfH{k,q, r) = lim limfH(k,q, r)=fH(k).

We can take a fourth limit into our considera-
tions, namely, l imr-°° . Of course, the asymp-
totic behavior of the Jost solutions is well known,
because it is part of their definition. We shall
give one interesting example, which involves the
interchange of l i m r - » and lima — "0. From Eq.
(40j), we have

FIG. 1. Limiting relations for various functions. A
full arrow indicates that the corresponding limit exists.
For a dashed arrow, the limit does not exist, but a fac-
tor a or oi, respectively, Is involved, see text.
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lim(2«fc)"lT///(*, r) =fc{k, r),

and from Eq. (3),

lim(2kr)"emikr/c(k, r)=\.

It follows from these two equations and Eq. (2) that

ltmhm(r/a)iremlkr/H{k,r) = l . (41)

These two limits cannot be interchanged, because

is not defined. Instead we have

\\m\iv\emikrf Mt,r)=\.

The off-shell Jost function has an analytic con-
tinuation into the complex q plane. From our
closed form, Eq. (24), we have for the Coulomb
off-shell Jost function, for real positive k and
complex q,

fi(k,q*)=fc(k,~q). (42)

This is a generalization of Fuda's relation for
real q, see Eq. (15).

One should compare Eq. (42) with similar equa-
tions for the ordinary Jost function, see Eqs.
(12.30) and (12.32a) of Newton.3 It appears natural
to define a "minus" Jost function/, by

ƒ.(*,?)=ƒ(*,-?>. <43)

For a short-range potential, the half-off-shell
T matrix can be expressed in terms of the off-
shell Jost function, as Fuda and Whiting have
shown, see our Eq. (16). We rewrite this equation
as follows,

ivqf(k) (q\T\k)=f(k,q) -f*(k,q), (44)

where the T operator has energy variable fe2.
In virtue of Eq. (40.9) we have for q*k,

limfH(k,q)=fc(k,q),

) . (45)

Therefore, the limit f o r a - " oifu(k){q\TH\k)
exists for q*k. This implies that <a17"̂ |&} has no
limit for a — *>. Now, it is well known that the fol-
lowing equality holds,

<a\Te\k)=<a\VH\k*)H, (46)

where \k + ) u is the (outgoing) Hulthén 1=0 scatter-
ing state. The Coulomb analog of Eq. (46) is not
valid, since the Coulomb half-shell T matrix is
not defined. However, (<?|vc|fe + >c is a well-de-
fined quantity, for which we have been able to find
the following closed form,

lt<(fc(k)
lim l l \" - c.c.l,

- k J J '
lc>0,

>c =

(47)
From Eqs. (44)-(47), we derive the following in-
teresting equality,

Vc | * + )c = lim ƒ H(k){q | VH | k * >„

= XimfHW{<i\TH\k). (48)

IV. MODIFIED ECKART POTENTIALS
AND LIMITING RELATIONS

It is very likely that all troubles with nonexistent
limits we have encountered in Sec. Ill merely arise
from the Coulomb tail. In order to investigate
this point, one may study a screened r'a type po-
tential with a > 1. We feel that all limits of our
scheme will be valid if Vc is replaced by a (non-
singular) potential of the form

and VH by an exponentially screened Va potential.
A convenient candidate for such a potential is

(49)

This is a member of the Eckart" c lass . Obviously
we have

(50)
o - * -

The 1=0 Jost solution for VE(r) is well known,1

/ 2
fAk. r) = e"T 1+77

However, we have an annoying complication which
should b? avoided in this investigation. Since
VE(r) is singular at the origin,

VE (r) ^ 2/r2, r-~0,

the usual definition of the Jost function is mean-
ingless. This problem may be disposed of in
either of two ways, by not considering VE but one
of the potentials Vj°, V^ defined below.

In the first approach we define

Vi
E

1\r)=VE(r)-2/r2. (52)

Then the (2 = 0) Jost solution fB(k,r) is just the ?= 1
Jost solution for VE

n:fE{k,r)=fE\\(k,r), since the
term 2/r2 equals the centrifugal-barrier term for
1= 1. So we can find the 1= 1 Jost function simply
by applying Eq. (6),

' • • r
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2iak
- 1 '

(53)

S
ïp,

f

Remarkably enough, for this nonsingular potential
VE

l\ we did not succeed in finding the 1= 0 Jost
solution, but the / = 1 Jost solution (and /= 1 Jost
function).

In the second approach, we define

(54)

with rf>0. Obviously, fE{k,r + d) is a solution of the
1 = 0 radial Schró'dinger equation. Therefore, the
Jost solution for VB

2> is

, / 2(l-2iak)-1 \
\ +exp[(r+d)/a] - 1 / 'exp[(r

The 1 = 0 Jost function for VE
2) is then given by

,fZ\k,o)^-2[X-2iak)'x

(55)

(56)

Now we consider the limits of the above quanti-
ties fora-°° . We have

(57)

(58)

(59)

I
UmfE\\(k)=l,

fe, r ) =

It follows from these expressions that the limits
of/<l> and/<2) do indeed correspond to the limits
of VjM and Vg\ respectively.

Fuda has obtained an expression for the off-shell
Jost function for a short-range potential [Ref. 6,
Eq. (25)]. In the notation of Ref. 20, it reads

f,{k,q)

where

(60)

We find from Eq. (60) that the off-shell Jost func-
tions fg * and ƒ " ' are continuous at q = k. More-
over, the limits «— <"> and q — k may be inter-
changed. We conjecture that the same holds for
the off-shell Jost solutions. If this is true, a
diagram can be given similar to Fig. 1 where now,
however, all of the limits are valid.

So we have indeed succeeded in proving (except
for the off-shell Jost solutions) that, for the above
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screened r'^-type potentials, the screening can be
turned off without any discontinuity problem, in
contrast to the situation for the (HulthSn) screened
r'1 potential.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have studied in Sec. II the off-shell Jost solu-
tion and function for the Coulomb potential for
arbitrary values of I. For 1 = 0, we have obtained
a very simple closed expression for the off-shell
Coulomb Jost function fc{k,q), see Eq. (24).

The Hulthén potential goes over into the Coulomb
potential when the screening parameter a goes to
infinity. In Sec. Ill we have investigated whether
or not the limits for a - « o f the Hulthén Jost
functions and solutions are equal to the Coulomb
Jost functions and solutions, respectively. The
limits of the ordinary (on-shell) Jost function and
solution do not exist. We have proved that in both
cases the singularity is due to the factor air.
Further, we have proved that for the Coulomb case
the off-shell Jost function is not contirfous at q = k.
Here, the singularity is given by the factor
(q - k)'ir. We also have derived some relations
for the limits r - ° ° and r—0. The main results
have been summarized in Eqs. (40)-(41) and in
Fig. 1. In the final part of Sec. Ill we have given
an interesting limiting relation, for a-°° , of the
ha'f-shell Hulthén T matrix, see Eq. (48).

The different kinds of singularities which we
have found in Sec. Ill should be attributed to the
long range of the Coulomb potential. In earlier
studies of the Coulomb T matrix we have seen
singularities of a similar type.13*21 It is very like-
ly that, with a screened r~" potential with a > l ,
no singularity will turn out to exist. With the aim
of giving an illustrative and interesting example,
we have studied in Sec. IV a potential of the
Eckart" class, which may be considered as a
screened r'2 potential. Its Jost solution is well
known and has a simple form. However, this
Eckart potential is singular at the origin, V(r)
-2>-"s, r— 0, which makes the usual definition of
the Jost function meaningless.

One way of avoiding this complication consists
in subtraction of the singular term, which can in
this particular case be interpreted as a centrif-
ugal-barrier term for 1=1.

A second method is generally useful for an ar-
bitrary potential. The central idea here is that
the Jost solution for a shifted potential function
follows in an easy way from the ordinary Jost
solution. To be specific, let f{k,r) be the 1 = 0
Jost solution for any potential V(r). Then
c'iw/(fe,r + d) is the Jost solution for the shifted
potential V\r + d) (where d is some real param-

~ 0



eSer). This follows easily from the defining dif-
ferential equation. By the same reasoning,
e-'Mfik^q^r + d) is the off-shell Jost solution for
the shifted potential V(r+d). Obviously, the above
statements hold only for the / = 0 case.

By applying this method to any potential V(r)
which is (too) singular at r- 0, we obtain a poten-
tial which is regular at r = 0, if we choose d to be
positive. Therefore, it has a Jost solution which
is sufficiently regular at r-0 that the correspond-
ing Jost function is well defined [namely, by the
limit aif(k,r) for r - 0 ] .

For the two modified Eckart potentials, obtained
in the above-described way, we have made an in-

vestigation similar to the one of Sec. III. We have
shown that the limits for a —« of the Jost functions
corresponding to the screened potentials exist and
do indeed correspond to the Jost functions of the
unscreened potentials.
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This dissertation consists of an analytic study of the Coulomb interaction in
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and some related topics. We investigate in a
number of self-contained articles various interesting and important properties of
the Coulomb potential. Some of these properties are shared by other potentials
which also play a role in quantum mechanics. For such related interactions a
comparative study is made.

The great physical importance of the Coulomb interaction follows from the
observation that it acts between any pair of charged particles. Since moreover
Coulomb's law, describing the force as a function of the distance between two
particles, has the same mathematical form as Newton's law of gravitation, it is not
surprising that this law has received a great deal of attention.

Apart from being important in physics the Coulomb potential is also mathemat-
ically of great interest. This is mainly due to the following two characteristic
properties. In the first place, the Coulomb Hamiltonian shows in addition to the
usual spherical symmetry an extra symmetry, which is closely connected with the
invariant vector of Lenz in the classical conic section orbits. The main axis of such
a conic section orbit is fixed in space. In the second place, the Coulomb potential
and more generally any Coulomb-like potential has a long range. This means that
such a potential diminishes rather slowly for increasing distance. The long range
generates singularities in certain quantities which play an important role in
quantum mechanical scattering theory, notably in the off-shell transition matrix.
This so-called T matrix has a branch-point singularity in the half-shell and on-shell
points, which requires the application of a certain renormalization procedure.
Furthermore, the Coulomb T matrix has an essential singularity in the zero-
energy point. This singularity is connected with the infinite number of bound-state
poles which accumulate at the origin of the complex energy plane.

In this thesis we pay attention in particular to the off-shell transition matrix for
Coulomb plus short-range potentials. Here the short-range potentials are taken to
be local as well as nonlocal, separable. We develop analytic expressions involving
hypergeometric functions for many quantities. Especially for the case of rational
separable potentials we are able to derive relatively simple expressions for the T
matrix and for the effective range function.

The principal difficulties in the description of proton-deuteron scattering and
break-up reactions, due to the Coulomb interaction, are studied by working out a
simple model. These problems concern the two-particle renormalization procedure
and the essei.tial singularity at zero energy discussed before.
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We study the bound states for the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential, for the
symmetric shifted Coulomb potential, and for local potentials with an inverse-
distance-squared asymptotic behavior.

Further we investigate so-called irregular solutions of the three-dimensional and
radial Schrödinger equations. These are closely connected with the Jost solutions.
We study for the Coulomb, Hulthén and Eckart potentials the Jost solutions, off-
shell Jost solutions, Jost functions, and off-shell Jost functions.

A large variety of simple analytic expressions is obtained for the Coulomb off-
shell Jost functions for all values of the angular momentum quantum number.
Further we give for some Coulomb Jost states analytic expressions involving
hypergeometric functions.

We develop for Coulomb plus short-range potentials a large number of
interesting relations between various quantities that play an important role in off-
shell scattering theory.
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Deze dissertatie bestaat uit een analytische studie van de Coulomb wisselwerking
in de niet-relativistische quantummechanica en een aantal hiermee samenhangende
onderwerpen. In een aantal onafhankelijke artikelen onderzoeken we diverse
belangwekkende en belangrijke eigenschappen van de Coulomb potentiaal. Som-
mige van deze eigenschappen heeft de Coulomb potentiaal gemeen met andere
potentialen die eveneens een rol spelen in de quantummechanica. Voor dergelijke
verwante potentialen wordt een vergelijkende studie verricht.

De grote fysische betekenis van de Coulomb wisselwerking volgt uit de consta-
tering dat zij werkt tussen elk paar geladen deeltjes. Bovendien heeft de wet van
Coulomb, die de kracht als functie van de afstand tussen twee deeltjes beschrijft,
dezelfde wiskundige vorm als de zwaartekrachtwet van Newton. Het is dan ook niet
verwonderlijk dat aan deze wet veel aandacht is besteed.

De Coulomb potentiaal is niet alleen belangrijk in de natuurkunde, maar ook
wiskundig gezien zeer interessant. Dit is voornamelijk te danken aan de volgende
twee karakteristieke eigenschappen. Ten eerste vertoont de Coulomb Hamütoni-
aan behalve de_gewone bolsymmetrie een extra symmetrie, die in verband staat met
de invariante vector van Lenz in de klassieke kegelsnede-banen. De hoofdas van
zo'n kegelsnede-baan ligt vast in de ruimte. Ten tweede heeft de Coulomb
potentiaal en meer algemeen elke Coulomb plus korte-dracht potentiaal een lange
dracht. Dit betekent dat zo'n potentiaal tamelijk langzaam afneemt voor toene-
mende afstand. De lange dracht veroorzaakt singulariteiten in bepaalde groothe-
den die een belangrijke rol spelen in de quantummechanische verstrooiingstheorie,
met name in de off-shell overgangsmatrix. Deze zogenaamde T matrix heeft een
vertakkingspunt-singulariteit in de half-shell en on-shell punten, hetgeen toepas-
sing van een bepaalde renormalisatieprocedure vereist. Verder heeft de Coulomb T
matrix in het energienulpunt een essentiële singulariteit, die in direct verband staat
met het oneindig groot aantal gebonden toestanden. De hiermee corresponderende
polen verdichten zich in de oorsprong van het complexe energievlak.

In dit proefschrift besteden we vooral aandacht aan de off-shell overgangsma-
trix voor Coulomb plus korte-dracht potentialen. Hierbij worden zowel lokale als
niet-lokale, separeerbare, potentialen beschouwd. We ontwikkelen voor diverse
grootheden analytische uitdrukkingen waarin hypergeometrische functies voorko-
men. In het bijzonder voor het geval van rationale separeerbare potentialen zijn we
in staat relatief eenvoudige uitdrukkingen af te leiden voor de T matrix en voor de
effectieve dracht functie.

De voornaamste moeilijkheden in de beschrijving van proton-deuteron verstrooi-
ings- en break-up reacties, veroorzaakt door de Coulomb wisselwerking, worden
bestudeerd aan de hand van een eenvoudig model. Het gaat hierbij in feite om de
bovengenoemde twee-deeltjes renormalisatiepiocedure en de essentiële singulari-
teit in het energienulpunt.
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We bestuderen de gebonden toestanden voor de Coulomb plus Yamaguchi
potentiaal, voor de symmetrische verschoven Coulomb potentiaal, en voor lokale
potentialen die asymptotisch omgekeerd evenredig zijn met het kwadraat van de
afstand.

Verder worden de zogenaamde irreguliere oplossingen van de driedimensionale
en radiale Schrödingervergelijkingen onderzocht. Deze staan in nauw verband met
de Jost oplossingen. Voor de Coulomb, Hulthén en Eckart potentialen bestuderen
we de Jost oplossingen, off-shell Jost oplossingen, Jost functies en off-shell Jost
functies.

We leiden een groot aantal eenvoudige analytische uitdrukkingen af voor de
Coulomb off-shell Jost functies voor alle waarden van het impulsmomentquan-
tumgetal. Verder geven we voor enkele Coulomb Jost toestanden analytische
uitdrukkingen waarin hypergeometrische functies voorkomen.

Voor Coulomb plus korte-dracht potentialen ontwikkelen we een groot aantal
interessante relaties tussen diverse grootheden die een belangrijke rol spelen in de
off-shell verstrooiingstheorie.
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KPATKOE

.nHccepTauHH COCTOHT H3
KyjIOHOBCKOTO B3aHMOflefiCTBHJI B

HepejIHTHBHCTCKOM KBaHTOBOH MexaHHKe H HeKOTOpHX
CBH3aHHbIX C 3THM TeM. B HeCKOJIbKHX CaMOCTOHTejIbHblX

MH HccjieflyeM pa3JiH*iHbie BaacHbie vs.
HHTepec cBoftcTBa KyjiOHOBCKoro

. HeKOTopbie CBoMcTBa, xapaKTepHbie
KyjiOHOBCKoro noTeHiiHajia, npncymn TaKiace
noTeHu;HajiaM, HrparomHM BaacHyio pojib B
MexaHHKe. ĴUI TaKHX pOflCTBeHHHX B3aHM0fleÖCTBHH
npOH3BOflHTCH CpaBHHTejIBHOe

BblBOfl O SOJIbDIOM (J)H3H îeCKOM 3Ha^ieHHH KyjiOHOBCKoro
B3aHM0fleHCTBHH MO3KHO CflejiaTb H3 HaÖJHOfleHHfl, UTO
TaKoe B3aHM0fleftcTBHe fleMcTBHTejibHO .HJIH JIIOÖOH napbi
3apH5KeHHHX ^aCTHUj. IIOCKOJlbKy 3aK0H KyjIOHa,

CHJiy KaK OpyHKDiHIO paCCTOHHHfl Me^fly flByMH
, HMeeT TO ace caMoe MaTeMaTH^ecKoe

BbipasceHHe, ^ T O H 3aK0H TJiroTeHHH HbioTOHa, TO coBceM
HeyflHBHTejibHO npo^BjieHHe K 3TOMy 3aK0Hy noBbimeHHOro
HHTepeca.

KyjioHOBCKHH noTeHmiaji He TOJIBKO HMeeT 6ojibmoe
B $H:3HKe, HO H upe3BbmaMHO HHTepeceH c

TO^IKH 3peHHH, rjiaBHbiM o6pa3OM,
xapaKTepHHM cBOHCTBaM. Bo-nepBbix,

KpoMe OGHXIHOM c$epH*iecKoM CHMMCTPHH
raMHJibTOHHaHH o6HapyatHBaK>T flonojrHHTejibHyio
KOTopaa TecHO cBH3aHa c HHBapnaHTHHM BeKTopoM Jlems,&
B KJiacamecKax opÖHTax KOHHuecKoro cexieHn,a. PjiaBHaH
OCB TaKOH opÖHTH KOHHtiecKoro ce^ieHHfl 3aKpenjieHa B
npocTpaHCTBe. BO-BTOPHX, KyjioHOBCKHH H Boo6me JIK>6OH

KyjiOHOBCKOMy rroTeHrtHaji OTjiH^iaeTca
XapaKTepOM. 3TO 3Ha*IHT,

paccTOHHHji TaKoft noTeHn;Haji
. .HajiBHOfleMcTBHe Bbi3HBaeT

B onpeflejieHHbix BejiiraHHax, KOTopbie
cynjecTBeHHyio pojib B

TeopHH pacceHHHH, ocoöeHHO, B cjiyuae
nepexofla, Jieacanjefi BHe noBepxHocTH 3HeprHH. 3Ta T . H .
T-MaTpHu.a HMeeT cHHryjinpHOCTb TOUKH BeTBJieHHH B
nojiynoBepxHOCTHoii vs. HanoBepxHOCTHOH TO^Kax,
TpeSyeT npHMeHeHna onpe,a;ejieHHoro MeTOfla

. KpoMe Toro , KyjiOHOBCKas T-
B TO*rae HyjieBoS 3HeprHH BaacHyio
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B npaMOH CBJI3H C 6eCKOHe*lHbIM UHCJIOM
CBH3aHHbIX COCTOHHHH, COOTBeTCTBy&mne üOJIIOCa KOTOpHX
COÖHpaiOTCH B HCXOflHOH TOIKe KOMÜJieKCHOH HJIOCKOCTH

OcoÖoe BHHMaHHe B DTOH ^HccepTarnHH ynejifleTc.fi
n e p e x o ^ a , j iesameH BHe noBepxHOCTH 3HeprnH,

KyjioHOBCKOro njiioc KopoTKOfleBcTByiomero noTeHunaj
paccMaTpHBaioTca: KaK jroKajibHbie, TaK K

cenapa6ej ibHbie noTeHitHajibi. Mbi BHBO^HM
BbipaaceHHü, B KOTopbix BCTpetiaioTC.fi

$yHKi?HH fljin MHOTHX BejintiitH.
OcoöeHHO B cjiy^iae cenapa6ejr&Hbix noTeiiHHajiOB MOKHO

flOBOJibHO npocTbie BbipaaceHHH fljiH T-MaTpHii;H H
3(|)$eKTHBHOK flajI&HOCTH

OcHOBHbie Tpy^HOCTH B OnHCaHHH paCCeHHHH npOTOHOB
pa3Ba j i a , BH3BaHHbix KyjiOHOBCKHM

nyTeM paspaÖOTKH n p o c T o ö
CyTb flejia tpaKTH^ecKH 3aKjn0uaeTc.fi B MeTO,ne

nepeHopMnpoBKH flByx uacTHn; H BaacHoS
n p n tiyjieBOH 3HeprHH.

cBJi3aHHbie COCTOÜHH/I RJIX KyjioHOBCKOro
njiioc HMaryniHHCKoro noTeHE;HajioB, RJIK
CMenjeHHoro KyjioHOBCKOro noTeHi^najia PÏ

c acHMnTOTHKOH, oöpaTHO

MH nccJieflyeM T . H . appery j inpHHe pemeHHH
TpexMepHHX H pa^HajibHHX ypaBHeHHM EIpë^HHrepa. OHH

K pemeHHHM .HacocTa.
xyjiTeHCKoro H 3KapTOBCKoro

MH HccjieflyeM pemeHHH JtacocTa, pemeHHH .HscocTa B
Bbixo.ua 3a noBepxHOCTb SHeprHH, $yHKu;HH «IfcKOCTa H
JlacocTa B c j iyuae Bbixo^a 3a noBepxHOCTb

HaMH nojiyueHo Gojibmoe ^IHCJIO npocTbix
RJIH. KYJIOHOBCKKX BHenoBepxHOCTHbix $yHKijirfï

Bcex 3Ha^teHiiH KBaHTOBoro tiHCJia opÖHTajibHoro
MOMeHTa. RjlH. HeKOTOpHX KyjIOHOBCKHX COCTOHHHÖ Mbl

BbipaaceHHH,

Ifei pa3pa6aTbiBaeM RJIB. KyjioHOBCKOro miioc
KopoTKOfleMcTByiomero noTeHiiHajiOB 6ojibmoe
HHTepeCHblX COOTHOmeHHH Meatfly pa3JIH^HHMH
KOTopbie HrpaioT BascHyio pojib B T e o p a a pacceHHHa
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